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iPREFACE
i
For-the tenth consecutive year, the NASA/ASEE Summer Faculty
Fellowship Aeronautics and Space Research Program was conducted at the
Marshall Space flight Center. The program was conducted by the Engi-
neering Extension Service of Auburn University with assistance from
the College of Engineering, University of Alabama, Tuscaloosa. This
activity was one of six similar programs under the auspices of the
Space Engineering Committee of the American Society for Engineering
Education. The national program is financially .supported by the
Office of University Affairs,; NASA Headquarters, Washington, D. C
j
	
	 The basi„c objectives of the program,which is in its eleventh year
of operation nationally, are:
(1) To further the professional knowledge of qualified engin-
eering and science faculty members.
(2) To stimulate an exhange of ideas between.
	 and
NASA engineers and, scientists.(,	 ;
(3)` To enrich and refresh the research activities of the parti-
cipants' institutions.
The Faculty Fellows spent ten weeks at the Marshall Space Flight-
Center engaged in a research project commensurate with their interests
and background and in collaboration with an assigned NASA/MSFC Colleague.
During this period he also attended specially arranged seminars on
topics related to the collective interests of the group, usually
Space related. In addition, tours of other nearby government facilities
were conducted to provide an additional facet of orientation. The
official `perf d of the program was June 3, 1974 to August 9,;1974.
This document is a`compliation of each Fellow's report assembled
by'`J. Fred O'Brien, Jr., University Co-Director, who has exercised
certain administrative editorial prerogatives to produce this report.
The reader is ' also referred to NASA. CR-120337 for the administrative
details of the Summer Program.
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Engineering Technology, Alabama A&M University
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Research Topic : H'NDT of Shuttle Engine
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! 4	 Dr. William B. Newbolt
(	 Ph.D., Professor, 40
! Physics, Washington and Lee University
	
j	 MSFC; Assignment: Space Physics Group
Payload Studies Office
Program Development
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MULTISPECTRA.L IMAGERY FOR DETECTING
SOUTHERN PINE BEETLE INFESTATIONS
BY
JOSEPH A. BIESBROCK
ABSTRACT
A research investigation has been designed and partially imple-
mented to study the feasibility of multispectral imagery for detecting
southern pine beetle infestations. Background and specific rationale
with respect to multispectral imagery and remote sensing applica-
tions are outlined. Considerations for the development of procedures
for designing, administering and analyzing photo interpretation tests
thatyield quantitative results and permits objective evaluation of
multispectral imagery for beetle, detection are outlined. Photo
interpretive tests of a dependent and independent construction are
developed. Regards for test administration and analyses are
discussed; however, no resultls can be reported at this date. Ground
survey data acquisition methodology is outlined and a form for
recording suspect silvieal, biological, climatological and geophysical
factors linked with southern pine beetle outbreaks is presented.
Arrangements for a continuing research effort are treated.
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INTRODUCTION
(Background Inference Rationale)
Remote Sensing
Multispectral imagery for forest insect detection constitutes but
one small facet of the broader topic "remote sensing of earth
resources".	 Generally defined, the term "remote sensing" refers
to any process of obtaining information about an object without
actually making contact with that object. 	 Modern "platforms" for
viewing-from-afar include aircraft, spacecraft and satellite.
Modern remote sensors may be photographic or non-photographic.
Even though photographs imply the use of the visible portion of the
electromagnetic spectrum; photo-like images can be obtained over J
a wider spectral range including ultraviolet, infrared, microwave
and radar wavelengths.
Objects in nature are composed of specific substances that havep	
ei distinct spectral absorbence and reflectance properties. 	 The
conventional photographic image is depicted as it is "seen" by a
filter-lens-film configuration.	 The technique most widely used for
color photography employs three-layer-color film. 	 When white light
illuminates a three-layer-color print, some wavelengths are absorbed;
the color viewed results from those wavelengths that are reflected.
Multispectral Photography 3
In multispectral photography the light that is reflected or emitted
from a scene is simultaneously separated and recorded in different
spectral regions.	 Normally for this purpose a camera loaded with
black and white infrared film and equipped with four lens systems
that are boresighted to view the same scene and that are equipped
with filters to divide the spectrum into four separate spectral regions,
is employed.	 The most widely used multispectral configuration
records in the blue (400-480 nm. ), green (480-590 nm.), red (590-700
nm.) and infrared 730-900 nm. ) spectral regions. 	 In order to utilize
multispectral imagery to fullest advantage the imagery must be
viewed in an additive color projector. 	 When projected for
f<
r
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registration the blue, green and red images can be combined with
filters of the same color to form a natural color image.
	
Likewise
a false -color image can be formed by projecting the green, red
and infrared images through blue, green and red filters, respectively, f
Infrared Sensing
Infrared imagery's most valuable application is in the areas of
agriculture and forestry; herein, it is employed in the false-color a
ymode for evaluating plant species, relative vigor and disease.
	
The
fi green color of healthy leaves as perceived by the human eye is a
r result of the chlorophyll molecule's high absorbence in the blue and
red spectral bands and strong reflection in the green spectral band. y
What can not be detected by, the human eye is the comparatively
higher infrared reflectance of stressedand diseased leaves. 	 In
healthy leaves, abundant; water within the tissues serves to absorb
."" infrared wavelengths. 	 When previously healthy leaves become
stressed or diseased the 'loss of internal wate.r and dehydration
-` result in a reduction of infrared absorbence and a subsequent
increase in infrared reflectance.
	 given before the visible fading of
chlorophyll results in obvious disik-oloration, this water loss can be x
detected by infrared sensing. s
g Earth Resources ,Applications
"i
In the broad context the terra "earth resources" cont T eys much y
more than knowledge of the earth's valuable minerals; it implies all
the conditions on the earth's surface that are of economic, social or
cultural interest to man.
	 Since its inception the Earth Re-sources
Survey Program of the National Aeronautics and Space Administra-
tion has addressed itself to the following disciplines and their broad y	 a
objectives:
J
1.	 Oceanography and Marine Resources-- to aid ocean transpor-
tation and better utilization of fisheries,
2,.	 Hydrology. and- Wester Resources=-to aid the location and
? better usage of water'
i
3. Geology and Mineral Resources--to aid the dscovery'of
j minerals and petroleum, 4	 1
1-4
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	 -Cartography,.,and Cultural, 	 updateg	 PY. 	 P
topographic base naps and census inventories and aid the	 f
r	 formulation of land use plans for rural and urban land areas,
k
5.	 Agriculture and Forest Resources--to aid the increase of
agriculture and forest production.
The Agriculture and Forest Resources application can, in turn,
be categorized into the following sub-disciplines and their specific
f objectives:
ti A.	 Agriculture--to aid in estimating crop type, acreage and
:.	 w	 yield and :detecting plant stress situations,
B.	 Range Management--to aid in conducting grassland and
livestock surveys,
r 
C.	 Forest Management--to aid in determining, timber types
and areas, estimating timber volumes and combating
forest fires, disease and insects.
Southern Pine Beetle
Early detection of damaging forest insects is important to
prompt remedial action and is especially important where reoccurring
insect damage and threat of damage extend over large areas of
complex topographic and ownership patterns. " The southern pine
beetle is the most widespread and destructive insect in the South,
particularly in loblolly, slash,,, and Virginia pine. stands. 	 Outbreaks
have been recorded since the late 1800's; some of which have
encompassed the entire range of the southern pines. 	 Recent attacks
in epidemic proportions: have caused foresters, landowners and home
	
!
owners to be concerned,	 t
As a result of their life style the southern pine bark beetles are
extremely difficult to combat.
	 Southern pine bark beetles spend
most of their lives in the inner bark of host trees.	 The adult female	 a
constructs winding tunnels beneath the bark and lays her egg along
the• sides of the tunnels; subsequently, the trees are killed by the
feeding of the larvae in the cambial areas. 	 The larvae mature' and
{e	 emexge in approximately four weeks and as many as five generations
x	 ^1 ^	 lx
y
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s may develop in a single year.	 In the first year after; succes sful
infestation the foliage fades and changes from green to red; in the
-second year the needles, drop. 	 Sprays are ineffectual in combating
the. southern pine beetle and the only control is prevention by
prompt detection and immediate removal of infested trees.
Photo Interpretive Test Development
Historically, early beetle detection efforts were made entirely
E by ground surveillance, later aerial surveillance and aerial photo-
`l graphy became arr, adjuct to the ground survey. 	 The results of a
-recent study carried out at Marshall Space Flight Center give
s credence to the use of multispectral imagery as a feasible technique y
for detecting southern pine. beetle infestations. , Remote sensing
applications in the area of southern pine beetle detection like remote
t sensing applications in any of the other aforementioned resource
y
disciplines or su'o-disciplines involves the development of data
acquisition methodology for a coordinated ground,; aircraft and
spacecraft observation program.	 Paramount to the whole applica-
tions area is the development of procedures for designing and
administering interpretation teststhat yield quantitative results
and that permit objective evaluations of the capabilities of sensing
techniques employed. 3
INTRODUCTION
ti
(Specific Task Rationale)
The southern pine beetle is a prolific, destructive, widespread,
reoccurring pest that causes millions of dollars of damage to the pine
forests of the South.	 Historically the southern pine beetle has been
the reason for and the means by which entomological aerial survey
technology has developed. 	 Aerial mapping techniques were first
perfected for locating and appraising timber losses caused by the ' z
southern pine beetle (Heller, et. al. 1955, 1958). 	 The first reported
11 evaluative test of black-and -white and normal color aerial photo-
p 'graphy for forest insect detection was accomplished in southern
)pine beetle infestations (Heller et. al. 1959).
	
Subsequent evaluative
I	 : tests comparing normal color- and infrared color aerial. photographs
for forest insect detection were also carried out in areas damaged
by the southern pine beetle (Ciessla et, al. 1967).	 Recently the
G
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application of multispectral imagery has been demonstrated to be
feasible for detecting southern pine beetle infestations (Downs 197.3).
This aforementioned application of multispectral imagery remains
to be evaluated in a quantitative interpretation.
OBJECTIVES
i^
z
The primary objective of this study was to compare the relative
merits of multispectral, color and color'-infrared imagery in
detecting southern pine beetle infestations..
A secondary objective, was the development of ground survey
methodology to aid in identification of sivical, biological,
climatological and geophysical factors correlated with southern
pine beetle outbreaks,
PROCEDURE:
Study Area (Photo Interpretive Task) {
J
A north Georgia area, of approximately 40, 000 acres with .approx-
3
imately 100 active southern pine beetle infestations was selected for
' investigation.
	
This area near, Gainesville in Hall County is situated
in the Georgia piedmont immediately south of the Blue Ridge
Mountains.	 About one-half of this area is forested,' mostly farm
woodland; the main forest type is pine which loblolly, shortleaf
or Virginia pine predominate.
Aerial Imagery (Photo Interpretive Task)
Multispectral, color and color-infrared for evaluative compar--
i,sons was collectedduring the same; reconnaissance mission,
utilizing	 he same flight lines. ''However	 onl	 the color-.infraredg	 g	
Y^ and the multispectral imagery	 ere of simultaneous'	 Y	 neous origin.	 The
.mission was flown in August at ,a scale of 1.12, 000 by a NASA-
Marshall Space Flight Center.remote sensing C-45.	 Multispectral
imagery was obtained employing an I2S Mark I camera with a 150 mm a
focal length lens and,Kodak 2424 film.	 Color-infrared and conven-
tional .color photography were obtained employing a Wild.-Heerbrugg
RC -10 camera with a 150 mm focal length lens and Kodak ;2443 and P
Kodak 2453 film, respectively..
umw
,4
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Field Procedure (Photo Interpretive Task)
After imagery was obtained selected beetle damaged areas
ranging in size from single trees to stands covering several acres
!	 were identified and their respective ground truths 'established.	 All
trees_ within the identifiable area 6. 0 inches d. b. h. and larger were
tallied and ranked according to the following disease conditions:
T	 (1) symptomless, (2) fading, (3) red-topped and (4) snag,
Test and Laboratory Procedure (Photo Interpretive Task)
'	 In an effort to objectively appraise and compare imagery, photo
interpretive performance tests of two types were developed. 	 The
first test was of relative simple design and of dependent construction.
In addition to functioning as a preliminary test; it was also to serve
as a training aid to administered prior to the independent test.
Beetle damaged areas and corresponding non-infested areas of the
same size, silvical and topographical character were delineated in
f	 grease pencil at a ratio of approximately 1 to 4 on standardized
photographic positives of the corresponding study imagery.	 After a
brief orientation in which the interpreters were shown a series of
35 mm Kodachrome slides depicting various sizes and stages of
southern pine beetle infestations, they were instructed to select
the beetle infestations present in each of 30 test frames (10
corresponding frames for each type of imagery-).	 The test frames
were administered in a Latin square presentation.
'	 The second photo interpretive test was of complex design and of
independent construction.	 Within the framework of this test no
attempt was made to standardize the image format; moreover, the
test was administered in an operational manner. 	 Color and color-
infrared transparencies were interpreted. with the aid of a light table
and a scanning stereoscope; multispectral imagery was interpreted
with the aid of an I2S additive viewer.	 Transparent templets with a
delineated central area of 6 x 6 inches, sub-divided into 9 sequent-
ially numbered 2 inch squares, were prepared for the photo test -	 f	 y
frames and the viewer screen.	 Interpreters were instructed to
scan the imagery in an orderly manner and to locate and outline all
the suspected beetle infested areas; and in addition, to tabulate the
number of discolored and defoliated trees within each of the infested
areas.	 The independent test contained 30 test frames, 10 frames
1-8
s	 e	 _
i
li
i
for each type of imagery. The simulated operational procedure
prevented the presentation of the individual test frames in a Latin
square arrangement; however, the sequence of the type imagery
j
	
	
was presented to the individual interpreters in a Latin square
arrangement.
Experimental Design (Photo Interpretive Task)
At the -onset of the study a need for a comparison of inexperi-
enced (naive) and experienced interpreters was recognized, as
imagery preferences among our available experienced interpreters
were already in evidence. In an effort to identify and isolate
interpreter preferences, inexperienced interpreters selected from
students enrolled in a military science map reading and pre -flight
course taughtat ` North Georgia College--Dahlonega and experienced
interpreters selected from the staff of the Earth Resources Office,
Marshall Space Flight Center--Huntsville were utilized in the
interpretive phases of the study. Resulting data were examined 	 -'
statistically by means of an imagery x interpreter (3 x 2) factorial
ANOV and Duncan's Multiple Range Test; thereby, facilitating the
statistical inferences involving, the imagery effect alone, the
interpreter effect alone and the imagery x interpreter interaction.
Ground Survey Methodology Development (Correlation Task)
A search of the literature for the purpose of identifying the
silvical 'biological, climatological and geophysical factors implicated
with southern pine beetle infestations was conducted.
RESULTS
Photo Interpretive Task (Progress Report)
i
The literature pertaining to the photo interpretive task has been
reviewed. Preliminary ground and aerial surveys have resulted in
the selection of a primary study area. Low altitude flight requests
were submitted to and approved by MSFC's Flight Board. -At this
date August 9, 1974 partial coverage of the study area has been	 x
attained and is being processed. Development, administration, and F'
analysis of the photo interpretive tests are pending and no results can
s be reported at this stage of the research task.
1-9	 _-
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Correlation Task (Progress Report)
The review of the literature revealed that southern pine beetle
outbreaks are frequently associated with drought, fire, overcrowding;
J
t
and over-maturity.	 Lightning damage, severe weather conditions,
poor drainage, logging and building activities and off-site plantings
e 9
have also been implicated with southern pine beetle infestations.	 In i
an attempt to focus attention on these suspected contributing factors
--
a data sheet for field and laboratory analysis of southern pine beetle._ 5
infestations was developed (Refer Figure 1-A and 1- B).	 Explanations
of specific designations and directions for collecting and recording
the specific plot data are also included with the data form. 	 This
f
information is to be gathered in part from the primary study area
when imagery becomes available.
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IDATA SHEET FOR FIELD AND LABORATORY --SOUTHERI-'
PLOT DATA:
i
M
FLIGHT D
r
AREA
11) Distb) Plot # b) Lund use
),Photo # 7) Slope 12) Injury
3	 Inf size 8 Aspect 13 .P1 Pats
4) Std type . 9) Drain 14) B A
5) Std org 10) Soil Tx '= 15) x DBH
^
M
31 32 33 .34 -35 36 37 38 39 40'
I
U
a
a x
A H U a A
^,
i
!
i
is
J
+	 ,.
AA	 r
MSFC • One-Time Form 41 (July 1974)
{
1
i
!	 Figure 1-A: Data. Sheet for Ground Survey
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xPINE BEETLE INFESTATIONS
ATE GROUND CHECK DATE
' -16) x HTM- 21) Cl Y-R	 26) Emrg
17) x,Age 22) Cl Fd	 27) MFSD
18) x Bk Tk 23) Cl Rd	 28) Db Den
19) x. R/O in	 - 24) Cl Bl	 29) Bk Con
20) x An Inc 25) Inf #	 30) Act Ix
41" 42- 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 a
U bO o
x o_ W
a
f	 ,
A
 ti
vv
'
I
Figure 1 -B Data Sheet for Ground Survey (Cont'd) t
'
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fPLOT DIRECTIONS
1) Plot num'aer-`-record plot numbers consecutively,
2) Photo number--record photo numbers from index numbers,
0
3) Infestation size,--record as either (1) single tree, (2) .1 acre,(3) . 25 acre, (4) . 50 acre, 	 (5) .75 acre,	 (6) 1.0 acre,	 (7) 2.5 acres,
(8) 5. 0 acres, .(9) 7. 5 acres, (10) 10. 0 acres, or actual acreage
to whole acre for areas larger than 10 acres,
4) Stand	 e--record as either 1 pine or 2 mixed5 	 typ 	 O 	 ( )pine-hardwood.P
5) Stand origin--record as either (1) natural or (2) planted,
{ 6) Land user-record as either (1) urban, (2) farm woodlot, or(3) forest.
7) Slope --record in degrees.
8) A. spect--record as either (1) no obvious slope, (2) N, (3) NE,
(4) E, (5) SE, (6) S, (7) SW, (8) W, (9) NW, or (10) panoramic b
effect. f
9) Drainage--record as either (1) bottom, (2) flat, (3) side slope, d
or (4) ridgetop.
10) Soil Texture--procure soil for laboratory analysis, record from
textural triangle as either (1) clay,	 (2) silty clay,	 (3) sandy clay) 7
''' (4) clay loam,
	
(5) silty clay loarn,	 (6) sandy clay loam, (7) loam,
(8) silt loam,	 (9) sandy loam,	 (10) silt,	 (11) loamy sand, or w(12) sand. )i
11) Disturbance--record as either (1) undisturbed, 	 (2) adjacent to x
T logged or cleared land, 	 (3) adjacent buildings or building site,
I
(4) adjacent agricultural practices, or (5) fire,' (plot designations).
fi 12) Injury	 record as either (1) no obvious injury-sign lacking,
O wind or sleet as evidenced by broken, bent, or, toppled stems, z
(3) lightening as evidenced by sear marks, or (4,) bark wounds. s
r	 {
3
I 4j	 ;
1`-13
{
13) Plant pathogens--record as (1) no pathogens-signs lacking,-
'	 g' (2) above ground fruiting structures evident, or (3) root rotting j
organisms detected in lab analysis, j{
75 14) Basal area--reco.,^a number of trees times 10,f
lj
15) Average diameter breast height--average tree data and record
N` to nearest one-tenth inch. t
f
`16) Average height--average tree data and record to nearest foot.
17) Average age --average tree data and record to nearest year. 1
^; fl	
)
18) Average bark thickness-average tree data and record to
nearest mm.
19) Average number of,rings per outer inch--average and record
to nearest whole number. '}
nt _
i 20) Average annual increment--average tree data and record to R
nearest mm.
21) Color-yellow-green--tally number of trees with slight
discoloration to obvious yellow green.
22) Color-fading (yellow-pink)--tall-y number of trees with yellow
' to light red discoloration.
23) , Color-red--tally number of trees with red to redish brown
udiscoloratons.
'	 Y 24) Color-black--tally number of'trees without or in the act of
loosing needles and small branches. .f
25) I.nfestation number--tally all discolored trees;
i
26) Emergence--record either (1)_pre-emergence or (2) post
emergence as evidenced by number of holes and pitch tubes, ^t
27) Most frequent stage of development--record as either (1) egg,
(2) larva,
	
(3) pupa, or (4) adult. M
i }
1-14
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,...ate. a :rm'`^a ww.a.a....vtswY.a...tu..c.
-2-9Y., Brood density--record as either (1) light, (2) moderate, or
( z )	 ,Rav,y (ball park estimate). j
29) Bark condition--record as either (1) firm bark, (2) bark wit]h
woodpecker damage in evidence, (3) peeling or slipping bark, 1
or (4) bark sloughing in large patches.
30) Activity index--record as either (1) non-active, (2) low level
activity, (3) moderate level of activity, (4) high level of activity
(activity index is a function of color data, stage of development,
and brood densiity).
31) Azimuth--record the degrees of individual tally trees from true
No rth .
32) Distance-- measure distance of individual tally trees from plot
center,
33) Tree number--assign numbers to individual tally trees- in clock-
wise fashion from plot center. f
34)- Crown class--record as either (1) dominant, (2) codominant, a
(3) intermediate, or (4) suppressed.
35) Species -record  as either (1) slash pine, (2) loblolly pine, or
(3) Virginia pine.
36) . Injury--code as in #12. ra
37) Plant pathogens- -codi^ as in #13.
38) DBH--code as in #15.
39) Height--code as in #16. j
40) Vie- -code as in #17. t
41) Bark Thick --code as in #18. ;.
42) _ R/O inch--code as in #19.
43) ; An Inc--code as in #20.
i	 ^
y
#
,
I;it
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f DISCUSSION
Future Considerations j
Tentative arrangements to loan a MSFC's I2S additive viewer to
my institution have been formulated.
	
My NASA colleague and I are
hopeful that we will be able to obtain complete imagery coverage
and ground truth data by early fall. _Preparation and administration
of the test for the first time can be scheduled within the fall school
' term.
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ABSTRACT
` A minimum fuel orbital transfer problem of a low thrust vehicle
x
is posed and discussed, 	 Trajectory optimization theory is applied to
the s°stem to yield a-two point boundary value problem.in ordinary
differential equations. 	 The differential equations and boundary con-
ditions are nonlinear and a Newtonian iterative scheme is employed to
obtain a numerical solution.
The original equations of motion of the model vehicle are approx-
imated by a new system which is solved in closed form. 	 This closed
form solution is suggested for use in a variation of parameters tech-
nique to integrate the `original equations of motion. 	 This technique
would avoid some of the time-consuming numerical procedures that are
necessary to solve the boundary value problem.
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INTRODUCTION
The low thrust of ion engines which are now being considered for
space missions produces a particularly difficult trajectory optimiza-
tion problem. The application of optimization theory to most problems`
j	 of trajectory analysis usually results in a boundary value problem in
ordinary differential equations. In these problems unknown initial
conditions must be determined so that they cause the results of the
integration of the differential equations to satisfy pre-specified con- 	 fi"
ditions at the initial time, the final time,,and at a finite number of
intermediate times. In most cases the differential equations and the
and consequentlynumerical  methods....boundary conditions are non-linear  
are employed to find a solution to the boundary value problem. In the
study of low thrust trajectories, `the numerical integration of the
corresponding system of nonlinear differential equations is 'a time con-
suming procedure. For this reason, approximate solutions which take
r trajectory a al sis ur-a aeofe used 	  e time o'evalu t  r oftenmuch l ss t 	 	 y	 p
poses.
C
	
	
In this report a minimum fuel orbital transfer problem for a low'
thrust vehicle is posed and 'a numerical technique for obtaining an
exact solution to', the 'modeling system of nonlinear differential equa-
tions is explained. This technique uses an approximate closed-form
solution to the system of differential equations and a variation of
parameters idea to obtain a computationally efficient exact_ numerical
solution to the system of differential equations. Also, the variation
of parameters technique allows the partial derivative matrices needed
for the numerical solution of the boundary value problem to be obtained
in a very efficient manner.
THE MATHEMATICAL MODEL
The equations of motion for this problem in an inertial three-
dimensional Cartesian coordinate system will be represented by the
differential equations
Y	 cl>
G^3 x, R= ^Xs+ z+ ZZ^
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where	 is the position vector, v is the velocity vector and GM is the
gravitational constant. 	 Also in these equations the unit vector 	 c-lei
is a ` control vector which defines the direction of the constant thrust
r
F.	 The quantity m is the mass of the vehicle and at any time is de-
fined by m = mo-fn(t-to) with m a positive constant. 	 The boundary con-
i
t
straints for the problem are given as
_
...
	 2G	 +	 _
.•
°a
X .
Z	 -
ct.
(x' 4V	 • d - ( GM
 q.. - V) Gas
where d is a unit vector perpendicular to the equatorial plane. 	 The
subscript 	 = 0 denotes that the functions are to be evaluated at the
^. initial time t o with constants-a o; , eo and go being.;specified;'similarly
E ' when i = f, the functions are again evaluated at the final time t f with
i
specified values of the constants af, ef 'and 9f .. y
. The mass m has important physical significance for this problem w
A so its identity will be retained by 'defining q=m and adjoining the
equation q=-m to the set of differential equations. 	 The optimization
z
u
k problem can now be stated as follows. 	 Determine a time varying control
vector, c, that satisfies the system of differential equations w
y
ILI r
2- -5 _
i}
e
F
V ^ ^m	 3 X^a(
i
A
rR
(2)
a
i
with boundary constraints
,$	 V,	 Yo	 Vto)j 70 a 7 (ij  3"t)
and that minimizes the quantity V(x f , vf , qf, tf).	 The Fi are defined
i by
V,
	
— •	 -	 V'L	 -	 ^7I•
F re, ^.,'^o^
	
Vo Vo.^.._ 	
ao• x	 oo
x v t	 x xv' • x	 —GMQ (i—e,2
•, o^	 ^^	 o)^• c3>
VG)	 "R 	 yo,te ) = ^x• q-) d r [NrGM^  a, ^1— e,) gas 6
F.
F (xO	 fo, to)	 C	 mo • ti
The functions G1(xf ,'vf, tf), G2(xf,	 'f, t f , an 	 G3(xf , vf , tf) are
4
defined analogous to F l , F2 , and F3
 respectively simply by changing;
K
Y
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say p, will be considered a column, so the transpose of p denotes the
row vector.) In order for J to be a local minimum, J J, a small
	
r
I	 f,
variation in J produced by the free or independent parameters must be
zero and JZJ must beositive for this small variation. Satisfaction
	
P	 ^
of these requirements yields the. necessary conditions for local
optimality. An expression for a'J can be obtained as follows:
ST =	 a Xf + ?itf + pT a.. F s9 +P F^^ +^ T.^. xg;,a  t	 7^f
 N
r'	 t t`'T Sx F sXtf^-	 sCw]if.Gat f a O	 a	 _ ao
	
f	 o
	
The term ^fo ' of Ct^ dt	 in the above equation can be integrated by
parts to give
y	 y	 1
r rf apt = A ctd	 Wf a (^J^X(^)dt.
Substitution of this result back into the expression for ` 4(J  and re-
quiring that ([J=O for arbitrary variations in
'^	 aS T
	 ^ w t	
w 
Qfi 1 ^ G ^'^ Cil ^ A ^^^,S x f,	 xc ^, sXn	 K . a
results in the following necessary conditions ':
q^^ aTCt) t aTCt) of j (4 cC
a t} J
(b) ^ (^^) T a FaX t ) ^ O
o	 t
y
^^) pr F Cxo to) a 3
r	 ,}, a, , ,^, r, a G (go , t4) 1.. a^tf^ a
	
1	 J -
n
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In addition to the preceding requirements, the condition d2J	 0 must
be satisfied.	 This condition can be combined"with condition (f) above
to say that
rT ^f^	 T	 t Ll T V -n Y (5)
must be a local maximum with respect to c(t) for to A t * t f.	 Here the
seven dimensional vector	 has been written in the form (j ,u , r)
where AT
 
and uT are both three dimensional and Y is a scaler:	 It is
I.	
.advantageous for later computations to rewrite the above conditions
The resulting system,using	 AT ,ur, and Y to replace	 ^► T.	 	 	 , after some
simplifications, can be arranged in the following form. The differen-
tial equations are written as
_
_T
x	 k
u
ax
with boundary conditions
(a^	 F (Xo ,, t,)	 o
'' 
aF
	
= o	 CP = (P^, p 	 Pa^^aTC^ c6>
c^ ^ 	 FCe,o.te)-.°
z $,
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ca)	 Y(te) _ P^
and
cA)	 G
s ^1+	 r=Eli	 ^ T Ct^ +	 oa ,c	 ,^	 a x r	 p,1	 J(,/° jf	 f
3
`^	
t	 O
d	
r (7)
i
The requirement that the function H(t) be a local maximum with respect}
to c(t) can be replaced by the equivalent relations that 10 =0  and that
,a
aH	 be negative definite. 	 The first relation
^a VE
can be solved to give g
the control vector c in terms of 	 at every to 6t & t f .	 Now replacing
y	 from ,equation (1), H(t) can be written as
a
y
t
..r GM .
r
f
Then
u c` c
,
I
,
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By examining the expression for a HH it can be seen that c, = a is
i$
sufficient to assure that _)H=O. Also one can verify that this
, c	^
selection for c will also make the matrix 	 H be negative definite.
i aic
Now this result for c can be substituted back into the differential
equations and the formulation of -the necessary conditions associated
with this optimal trajectory problem is complete.
f
FORMULATION: OF THE BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEM
In the last section the control vector c necessary to optimize
the quantity J'listed in equation (4) was found to be c=u.	 Replacing
M
this valueof c in all of the differential equations results in the new
' system
v
i
s
C
(8.)
S
$ C GM ) au .r. 7- - ^jC • jih^ j^3R R
I
[
s u
r	 1	 ul
These differential equations are to connect the.boundary conditions
listed in equations (6) and (7) of the last section. 	 These conditions
2-11
i^^--
will now be rewritten by giving explicit expressions for the matrices
f aGUl- Lai' Cav—
3
R	 ,V. , 	 aid	 G	 f ^^
	 tf)-•
_ Using the definitions of F 1 , F 2 , F3 and F4 given in (3), it is straight-
forward to verify that
2C , P Xo	 ? Fs.	 rd
L
_	
_ 2
[.9. X (^e k o^ )r ;	 _s °^ XpkCVO k^^I	 (9>4-,FF,- 	 Z('F^	 1lav a
r _aF	 k 1 T'	 -x' T	 aF'+	 p'
9
a,XO 0^ 	 d ^0	 a VO ,
Similarly, using the definitions of G 11 'G2 and G31 one finds analogous A
a expressions for -:4it
r Lax	 ^	 xf	 ax
4 [26
1a	 ai-
7 The relation
1
E
a x _ _ ?=
F (Re ,ve,t.^	 k .+.	 Ydt aa7	 t,
when used together with equations (b) and (d) of (6) transforms the
equation
P	 F (ye s Vo, t J= oi
c
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un	
O
^o X, + u^ Vo (10)
In a similar fashion equation (e) of 'system (7) can be replaced by the
equation
4
-\T	 urn	
-
of	 t+	 f of 
t
,j. a t
	
Q
fi
i^ . The boundary value problem can now be formulated in a compact	 ac	 p
z
?
form.	 First, the following definition,is , made.	 Let
Qhd	 P^^^z ^t)/^ (12) s
a
Y
Then the optimization problem consists of solving the system of non-
3
linear differential:equations
A
s
^
;Uw ) RO)
3
Pct = g CXcf^, ^1^), t) ^ ap(13)
and satisfying the boundary conditions from (6) and (7) now written: in
the form
g
T ^
0 $
Xf) PL ) iTf 1J
2=13
,._.x	 ^	 ..	 ,._	 ..-.. . ym'rxa .. 1r^s.e3.,^x. ^' •.a•.. a,. ^ ^ _... .a .¢zivakiC'a`:., 	 T cxwic•^ ru`ea.nume.__La._.mYts s68cebv.bedi^2irkw9^c3mui3. %5».^_t`_ • .us:..a^€r2ili eia 3ua._r ._..^..a'...._ 	 z.ss.	 n:^'.. ..—v...._	 s	 .._ x	 v ^	 _ _. 	 . ^
In equation (13) above
4
F	 ^1	 —f 	 V
	 R3Iu 1
 ,	 R
36M/ 
R3 R
Also, in (14) D is a twelve dimensional vector defined by
F,	 to)
y	 y 1	 s
Gj
a
.^'.	 (15)
	
3
{2	 r V.^ 2 CXc " CVo k xe/,^ Cd x X oJ^ P8	 - u
so	GO
^T.	 T'
A -	 X, + U o Vo0
•
The vector E(tf,Xf ,Pf,gc,f) is eleven dimensional and is defined by
'	 3
X	 t
K
-
 x
M1	
A
y
pX
f
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t + zG M x£,2 
x^X 4)), (VF
x ^)/°* 
a 
i)T
_ — 
/ l + 2 y r 2 ( X^^ x cv;
 X94)], ( 1 X X^ 	 16
8
!^ Ctf/
	
f	 L	 f	 ( )
E	 ,q
E	 a T
x^ +uf ^^ + YC^f) ^^ -
	 •Fit
	
f	 f
Two of the above boundary conditions
X. o	 , P
	
an 312. 0 ) 0) 0)
can be solved by selecting q(to) to be equal to the constant mo and by a
choosing (t ) and p to be the same value. Therefore the problem nowo 4
is to determine values of t o , Xo , Po , p, Jo, and t f so that when t o , ` Xo ,	 ?
Po , (and qo selected above) are used as initial values for the differen -
tial requations in (13), the resulting solution`X(t), P(t) and q(t) when
>y
evaluated at to and t f will satisfy the twenty-one conditions
-z! 	 Poo
The solution of the boundary conditions involves the expansion of
the vector functions ;D(t X	 P ") and E t X Po^ o^ qo^ o,P	 (f, f, f,jo ) into Taylor
series about a set of guessed values (denoted by to,X*,P*,p"*, 4* and t?)
x
!for the parameters t o , Xo, Po , p, ^, and t f .	 By truncating these
j
t
i
-series expansions after first-order terms, a set of correction_ vectors
i
Ito,	 a X. 	 a	 o^	 A P	 a),d a^^,
can': be determined which when added to to, Xo, Po, p,.,A* and tf will
I roduce values of D•(t	 X	 P	 )-and E	 (t	 X	 P	 ) nearer zero.P	 J	 o^	 o^ qo,	 o^P	 k	 f^	 f, qf^	 f^
The entire procedure can be repeated with the corrected values as the
estimated M values. 	 This process is well documented (see[l] , [71,
[8]) and the result is the development of a modified Newton's iteration
formula for the correction vectors. 	 The formula for the problem con-
sidered here is
N
{
QXe vo ap	 aP
,.
A P
I
4 aEr aE: aE
aF
}
7
ato ^Xo a Po a i°
I. h +I W. Jh
where n and n + l denote the iteration number.	 This formula for
the correction vector is used repetitively until the boundary conditions
Y
I
,.m
yl ,
1
3 ^ltoXo	 o,	 EKC^f, x,, ^^^)3
are zero to a desired tolerance.
Explicit expressions for the matrices
j [ D^ ,	 CaXe 1f7fl.	 a,1 -^^
E appearing in Newton's formula can be obtained by chain rule differen-
tiation of the vectors, D , given in (15).
	 To obtain numerical values
k for the matrices involving the Ek's, chain rule differentiation
	 is
r again used and results in the following equations: '?
E I)_E	 Dxf-
	
aEa P
kE e-P•^^ ^^	 +
 L-174-:1^ Xf J	 t^
	
-to
' Ea	 'X	 aE	 aPfN	 l_1 ,.L. xJ aXo 	 + a P 	 XX,	 fJ! J
^^ a	 X[ ^ J	 L P 1 a pPe	 f	 o	 f	 o %
lc • E
^: E +
	
E x Ct ,^) + ``
	E }f)E^s ^ tf	 a 
	
^ FfXf P
{ All matrices on the right-hand side =
-of the above equations can be
explicity represented, except for
a	
apf	
aX^	 p	 -a X	 aP
a{ O	ato	 a	 ;I	 and	 ,^^	 (17)n
These "transition" matrices must be obtained from the numerical in-
tegration of the following set of matrix differential equations
n
1
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Numerical integration of equation,(18) on the interval to`tLtf
will produce values for the matrices appearing in (17) and consequently
all entries in the iteration formula will have been computed. 	 Also the
differential equations appearing in equation (13) must be numerically
integrated along each trial in the iteration process and this together
with the partial derivative matrices will result in an accurate solution
to the boundary value problem. 	 It is clear that to obtain this solution
a number of numerical integration schemes must be employed. 	 In the
next section a brief description of how a closed-form solution of an
approximating system of differential equations can be used to avoid
some of the numerical computation is given.
DEVELOPMENT OF A CLOSED FORM SOLUTION
The low thrust of the model vehicle considered in this report
jenables the equations of motion listed in equation (1) to be approxi-
mated by a two-body problem
G,M
RJ
Also differential equations for the multipliers, hand u associated
'i with the two-body problem can be written and used to approximate the gr<<
corresponding equations in system (8).	 However, the approximating
r-: E
system considered here consists of the addition of -a thrust term, that
has some dependence on the initial values of the multipliers, to the
two-body problem.	 Let x2 = (x2,y 2 , z 2) and v2 = (x2 , y2 ,z2) represent
a solution of the two-body problem.	 Then the approximating system for
2-19
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the equations ofmotion will be taken to be
k}
V,
u
(19)
^
{ GMx R =Xl + 	 zV —	 t^	 i	 Ys +Zzl yri ^ 	 JR Y
,
where
(	 )
with
I I^	 1
u	 a_	
(b x	 o"	 (Tr per;od)
4
d
!ual'	 I(b	 c)xb
It is straightforward to verify that a solution to system (19)
! above is
m	 1	 (21)to	 to
_
V N) c ^/Z 0) " I t m G dt . Fi
Since x2 (t) and v2 (t) are known solutions of the two-body problem, the
f integrals need only be evaluated in order to have explicit represen-
tations of x(t) and v(t).
	 Recall that the mass -m is a function of
time defined by m = mo - c(t - to ).	 Then
j+ m ^^-toy+	 (t-to) +... +gym^t^to)t.
^' rn, Ct t0^1
	
1 ^ '
For ease of computation in 'evaluating the above integrals, this series
}	 j
I
will be truncated after second order terms. 	 (Of course a closed form
f
i
solution of greater accuracy can be obtained by truncating at some
i
} higher power).	 The first integral to be evaluated now has the form i	 ti
-2-2Q
r
CC f
dt
t (	 _
e
(1 +	 to) +
l.Q Sv
►a o(Ct
—fie/+^ cos a(E- t`o)+(^^IJ^Q{— to)S^haC^t'tm
+ 6 0-to) cos «(t-to)J + —^o,ZCa'Ct-to)2 Sih a(^t^to)
t 6 (t_to^ZCO3 a(t-t,^^ft	 at
The above integral can be evaluated using standard integration formulas
and the results can be written in terms of sines and cosines as follows:'_
1r
	 ^ 1o/^t'^^)dt=A r,4 g6-to t8 cos	 (22)f
where A and B are defined by
..
	
2.	 2
A	 L fz 1 ^ ^t^^o,^+
_6
	^rr^o^
a	
^
+ ^t k^y c^ ^t-to) +^o)^t"^o^	 (23)
r	 r	
<,
J	 '
Now integrating the expression in (22) yields
t	 t	
zt-t Zdt dt	 ,^	 -ab -4-1
with C and D given by
	
12 rr/ vii 1	 C
2.
C - d C' L mel ^ l r^o f fit' t°) ~	 t ` te)Z 1 j
d
r
	
	 Z	 )
L2 Cc^ fCm) Ct—O/^	 (24)
2.
0^^	 d)
to
J
F
The solution of the systemx	
	 given in (19) with m replaced by
F ^1 t r', ^t f t / m"^ _ t Z
	
	
j
;x
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can now be represented by
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An approximating system for the full set of equations appearing
in (8) will be taken to be
^/ = 140+ 	 t"to ♦ ham'► Z^,^to Z/1 G ^	 XZ	 `
—  	 •-
_
( GM)a -. 36M
	
 3  	 S C9. µ X1
_R	 R
	_2	 L
r=0	 1
Solutions for the adjoint variables 1(t) and u(t) are available from
Ingram's work [91. Also cartesian coordinate closed form expressions
for x2 (t) and v2 (t) needed for the complete representation of the
solution x(t),v(t)'in (25), are available from Goodyear's work on the
two-body problem, (5]. Therefore, ,a closed form solution for the above
syst&,,of differential equations can be obtained. This closed form
solute"oncan be combined with a variation of parameters technique de-
vzloped by H. L. Ingram (8]to integrate the equations given in (8). A,
t
detailed explanation of this procedure is given in reference ^8^ and 	 F
will not be reproduced here. Also `the transition matrices of the closed
form'.solution can be evaluated by explicit differentiation of the ex-
	
pressions for R, v, q,	 u, and r with respect to xo,vo, ^o, J\o
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cand e^ . These matrices can be used to approximate the ones appearing
in (17) that are needed in the iteration formula. The effect of this
approximah,,ion is the elimination of the necessity of having to
numerically integrate the system of equations in (18).
CONCLUSIONS
A boundary value formulation of a low thrust trajectory optimiza-
tion problem has been developed and a Newton's method iteration has
been applied in order to solve the resulting two point boundary value
problem. Closed form representations for the major parts (state
variables) of the solution to an approximating system of differential
_equations have been given. What is now needed is the development of
a computer program that would test the efficiency of the closed form
solution when used in the variation of parameters technique developed
by H. L. Ingram. Such a program would indicate whether or not the
closed form solution,` proposed in this report provided (significantly)
rapid numerical integration of the original equations of motion.
k
n
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TEST PATTERN GENERATION FOR SEQUENTIAL LOGIC CIRCUITS
c
by
F	 B. D. CARROLL
ABSTRACT
The problem of test pattern generation (TPG) for sequential logic
circuits is studied. In particular, scv:ral aspects of the TPG problem'
are discussed for the case of asypchronous sequential circuits and
single stuck-at faults. A circuit model is first developed, for use in
TPG procedures. Homing sequence and TPG procedures are then
presented.
The effect of gate delays in logic circuit performance is discussed
in relation to the TPG problem. It is shown that insertion of delay
elements at critical points in the Huffman sequential circuit model
yields a useful model for TPG purposes. Edge-sensitive circuits are
	 i
represented very satisfactorily by the model. A procedure for delay
element placement is, descyibed.
3
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i
A homing; sequence generation procedure is developed for use
with the circuit model. The procedure Yields an input sequence that
will take a circuit from an unknown, starting state to a specified final
state if such a sequence exists. Stability conditions are imposed for
each input in the sequence.
The TPG procedure given is based on a unique adaptation of the
homing sequence procedure. A test pattern sequence for a given
fault is obtained in a single iterative process. The test sequence
does; not require the circuit under test to be in a known starting state.
4 
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Test pattern generation (TPG) for sequential logic circuits is an u
important practical problem for which no adequate solution hasbeen
'	 presented.
	 Several aspects of the test pattern generation problem
will be discussed in this report along with proposed solutions. 	 Many
of the sequential circuit TPG procedures that have been developed
have evolved from procedures originally intended for combinational
{	 logic circuits. . _ Hence the procedures do not adequately handle the
memory characteristics inherent in sequential circuits. E
Clocked or synchronous sequential circuits may be handled
re&sonably;well for TPG when certain assumptions are made.
	
As-
sumptions usually made are that memory elements are all clockedi	 flip-flops, that circuit inputs do not change while the clock signal is
high, and that faults do not affect the internal behavior of the flip-flops.
These assumptions eliminate the need to consider asynchronous be-
havior of the circuit including the effects of element delays, races,
and hazards.	 Timing problems associated with TPG are therefore
minimized and TPG procedures are straightforward.
The assumptions mentioned above cannot always be justified in
which case circuits must be handled as asynchronous circuits. 	 Even
when the assumptions are applicable it is often desirable to treat the
circuits as asynchronous devices for purposes of testing. 	 Hence,
TPG . procedures for asynchronous circuits are required.
TPG for asynchronous circuits is more complex than for syn-
chronous circuits primarily due to the need to consider circuit tran-
sient states caused by time delays and the related problems of races
and hazards.
	 A TPG; procedure must be able to handle circuits that
are edge-sensitive as well as circuits that contain both local and
global feedback loops.
t
An asynchronous circuit TPG procedure will be developed in
this report that is designed to handle the following cases.'
1.	 Asynchronous logic
t
2.	 Edge-sensitive logic E
3.	 Local and global feedback.
The report is organized into five sections including an intro-
duction, a section on circuit models, a section on "homing" sequence
generation, a section describing the TPG procedure, and ,a conclusion.
1
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ASYNCHRONOUS CIRCUIT MODELS FOR TPG
Two asynchronous circuit models for use in TPG will be describ-
ed in this section.	 First, a basic model will be described. 	 The basic
model is then augmented to overcome some inadequacies that arise in
TPG.
Basic Asynchronous Model (BAM)
It is well known that any asynchronous sequential circuit can be
drawn in the form shown in Figure 1. 	 This model is due to Huffman.
The combinational logic in the model is assumed to have no feedback
loops and to have zero propagation delay.	 All delays in the circuit
are assumed to be lumped together in the feedback paths.
Variables shown in Figure l are related at time t by the follow-
ing Boolean equations.
zt,= f•	 xt , ...,	 xt ,	 t	 t	 ... ,	 (1)_i	 i	 1	 n	 y I , ... ,	 yr),	 1	 m= 1,
Y	 = gi (xi,	 ... ,
	 xn,	 Yi	 • .. ,	 yr),	 j	 1,	 ... ,	 r	 (2)
t+ 4t.
where each	 izi is referred to as an output variable, each x an inputP
variable, each yi a secondary variab eran eac	 Yi an exc-ita.tion
vase.	 The-combined values of (xl	 ... , x )is called the circuit
input state, of (z	 .., ,	 zm) the circuit output state, 	 of (yl	 .. • , yr)11
t e circuit secnndary state, and .of	 (Yl , :...	 Y ) the circuit excitation	 F
state.	 The total state of the circuit is given by &e values of (x ,, .. ,
xn 3	 yl ,	 ... , yr ).	 Hence by '(1) and (2), the output state and thel`
	
c
excitation state at time t are each functions of thet total sta a at time t.
-A circuit is in	 stable state if	 t	 ...	 =	 Y	 ...	 Y	 atyl'	
t
Yr)	 ^	 1,	 ,If ( Y 1	 ' ' ' '	 yr) X (Yl ,	 ' ' ' '	 Yr ),	 then the circuit is in an unstableor transient state.'
4
For a given sequential circuit, there exists a minimum number of
secondary variables necessary to represent the circuit by the Huffman
model.	 A circuit model containing the minimum number of secondary
variables will be referred to as the basic asynchronous model (BAM)'
Figure 2 shows an asynchronous circuit with its corresponding B AM.'
The equations given by the BAM are as follows.
zl=x1 x2+xiY+x2y	
}
z2 -xlx2+Y
iY=zl
Yt+ Lit _ Yt
Fk 3-5
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Xl
Z1   
t 
i
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a
1
A tabular representation of the above set of equations is shown
in Table 1.	 This table is called a flow table or excitation table.
! Stable states are circled.
The BAM of a given circuit is not necessarily unique.	 Figure 3
shows an alternate BAM for the circuit in Figure 2(a). 	 A procedure
for identifying a minimum set of secondary variables along with the f
resulting excitation and output equations is given in Pai and Lewin[13.
r
Problems Encountered with the BAM
9
The BAM does not always represent an adequate model for
asynchronous circuits as will now be shown by two examples.	 Anj augmented model will then be described for overcoming these prob-
lems.
I
Consider the cross-coupled NAND latch and the corresponding
BAM shown in Figure 4;	 When xl = x2 =0, it follows that zl = z 2 =1
and that if this condition is held a sufficiently long time then the cir-
cuit reaches a stable state of y = Y = 1, 	 Now if both, inputs are simul-
taneously changed to 1 "(x l = x2 =1), then, by the BAM, z1 will re-
i main unchanged while z2 changes to 0. 	 The circuit remains stable
at y=Y=1 during this period. 	 This sequence of events can easily be
! followed in Table Z.
An actual cross-coupled NAND latch may not respond as indi-
cated in the above 'anal` sis.	 For example if the response time of they	 _	 P	 P
gate producing zl is faster than the gate producing z2, then the
xl = x2 =0 to xi = x? =1 input change will produce a 	 final output of ;a
zl = 0, z2 = 1.	 The zl=1, z2 =0, output will be pro-duced when the z l	gate is slower than the z2 gate.	 When the gate d
delays are precisely the same, the xl=x2 =0 to xl=x2 =1 input change a
will produce an oscillating condition where the outputs alternate be-
tween the z 1 - z	 =1 and the zl = z2 = 0 states until one or both inputs
^.are changed to
The above analysis of an actual cross-coupled NAND latch
indicates that the behavior of the circuit to the input change from
s x1=x =0 to xl=x =1 is a function of the relative response times of the
f NAND gates.
	
This fact is not evident in the BAM.
Explanation of the inadequacy of the BAM .lies in the fact that
all delays are assumed to be lumped in the feedback paths and that no
delay is present in any gate. 	 Hence, there is no way of taking into
account relative gate delays but only relative loop delays, in circuits
with more than one feedback loop.- i
j
Input changes that produce a response dependent on relative
3­ 8
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Itime delays should be avoided in general.	 Hence, a circuit model that
l
will give an indication of such a condition is desirable. 	 Augmentation
of the NAND latch SAM as shown in Figure 5 will provide such a
model.	 Table 3 gives the corresponding flow table.
The augmented BAM has been obtained by inserting a delay
element and defining a secondary variable for each leg of cross- 
coupled latch.	 -In essence, a discrete d elay has. been inserted forP 7
each gate in the circuit that may affect the response to input changes. -
Analysis of the xl = x2 =0 to x1 _ x2 =1 input change using the
augmented BAM shows an oscillation when both delays are the same.
This oscillation can be taken .mss an indication of an input change that
should be avoided.
` Another shortcoming of the BAM can be illustrated using the
circuit shown in Figure 6(a). 	 This circuit has positive edge-sensitive
inputs obtained by the utilization of the delay times of physical gates.
Figure 6(b) shows the augmented BAM of the circuit, and Table 4
clearly shows the inadequacy of the model since no input change will
cause a state change. 	 Agz,.in this can be explained by recalling that
gates are assumed to have zero delay in the model. 	 Hence the output
of gates G1 and G2 is always logic one for any value of xl and x2.
In an actual circuit, however, gate delays will be present.
Therefore, if xi, is changed from x--10 to xl=1, the output of Gl will
momentarily change to 0 before stabilizing at 1. 	 This follows since
there is more delay along the path from xl through the inverter	 to
G1 than from xl
 through a wire to G1. 	 Hence when xl change.s from
O to 1, both inputs to G1 are l until the change propagates through the
inverter	 placing a 0 o the lower G1 input.. When the delay through
the inverter	 is sufficiently long, a 0 to 1 change on xl will cause the
r `
latch to be set to the state z	 = 1,- z 2 = 0.	 Similarly, a 0 to 1 change
state	 1.on x2 will place the latch in	 zl = 0, z2 =
Figure 7 shows a further modification of the BAM that will
properly represent the edge-sensitive nature of the circuit.	 The
corresponding flow table is given in Table 5. 	 It should be pointed out
that this model gives the proper transitions only if 	 Z\_ t3	?	 2 atl,
and	 L2St	 ? 2 Z^t2.	 However, these relative delays must also be
satisfieAn the actual circuit.
	
Hence the model does not impose any
artificial constraints. 	 An explicit representation of the criticality of
the relative, delay times is required by the procedures presented in
later sections.	 This can be accomplished by inserting two delay
elements' 	 the appropriate paths as shown in Figure 8.	 The model s
shown in Figure 8 for the edge-sensitive latch is 	 example of the a
augmented asynchronous model (AAM) to be described in the follow- 7sing sections.
!a
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Table 4. Flow table for augment BATA of edge
sensitive ?AND latch.
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1110 1100 1101
lill 1110 1100 1101
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lill 1110 1100 1.101
0111 01,10 olol
0111 0110 0100
0111 1100 110i
ollo 1100 1101
1011 1010 O^oo lool
1011 1110 1100
1011 1000 1001
1100 1001
0011 0010 G000 0001
0011 0110 0100 0001
0011 0010 1000 1001
0011 0110 1100 1 lool
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Augmented Asynchronous Model (AAM)
The previous examples illustrate the importance c.f considering
gate delay times in the analysis, of asynchronous sequential logic
circuits. TPG is a form of analysis and therefore a conside-ration of
delay times is needed for this process. However, it is not necessary
to consider all delays in many cases as seen in the earlier examples.
The circuit model to be described in this section is a generalization
of the model shown in Figure 8.
The Augmented Asynchronous Model (AAM) is obtained by in-
serting delays into the BAM to account for critical gate delays. A set
of Boolean_ equations that represent the circuit consists of an output
equation for each circuit output and an excitation equation for the input
to each inserted delay element. These equations are written in terms
of the circuit input variables and the secondary variables representing
delay element outputs.
	 a
A model for a, given circuit can be obtained from the following
general procedure.
1. Identify 411 feedback paths and insert a delay element
in each path.._
2. Id y all reconvergent fan-out paths and insert-delay
elements; to provide the proper relative path delays.
3. Insert delay elements as required for any critical delay
values.
4. Assign a unique input, variable to each circuit input.
5. .Assign a unique output variable to each circuit output.
6. Assign­ a unique excitation variable to the input of each
delay element and the corresponding secondary
variable to each delay element output.
7. Generate a Boolean equation for each output variable
and for each excitation variable in terms of only in-	 x
put and secondary variables.
The AAM of the circuit shown in Figure 9 (a) is given in Figure
9 (b). An algebraic, description of the model is contained in the follow-
ing set of Boolean equations.
	 t',
u
3-1`7
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z - Yl = xl y4 + y4 y5.
Y 2 = xl yl + x2 yl
Y3 = y	 -2
y4  = Y3
a
Y 5 = y 2
All steps of the procedure outlined above can be automated
f
except for step 3.	 This poses no problem, however, since establish-
ment of critical delay paths	 must be handled during design, and the
insertion of delays into the AAM to reflect this can be . specified in
advance by the designer. 
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HOMING SEQUENCE GENERATION
It is often necessary or desirable to place a sequential circuit in
a specified stable secondary state from an unknown starting state by
applying a sequence of input patterns. Such an input sequence is some-
times referred to as a "Horning" sequence. A procedure for deter-
mining a homing sequence for a given state of a circuit modelled using
the AAM will be described in this section. The procedure is a gener-
alization of an approach described by Chia and Hsiao [2]
Basic Approach	 -
The procedure to be :described is algebraic in nature using the
equations that describe the AMM and their complements. First, the
desired final state is used as a criteria to develop an equation that
describes prior state conditions that will lead to the desired state.
Next, one of the possible conditions is selected and the process repeat-
ed, on the selected condition, The process is repeated until, finally a
j	 condition that is independent of any'secondary,state is found. _Stability
conditions are imposed at each step as discussed below.` This proce-
dure will be illustrated by example before a.detail description is given.
The circuit shown in Figure 8 can be described by the following 	 a
Boolean equations.
Y 1
 y2 + xl Y5	 Yl = x l Y2 + y2 Y5 	 (4a-b)
Y 2
 yl + x2
 Y6	 Y2 = x2 Y1 + Y1 Y6	 (5a-b)
Y 3
 = Xl	 Y3 = xl	 (6a -b)
Y4 x2	 Y4 = x2	 (7a-b)
Y5,= Y3
	 Y5 - y3	 (8a`b)
Y6 y4	 Y6 - y4 (9a-b)
Complements of the secondary state equations are redundant but have
been included because of their usefulness in the example that follows.
A horning sequence to place the 'circuit shown in Figure 8 in state
x1 l= 1, x2 = 1, yl = 1, Y2 0 will be developed. The equation Y1Y2
will yield conditions that produce the desired secondary state°and is
given below in an "input factor" form.
Y 1 Y2 X 1 x2 Yl Y2 + xlx2 YlY2 Y6 + xl x2 (Y Y2 + Yl Y5) z:
+ xl x2 (YlY2Y6 + yly5y6)
3`19
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The procedure is continued by selecting the term x x2 (yl y2 y 6 + yly5Y6)desiredsince the input state is the same as in the 	 fiinal state and since j
`t	 the secondary state is different than in the desired final state.
Stability of the selected terms is checked as follows. x
x l x2 ( y ly2y6 + y l y5 Y6 ) ^'y l y 2 Y 6 + Y l Y 5 Y61
= x	 (Y Y Y	 Y	 Y )	 x x y y y +x x Y Y Y Y +x x Y Y Yl x 2	 1 2 6 +	 Y1,5 6 E	 1 2 1 2 4	 1 2 1 2 4 6	 1 2 1 2 4
+xx Yy4Y +x x.y Y y y +xx y y Y Y +Y Y Y +x Y Y4Yc^1	 1	 5	 1 2 1 2 4 6	 1 2 1 4 5 6	 2 3 4	 l	 32
yly4 5 6I	 = xlx2 (ylY2 Y4Y6 +Y Y )
Note thaty4 was necessary to produce, a stable condition on the select-
ed term.
Next conditions that lead to y ly2 Y 4 Y 6 + Y174 Y 5 y 6 are computed asfollows . .
Y^Y4Y6 (Y2 + Y 5 ) ' xlx2 (YIy	 4"	 y2y3y4)
+ xlx2(YlY2 Y4y6 + Y2 Y3y4 + yly4y5y 6 + y3Y4y5)
The second term is again selected since the input state is the
?	 same as in the previous step but the secondary state is different.-
'	 After factoring, stability is checked as follows. p
X x	 (Y +Y) (Y Y	 + y )^Y 4 `(Y +Y 5 ) (Y Y	 + Y )1 2Y4	 2	 5	 1 6	 3	 2	 1	 6	 3 a
= xlx2% (Y2 + Y5 ) (YJ6 + Y3) x
f	 Hence all terms are stable. }
i	 Conditions producing the chosen secondary state are given by the
[	 following equation. .
f	 Y4(Y2 + Y 5 ) (Y lY 6 + Y 3)_ = xlx2(YlY6+ Y3)
+ 
Xlx20rly2y4y6 + yly4y5y6
c
+Y2y 3y4 + Y3 y 4 y5)
The first term in the above equation-is selected to continue the proce-
dure because the second term is a repeat of the previously selected
term. ' M
The selected term is checked for stability and found to be stable. A
i
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Computation of the new state requirements produces the following I
equation. zI	 ^
Y1 . 6 + Y3 _ YZY4 + xly4y5 t xl
r
The above equation contains a term that is independent of any
secondary variables. 	 Hence, this term is selected and the procedure
+ 5 is terminated.{ i
Input states' of the terms selected,. correspond to the-input pat-
terns in the homing sequence. 	 Recalling that terms are selected back-
I ward in time, the homing sequence produced is x l = 0 followed by
x1 = Ol x2 = 1 followed by xl = x2 = 1.	 Hence 00*01•x11 or 01♦11 are
acceptable homing sequences. 	 It should be noted that other input a
sequences are also homing sequences'. 	 These can be obtained by
i starting with a different term in the first equation produced in the pro-
cedure:
Detailed Description
A step-by-step description of the procedure illustrated in the pre-
vious section will now be presented.
1.	 Obtain the state condition desired.
a
2.	 Check stability of the given state condition.
i
f 3.	 Is the state stable? if no, terminate.
	 If yes,	 continue. r
Ei 4.	 Select a stable state (S o ) consistent with the given
state.
5.	 Let i=0.
6.	 Compute the Si predecessor equation (Pi).
f 7.	 Express Pi as a sum of prime implicants.
&.	 Does P. have a prime implicant containing only input
variables ?	 If yes, go to step 29, if no, continue.
9.	 Express Pin input state factored form.
I	
^ i10.	 Does Pi contain a term with an input state the same as
in SO If yes, continue.
	 If no, go to step 12.
11.	 Let Ti represent the term of Pi .	 Is the secondary state
3-21
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j factor of T. the same as the secondary stale factor of S. ? 	 If yes,	 }
_
continue.
	
If no, go to step 13.
	 1	 i
12.	 Does Pi contain a ,term whose input state differs from
the input state of S• in only one vaTiriable?	 If yes, call this term T 
and continue.	 If no,g o to step _25.
t 13.	 Has Ti been selected previously?	 If no, continue.	 Ifyes,go to step 22.
_$
14.	 Check the stability of T1.
15,	 Is _ Ti stable?	 If yes,	 continue.	 If no,	 go to step 22.x
16.	 Record the input state of T. as term i of the homing
' y
r s equence.	 i
17.	 Does i exceed max (i)?
	
If no, continue. 	 If yes, go toa step 21.
-^ v 18.
	
Let Si+l - Ti'
19.	 Let i=i+_1.
20.	 Go to step 6.
21.
	 Homing sequence exceeds the maximum specified
length.
	
Terminate.
22.	 Does P. contain other terms whose input state differs
front the input state of 1S• in onlyone variable?
	
If yes, select this
term, call it Ti
	
and continue.	 If no, go to step 25.
r
23.
	 Let Ti = Ti
24.	 Go to step 13.
25.	 Does i=0?	 If no,	 continue.	 If, yes,	 go to step 28.	 z;
26.	 Leti - i - 1.
27.	 Go to step 22.	 i
` 28.	 No homing sequence exists that satisfies the single
input change criteria.	 r
29.	 Select a secondary state independent prime implicant
as term i of the homing sequence and terminate the procedure.
This concludes the discussion of homing sequence generation.
Attention will now be focused on TPG procedures.'
\
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TEST PATTERN GENERATION PROCEDURE
A TPG Y:ocedure that follows from the homing sequence genes-
ation procedure will now be described.
	 The procedure guarantees
that a stable state is reached for each input pattern in the test sequence. g
This is consistent with a commonly used testing philosophy where only
static output conditions are considered_ significant during test.
	 In
I other words, momentary output changes such as spikes,or dips are
ignored during tests and"'are therefore not considered during TPG.
This static testing philosophy may not always be justified since it can
be envisioned that faults causing only transient errors can occur C33-
However, faults of this type are considered rare and are not investi-
gated here.
The TPG procedure given below will yield one test pattern se-
quence for a specified fault.
	 When complete fault coverage is desired,
the following approach is recommended for TPG rather than applying
F
the TPG procedure for each fault .class.
1.	 Generate the test pattern sequences for stuck-at-0
and stuck-at-1 faults on each circuit input line using the TPG proce-
dure.
2.	 Use a fault simulator to determine all faults that would
be detected by the sequences obtained in step 1
3.	 Identify all faults not covered.
4.	 Generate test pattern sequences using the TPG proce-
dure for each fault identified in step 3.
I BASIC -APPROACH
j
The TPG procedure will now be illustrated by a specific example
k in this ` section and with a step-by-step outline given in the following_section.
Consider the circuit shown in Figure 8.
	 Equations (4) through(9) describe the circuit for the fault-free case.
	 The following set of
equations represent the circuit when a stuck-at-0 fault is present atY
Y 1	 y; 2	 xly 5	 Y	 = xl y . 2 + y 2y 5	 (10 a-b)
Y Z= y l+ x2Y' 6	 y.2 = x2y, l+ y l y 
`6	 (11 a-b)x ,,.
Y ,-3 - 0	 X 3 = 1	 (12a -b)
C
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k. •4Y	 x2	 Y' 4-	 x2	 (13 a-b)
Y;; 5
 = y 3
	
Y' 5- Y' 3
	
(14 a-b)
Y . 	 y4 - = 	 Y 6 ,= y, 4	 (15 a-b)
It should be noted that no distinction is made between input variables
' for the fault-free circuit and for the faulty circuit. 	 This` is done be-
`
cause input values are fault independent and can be the same for both
fault-free and faulty circuits. 	 On the other hand, secondary and
excitation variables are fault dependent. 	 Hence , a distinction is
f made between fault-free and faulty circuits for these variables. Also
note that in the following example, Y l is assumed to be the only
circuit output.
An input sequence is a test sequence for a given fault if and only
if the output sequence produced in response to the input sequence is
a function of the presence of the fault. 	 Conditions that ,yield such a
result are given by the following expression for the example. 	 a
Y1	 Y_	 = x l ( Y2 Y':`2 Y. 5 , + Y2 Y2 Y5 +. Y 2 Y5 Y^ 5 +y2 Y5 Y5)
a +xl (Y2 Y 2 + Y2 Y 2
i One	 in the above expression is c	 sen and new  term	 	 ho	  
are computed.	 The first term implies x 	 = l and the following (only
4 the term to be selected in succeeding ste^s is shown).
r
1
Y2Y:2y-x5 + Y 2 Y -
	+ Y"
	Y	 Y5+ Y2	 52 Y5	 2y5Y 5
r
x2	 Y , .ly :;:3 ( Yl+ Y3 ) + YlY3' (Y 1 +Y 3) +.. .
Requirements given above are x
2 
= 0_and the following.
Y	 1 Y ° 3 (Yl Y 3 (Y l + Y' 3 )	 = xl y' 2 + ...
New requirements are x 	 = 0 and those given by the following
equation..
Y'`2 - Y 1 - X2Y'` 6; - Y ;1 + x2 (Y 1 + Y"6)
The second term in the above equation is chosen implying'x2 = 1
and the following.
_4C	 JIy 1 + y6 = xl (Y"° 2 + Y°• 4 ) + y 2y 5 + y-'•4	 i.
i
is FSelecting the first term of the above equation produces .x1=0 and
the following.	
.A
Y2+Y4=y1+y6+x2
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A term in the above equation is secondary variable independent
and is therefore chosen which yields x2 = 0. 	 The process is thus
complete.
Recalling that the above procedure is worke&backward in time,
the test sequence produced is xlx2 : _	 0-♦0 -..^ - 1-.^ 0	 ..► 0.Jo1
—	 —	 —	 —
Careful assignment of the don't care conditions yields the test sequence
x x2 : 00`001-000--010 which can easily be verified as a valid test
r the fault under consideration.
- It should be mentioned that stability conditions were not imposed
in the process illustrated above.
	 This was dome because of the com-
plex computations involved.	 Further study of a means to impose
stability constraints is clearly `
 indicated,
DETAILED DESCRIPTION 	 -
r
Let C represent thea set of equations describing a fault free
Lsequentialcircuit, and let C'," represent the set of equations that
^
represent the same circuit with a specified fault.
	 Let Z and S-=
represent subsets of C and C.1 , respectively, that contain circuit out-
put equations.	 A test sequence for a specified fault is computed as y
follows,
1.	 Compute P = (z	 Q z	 ) +, (z	 z-c= ) + .. • 
♦ `z	 ®Z ' )
1	 1	 2	 2	 m	 m
where zie E	 Z-'; ez"., i = 1,	 m
2.	 Express P_i as a sum of prime implicants. „f
)
o h
3.	 Does P have a prime implicant containing only input y
variables ?
	 If yes go °' to step 33.	 If no, continue.
4.	 Express- Po in input factor form.
'	 5.	 Select a term (S 1 ) from P .
o
6.	 Is S1 stable?
	 If yes, go to step 9.
	
If no, continue.
t
'	 7.	 hoes Po have unselected terms?
	 If yes, continue.	 If
no, go to step 32.
8.	 Select a new Sl and go to step 6. 4
9.	 Let i= 1. a
10.	 Compute the Si predecessor equation (Pi).
y
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j11.	 Express P, as a sum of prime implicants.
t
1
12.	 Does P. have :a prime implicant containing only input
variables?	 If yes, go to step 33. if no, continue.
j 13. % Express P. in input state factored form.
	 F
i
14. _:Does Pi
 contain a term with an input state the same as	 G
in S.?	 If yes,	 continue.	 If no,	 go to step 16.	 .'
a
15.	 Let Ti represent the + term of Pi.	 Is the secondary
state factor of iT. the same as the secondary state factor of 5.? 	 If
ig
yes, continue.
	
If no,
	 go to step 17.
^
rt
16.. Does P contain a term whose input state differs from
the input state of S. in only one variable? 	 If yes, call this term T.
and continue.	 If no
	 go to step 29.
17.	 Has T been selected previously?	 If no, continue.	 If
yes, go to step 26.
18.	 Check the stability of T.
1
19.	 Is T. stable?	 If yes,	 continue.	 If no,	 go to step 26.
1
20.	 Record the input state of T as term i of'' the _homingl
sequence.
%
111
21.	 Does i exceed max (i)?	 If no, continue.	 If yes, go_ to
step 25.
22.	 Let S	 ='T ..i +1 i
a 23.	 Let i=i+l.
j 24.,	 Go to step 10.
25.	 Test sequence exceeds the maximum specified length.
j
Terminate.
i
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26. Does Pi
 contain otherterms whose input state differs
from the input state of S i
 in only one variable? If yes, select this
term, call it Ti , and continue. If no, go to step 2 9.
27. Let T i = T,
1
28. Go to step 17.
29. Does i=0? If no, continue. If yes, ,
 go to step 7.,
30. Let i = i-1.
31. Go to step 2b.
32. No'test sequence exists: that satisfies the single input
change criteria.
33^ Select a secondary state independent prime implicant
r	 as term i of the test sequence and terminate the procedure.
tt
is
s
TPG algorithms that differ significantly m a roach to the
 PP	 , s
above are described in references [4'j5] ,*
 and (61,	 r
a
t
3
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CONCLUSION
The concepts described above represent reasonable a'pp'roaches
to the problem of TPG for asynchronous sequential logic circuits
However, further study is needed to fully develop and evaluate the
ideas presented.
r
	
	
In particular, the circuit model should be evaluated for validity
for numerous physical examples and for practicality in terms of
computer storage requirements and processing time. Methods of
implementing the homing sequence and "TPG algorithms must be
i	 developed and the algorithms programmed. The algorithms should
'•
	
	 then be evaluated for validity of the sequences generated and for
computer memory and processing time requirements.
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STRESS INTENSITY FACTORS BY THE FINITE ELEMENT METHOD
By
Joseph C. Conway 1
ABSTRACT i
The usefulness of the displacement and J-integral methods for the
computation of extensional stress	 intensity factor	 K
I
	for cracks s
approaching material_ and geometric singularities	 is established. Y
Selected singularities 	 investigated are a colinear crack, a circular
penetration, and a notched circular penetration.
	
Stress	 intensity
factors numerically generated for each case compare favorably to those
experimentally obtained	 in a photoelastic	 investigation. °	 1
Results	 indicate that the magnitude of the stress 	 intensity fac-
tor	 is strongly influenced by the geometry of the singulari ty. 	A
maximum stress	 intensity factor is obtained for a crack approaching a
colinear crack.	 The stress	 intensi ty factor'is reduced by approximate-
ly 10 percent for a crack approaching a notched circular penetration
and by approximately 20 percent for a crack approaching a circular
penetration	 indicating a substantial 	 strength	 increase for a given
I critical	 extensional	 stress	 intensity factor KIC•
a
i
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i NOMENCLATURE
E = modulus of elasticity	 (psi)
G = shear modulus	 (psi)
y = Poisson's	 ratio
W = width of rectangular plate (in.)
a h = height of	 rectangular plate	 (in,)
t = thickness of rectangular plate	 (in.)
R e = crack	 length	 (in.)
b = ,distance from crack tip to singularity 	 (in.)
c = length of	 notch	 (in.),-
.
d = diameter of circular penetration (in.)
x ,Y= Cartesian coordinates `at'crack ti"p
u = displacement
	
in x-direction	 (in.)
v = displacement
	
in y-direction	 (in.)
i 9 = angle from x-axis to radius vector (deg.)
r = radius vector from crack tip	 (in.)
x KI = extensional	 stress	 intensity factor	 (psi	 in.	 Y
E KIC= critical	 extensional	 stress	 intensity	 (psi	 in.)
J = path	 independent integral
r = circular path around crack tip
i' complementary path around boundary of- platef W = strain energy density	 (in.-lb.)
iin -
i Q = uniaxial	 tensile stress applied to clack axis 	 (psi)
T = maximum shear stress	 (psi)
s = traction vector
u= displacement vector
N = photoelastic fringe order (order)
" f= stress fringe coefficient (psi/order/in.) 	 -
f
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INTRODUCTION
Accelerated use of high-strength metallic,
	
composite and brittle
materials	 in engineering structures has focused 	 increased 	 interest on
problems
	
'i n the area of fracture mechanics. 	 Many of these materials
do not obey classical	 theories of failure based on computed strain or
stress	 levels, but fracture catastrophically when subjected to critical
static,	 cyclic or	 thermal	 loading.	 fracture,	 in most	 cases,	 is	 init.i,-
ated at geometric or material singularities such as notches, 	 reentrant
corners,	 crack tips,	 voids,	 and	 inclusions.	 Prediction of fracture
initiation at a given singularity
	
i.s complicated by the fact that ex-
tremely'high strain and stress gradients exist at such a point.	 Criti-
cal	 strain and stress	 levels at the singularity may, 	 therefore,	 not be
accurately determined,and fracture criteria based on these parameters
are not applicable.
Recent investigations	 in the area of fracture mechanics have
utilized an
	
indirrect approach to assess the effect of geometric or
material
	
singularities on the strength of a material	 or structure.
	
The
1 approach consists of defining a parameter which reflects the redistri-
bution of stress and energy levels 	 in a body caused by the	 introduction
of a singularity and to indicate the type and magnitude of force trans-
mission through the body. 	 These parameters, KI, KII,	 and KIII	 are
defined as stress	 intensity factors for extensional, 	 inplane shear;
and antiplane shear loading.` 	 They may be used to generatestrain,	 k
stress,	 or displacement fields surrounding a given singularity and to
predict fracture	 initiation	 in a material	 or structure.	 Fracture	 is
initiated when the magnitude of the stress	 intensity reaches a critical
value, the critical	 stress	 intensity factor KIC, whose magnitude
	
is
" determined by specimen testing.
In the engineering application of the concepts of 	 linear fracture
mechanics_ to the prediction of strength and life of structures, 	 a know-
ledge of the crack tip stress	 intensity factor as a function of applied
load and geometry of the structure is necessary. 	 This	 information,
when combined with the experimentally determined critical 	 stress	 in-
tensity factor for the structure] material, make such predictions pos-
sible.
	
Existing theoretical	 stress	 intensity factors are the product
of highly sophisticated mathematical analyses for 	 idealized model
' configurations and _loading conditions 	 (1,2).	 These are very valuable
for limited geometries and	 loading conditions but are
	
impossible to
apply	 in many	 real	 situations.
For real	 situations	 involving complex geometric and	 loading condi-
tions,	 the need for relatively straight forward numerical and experi-
mental methods	 is apparent	 in order to accurately estimate stress
intensity factors.	 Two numerical methods' are currently finding wide	 -
4-7
application, the displacement method and the J-'integral method (3,4).
Both methods rely on finite element techniques, as the necessary para-
meters are easily generated for a wide range of geometries, materials,
and loading conditions. Stress intensity factors can be experimentally
generated by using interferrometric or photoelastic techniques. Photo-
elastic techniques are most easily applied to two-dimensional problems
and relate the stress intensity factor to shear stress distribution at
the crack tip (5) .
The numerical and experimental techniques cited above also allow
the inclusion of material and geometric singularities which strongly
influence the fracture mechanism. This influence is here examined
for simplified geometry and loading conditions. Crack tip stress
intensity factors are generated for a crack approaching a colinear
crack, a circular penetration, and a notched circular penetration in a
rectangular plate.
OBJECTIVE AND SCOPE
The objective of this investigation was to apply two recent numer-
ical approaches for the generation of stress 	 intensity factors	 to the	 i
problem of a crack app-roaching a geometric or material 	 singularity and
to determine the effect ofselected singularities on the magnitude of
the crack tip stress	 intensity factor.	 Numerical 	 approaches applied
were the displacement` method which	 is based on geometry changes of
the crack configuration and the path	 independent	 integral	 concept which
conside±-s	 variations	 in strain energy density along a path surrounding
the crack tip.	 Singularities	 investigated consisted of a colinear
crack tip,	 a circular penetration, and a notched circular penetration.
Results for each case investigated were comparedto those experimental-
ly determined from a photoelastic analysis.
-NUMERICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL MODEL
The configuration and dimensions	 of the model	 used	 in the humeri-
cal	 and experimental	 investigation can be seen	 in figure	 1.	 It con-
sists essentially of a-doubly- cracked	 rectangular plate with inclusions
introduced on the vertical	 centerline between the crack tips.	 Three	 l
-,i cases	 involving selected	 inclusions were	 investigated:	 colinear cracks
approaching each other,	 colinear cracks approaching a circular penetra-
tion,	 and -colinear_cracks -approaching a	 notched circular penetration.
The plate was subjected to a-uniform tensile stress of 100 psi so that
only the extensional 	 stress	 intensity factor KI	 was generated and
conditions of generalized plane stress were assumed.	 1
For the numerical	 investigation,	 the plate material	 was assumed
as 6061-T6 aluminum having a Young's modulus of 10 x 106 psi	 and a
Poisson's	 ratio of 0.33.	 In the photoelastic ,investigation, 	 the exper-
imental	 plates were constructed from PS -5 photoelastic plastic.	 The
cracks were sawed to within 50 percent of final 	 length and then fatig-
ued to final	 length.
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CASE b/a b a w h d c
I —
-AN IN IN IN IN IN
1 0.125 0.280 2.235 4.750 10.0
0.250 0.528 2.111
0:500 0.950 1.900
1.000 1,584 1.583
2 0.125 0.250 2.000 4.750 10.0 0250
0250 OA57 1.800
0.500 0.750 1.500
1.000 1.125 1.125
3 0.125 0250 2.000 5.000 10.0 0.250 0.125
0.250, 0.457 1.800
0.500 0.750 1.500 .
1.000 1.125 1.125
Y
a
THICKNESS = 0.25 IN
Ia)	 _
'	 Figure 1,
	
Model :(a) Case I, (b) Case-Z,' (O . Case 3 And (d) Di.mensions
G;
NUMERICAL PROCEDURE
The extensional stress intensity factor KI was generated for each
case investigated by ut i lizing both the displacement and J-integral 	 1
methods and standard finite element techniques (6) . The displacement
method is based on the well known crack tip displacement equations for
generalized plane stress (1). Referring to figure 2;
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Along the free flank of the crack (e = TT ), the displacement functions
reduce to:
	
,/z	 3
L =( x
(3)E (2 TT)	 g.a
Assuming a crack length a and discretizing equations 3, we obtain:	 g
u`0
.
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By matching equations 4 to the nodal displacements along the crack
flank resulting from .a finite element solution, we obtain the desired
stress intensity factors. The technique is applied by plotting the
left sides of equations 4 as a function of distance from the crack tip
and extrapolating the resultant slope to r--..O as shown in figure 3.
A typical finite element diiscretization.of a quarter plate section
of the model considered in this investigation is shown in figure 4.
Case 3 is pictured with the crack approaching a circular penetration
and b/a
	 0.125. ; As the precision of this method depends on the den-
sity and arrangement of the nodes along the crack flank, a-high nodal
density was 'utilized in this region, and the density was gradually re -
duced at increased distance from the crack flank. Nodal density was
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set to ensure acceptable accuracy according to procedures outlined in
a prior investigation (3).
The J-integral is based on the evaluation of an energy line inte-
gral
Jf (W d r. -^ ax ats (5)r
where r is an arbitrary contour around the crack tip, W is the strain
energy density, •'] is the traction vector defined according to the out-
ward normal along the path r ,r;	 Tj?I; , and K is the displacement
vector. The integral has been shown to be path independent so that
two complementary paths selectedaround a notch or crack tip yield the
same value for the integral_, figure 5.
The J - integral can be evaluated analytically by assuming that the
stress field for large 1r has the asymptotic boundary condition from
linear elasticity which reads, for example, in the tensile mode 	 9
Evaluation of the integral assumes the relationship expressed in equa-
tion 6 and a circular path of constant radius with origin at the crack
tip (4). The end result for small-sca'ie yielding and the assumption
of generalized plane stress is
J = E	 (7)
Similar expressions can be generated for inplane shear and antiplane
shear loading.
In view of path independence, the integral can be evaluated along
a more convenient path such as path ea l ong the specimen boundary shown
in figure 5 and this result equated to equation 7 resulting in the
determination of the extensional stress intensity factor KI.
I ntegration along the complementary path r* i s best performed
numerically with the aid of the finite element method. Nodal densi ty
is not as much of a problem for this method since the complementary
pathr*fol lows a'line of low strain and stress gradient. The integra-
tion expressed in lumped form is expre s sed  as
J " L EC WL (b-a ^// I; \I r W4 `^ alyol QYk	 p(H)
2 I an t x3 , h/s),a u; (x;,^/i^^
where the energy density Wis given in terms of stress and strain at
element	 along rlas
{
I
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AXIS OF SYMMETRY
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Figure 5 Two Complementary Path Integrals Around
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i
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A. typical	 finite element discretization for a quarter plate sec-
tion of the model	 considered	 in this	 investigation	 is shown	 in figure
6. 	 Case 3 is pictured with the crack approaching a circular penetra-
tion and b/a = 0.125.	 The integration path	 is shown by the shaded
elements and	 is	 in a counterclockwise direction.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
i
In order to verify numerical	 results,	 the extensional
	
stress	 in-
tensity factor Klwas generated for each case investigated by using a
photoelastic technique developed 	 in a previous	 investigation
	 (5).
Photoelastic specimens dimensionally similar to those used 	 in the
numerical-investigation were loaded 	 in a dark field circular prilari-
-s cope and the resultant isochromat i c fr-i rages at the crack tip were
photographed.	 A typical set of isochromatics can be seen 	 in figure 7.
Selecting-a point on each of the isochromatic fringe loops 	 (r, , 8)
and	 (Y, ,-'9 ),	 the corresponding maximum shear stresses T; 	 and 'r'a were
photoelastica1ly determined by using
`f•	 _	 N=	 om	 (10)
` 211
and we,-r: related to the extensional
	
stress	 intensity factor through the
relat i;^^n	 3
^- ra -r. ^ r, Y1	 _ , 2	 2Tl' (K,	 _	 1
f,	 r, ^ ^,	 r,	 (rt)
where
	 ^'` = /SrN"8^ + 4	 lim e; him	 * ?^,
Isochromatic data were obtained by scanning the photographs with a'
' dens i tometer and stress 	 intensity factors were computed' using; equation
11 ►
6
i
NUMERICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Numerical and experimental	 results are shown for each case inves-
t i gat ,:A	 in table	 1	 for b/a	 ratios	 ranging from 0.125	 to 1.000.	 F i gure
i 8 shows extensional stress	 intensity factors as a function of distance
frab a	 coIInear crack tip.	 Excellent correlation is shown between
an ;analytical	 solution developed by Paris and Sih 	 (1)	 and numerical=
and experim6nral	 results.-	 Some scatter
	
is evident
	
in numerical	 and
experimental values for small b/a ratios. but this 	 is	 to be expected as
	 -.
the crack approaches a region of high strain or stress gradient.
Figure 9 shows	 the stress	 intensity-factor as a function of dis-
i tani.e from a ci-rcular penetration. 	 Excellent correlation of numerical
and `experimental	 results	 is	 again shown. ' The ' c ircular penetration- is
shown to reduce the stress	 intensity factor by approximately 20 per-
I c ent. over that 'obta i ned for two approaching col i near cracks,
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Figure 10 shows the stress 	 intensity factor as a function of dis-
tance from a notched circular penetration. 	 Correlation between numeri-
cal and experimental values is acceptable though not as close as that
obtained for the prior two cases. 	 The notched circular penetration is
shown to reduce the stress 	 intensity factor by approximately 10 percent
over that obtained for two approaching colinear cracks.
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The displacement and J-integral methods used in conjunction with
finite element techniques adequately predicted extensional stress	 in-
tensity factors for cracks approaching selected singularities. 	 Numeri-
cal stress	 intensity factors compared favorably to those experimentally
obtained	 in a photoelastic analysis.
Stress	 intensity factors were found - to decrease as the squar.eroot
of the inverse of the distance from the crack tip for each case in-
vestigated.	 In addition,	 the singularities were found to substantially
affect the magnitude of the stress 	 intensity factor at the crack tip.
Maximum stress	 intensity factors were found for the case -of -two ap-."
proaching colinear cracks.	 The stress	 intensity factor was reduced by
10 percent for,the case of a crack approaching a notched circular iY
penetration and by 20 percent for a'crack approaching a circular pene-
tration	 indicating an increase in fracture resistance for a given
critical	 extensional	 stress	 intensity factor KICK E
This dependence leads 	 oconclusion a 	- 	 a  	 e 	 t	 the 	 th t the fracture restsP :
tance of -a material or structure can be optimized by controlling the
3
configuration of material	 or geometric singularities. 	 This can be of
extreme importance in high-strength metalaic or brittle materials where
the size and shape of voids and 	 inclusions can,be regulated to some
extent.	 It can also lead to a more comprehensive understanding of the
fracture mechanisms operative in fiber reinforced composite materials #`
where the singularity would be the tip of a fiber or a flaw introduced
in the fabr i cat.i`on process'.
Future efforts should be spent in applying the stress 	 intensity
factor approach to more realistic structures G d materials.	 Accurate
determination of fracture strength should be possible through,a know- -`
ledge of resultant stress	 intensity factors and the experimentally
determined critical stress intensity factor for the'mater,ial.
a
.
F
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3CONCENTRATION CHARACTERISTICS
OF A
FRESNEL SOLAR STRIP REFLECTION CONCENTRATOR
BY
Ronald M. Cosby
ABSTRACT
The development of an economically competitive solar power plant for the genera-
tion of electrical power depends largely on the introduction of low cost, high performance
solar concentrators. Fresnel-type concentrators are considered as possible alternatives to
j	 the usual parabolic reflector: toncentrators.
i
An analysis of the concentration characteristics of an ideal Fresnel solar strip
i
	
	
reflection concentrator is presented. Required reflection surface angles are calculated as a
function of position and concentrato ; focal length. The intensity distribution of the
concentrated solar radiation in the focal Yane is , determined and characterized by a maxi
mum intensity, a central solar imagewidth, a full width at half-maximum, and a maximum
beam spread. The fraction of the total concentrated solar flux intercepted by a target
placed in the concentrator focal plane, is determined as a function of target width.
^	
c
Results of the analysis provide theoretical limits on the concentration performance
of the Fresnel solar strip reflection concentrator. The optimum concentration character-
r
istics determined may be compared with those of other concentrators and may serve as a
basis for subsequent cost-performance trade-off studies. Further, for solar power plants
using the Fresnel-type reflection concentrator, the required. concentrator sizes and the
preliminary design of plant subsystems may, be based on these results.
1 	 ^
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SYMBOL DEFINITION
C concentration ratio; dimensionless
f focal length; inches
F target intercept fraction; dimensionless
I(Y) radiation intensity in the focal plane as a function of position; Btu/f 2	 hr
to radiation intensity in central solar image; Btu/ft 2	hr 9
Ip radiation intensity in zone p of the focal plane; Btu/ft 2	hr
Ain radiation intensity contribution from the nth reflector strip; Btu/ft2	hr
_a
L maximum beam spread in focal plane; inches
Lmin minimum of L with respect to focal length; inchesp	 g
L width in focal plane of beam from nth reflector strip; inches
qs solar radiation intensity incident on the concentrator; Btu/ft 2
	hr
t
1
W
I
concentrator width; inches
x1i distance from reflector support surface to center of nth reflector strip;
inches
Y, yn distance from axis of FSSRC to center of nth reflector strip; inches i
Y focal plane distance variable; inches
Dyn width of nth reflector strip projected on y axis; inches
Yl Yr focat plane intercepts` of beam from nth reflector strip; inches
Yt ` target width; inches
AY full width at half-maximum of intensity distribution curve; inches
-
,Ae
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I. INTRODUCTION
The use of solar `energy as the heat source for electrical power generating stations
is receiving increasing attention as a possible solution to future energy requirements. 	 Since
power plants require relatively high temperature heat sources, concentrating devices must
be used to collect incident sunlight and create, high energy densities in regions where heat
transfer devices are placed.
	 The most widely investigated concentrator for power plant j
applications is the cylindrical parabolic mirror'i
While the concentration characteristics of the cylindrical parabolic mirror z
 make it
highly desirable, the initial manufacturing costs of this relatively complex shape are large
compared with those for flat mirrors. Further, it may be speculated that maintenance [
costs may be excessive if periodic recoating of the reflective surfaces is necessary to main-
tain proper concentration efficiencies. 	 Instability of shape over long periods of;time and
through many ambient temperature cycles may also cause p'rob'lems. A practical and
perhaps not minor difficulty, is that of proper washing and cleaning of large cylindrical
parabolic mirrors without damage to the surface and with minimum costs (implying
automatic washing machinery). These difficulties make it of interest to investigate other
concentrator designs which minimize the envisioned problems.
An alternative to the cylindrical parabolic reflection, concentrator for a solar power
..I"	 plant is the Fresnel Solar Strip  Reflection Concentrator WSSRC). This report deals with
the concept of such a concentrator and,! through analysis, explores the optimum per- , a
formance characteristics of a flat plate FSSRC design. The usefulness of the FSSRC for 5
power plant applications depends in large part on its concentration characteristics.
	 A
major objective of the present study is to determine the concentration characteristics of
an ideal FSSRC, thus establishing limits on the expected characteristics of a real system.
fThe results permit performance comparisons with the better-known cylindrical parabolic
reflector and ` may serve as a basis for cost performance trade-off studies in view of the l
expected lower manufacturing and maintenance costsfor the FSSRC. 1
Segmented mirror solar reflectors and Fresnel-type reflectors of various designs have
previously been described, though sparsely, in the literature.	 For example Tyler and
McClure,' detail the construction and testing of 'a 4-foot diameter Fresnel reflector with 4
circular mirror surfaces orbited in the U.S. Air Force Project EROS.
	 Segmented or arrayed
mirror reflectors are briefly; discussed by Litynski 4 and Leedale5 . !Large solar furnaces
have been built utilizing arrays of individually flat or spherical mirrors focused to a given
point 6 ^' .	 A recent note' describes the use of small glass czribs" mounted on a stationary
concave aluminum base for focusing sunlight on:a moveable collection tube.` The solar x
tower concept with its large array of flat mirrors is conceptually related to the FSSRC 3
and has recently received detailed attention 9 .	 It is noted that the literature contains
relatively little as far as analytical models are concerned. r
I i
1 a
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The Fresnel solar strap reflection concentrator consists basically of a large number
of long, narrow, mirror-like reflector strips constructed or mounted in a flat plate
arrangement.	 Individual ,mirror surfaces are oriented such that all incident parallel rays of
j	 light intercepted by the plate are reflected to a common focal point.
	 A pictorial
representation of a Fresnel-type reflector is given in Figure 1.
The optimum cross-sectional ,geometry of an individual mirror strip surface is that:
of a section of a parabola; such a shape assures that all parallel 'rays incident on an
individual mirror strip are reflected to the same point. However,, if the strips are made
very, narrow, flat reflector surfaces serve as acceptable approximations to the optimum 3
j	 shape.	 Flat reflector surfaces are Highly preferred for manufacturing and maintenance
simplicity and, hence, reduced costs. I For the remainder of this report the FSSRC
individual reflector surfaces will be assumed planar in shape.
Various geometrical factor, affect the concentrating power of the FSSRC. The
choice of a focal length determines the width of the central solar image in the focal plane.
Decreasing the width of the reflector strips improves the focusing characteristics.
	 Minimiza-
tion of shaded areas over the width of the FSSRC due to width and positioning of .
K	 reflector strips optimizes the concentrator efficiency. In addition, accuracy of reflector
surface angles and degree of planarity of reflector surfaces obviously help determine the
degree- of concentration.
Ill. OPTIMUM PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
l
A.	 Model Assumptions rf
The optimum concentration characteristics of the FSSRC maybe determined by ±
analyzing an ideal concentrator. For proper assembly, one necessarily must know the
reflector surface angle (rsa) as a functioni,
 of strip position along the width dimension of
the concentrator for any given focal length. Knowledge of the intensity distribution of
the concentrated solar energy in the focal plane of the concentrator as a_ function of focal
length and total concentrator width is of primary concern in the design of any system '•
utilizing an FSSRC.	 Important quantities associated with this intensity distribution are
the total range in the focal plane over which there •is nonzero intensity, the width and
intensity in the central solar image, the full width at half-maximum of the distribution,
and the fraction of the concentrated energy intercepted by a target of given width placed z
in the focal plane.
For an "ideal" FSSRC, we shall assume the following:
+ 1.	 The widths of the reflecting strips are infinitesimal.
2.	 No shading of one reflecting strip by adjacent strips occurs.' s
l
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3.	 The focal length is long compared to dimensions describing the cross-sectional
geometry of individual reflector strips.
4.	 No shading occurs due to the presence of a target in the concentrator focal
plane. 1
5.	 The reflector sun tracking system: is perfect. y
6.	 The reflectivity is independent of wavelength over the solar spectrum received. n
7.	 The reflectivity is independent of angle of incidence.
8.	 The intensity of, solar radiation received is constant over the solar disk,
1 The first-I two assumptions are the most severe and obviously cannot represent a
real system.
	
Assumption (3) would be expected to apply well to a real Fresnel reflector
'	 of_ the 'type analyzed. The effects of target shading of the reflector and sun-tracking
inaccuracies depend on target size and magnitude of the tracking error but are expected
to be of relatively minor importance in real systems. While the reflectivity of some metals
II	 varies significantly with angle of incidence and wavelength, candidates for the reflector
j	 surface such as aluminum and silver show. little variation in reflectivity over the expected
ranges of incidence angles and over the received solar spectrum 10 .
An analysis based on the above assumptions can produce only ideal results.
	 How-
ever, conclusions may be drawn concerning performance limitations of a real system. Also
such an analysis points out important overall or gross characteristics present in real systems.
i,	 Later analyses or models may, more closely describe real systems by treating finite reflector
{	 strip widths, shading, etc., as perturbations oil 	 ideal case.
B.	 Reflector Surface Angles
A ray diagram for the reflection of incident solar radiation by the nth reflector
i	 strip is depicted in Figure 2 (cross-sectional view).	 From the diagram it is evident that the
reflector surface angle (rsa) for the nth strip is given by
1	 yn
9n=	 Arctan	 (1) {2	 f- x
f
Applying assumption (3 ), G
(ynBn = 2 Arctan
	
(2)
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Graphs of the l
 rsa as a function of reflector surface position and for various focal lengths
^
are presented in Figure 3.
C.	 Solar Image Widths and Range of Nonzero Intensity in the Focal Plane
'	 As shown in Figure 2, a cone of solar radiation reflected from the nth mirror strip
intersects the focal or target plane over a width 	 L , where ii
i
n
_	 n	 n
Ln —
 Y1 	 + Y	 (3)
z
j r
For the geometry present, the intensity in the focal' plane will i^ot be a function- of
distance along the length axis of the FSSRC. The problem therefore reduces to finding
the characteristics of the intensity distribution with respect to the focal plane variable
	 Y .
r	 Referring to the ray diagram- and applying'simple laws of trigonometry, we find
Y2
^yn +,(f — xn )2 }.	 sin a
'I	 j Yr — cos (29	 + a)
n14
I	 { Y,i + (f'— zn)2 	sin uYn,
^^	
t	
1 cos (2 0 	 ce)
n 
}
Fronl,,equations (4) we note that to a very good approximation,
^^	 f
I	 Y^ = Yj C5)
I	
,
Recognizing the fact that ce is very small and using equation (2), we obtain for the focal
plane spread width of the beam from the nth reflector strip
C
Yn	
4
L= 2 a f	 1+	 (6)
f2
I#
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1We note that L	 : reduces to 2
	 f 'w hen
 - 
y	 = v^ , as expected.As illustrated in Figure
4, Ln increases parabolically with yn for a given focal length. The maximum Ln
occurs for yn equal to W/2 where W is the concentrator width. Thus, the maximum
beam spread in the focal plane,is _
r W2
P	 L	 2 a f ^1 t_	 (7)
Given a concentrator width, L goes through a minimum with respect to focal length, as
shown in Figure 5. Differentiating equation (7) and equating to zero, we find the minimum
L occurs when
f = 2
	
(minimum L)	 (8)
Further,
Lmin = 2 a W	 (9)
T
i
D.	 Intensity Distribution in the Focal Plane
f	 The results in the previous section indicate the nonzero intensity distribution width
.	 for an ideal_ concentrator of given dimensions.and' focal length. Of greater interest, how- _	 y
.	 ever, is the shape of the intensity distribution curve within this width_. To determine such
1	 a distribution, we assume that all the solarradiation striking the reflector strip of infinites-
imal wid'ch Ay'	 (normal to solar incidence direction) is reflected in the beam illustrated
in the ray diagram of Figure 2. This energy is then distributed -over the width 	 Lt^, The
focal plane intensity contribution from the nth reflector strip ;is then
°^ k
y q Ay	 L	 L
(10)
`	 t	 n	 Ln	 2 
--
y
i	 where y is the reflectivity, qs the incident solar flux, and Y 	 the focal plan(,. variable.
t q
1  _
:1	 4 
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Over the solar image width (2 a f) obtained for the central mirror strip, reflections
t
from all strips contribute. 	 The total intensity over this width is i
y Qs	 Ay
_ lo'_	 In,=	 —of < Y < +af	 (11)2	 «f	 y2
n	 n	 n
1 + f2
Taking the limit as Ay„	 becomes very small, we -have
- yqls	 W/2	 dy
1	
12(_ )•fo	 of	 z0	
C1 + f2 1
-^
r Performing< the integration yields
yqs	 W wl1	
_ _ Arctan
	
—	 - of < Y < + of	 (13)
C2f ) =0	 a
~r
k The number of reflection strips contributing to the focal plane intensity progres-
sively diminishes as we move outward from the edge of the central solar image, beginning, i
of course, with the loss of a contribution from the central mirror surface. 	 Thus, for zone s
p in the focal plane region beyond the central solar image (see sketch),
ZONE p
f
ZONE 2
ZONE 1i
CENTRAL
SOLAR	 ZONED
IMAGE
" ZONE 1
ZONE 2 s
t
ZONE	—p -
7T _j
512
lit t

t,
'
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Characterization of such curves requires specification of the maximum intensity
g
Io , the central solar image width (2 a f), and a quantity which measures the rate at which
' the intensity is spatially decreasing beyond the central ` image.	 The _latter requirement is
satisfied by determining the full width at half-maximum, i.e., the distance between
positions on either side of the focal line where the intensity falls to one-half of the central
image intensity. Setting 	 I/1	 equal to one-half in equation ( 18), we find the full width
f
at half-maximum;
a
t	 4	 8 a ft	 (1	 4f(1- AY = 4 a f	 + 2
	
_	
+	 2	 (19)W2 w	 \	 W!
The variation of AY with focal length is illustrated in Figure 9 for a number of concen-
trator widths.
> s
E.	 Target Intercept Fraction
A quantity useful in the design of target absorbers is the fraction 'F	 of the total $	 A
concentrated flux intercepted by a target of given width Y t centrally located in the focal !
plane: E
z
+yt/2 a
I(Y) dY
-Yt /2F =	 (20) r
~qsW
1
f
Using equation (13) for the case of a target width less than the central sofa image width,
F reduces to
Y
F	
Arctan ( Yt C 2 a f	 (21)2aW	 J
For a wider target, equations (13), (18), and (20) yield`
-
^'	 1	 Yt' W
Yt	
^lil,; 2f	 Yt	 1/2
i	 F =
aW
Arctan	 - Arctan
2f
- 1
2 a f	 J
+
W	 2 of
w	 (22)
I
4
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Figures 10,_11, and 12 detail the variation of the intercepted fraction with target width
for various concentrator widths and focal lengths. We also dote that the quantity 
e = ryF
represents the fraction of the total energy incident oil 	 concentrator that is received by
the absorber. a may be referred to as the concentration efficiency.
The concentration ratio for the FSSRC system may be defined as the ratio of the
average incident radiation intensity over the absorber to the solar flux incident on the
concentrator:
8
r
,1	 I(Y) dY
Yt -Y
t/2_
C	 (23) t
qs
7
Using equation (20), ii
y WF I
_C -	 (24)
t
Using equation (24) and equation (21) or (22), the concentration ratio for a given
concentrator-target system may be determined. i
I	
,
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
From equation (2) and Figure 3, we see that fora given point oil
	 concentrator,
the larger the focal length the smaller is the reflection surface angle.
	 Further, the rate of
l increase of the rsa with distance-from the concentrator center decreases with increasing
focal length. The design of a real concentrator may be restricted by the requirements on
the rsa.	 For example, if a 10 foot wide, 5 foot focal length FSSRC is constructed of
I inch wide strip mirrors, the maximum rsa is less than 23 degrees and :.the difference in
rsa's of the last two strips is approximately 0.2 degree. 	 This imposes rather stringent
t strip orientation requirements on the assembly of the concentrator if one is to gain by
having Such narrow mirror strips.
Y From the analysis of the intensity distribution in the focal plane (Section I11.1)),
E
we find that a high local' concentration ratio (I/y q s) in the central solar image is incom-
patible with the desired small area confinement of the concentrated energy flux. An
optimum intensity confinement situation is found to exist when the concentrator focal
5-15	
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length is equal to the concentrator half-width (Figures 6, 7, 8). From these results, and
from those of Section III.E, we conclude the optimum concentrator-target system to be
one where the concentrator focal length is half the concentrator width and where the
concentrator and target widths are chosen compatible with the energy requirements and
heat transfer constraints of the end usf, and collection systems. We note also that the
target width may be chosen such that the intensity is nearly uniform over the target area,
avoiding local "hot spots" and minimizing possible heat transfer difficulties.
The concentration ratio defined by equation (23) gives the "flux multiplication"
factor for the concentrator-target system and is important only in applications where
intensity is of dominant interest.	 For solar power plants it is the total energy collected
by the target that is of primary importance. 	 In this case the concentration ratio is
relatively unimportant when compared to the target intercept fraction. 	 For example, a
high concentration ratio may occur when the target width is smaller than the central solar
image, while at the same time, the target intercept fraction or total energy collected may
be very small.
ti
V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The concentration characteristics of an ideal Fresnel solar strip reflection concen-
trator were analyzed in detail.	 The required reflection surface angles were calculated as a
function of ,position and focal length. 	 The intensity profiles of the concentrated solar
radiation in the focal plane of concentrators with various widths and focal lengths were
examined and characterized by a maximum intensity, a central solar image width, a fill
width at half-maximum and a maximum beams read. The fraction of the total concen-
trated flux intercepted by a_target placed at the focal plane was determined as a function
of target width. Again the analytical expression was used to examine this fraction for
various concentrator widths and focal lengths. A concentration ratio and concentration
efficiency were defined.
From the results of . this study We conclude:
1. . The optimum focal length for an ideal FSSRC is half the concentrator width..
2.	 The relationship of primary importance to the concentrator-target system is
the target intercept fraction-target width relation.
M	 3.	 Evaluation of the effects of shading, finite width of reflector strips, and other
characteristics of real systems may be treated as ;perturbations on the model z
of an ideal FSSRC.
Several aspects of the FSSRC require additional analysis. Future studies should
consider:
l
i
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OPTICAL PROPERTIES OF THE II -VI
COMPOUND SEMICONDUCTOR ZnTe
IN THE VACUUM ULTRAVIOLET
by .
Merrell E. Crandell
ABSTRACT
The optical constants of a thin film of the II-VI compound semi-
conductor ZnTe have been determined in the vacuum ultraviolet from
`	
35 to 21.5 eV. The normal incidence reflectivity has been compared
with that of a quasi-single crystal. It has been found that the
general structure of both samples is very similar to that found in
previous measurements on a pure single crystal. It was found that
the transitions at 10.4 and 13.6 eV, which were previously attributed
to transitions from the d-bands of Zn, were probably plasma resonances,
and the d-band transitions really occurrer, at 8.3 and 12 eV.
Evidence was also found that the true energies could have been
modified due to the buildup of electric charges on the surface of
the samples caused by photoemission from the sample:
i
i
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INTRODUCTION
In the search for new materials for use in optical coatings or as
photodetectors, interest has been shown in some of the compound semi-
-conductors.	 One of the major difficulties with these materials is the
inability to form large single crystals which are usually used iri'
photodetectors.	 It is possible however to prepare quasi -single crystals
(aggregates of small single crystals) or thin films. 	 In this study the
optical properties of both a quasi-single crystal and a thin film'of
the II-VI compound semiconductor ZnTe have been determined for the
vacuum ultraviolet.
Previous optical reflectance studies ou ZnTe in this range (2,11)
have been limited to cleaved single crystals, and due to uncertainties
in the magnitude of the reflectance, could only be used for _finding
the transition energies between electron bands within the crystal.
These studies indicate that most of the structure occurs between 2.5
and 7.5 eV, with two other reflection peaks near 10.6 and 14.6 eV which
were attributed to transitions from d-bands in Zn.
I
Preliminary studies on thin films of ZnTe (4) indicate that the
transition near 10.6 eV could be due, to a collective electron oscilla-
tion (plasma resonance).	 In order to verify the . nature of this `transi-
tion, aind also to look at the transition near 14.6 eV, this study was
extended to 22.5 eV, and a quasi -single - crystal was included for con-
parison with the thin film.
The preliminary study also indicated that the only change in optical j
properties with film thickness was due to reflections from the substrate
in the . case of films of ;thickness between 10' and 50 nm. 	 For this reason
the only film included in this study was thick enough to ignore any
substrate effects.
.,.
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SAMPLE PREPARATION
Binary compounds in which both components evaporate at approximately
- the same rate can be, evaporated in a straightforward, manner from the
bulk material (3).
	 Since ZnTe is such a material, a 70 n thick thin
film was evaporated onto a fused silica substrate from 99.999 % pure
ZnTe.	 The thickness,_was monitored with a quartz, crystal monitor, and
the resulting film was.' examined visually and found to be free of any
noticeable imperfections.
The quasi-single crystal was a I" diameter, 1/8" thick disc :purchased
commercially as a single crystal.
	 One face of this was polished mech-
anically with various polishes down to .05 micron alumina.
	 When
examined with,a metallurgical microscope, it was found to'have a rather
rough surface with many small pits which appeared to be caused by voids
j in the crystal structure.
	 This led to the conclusion that this was
really a quasi-single crystal.
J
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APPARATUS
The,_reflectances were measured at incident angles of 20
	 and 700 by
' determining the intensity of both the. incident and reflected beams and b
taking their ratio.
	 Between 95 and 350 rim, the source was a Hinteregger
hydrogen discharge lamp used in conjunction with a`McPherson 225 vacuum
monochrometer (4).
	 Between 55 and 100 nm, ,the 240-MeV electron storage
ring of the Physical Science Laboratory (PSL) of the University of
Wisconsin" provided highly polarized synchrotron radiation (8). 'This-
^	 I was then sent through 	 normal incidence monochrometer designed by
I
`
PSL to the refleetometex.
	 Because of the low signal levels and possible
stray radiation in this portion of the study, the incident light was
chopped at 300 Hz and a Princeton Applied Research lock-in amplifier
was used to detect the signal.
^	 ,f
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MDATA_ANALYSIS
The indexof refraction,', n, and the extinction coefficient, k, were
determined from the - reflectances by a two-angle -iterative computer
` program ( 5), and from these the other optical constants of interest-
could be derived (6,7).
The complex dielectric constant	 a	 e 1-+	 e -
where
	 _	 - k2E	 n2
1
E2=2nk
n
is useful in,relating the spectr—
 to the atomic band structure.
	 It
i can be shown ' that a	 is proportional to the density of,states, and
therefore its behavior, especially maxima and steep slopes, can be
1 related to transitions between filled and unfilled states.
The energy loss functions lm(-1/e ) and `Im( - 1/(1+ e)),
where
Im(-1/E) = 2 n k/(n21+k2) 2 i
z
s Im(-1/(1+ E )) = 2 n k/((n2 2^ + 1) 2 +(2 n k) 2) ,
have peaks corresponding to`characteristic' ;absorpton processes.	 These f
j	 1 are particularly important in assigning a•particular process such as an
interband transition or plasma resonance to the absorption.
	 The
`	 1 IM(-1 / E) term can usually be associated with volume p rocesses, whereas fi
r the Im(-1/(1+E ))term usuallyinvolves surface processes. 3
Two other constants which can be used to distinguish between inter- t
f band transitions and plasma resonances are the optical conductivity, o, s
and the absorption coefficient,a
where
o=4rnk/ i
it
R=47rk/1
i (	 = wavelength). i
A computer program was used to determine all of these constants for
the thin film, and they are shown along with n and : k in figures 2 - 5. }
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RESULTS
The normal incidence reflectivities of the thin film and quasi-
single crystal,as a function of photon energy are shown in figure 1.
As canbe seen, the crystal has much sharper peaks than the thin film.
(The discontinuity in the crystal reflectivity near 12.5 eV is probably
due to surface roughness and slightly different geometries in the two
measurement systems.) This is quite.typical of amorphous semiconductors
such as the thin film (9), and indicates that the electron band struct-
ure is broadened due to imperfections in the crystal structure. A
comparison of the peaks in each of these samples and those measured
for a single crystal (2) is given in Table I.
TABLE I Energy of Reflectance Peaks (eV)
3
Transition (2)	 single	 quasi-single	 thin
crystal (2)	 crystal	 film
r	 r	 2:35	 -	 -
15	 1	 {
	
3! 26	 - -	 -
3-.58
 - -
A	 A
-
3	 114.14	 4.13	 4.27
_	 3.41	 -	 - -
L3	 L 	 13.96
 
X5 
- X1	 5.41	 '	 5.51	 5.45
L3 - L3	 6.90	 6.95	 6.89
	
17.49 
	 7.51	 7.29
dl	 10.6	 10.4	 10.4	 f
d2
	
74.6	 13.8	 13.6
i
a	 _
As can be seen, almost all the peaks found in the single crystal Caere
found in both the quasi-single crystal and the thin film. The only one
that appears to be missing is the-L 3 -L1 peak at 3.96 eV. (The other
missing peaks are outside the range studied.) On the curves, it appears
that this peak could be masked by the peak at 4.13 eV, so this is not
thought to be significant. There are, however, some additional peaks
'.	 that do appear in the quasi-single crystal and thin film that do not 	 a
I
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}appear in the single crystal.
	
In order to interpret these peaks, it
is necessary to look at the optical quantities derived from the reflec-•
tivities.	 These are shown in figures 2-5 for the thin film. 	 Due to
a
surface roughness and therefore inaccuracies in the absolute values of
reflectivity for the quasi-single crystal, these quantities are not
available for the crystal.
The most interesting peaks in both the thin film and the crystal
reflectivities are the two at 8.3 and 9.5 eV. 	 For the thin film, these
points correspond with peaks in the energy loss function Im(-1 /E)
(figure 4) and the absorption coefficient, a, and optical conductivity,
o, (figure 5).	 These are very close to the transition energy of 9 eV
. found for Zn 3d electrons in ZnTe by photoemission studies (10).	 This
same study reported a second transition at 12.4 eV, or about 3.3-3.4 eV
above the first.	 This is due to a splitting of the d-band caused by
spin-orbit coupling.	 In 'examining the results in the present study,
it is seen that there is a slight peak in Im(-1 /E), a and a around
12 eV.	 This peak is masked somewhat by the peak at 13.6 eV.
If the d-band transitions are assigned to the peaks at 9 and 12 eV,
(the, splitting of the ;peak at 9 eV would then have to be due to imper-
fections in the crystal structure or a shift in energy due to charge'
buildup on the surface (10)) the question then arises as to the signifi-
cance of the peaks at 10.4 and 13.6 eV. 	 Looking at the energy loss
functions in figure 5, it is seen that the peak at 10.4 eV results in
a large peak in the surface function Im(-1 /(E +1)).	 This is indicative
of a surface plasma resonance.- This is further confirmed by the fact
I. that a decreases at this point, which means that the conductivity
decreases because the electrons are involved in a plasma resonance at
this point.
	 At 14.2 ;eV there is a small peak in the volume loss func-
ton Im(-1 /E)
 which would be indicative of a volume plasma resonance.,
The fact that the peak in the volume function is much smaller than
that of the surface function, and that there is a displacement of the
volume function from the theoretical ('1) value of N,/2- times the surface
energy is further evidence for the hypothesis that there Wray be some j
electric charge buildup on the surface. 	 The additional peaks at 17.7
eV in the thin film and 21 eV in the crystal are probably due to
transitions from lower levels and would also affect the position of the
1=
plasma resonances.
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The previous (2) determination of transition energies from the d-
bands of Zn in ZnTe at 10.6 and 14.6 eV is apparently incorrect as -.
applied to thin films of ZnTe. 	 These energies are closer to photo-
. emission results (10) and occur at 83 and 12 eV 	 while transitions ,;t
=g at 10.4 and 14.2 eV are ,in reality plasma resonances.
The accuracies of the energies determined in this study were hamper-
ed'by possible charge buildup on the surface of the samples.	 This
would seem to indicate that if optical properties of ,semiconductors j
ell are to be determined in the vacuum ultraviolet modifications should
i be made to the present system that would prevent charge buildup. 	 One
possible solution to this problem would be to arrange for some external
electric field that could sweep away any charges caused by photoemission
6.y from the sample.
If semiconductor surfaces are to be used for optical coatings in
space, where electric charges cannot be easily removed, then further
studies should be doneon the precise effect of charge ,buildup on
F optical properties. 	 In fact, this could also be used to test the
M
possibility that optical contamination of metallic surfaces is influ-
enced by charging of the nearby gas molecules due to photoemission
from the metallic surface.
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CALIBRATION AND REDUCTION
OF VIDEO CAMERA DATA
By
Theodore D. Fay, Jr.
ABSTRACT
This report is divided into several parts. 	 We consider first
the effect of atmospheric scattered light on the reduction of video;
camera observations of solar magnetic fields. 	 We derive equations
that enable us to correct for the effect of atmospheric and instru-
mental scattered, light during magnetograph data reduction at MSFC.
We outline two procedures for calibrating and reducing spectra
recorded at ,4A resolution with a video camera.	 We found it difficult
_to obtain a sufficient number of strong and unblended comparison lines
for a wavelength calibration (from 4300-8600A) across the entire hori-
zontal TV frame line. 	 We overcame this difficulty by using a noble
gas (Ne, Ar and Kr) lamp covered by glass (density 1,6) and Aluminum
coated (density 1.5) filters.	 We calibrated our TV camera at 5.75
and 2.00 kilovolts with and without preparation of the SEC target of
the camera.	 We ` constructed a microscopically reduced rule to affect
a calibration between the vertical distance on the slit and the ver-
tical lines onthe TV frame.	 We have written (and had accepted) a	 3
proposal to Kitt Peak, National Observatory to use our video camera'
to map the variations of the ammonia and methane bands across the
disk of Jupiter and to monitor the time variations of the optical
spectra of newly discovered X-ray sources.-
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NOMENCLATURE
f
C,^	 - The observed intensity difference between the cir-
cularly polarized components of the 5250A iron ab-;
sorption line at any given position on the sun.
d - radial angular distance from the sun's center to
n
position of scattered light measurement u
9 - azimuth angle on'the solar disk measured counter-'
x}
clockwise from north to the d vector.
I A	- total unscattered light intensity at any (d, 8) po- w
sition on the sun. 7
S - light intensity of the solar aureole at position d e
CS - fraction of polarized scattered light
Pv(OBS) fraction of circular polarization observed
1
Pv(CORR) = fraction of circular polarization corrected for
I
scattered light ;F
I,
radial distance from disk center
0 - position angle of the radius vector joining the
disk center to point d relative to that joining the y
disk center to point
is defined so that r 2 	d2 + ,f 2 ' - 2 Yd cos- ¢ {f
41	 = spread function of solar scattered light
and b - -spread function constants
p(- limb 'darkening constants i
(max angular field of view of magnetograph monitor along
t a radial vector from disk center that passes -
through the pixel with the - n
5 max angular field of view in a direction perpendicular
i to the radial line
U>- pixel number on the /"max direction w
!: 7-6
NOMENCLATURE (cont.)
^
V - pixea,l number on the	 Smx 'direction
s
R - - angular radius of sun at time of observation
dC - smallest value of d of any pixel on the rmax l ine
dp - value of -d for any U, V pixel s	 k
0 f-	 - angle between u axis of monitor screen and radial
'vector from the sun's center
L	 Lminmax ^ maximum and minimum wavelengths of Jupiter spectral
band
I(Lp) - intensity in Jupiter spectral band as a function of =
wavelength, L, and pixel number, p
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INTRODUCTION
Television cameras (low light level vidicons) may be used to re-
cord ' many picture elements (pixels) of information simultaneously._
The information can be read from these cameras at very high rates
(five ormore megabits per second) creating the need for sophisticated
schemes to calibrate and reduce this information. A short discussion
of video camera reduction procedures and a guide to the literature
may be found in Ref 1.
The purpose of this report is to consider several different
calibration and reduction problems of video camera data that are of
interest to the astronomy group at Marshall Space Flight Center. The
first of these is to outline a procedure to correct solar magneto-
graph observations for instrumental and atmospheric scattered light
by slightly modifyinga technique developed for unpolarized continuum
light > by Ref 2.
We also wish to consider procedures for calibrating and reducing
3s pectra
we toutline ao ur choice ofwavelength standards nto^calibrateothe hori -
zontal lines of the TV frame. The vertical calibration between
distances along the slit and the vertical TV frame lines was attempted
'using a microscopic rule placed on the slit jaws. We also discuss
measurements of the light transfer function of our SEC video camera
at different voltages and target preparations. This data enables us
to convert signals from the SEC target directly to light intensity.
We also describe our Kitt Peak National Observatory proposal to
use our video camera to map variations in ammonia and methane bands
across the disk of Jupiter. Our observations will be coordinated
with photographic observations of the Lunar and Planetary Laboratory.
We also present finder charts of newly discovered X-ray sources that
will be observed at Kitt Peak and with the 0.4 meter telescope at
Marshall Space .-Flight Center.
s	
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MAGNETOGRAPHS AND ATMOSPHERIC SCATTERING
Let the observed intensity difference between the circularly
polarized components of the 5250A line be C,\(d, 9).
	 The value of
CA(d, 9) is observed to vary from place to place on the_ solar disk
and with time..
	 The angular-distance,__d, is measured from disk center
to the point	 (d - 1.0 for the solar limb) and 9 is the azimuth angle, C
measured counterclockwise from north to the d vector.
	 The total un-
scattered light for a (d, 9) position on the disk is I>,(d, 9).
The earth's atmosphere and the observing instrument scatter sun-
light over and off the disk of the sun, forming an aureole at d> i.0.
The intensity of this aureole, S(d) decreases with increasing d, and
is usually assumed independent of 9.;
	 We assume that this scattered
light is unpolarized, Cs(d) = 0, because:
	 (1) the general magnetic
field of the sun is less than one gauss and has no preferred polari-
ty when averaged over the disk. 	 (2)	 The polarization of skylight is a
small at small angles to the sun's direction (see Ref. 3).
	 Of course
Cs(d) could be measured for d >1.O;
 and corrections made for this
effect.
	 The observed fraction of circular polarization P(OBS).can be
corrected by Pv,(CORR).
Pv(OBS) 
_ (C>,(d, 9) + Cs(d))/(I,\(d, 9) + S(d )) = Ca(d , 9)/'(I ..\(d,	 9) + S(d)) 4
Pv(CORR)	 C,(d, 9)/IA(d, 9) = 4OBS)' (1 + S(d)/I,\(d, ,9))
Thecomputation of PV (CORR) proceeds as follows:
	 first we ob-
( serve I^(d,, 9), 'the aureole function, S(d), for d> 1.0 and Pv(OBS).
One may compute Pv(CORR) using these tabulated observations
	 and the {
r above equation.	 To actually compute Pv(CORR), however, one must of
course evaluate S(d) for d <1.0.
	 The form of S(d) is given by (see
Ref. 4)
S (d)_T
o
 I>\(Q) 4(r)	 d 	 d^J
€ o 
in this case r 2	 d2 '+ p2 + (2 f cos O)d.	 We assume that S(d) is in-
dependent of 9, and in practice` the aureole is measured at a number'
of 9 values of equal d and an average is taken.
	 The limb darkening
4 function IA(D is conveniently tabulated (see Ref. 4) in terms of CKCA
constants defined by:'
9
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Our preliminary measurements. - of S(d) for the MSFC magnetograph
suggest an aureole not unlike that observed by Mattig (see Ref. 4),
i.e. S(d = 1.06)= 0.01 and S(d = 2.0)': 0.003.	 Mullen (Ref. 4) shows
that Mattig s-aureole can be described by a gauss3an - lorentzspread
function, 4)(r) as given by
^(r)	 1	 +	 C	 + G (exp -r2/b2)
B2 + r 2
	D2 + r2
_.	
3
where. B =^8 x 10	 ,_c = 9.0, D = 1.2, G _ 157.3 and b = 0.0173.	 Un-
r fortunately the value of B has only a small effect on S(d) if d) 1.0
but is the dominant term in S(d) when cl'< 1.0. 	 Mullen has, however,
put lower limits on B (hence upper limits on S(d <1.0)) from Mattig's
observations of Mercur ' s`transit.y
-	 r
s,
Let us estimate theimportance of the scattered light correction
to the amount of circular polarization observed. 	 A typical dark spot
umbra should have'I(^d, 8) = 0.1 at 5250A (see Ref. 5). 	 For simpli-
city we assume the spot is located at disk center . (d = 0, 0 undefined).
We find an upper limit of S(d = 0) of 0.08 from (Ref. 4) if S(d = 1.06)
is about 0.01.	 We then compute f j
Pv (CORR)/Pv (OBS)	 1 + 0.08 < 1.8 i
The corrections to P(OBS) may be almost a factor of 2, even blue sky
days, so we conclude that quantitative measurements of P(OBS)'should
not be attempted on hazy days (S(d = 1:06R)^ 0.05, S(d) 	 0.4 and
P(CORR)/Pv(OBS) x.5:0). 	 Our lack of knowledge of the value of the
spread function constant B prevents us from deriving an accurate
value of S(d)/`I(d, 9) and this severely limits the accuracy of
Pv (OBS)/Pv(CORR) if the correction is five-times the observed value.
i
! Finally we mention the possibility of circularly polarized
t penumbral light being partially scattered into the umbra. 	 This effect
would be due to atmospheric seeing and will definitely degrade the re-
solution of the magnetogra ph. 	 It will also contract the apparent
size of the umbra.	 The observations of Fay, Wyller and Yun (Ref. 5)
indicate	 however, that the umbral central regions of spot Rome
Number 5759 are contaminated by the general aureole rather than 4
penumbral detail near the umbral boundary. 	 The spot Rome Number 5759
developed a penumbral light UL'idge that divided the spot umbra into
two parts:	 The observed umbral to photosphere intensity ratios were
' unchanged by the large change in penumbral structure. 	 If the umbral
corrections for penumbral scattered light were important, one would
R expect the value of the correction to depend on penumbral structure.
^^
r
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We will conclude this section with a brief outline of how the
value of d might be determined for each pixel on the monitor screen.
Suppose the monitor is turned off the disk of the sun.
	 Let the d
value of the closest pixel to the limb be dc. 	 Define a (U, V)
coordinate system along and perpendicular to the line between the do
pixel and the'sun's center.
	 The value of do may be determined by
timing the 'movement of the telescope drive from do to theclosest
limb relative'to the drive time between limbs. 	 The relation between
the (U, V) coordinate system and that on the monitor screen (U^, V')
may be related by a simple rotation:
U _ U^ cos (^r + V1 sin
V = U
	 sin ^r + V ' cos +r
The angle ¢iris determined by measuring the angle between the tangent
to the sun's limb and the V' axis on the monitor.a/f.
If rmax and Smax are"the angular sizes of the U ' , V	 axes on the
screen and R is the angular radius of the sun at the time of observa-
tion then the value of d for ana U, V pixel, dp, is given by
dp(U) " dc( l + (U rmax/128R)) 9
dp(V) _ (R + f(dp(U) V Six/128R) 2 - (dP(U)R) 2
 )/R
dp	 dp(U)2 + dp(V)2
Finally, Mattig (Ref. 2) has emphasized that penumbral light makes
an important contribution to the aureole. 	 For those spots where pen- -	
s
umbral scattered light is important (i.e. those spots having penumbrae u
larger than 5 arc sec and high penumbral fields) we must revise the
equation for Pv(CORR) as follows:
r^HCTiofeCti	 S(eIJ,
PCORR - POBS (1+S (d)'/I a (d, A)) - (Cs (d )/ I , (d, A)} x ^r^ 	 PeN^^BKA 6
A first approximation to Cs(d) would be the observed value of the pen-
umbral polarization.
	 This correction applies only to that part of the
aureole that is scattered from the penumbra, and is small unless the
penumbral field is such that
CS(d)/I A (d,• A) > 0.2 (or 20% polarization) .
t
a
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The spectrograph of the astronomy group at the MSFC Space
u Sciences Lab is a Boro,Spotz instrument and gives a reciprocal 'dis-
persion of 80A /mm in second order.	 This spectrograph has been
equipped with a Westinghouse SM vidicon camera (WX-30791NC, S-20
_
photocathode) that responds to light from 4000-8500A.	 The camera has
a commercial TV field of 256 horizontal lines that are read each 1/60
sec_.	 Each alternate horizontal line field is displaced by One-half
h fine to achieve 512 lines horizontal resolution.	 The SEC photo-
cathode size is 25mm so that the corresponding number of lines/mm is
512/25 or about 20 /mm.	 Therefore, our spectral resolution is about
kT
(80A/mm)/20mm = 4A.
The slit of the spectrograph is about 25mm long and the focal f
ratio of camera lens to collimator lens on the spectrograph is about
6.	 There are 256 vertical lines on the 25mm photocathode (or 10
lines/mm).	 Hence ,, there are only 40 horizontal lines of spectral
information recorded on each frame, because, only about 25mm/6 or
4mm of the photocathode can be illuminated by light from the slit.
In order to record a spectrum of the light entering the slit on
the TV monitor as shown in Figure 1, we must prepare the SEC target
by'a series of readings of the target and ,series of light flashes of
the photocathode.
	
After target preparation, the photocathode is ex-
_	 posed to the spectrum until it is fully charged.	 The target is then
read, and_the analog signal is stored on a Data Disk, Inc. Model
6236 Recording System.	 The output of the disk can be fed to a Colo-
rado Video, Inc. Model 260, Bandwidth Compressor that converts the
analog signal into digitized spectra (about 40 horizontal spectra
and 64 grey levels of intensity at each wavelength) c.to magnetic
tape.
	 See Ref.-6`for the detailed description of this'system.
We placed a submillimeter rule on the slit to make a calibration
between the -slit and the recorded spectra of each horizontal line.
Marks on the microscopic rule were made at intervals of .1 5mm/40 (or
about 0.6mm) apart to establish a relation between each TV line number
and position on the slit. 	 Later we found that we could monitor the
slit with a Panasonic commercial TV camera and monitor as shown in;
Figure 1.	 The resultantmagnification of the monitor image allows
calibration of the slit with a millimeter rule.'
	 The Panasonic 'camera
has only 10 grey levels, however, so`that the rule on' the 'slit may
be needed where high contrast is required, i.e.-,; planetary spectros-
copy.
In addition to the slit calibration, we must calibrate position
on the horizontal line versus wavelength.	 We .chose to do this with a
7-12
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General Electric NE 30 noble gas lamp. This lamp provides numerous
unblended Ne,-Ar and.Kr lines at 4A resolution from 4000-8500A. We
show a 5700-8500A spectrum of this lamp on Figure 2 of TV frame line
140. The exposure time is 1/30 sec. The 64 grey levels of intensity
(SEC Signal) are shown on the verticalaxis. We must also calibrate
j	 the intensity of this signal	 with light intensity on the photo-
cathode.
We use a series of filters placed before the slit to aid in the
wavelength and _intensity .calibration of the noble gas lamp. Sample
spectra are shown on Figure 3a to 3d, with wavelengths indicated.
These spectra are polaroid photographs of the waveform monitor. The
spectra from 4300 -5800A were made with a Density 1.5 Aluminum filter
and the 5800-8500A spectra were made with a density.1.5 Al filter,
plus a density 1.6 glass filter. The glass filter has an infrared
leak allowing us to record the 7500A and long6r wavelengths at the
same signal as 6000A wavelengths, despite the drop in camera sensi-
tivity. Table 1 gives data on the noble gas spectra and Table 2
lists the wavelengths. Unblended lines are listed with an asterisk,
and these lines should make the best wavelength standards, as listed
in Ref. 7.
A calibration between wavelength and pixel number is established
with a peak picker computer program that finds the pixel numbers
closest to the emission peaks. A polynomial least squares program
then establishes a relation between the peak pixel numbers and the
comparison line wavelengths.
The final calibration is to convert signal from the target to
light intensity. We calibrated the target by exposing the spectro-
graph to the NE30 noble gas lamp from periods of 4, 8, 16, 32 and 64
sec. We have plotted exposure versus signal on Figures 4 and 5. WE
find a flattening of the light transfer function if we prepare
(flash) the target, i.e.
log (INTENSITY) = 1.64 log (SIGNAL)
This was done by flashing the target 5 times, reading 10 times and
repeating this cycle 12 times. The prepared target curves are shown
on Figure 4,(red lines) and 'Fi ure 5 (5400A lines) by solid-_Lines.
The Figure 5 data were taken from spectra shown on Figure 6. The
dashed curve is the light transfer' function of an unprepared target.
There is'a linear relation between signal, and exposure if the target
is not flashed:
log (INTENSITY) = 1.00 log (SIGNAL)
n
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TABLE 1
a JOURNAL OF NOBLE GAS SPECTRA
Figure Grating Order Density Camera 6000A
Number Position Wavelength of Expo- Filter
s Filter sure
3a,b 2.45 5100 (2nd) 1.5 Al 32 sec no
3c,d 1.00 6500 (2nd) 1.5 Al+1.6 16 sec no
glass
4	 3e 3.15 7700 (1st) It sec no
}	 3f 2.60 8400 (1st) " 64 sec yes
3g 2.45 8600 (1st) 1.5 Al 512 sec yes
g	 3h 2.45 4300 (2nd)
_
1.5 Al 32 sec no
r
6a 2.45 4800 (2nd) 1.5 Al 4 sec no
6b
6c
^^
^^
^^
^^
^^
it
8 sec
16 sec
no
no
6d ^^ n ^^ 32 sec no
!	 6e _	 i^ ^^ ^ ► 64 sec no
6a-e done with target preparation (5 flashes, 10 reads) x 12 repeti-
tions
6f-e done without target flashing otherwise identical to 6a-e
a -:
k
f
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TABLE 2
,
NOBLE GAS EMISSION LINESAT 4A RESOLUTION
y1 Density 1.5 Aluminum Filter
Element of Peak	 Line Strength	 j
i	 Line Wavelength	 Sec Signal	 Handbook of Phy-
Angstrom	 (110 Full Scale) sics 1
k	 Kr 4318.55	 110 5.66
4319.57
Ar_, . 4333.56%' '	 90 3.32,
Ar 4345.17
	
20 2.91
Kr 4362.64%',	 110 4.96
Kr` ' 4376.12*`	 110 5.21, a
Kr 4453.92	 80 5.25
Kr 4463.69	 110 5.03 j
Kr 4502.35-'r	 110 5.12_
Ar 4510.73	 15 3.12
Ne 5037.75',	 45 4.27;
Ne 5080.38	 22 4.041
Ne 5116.50,	 40 4.27
Ne 5144.94	 '_	 12 3.91
Ne 5188.61	 12 3.81
Ne 5330.78	 90 4.55	 £ _
Ne 5341.09	 110 4.54
Ne 5400.56%	 110 4.73
Ar 5495.87
	
15 2.72
Ar 5558.28	 - 2.84
Kr, 5570.28*	 96 5.94	 t
Ne 5656.66%	 30 4.20'
Ne 5689.81	 10 4.17
` Ne 5748.30	 15 " 4.4
Ne 5764.42-,	 90 5.08
Ne 5820.16	 20 4.87`
INSERT DENSITY 1.6 GLASS FILTER TO RECORD 5850A to 8000A LINES
AT EQUAL SIGNAL STRENGTH'
Ne 5852.48	 110 5.90
Ne 5881.89	 18 5.23
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TABLE 2	 (cont.) {
Element of Peak Line Strength
Line Wavelength Sec Signal Handbook of Phy-
Angstrom (110 Full Scale) sics
Ne 5944:83* 22 5.36 ;f
Ne 6074.33* 38 5.41 v
Ne 6096.16, 38 5.42i
Ne 6143 06* 55 5.48
s
I Ne 6163.59 18 5.23
Ne 6266.49,_ 1 33 5.34 9
Ne 6304.78 JI 17 5.42j
Ne 6334,.42, ! 28 5.57 y
+
Ne ` 6382.991 45 5.50
Ne 6402.24* 70 5.93_,
' Ne 6506 .,52, 52 5.63
Ne' 6532.188 22 5.38
1 Ne 6598.95 30 5.74
Ne 6678.127* 70 5.84
Ne 6717.04 -, 55 5.76
Ne 6929.47* 90 5.96
Ne 7032.41*' ` 110 5.73
Ne 7059.10 20 4.9 3
Ne 7173.94- 30 5.79
Ne 7245.16* 110 5.75
AT 7383.97* 15 5.02,
Ne 7438.89* 70 5.51
Ne ' 7488.87 - 80 5.39 !
-a
Ar 7503.86* 90 5.35
Ne 7535.77 70 5.35_
Ne 7544.04 80 4.96 Y
`
Kr I " 7587.'41 75 6.36
Kr 7601.55 100 6.91
Ar 7635.11* 100 5.53 i
Kr 7685.24* 55 6.37
e
Ar 7723,75* 40 °5.44
. Kr 7854482x'; 30 6.45
z
Ar 7948.17 20 5.13
Ar, 8014:78* 20 5.30
Kr 8059:50* 30 6.42'
a.
g
n
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TABLE 2	 (cont.) a
E
Element of	 Peak Line Strength
Line Wavelength Sec Signal Handbook of Phy-
Angstrom (110 Full Scale) sics
 it
Kr 8104.36;: 110 6.81
Ar 8103.69 wk 5.30'
4
Ar 8115.31 `100 5.58,
_ Kr 8112.90 -100 6.99
Kr 8190.06- 20 6.68
Kr 8263.24%- 30 6.76
Kr 8298.11; 20 6.86
Ne 8377.61%, 25 5.96
Ar 8408.21 1 5.36
Kr 8508.87 1 6,54
Kr 8776.75 1 6.94
xp
a
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There appears to be an optimum gain in signal of a factor of
about two if the target is prepared for exposures that are a factor.
of ten below saturation levels.	 The signal ,gain in preparing the
	 -
target is dependent on the number of flashes per read. 	 We empiri-
cally determined that 12 cycles of 5 flashes per 10 reads is optimum.
More repetitions do not significantly increase signal and simply waste
time in preparing the target.	 We emphasize that the calibration of
the target is critically dependent on the number of target flashesg	 Y	 P
per read, and must be recalibrated when this setting is changed.	 We
also found that the voltage on the photocathode must be about 5.75
kilovolts, and not near 2.00 kilovolts, so that signal will not be
sensitive two small voltage changes, and photocathode 'gain will_be
optimum. A final note about the ;reduction of these spectra concerns
suppression of the high frequency pre -amp noise seen on the waveform
monitor photographs in Figure 3a - 3d. 	 We suggest that the data be
treated with a running,gaussian whose width is half that of the
spectral lines.	 This procedure will suppress high frequency noise.
A thorough treatment of noise suppression by modulation transfer
function and fourier transform techniques may be found in Ref. 8.
"k
i
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METHANE AND AMMONIA MAPPING OF JUPITER
The importance of an extensive program to map the time and spa-
tial variations of CH4, NH3 and continuum bands across the disk of
Jupiter has been demonstrated'in Ref. 9 and 10. 	 These Jovian obser-
vations are essential if a realistic model of density and temperature
variations of the gas above the cloud top layer is to be made. 	 Dr.
j	 Willem Wamsteker and the author have submitted and had approved a
Kitt Peak National Observatory proposal to use the MSFC video system
coupled to the 1.5 meter McMath solar telescope for the purpose of
j	 t	 mapping the NH3 and CH4 bands on Jupiter's disk between 5800A and
8000A.
The wavelength ranges of the features we propose to map are
shown in Table 3. 	 We will define CH4, NH3 and continuum indexes for
each part of Jupiter's disk by integrating the cal,ibratEA intensities
from each pixel, p; between the upper and lower wavelength limits,
Lmax and Lmin, for each range.
Lmax
Band Index =
	
I(Lp)dLp
fLmin
It is our hope that this averaging procedure will produce band indexes
accurate to 2%, because we will average over 100A/4"= 25 pixels and
have a signal/noise of 12 per pixel.- Four CH4 bands of different
strengths were chosen to construct CH4 curves of growth.
'	 TABLE 3
BAND INDEXES' FOR JUPITER MAPPING
E	 Wavelengths s
Lmin	 Lmax	 Feature
Angstrom	 Angstrom	 Definition
1.	 6010	 6130	 Continuum
q	 2.	 61.30	 6262	 CH4 (strong)
3,.	 63-10	 6370	 Continuum
4.	 6420	 6546	 NH3
5.	 6570	 6700	 CH4 _(weak)
6.	 6700.	 6800	 Continuum
7.	 6870	 6930-	 Continuum
8.	 6930 `	7090	 CH4 (very weak)
9.	 7150	 7445	 CH4 (very strong)
10.	 7445-	 7610	 Continuum
i
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iA LIST OF RAPIDLY VARYING STARS ;-
Our video system is especially suited to recording the spectral
variations of all types of rapid variables. 	 One group of these varia-
bles, (those with X-ray counterparts)are important'enough to be-dis-
cussed separately in this report.	 In this section we list an example
(Table, 5) of the brightest star in each of the other rapid variable
star groups.	 Finder charts for these objects are enclosed in Figure 7.
TABLE 4
-	 RAPID VARIABLE STARS
Star
	
BD	 1970	 Coordinates	 Spectral	 Visual	 Variable
Name	 Number	 R.A.	 Dec.	 Type	 Mag	 Group
T Tauri 100706	 04:19.1	 19:27	 G5	 10-13	 T Tau
RW Aur	 300 792-	 05:06.2	 30:21	 Q5	 10-13	 RW Aur
AI Vel	 CPD-	 08:13.1	 -44:04	 A242	 6.4-7.-1 Cepheid
I	
• 	 4402376
VZ `Cnc	 1001848	 08:39.3	 +9.55	 A742	 7.2-7.9 Cepheid
Q .
Z Cam	 -	 08:21	 +73:13	 Pec	 10-14	 U Gem
AG Peg	 11 04673	 21:49.6 	 12:29	 Pec	 7-9	 Symbiotic
2 And	 4804093	 Q0:01	 48:36
	
Pec	 8-12	 Symbiotic
p
OPTICAL SPECTRA OF HIGH ENERGY TARGETS sw
11,12) havethan-optical and 1
 
ofoX- 
ray sources can
help in building models of these sources. 	 We therefore-think it Y
worthwhile to monitor these sources with the video data systemrecent-
ly constructed at the MSFC Space Sciences Lab.	 These sources show
rapid (as fast as 100msec) changes in X-ray intensity (Ref. 13, 16)
as well as rapid variations in hydrogen line emission at optical
wavelengths	 (Ref.	 14).
The time resolution of our video system is limited by the time
required, to charge the SEC target for each spectrum.
	
Estimates of
this time (based on past observations) are about l min for a V=6,0
magnitude star and about 16 min if V=9.0.
	
We assume the use of a
0.4 meter telescope and a 4A resolution' spectrograph. 	 our video
system allows us to record up to 	 40 successive spectra per TV frame.
i
i
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Each frame will therefore display wavelength on the x-axis (4000-
8000A) and time change on the y-axis. Our data are then digitized
and read onto magnetic tape for further reduction.
The X-ray sources selected for study with our video system are
shown in Table 5. A literature search was made for the X-ray sources
with the brightest optical counterparts (see Ref. 23). These bright
sources will allow the highest time resolution for a given sized
telescope and spectral resolution. Only three sources (0900-40,
1700-37, and 1956+35) have firmly established correlations between
optical and X-ray time variations. The other X-ray sources are co-
incident with variable stars to within 2 arc min. Figure 7 gives
finding charts for these X-ray sources.
INDIVIDUAL SOURCES
a
I.	 Possible Collapsars
Recent optical observations of the 06 star 1700-37 are given in
- Ref.	 14,	 16, 17, 22 and 24.	 There are no observations of this star
at wavelengths longer than 5000A, except Ref. 24.
	
A recent discus-
sion of the 5000-7000A spectra of 0 stars is given in Ref. 25. 	 Addi-
tional optical observations of the 09.5I star 1956+35 could dis-
tinguish between the coliapsar models and thoj?	 involving _a triple
star system (see Ref. 27).	 The time variations near 6500A have been
described by Ref. 26, but the authors request additional observations.
An abject related to 1700-37 and 1956+35 is 0900- 40.'
II.	 Supernovae Remnants
The Cygnus loop is of interest because of a possible X-ray
pulsar at the center of the loop (period = 63msec), 	 This pulsar
may be coincident with an H II region.	 Spectrophotometry of the loop
center (done as described in Ref. 21) would be of interest. 	 The crab
nebula central regio-^fi, should be scanned for comparison.
III.	 U" Geminorum Stars
Possible X-ray emission has been reported for SS Cygni in Ref.
`
f	 ^	 i
A
28.
IV.	 Unclassified Sources
k We need additional spectral classification for stars within 2
arc min of sources 1758-25 and 2030+40.	 The U-B of source 1758-25,
GX5-1,'No. 3 is =0.4 in Ref.	 19 and +0.12 in Ref.	 15.	 The spectral
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atype of Henize 1411 is listed as Be in Ref. 18 and All in Ref,	 15.
' The optical identification of 1727-33 could be SAO 20881 or Henize
1416.
d
TABLE 5
OPTICAL SOURCES WITH X-RAY COUNTERPARTS
I
I
Catalogue	 Numbers 1950
j 3 Uhuru CD or BD HD	 SAO Other RA DEG_
0352+30 B+300591 056815 X Persei 03:52.2 +30:54
g 0900-40 C-4004838 77581	 220767 09:00.2 -40:21
1555+27 B+2702558 084098 Eps.Crb. 15:56.4 +26:58
1700-37 C-37011206 153919
	
208356 17:00.5 -37:46.5 i
1727-33 C-33012119 Henize 1416 17:27.1 -33:43
1727-33 C-33012117 20881 17:26.8 -33:41
1735-28 '' C-28013401 - Henize 1450 17:36.4 -28:34 a
-1755-33 C-33012697 209568 17:56.6 -33:53
is 1758-25 GX5-1 17:58.0 -25 :04'
1901+03 B+203771 124218 19:01.7 +03:01	 - j
1915-05 B-504936 143286 26 Aql. 19:18.0 -05:31
1956+35 B+3403815 226868	 069181 Cygnus X-1 19:56.5 +35:04
2030+40 B+4004218 049756 20:30.3 +40.47
j 2050+30 Cygnus Loop 20:49.7 +30.43
2142-x+3 B+4204186 SS Cygnus 21:41.6 +43.21
ti
I ,
^^
I.
4
E
,
4r
I
Ii
x
z
ir
TABLE 5 y
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION ON SOURCES
II 3 Uhuru RA 1975 Visual Color Spec'.tral GEN.
a DEC g B-V Type	 REM. 
0352+30 03:53.7 +30:59 6.0-6.6 BOp, 0'pe
0900-40 09:01,2 -40:27 6.9 0.48 BO.5Ib collap6ar?
1555+27 15:57.4 +26:58 4`.2,12.6 Ref.	 20 KIII+? sep=2"
1700-37 17:02.2 -37:48 6.6 0.27 06.5f- Ref. 6
1727-33 17:27.7 -33:44 10.0 2.09 Ale, Be? Ref. 5
1727-33 17:27.4 -33:42 6.7 0.14 BOIII
1735-28 17.37.0 -26:41 11.1 1.01 Be ' ►
1755-33_ 17.08;1 -33:53 8.3 0.20 B1Ib ► '
li	1 1758-25 17:59.5 -25;04 11.8 0.20 ? ?
1901+03 19:03.0 03:03 9.2 0.63 BOIII
4 1915-05 19:19.2 -05:29 5.1 Ref..20 G81I1 binary
1956+35 19:57.5 +35:08 8.9 0.85 09.51 collapsar?
2030+40 20:31.3 `W4O:52 9.1 ? ? Ref.	 23	 ?
2050+30 20:50.7 +30:48 17 supernova remnant
1
2142+43 21:43.0 +43:27 8-12 Al+dGep U. Gem.
,
j
1.
t
f
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CONCLUSIONS
We conclude that correction of solar magnetograph observation
for scattered light is important and that the correction formulae
considered in this report should be applied to the magnetograph data
on a routine basis.
We have outlined a procedure for the calibration and reduction
of video camera observations with a spectrograph at 4A resolution,
The wavelength calibration has been aided by the use of glass and
Aluminum filters to achieve approximately equal signal from emission
lines between 4300-8500A. 	 The vertical calibration of the slit has -
been aided by mounting a TV camera to view the slit and by the use of
r	 a microscopic rule placed on the slit.	 We have also established that
the light transfer function of our target is gensitive to target pre-
paration.	 The relation between signal and exposure is linear if the X
target is not flashed and flashing the target can increase signals
that are near 10% of saturation by a factor of two or more.
We have submitted and had approved a proposal for the use of the
'	 1.5 meter McM-th solar telescope at Kitt Peak National Observatory
to map CH4 a;,a> NH3 bands across the disk of Jupiter and to monitor
the variations of X-ray sources with bright optical counterparts.
r	 We have sixnights on the telescope from Sept. 	 1 to 10, 1974, and
Took forward to being able to interpret these observations using our
video system.
3
f
x
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FRACTURE MECHANICS OF CER'-VIT C-101 GLASS CERAMIC
By
WILLIAM B. HALL
ABSTRACT
Cer-Vit C-101 is a glass-ceramic material being considered for
the three-meter reflecting mirror of the Large Space Telescope. One
desired property characterization of Cer-Vit C-101 is its fracture
mechanics.
Fracture mechanics properties were determined by crack propa-
gation studies made utilizing the constant load technique on double
cantilever beam specimens. Data was taken in ambient atmospheres	 y
of dry nitrogen, water, and air_ with varying relative humidities.	 3
The crack velocity data is presented in graphical form, and the data
j is cons.stent'with the Charles-Hillig stress corrosion theory.
Recommendations for continuing the work are made.
i 	 a
i
i
t
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The objective of this study was to measure the fracture mechanics
behavior of Cer-Vit C-101, a glass-ceramic material manufactured by
Owens-Illinois of Toledo, Ohio. Cer-Vit C-101 has essentially a zero
thermal expansion coefficient and because of this, it is one of the
leading candidates for the three-meter reflecting mirror for the Large
Space Telescope.
Certain mechanical properties of Cer-Vit C-101 h^ve already been	 t
determined by Owens-Illinois. They are as follows:(1
Density, gm/cc	 2.50
Modulus of Rupture,
Abraded Cane, psi	 8,300
Knoop Hardness (200 gm loading)	 540
Young's Modulus, psi	 13.37 x 106
Shear Modulus, psi	 5.34 x 106
Bulk Modulus, psi	 8.97 x 106
Poisson's Ratio	 0.252
With this data available, one property of interest was the delayed
failure characteristics ofCer Vit C-101. Delayed failure is caused
by subcritical crack growth, which results in the material having a
time dependent strength. Because delayed failure can occur without 	 a
warning weeks or months after the application of a. load, this
phenomenon needs to be understood to prevent structural failure.
Fracture mechanics is the study of subcritical crack grows`_h so
that the mechanisms may be understood and design, criteria be established
to prevent delayed failures.. It was, therefore, decided to study the
crack growth of Cer-Vit C'-101 utilizing the constant load technique on
double cantilever beam specimens. The ambient atmosphere surrounding
the specimens would simulate handling and use environments of the
reflecting mirror. The critical stress intensity factor would also be
determined for the material using three-point bending of edge-cracked
specimens.
i
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OBJECTIVES	 r
The objectives of the program are:
1. Obtain crack velocity versus stress entens lty factor data
in various ambient environments for Cer-Vit C-101.
2. Obtain the critical stress intensity factor for Cer-Vit C-101.
3. Characterize the fracture mechanics behavior of Cer-Vit C-101
utilizing the data from l and 2 above.
TECHNICAL DISCUSSION
Glass and ceramic materials have excellent strength when one
restricts the testing to compressive loading. However, when testing
the same materials in tension,the strength values decrease in order
of magnitude with a huge increase in the variance of the data. The
most popular method of testing these materials in tension is the
three point bond test, giving a breaking stress or modulus of rupture.
The breaking stresses of brittle ceramics vary from 1,000 psi to 300,
000 psi. This difference in strength is related to flaws in the
brittle material, usually surface flews. For example, commercial
flint glass rods typically have modulus of rupture values in the
range of 20,000 psi, while these same rods, when etched properly in
dilute hydrofluoric acid, can have strengths in the range of 300,000
psi. Griffith was first to publish on this subject, and he developed
a failure criterion based on an energy inventory at the tip of a
crack. He stated that a crack will propagate in a material provided(1)
t	 tr cr C.; (l -y2) + 4 COZ
	
(1)
a
where c =-crack length, J = applied stress, E = Young's ` modulus,
Poisson's ratio, and	 energy per unit area of surface created
by fracture propagation.' When the above equation is solved for
the Griffith stress is obtained:
^,	 2 E 
_.• v	 (2)JrC
The applied stress V must equal or exceed the Griffith stress *for
the crack` to propagate and rupture occur.
Glass and ceramics are noted for their inertness to most corrosive
atmospheres, but they are succeptible to stress corrosion caused by
i
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water in the environment. (2) This phenomenon is known as stress corrosion,
static fatigue, or delayed failure. Griffith did not take this property
into consideration in his determination of O** the Griffith stress, in
equation 2, above. It is currently believed that static fatigue results
from the growth of small surface cracks until the crack length, c in
equation 2, causes the stress T to exceed VP's; at which point catas-
trophic failure occurs.
The susceptibility of ceramics and gglass materials to stress
corrosion was first obseeved by Grenet (Z) who observed time dependent
failure and strength values that were dependent upon loading rate. One
method for studying stress corrosion is to measure the velocity of
macroscopic cracks as a function of selected variables such as load`
and environment. These experimental determinations are generally called
fracture mechanics studies.- Fracture: mechanics is important in
characterizing subcritical crack growth because the crack tip stresses
that cause crackgrowth are directly proportional to the stress
intensity factor.(
The angular (8) and spatial (r } distribution of normal stresses
at the tip of a crack," for plane strain crack displacements can
be given by: (4)
KIS
 (^)
_	 (3)2r
where KI referred to the stress intensity factor. A simple; dimensional
analysis of a body containing a crack of length 21 subjected to an
applied stress,	 indicates that the(45tress intensification at the
crack must be related to Q: and A by:
G Y V:C_c4>
where Y is a dimensionless constant wh ch must depend on the variables
j
	
	
of shape and size of specimens and the crack shape. Brittle materials
will then rupture when the stress at the crack tip exceeds the bond
strength. There is a stress intensity factor corr^ ponding to this
condition and this should be a material parameter. Measurements
of`K for fast fracture verifies this material parameter, and it is
know; as KIC , the critical stress intensity factor.
Two theories on delayed fracture have been ^uplished, that of
Charles and Hillig ` along with that of Hasselman. 1 Charles and
Hillig state that delayed fracture is due to a stress enhanced
chemical reaction, with the parameters being stress intensity factor,
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environment of crack tip (moisture content), and the character of the
material itself. Wiederhorn's and other's (5-13) stress corrosion
studies have done much to confirm the Charles-Hillig theory. Hasselman
states that the microcracks grow by the stress ` enhanced, thermally
activated formation of vacancies at the crack tip. This theory agrees
with data taken on a typical industrial glass.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
Fracture mechanics data on the Cer-Vit C-101 material was obtained
on double cantilever beam specimens for KI, the stress intensity factor,
and the experimental geometry is shown in Figure 1., The essential
experimental parameters are crack length, 1; thickness, b; width, 2d;
and applied load, P. The purpose of the slot was to restrict the crack
propagation to the midplane. The specimens were loaded by meons of a
string through the notches shown in Figure 1, and crack propagation
was observed through a X14 microscope attached to a cathometer. The
crack was illuminated by direct or reflected light, dependent on which
method produced a more defined crack tip. A constant load was main-
tained through the use of a spring between the load and the specimen.
The crack length, 1, was mechanically introduced into the slot by
scratching the slot with a SiC tipped pick, and gently tapping the
specimen until the crack appeared. This was not the most desirable
method as there was no control on the crack length. Some were too
short and some cracked the entire length of the slot.
i
Two boxes were constructed of 1/4" plexiglass to control the
environment of the specimen during testing. A small box 3/4" x 3 -1/2"
x 4 1/2" was used for atmospheres of dry nitrogen, water, 100% R.H..
air, and 50% R.H. air. A larger box 13" x 18" x 22" was used for
atmospheres, of 20% R.H. air and 36% R.H. air, the larger size being
required to hold the containers of saturated salts required to maintain
the desired relative humidity, A saturated aqueous solution in contact
with an excess of a solid phase at a given temperature will maintain
a constant humidity in a closed space. Table I M presents data for	 a
selected solutions at 30°C.
,a
i
a
°a
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TABLE I
Reagents for 'Humidity Control at 20°C
Relative
Aqueous Solutions, Std, 	 Humidity, to	 Dew Point, *K
1. ZnC12.1 2-H20	 10	 26014
2. KC 2H302 	 0	 269.5
3. CaC12.6H2O	 32	 276.0
4. Zn(NO3 ) 2 . 6H20 	 42	 280.0
5. Na2Cr20 7 .2H 2O	 52	 282.9
6. .NaHSO4 2H 0	 52	 282.9
7. NaNO 2
	66	 286.5
8. ,NaC103	 75	 288.5
9, (NH4) 2so	 81	 289.7
i
10. KCr04	 88	 291.0
11. Na 2S03.7H20	 95	 292.2
5
12. Na 2HPO4 ,12H 1 1)	 95	 292.2
t
FFor ( this experimental geometry, the stress intensity factor,'KV is given	 {g
KI	 Pl bz d V) (3.467 + 2.315x)
	 (5)(
The critical stress intensity factor was determined by three point bending
of an edge cracked bar, a modified modulus of rupture test. This method
is intended for the determination of K IC, not for the velocity of crack
propagation. The experimental geometry of this test is shown in Figure 2.
The `essential-experimental parameters are crack length, 1; thickness, b;
height, h; load, p and Span, S. The load was applied on a Tnstron
universal testing machine. The critical stress intensity factor, KIC,
is given by:(9)	 3	 ¢
- 
p s /Z	 Z
K	 ..=. 2. 91 4.3L w f .21. r l^ 3G•? 3	 t 3 8• ^'^,Tc	 ^wa W
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I	 RESULTS
The fracture behavior of Cer Vit. C-101 is shown in Figure 3;
different relative humidities do not seem to have an effect on the
rate of crack propagation, while the gas from dewar JA 2 does have.	 The
IN 2 Curve- is similar to one obtained by Wiede;-horn 	 who tested soda lime
i	 glass in dry nitrogen	 The curve is explained as follows:	 The bottom
straight line portion of the curve is a function of the 'stress intensity
as there is sufficient water vapor present for stress corrosion to occur
as rapid as crack propagation. 	 The plateau section of the curve is not
dependent upon stress intensity, but is dependent upon the diffusion rate
of the water vapor.	 The stress intensity factor is not, high enough to
i	 rupture 'bonds without the help of stress corrosion. 	 The top straight
line portion of the curve is again a function of 	 the stress intensity
factor..	 Bonds are broken without the help of stress corrosion.
The curve forthe various relative humidities may have a plateau
of higher crack propagation velocities, but it would not be of engineer-
ing interest as the crack is growing at such a rate that catastrophic
j	 failure is imminent.
Both curves of Cer-Vit C-101 glass ceramic indicate its fracture
J	 properties are superior to the various glasses reported by Wiederhorn. 3
!	 The critical stress intensity factor, KIC, was determined by
breaking twenty-three (23) prenotched bars
	
The notch length was
measured on noL'h sides of the bar, and a maximum and minimum KIC
'	 calculated	 These. values were 870 psi M	 and 742-psi	 7m respectively.
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR CONTINUING THE PROGRAM
-'The following recommendations are made for continuing the program:'
i
".
1.	 Crack propagation studies should be made in a vacuum environment.
If stress corrosion theory holds, no slow crack growth should be observed
i.e., only the top portion of the curve in Figure 3 -or dry nitrogen.
2.	 The data gathered to date should'be statistically analyzed to
determine the significance of the different sets of _data.
3.	 A procedure to control the initiating of cracks into the test
specimens should receive-a portion of the effort.
4.	 Very slow crack growth velocities should be studied to determine
i	 if there is a "threshhold" stress intensity factor below which no crack
growth is observed.' This would be very time consumming,'and would not be
suitable for the 10-weeks summer program.`
4	 g-8
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FIGURE 3: Crack Propagation of Cer-Vit C-101
Curve A - Commerical Cer-Vit in Water, 1007. R.H. 50% R.H.
Curve B - Premium Cer-Vit in 20% R.H., 36% R.H. 50% R.H.
Curve C - Commercial Cer-Vit in Dry Nitrogen
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NOMENCLATURE
Cp = specific heat (BTU/lb-°F)
= tank diameter (ft)
g = acceleration due to gravity (32.2 ft/sect)
Cr =	 3	 --Grashof Number ( g ^ L	 {TA	 TW }	 2/ v
h	 ! ='convection film coefficient (BTU/hr-ft2 -OF)
he = condensation film coefficient (BTU/hr-ft2-OF)
hf$
= latent heat of vaporization (BTU/lb)
k = thermal conductivity (BTU/hr-ft-OF)
Z " = tank sidewall length ( ft) --.
NuD Or NuL = Nusselt Number (hD/k	 or hL/k)
Pr - Prandtl Number ( N Cp/k)
q = heat transfer rate (BTU/hr-ft2)
RaL = Rayleigh Number ( g p p2CpL3	 { TA - TW } / k k)
ReD = Reynolds Number (VD/v)
'	 S = specific humidity.-(lb moisture/lb dry air)
T = temperature (°F)
V = velocity (ft/sec)
X m insulation thickness (ft)
= coefficient of thermal expansion (1/OF)
t = emissivity
w = dynamic  v^ c	 lb , ft-secis osity 	,(	 /	 )
v = kinematic viscosity (ft2,/sec)
P = density` (lb/ft3)
Subscripts
A = ambient
C =-wall (internal, propellant)
R = radiation source' ( sink)
W = wall (external, SOFI)
r
i
i
t
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INTRODUCTION
With past designs of large cryogenic propellanttanks, ice and/or
frost formations have been common during prelaunch operations. 	 For the
Space Shuttle, the External Propellant Tank (ET), which, is required to
carry liquid hydrogen and liquid oxygen for boost of the Shuttle	 i=
vehicle Orbiter, may also have a tendency to form ice/frost. 	 The
configuration and design of the Shuttle vehicle, however, precludes
ice /frost -buildup on the-ET surfaces since falling ice may structur-
a lly damage the Orbiter's thermal protection system. 	 Consequently', it
has been proposed that the ET be insulated with additional spray-on-
foam-insulation (SOFI) to eliminate ice/frost formations.
In order to establish the feasibility of maintaining a frost free
surface on the ET, to provide design guidelines for the insulation
analysis, and to provide a capability that would allow rapid reaction to
design changes and proposed _changes, a study was initiated, with the
` objective of developing convenient thermal-design tools that would
provide accurate thermal predictions for the ET during prelaunch. 	 To
satisfy the objective of the study, two ;computer codes were written in
the BASIC language for the PDP8-E time sharing computer. 	 These two
codes provide the necessary thermal analysis capability, 	 One code
may be used to determine the insulation thickness required as a
function of the prevailing environmental.conditions.	 The other ;code
is formulated to evaluate the performance of a specific insulation
system (i.e., one with a ` fixed insulation thickness) when subjected to
off-design environments.
The thermal analysis assumes the ET is a cooled, 27 foot diameter
cylinder '154 feet tall, that stands vertically in a-humid air environ-
ment.
	
Heat transfer by conduction through the SOFT, by condensation
of water vapor from the air onto the insulation surface, by either
free or forced convection to the cylinder, and by radiative energy
exchange with the surroundings is included in the model, 	 Predicted
" results using the thermal model developed compare favorably to recent
MSFC'tests of a SOFI insulated cryogenic tank.
THE THERMAL MODEL AND HEAT TRANSFER CORRELATIONS
The thermal model for the ET is shown schematically; in Figure 1:
The model is basically a cooled vertical cylinder subjected to humid
j air crossflow.	 Thermal energy is transferred to the surface of the
cylinder by convection (forced or free) , condensation and radiation.	 s
This energy is 'then conducted through the insulation to the propellant.
The thermal resistance of the tank structure and the propellant is
assumed to be sma ll a llowing the interior surface of the SOFI to be
I
taken equal to the temperature of the stored propellant. 	 The energy
l	 ^
y€
i
is
I	 ^
r
P
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Figure 1	 External Tank Thermal Model
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Ebalance at the outer surface of the insulationmay be written as
gconduction + gemitted radiation ' gconvection + gcondensation
+ gabsorbed radiation,
The form of the heat transfer terms in equation 1 are specified in the
subsequent sections.
t
}
Conduction
The thermal conductivity of SOFI may be closely approximated by a z
straight line over the temperature range of interest (-4230F to 2000F)
by the equation
k	 3.59x10- 5T + 0.0155	 (2)
Substitution of this conductivity relationship into the fourer con-
{
duction law and integration over the appropriate temperature limits'
results in
r
_ 1	 3.59 x 10-5	2	 2	 )
gconduction -	 (TW - TC) + 0.0155(TW - T^) } 	 (3)
k
r X	 2 t
which may be substituted into equation 1.
_	 Convection I
Convective heat transferfrom the External Tank of the Shuttle to r
the environment can'-be by natural convection, forced convection, or a
combination natural and forced' convection, depending on the environ-
mental conditions.
r	
_
In the natural convection._situation (wind velocities below about'
,
#
2 knots), the model chosen is that of a vertical cylinder with the - r
convective, flow parallel to the axis of the cylinder (essentially a
cooled vertical flat plate). 	 Nusselt Number relationships for natural
convection are generally characterized by a Rayleigh Number (product of s
Gra, shof and Prandtl Numbers) . 	 For the External Tank the Rayleigh.
Number range of interest is from 10 10 to 10 14 and the flow, therefore,
is turbulent (The transition from laminar to 'turbulent flow occurs at a
' Rayleigh Number of approximately 109).	 i For turbulent flow on vertical
cylinders or flat plates, two Nusselt Number relationships are
generally recognized as being acceptable correlations of data over the
External Tank Rayleigh Number range. 	 The, first is
w NuL	 0.10 (RaL) l/3	 (4)
and represents the correlation of Bayley (Reference l). 	 The second is
9-6
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NuL	 0.0210 (RaL)2 /5 	 (5)
r and represents the analytical derivations of Eckert and Jackson
(Reference 2).	 In reviewing these two correlations, oi,te finds small
differences in predicted Nusselt Numbers, however, recent work has
correlated more closely with the correlation of Bayley (Refer^!nces 3
and 4).
	 Therefore, equation 4 is suggested as the most appropriate
for natural convection.
For forced convection, the External Tank can be modeled by a
cylinder with forced 'flow perpendicular to the cylinder axis (i.e.,
transverse flow); the flow being provided by the prevailing wind
F' conditions.	 For forced convection in air the Nusselt Number is a
function of the Reynolds Number. 	 Wind velocities from 2 to'15-knots
on the External T.,,nk will result in a Reynolds Number range of 5 x 105
to-3.9-x 106 .	 Experimental correlations for transverse air flow on
cylinders have considered data with a Reynolds Number up to 4 x 105
(higher Reynolds Number data is apparently not available).
	
Douglas
and Churchill (Reference 5) correlated data _for `Reynolds Numbers
from 100 to 400,000 using the following equation
e
NuD = 0.46 (ReD) 1/2 + 0.00128Re D
	(6)
p It is felt that this core:elation is superior to the one of McAdams
(Reference 6)
NuD	 0.0239 (ReD) 0.805 ^	 (7)`
s in that Douglas and Churchill have pointed out an error in McAdams
analysis.	 Equation 6 is suggested for forced flow.
	 It must be noted
that a transition from laminar to turbulent flow occurs for cylinder„, ,
at a'Reynold's Number of approximately 500,000 and extrapolating;
 this
equation to the high Reynold's Number conditions of the External Tank
g may lead to erroneous predictions.
	 It is anticipated,; however,
` that the film coefficients computed from equation 6 will be lower
than actual since turbulent flow conditions normally enhance the heat
transfer as compared to-.laminar flow.
	 Thus, for ice/frost prevention,
the results will be conservative.
A number of investigators have attempted to 'define the transition
from the natural to the combined natural/forced regime and from the
r combined natural/forced-to the forced regime, and the appropriate heat
transfer relationships ,in the combined regime for flow over cylinders
(References 7, 8, and 9_).	 The data available for combined heat
transfer to a-vertical cylinder in transverse air flow is sparse, and
has been taken at Reynolds and Rayleigh Numbers well below the region
of interest.	 Consequently, it is suggested that convective heat'
fluxes be computed; by assuming that heat transfer occurs either
wholly by natural `convection or wholly by forced convection (whichever
gives the larger heat flux).
	 It is reasonable to assume that in the
9-7 1	
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combined regime both natural and forced convection contribute to the
r
	
	
heat transfer'. Consequently, the suggested approach will provide heat
flux predictions that are lower than actual and will, in the present
study, yield conservative results.
The convective heat transfer may be computed using
(8)
gconvection = h(TA - TW)
where the filmc
i t 
coefficient is chosen as the larger value computed
f
	
3
r;
u Condensation
x
j
Since the surface of the External.Tank will be lower than ambient, x
a the possibility of condensation of water vapor in the air must b e
considered in order to provide accurate heat transfer predictions.	 As
both the natural and forced convection conditions are turbulent it is
reasonable to assume that the Lewis relation holds for the condensation
_ film coefficient (Reference 10) . 	 That is,he - 
Ch	 (9)g P
Experimental evidence (Reference 11) substantiates this assumption fori
turbulent flow.
Using the Lewis relationship, the heat transfer due to condensing
may _be approximated, by
_	
h
qcondensation	 CP (SA 	SW) h fg	 (10)
for film condensation when the thermal resistance of the film is
-neglected.- The film coefficient used in equation 10 is the same as
the film coefficient used in equation 8. 	 As long as the wall temper-
ature is below the dew point the specific humidity difference,
SA -'SW, is found by subtracting the value of the specific humidity h
for the prevailing ambient conditions from the specific humidity of
' -saturated air at the wall temperature. 	 If the wall temperature is
? above the dew point, condensation does not take place and the specific
humidity difference is equal to zero.
b Radiation
Radiation heat transfer may be computed without significant error
by assuming grey body exchange between the ET surface and a radiation
source (sink) at a temperature, TR.
- 0.174E	 '	 R	 \gabsorbed	 gemtted	 T+460-	 j^ _	
44	 +460I	 (T	 (11)
(	 100 . / \	 100
Although only one radiation source_(sink)`temperature is indicated, r
several may be accommodated by , simply defining the appropriate shape
f factors and specifying the other source(sink) temperatures.
'
w=
9-8
F r
Heat Transfer Balance
Substitution of equations 3, 8, 10, and
an equation for the heat tiansfer balance at
1	 3.59x10-5 (TW2 - TC2 ) + 0.0155 (TW
X	 2
h (TA - TW) + C
p 
( SA -. SW) h fg + 0.174E
11 into equation 1 yields
the surface of the SOFT as
TC)
(12)
(TR+460 4	 (T,,t46014^
100 ) 	100 J
In the design of the External Tank, the insulation thickness is normally
desired as a function of the environmental parameters and equation 12
may be solved directly for the insulation thickness. To determine the
insulation surface temperature for various environmental parameters
once the insulation thickness has been specified, requires that
equation 12 be solved by an iterative procedure.
Fluid Property Values
Many of the property values used in the heat transfer relations
vary significantly with temperature. In order to provide accurate
heat transfer computations, the property terms were least square curve
fitted and included in the computer programs as functions of temperature.
The polynomial equations used for each property and the accuracy of the
polynomial are shown in Appendix A. In the computations, the properties
used in the Reynold's Number, the Wusselt Number and the Rayleigh Num-
ber were evaluated at the mean of the wall and the ambient temperatures.
The specific humidity difference, SA SW, in the condensation-equa-
tion was determined by subtracting the specific humidity of saturated
air at the wall temperature from the prevailing ambient specific hum -
idity. The latent heat of vaporization was evaluated at the wall tem-
perature.
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
As noted, two computer codes were developed for the thermal	 s
analyses of the SOFI insulated External Tank. The program developed,
to determine the SOFI thickness required to produce a prescribed mini-
mum surface temperature for 'a given set of prevailing ambient conditions
has been designated as the INSuLation DEsign Program (INSIDE). The
other program, designated the INSuLation-PErformance Program (INSLPE),
was developed to determine the ET surface temperature with the SOFT_
thickness and the ambient environment specified.
rams is similar. ForThe input information required for both prog s'	 	 	  
the INSIDE Program, the input required, in the order requested, is:
1. AMBIENT TEMPERATURE, TA (OF)
2 RELATIVE HUMIDITY (%)
9_9
r	 _
j
nK
L
3.	 RADIATION ENVIRONMENT TEMPERATURE, TR (OF)
s
4.	 MINIMUM WALL SURFACE TEMPERATURE DESIRED (°F) F
r'
5.	 TANK INTERNAL TEMPERATURE, TC (°F)
6.	 TANK DIAMETER.(FT)
7.	 WIND VELOCITY (KNOTS)
8.	 TANK WALL EMISSIVITY
The input information required for the INSLPE Program is
identical-except for item 4.	 In place of the minimum surface temp-
erature, the insulation thickness (inches) is requested.
At first glance, one may conclude that the tank sidewall length
a
has been erroneously omitted as an input parameter.	 The specification
of the sidewall length appears to be required prior to calculating
the free convection heat transfer rates. 	 However, it may be seen that
the sidewall length used to compute the Rayleigh Number is cancelled
by the sidewall length in the Nusselt Number and consequently,- the -free
convection film coefficient is independent of the sidewall length.
The cor.:)lete listings of the INSIDE and INSLPE computer codes_, in-
cluding sample runs, are contained in Appendix B.
Comparison with Experiment
To verify the thermal model used in the computer codes a compari-
son of computed predictions was made with experimental results obtain- >'
ed at MSFC.	 During January and February, 1974, several tests were
conducted on a 6 foot diameter SOFI insulated tank containing liquid ?,
hydrogen.
	
The test parameters and data are contained in Table 1
along with surface temperatures computed using the INSLPE Program.
As may be noted, the computed and measured surface temperatures com-
pare favorably and indicate that the thermal model used is
satisfactory.
INSIDE Parametric Stuff
Sample results obtained from the INSIDE Program are shown in
Figures 2,- 3, and 4.- Figure 2 inditates'the:minimum SOFI thickness t
required to prevent frost formation as a'function of wind velocity
for several ambient temperature conditions. 	 One may note the
significant increase in insulation required as the ambient temperature d
is reduced.	 The breaks in the curves are caused by the computational
k scheme and indicate the transition from free to forced convection.
Y
a ?^
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TEST NO DATE TEST TIME
WIND SPEED
(KNOTS)
RELATIVE
HUND:DITY
AMBIENT
TEMPERATURE
(°F)
MEASURED -
SURFACE
TEMPERATURE
(OF)
COMPUTED
SURFACE
TEMPERATURE
OF	 -
30-03 Jan. 31, 1974 13:15-14:30 4-5 20 -22. 68-71 49-56 51.0
30-04 Feb. 4, 1974 10:55-12:20' 9-12 60 38-42- 24-30 Below 320F
30=05 Feb.14, 1974 13:00-14:12 2 96-98 58-59 36-38 40.7
30-06 Feb.19, 1974 12:43-14:15 7 70 47-50 36-37 36.7
t1
3
7
2
5r
Mi
W
+ j
c
t
2
WIND SPEED (KNOTS)
aA&MENT TEMPERATURE - WF
TANK DIAMETER - 27 FEET
FREE	 I	 FORCED WMAIRM WALL TEMPERATURE - of
CONVECTION CONVECTION WALL EMMVITY - OA
RADIATION TEMP.. ARMENT TUV.
N OR RELATIVE WMIDITY
LIQUID
"YON N
LIQUID
OXYGEN
W% RELATIVE HMOITY
2A
4	 4	 8	 10	 12	 14	 16	 is
D !NEED W-NOTII)
Figure 4 A Comparison of 'the ' Spray-on-Foam Insulation Requirements for
the LH2 and LOX Tanks to Maintain a 32°F Surface Temperature
The shift of the break to the right as'the ambient temperature increases
is due primarily to the fact that the natural convection film coeffi-
cient is proportional to the third root of the temperature difference
(which increases with an increase in temperature) while the forced
convection film coefficient is independent of temperature (except for.
property variations). The results presented in Figure 3 indicate the
effect of relative humidity on the insulation thickness requirements
versus wind velocity.
Figure 4 compares the insulation thickness requirements for the
LH2 and the LOX tanks. The small difference in the requirements, even
though the LH2 tank has a substantially greater temperature difference,
m9y be attributed to the decreased thermal conductivity of the SOFI at
LH2.temperatures. From the standpoint of design, it appears that the
LH2 and the LOX tanks will have essentially the same insulation
requirements.
It may be concluded from these results that the most severe
combination of environmental conditions (giving the thickest insulation)
is a very cold, low relative humidity, low wind speed day. On such
days, it may be wise to provide active means by which to augment the
cross winds provide heating and/or increase the relative humidity so
that the design insulation thickness may be held to a reasonable value.
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INSLPE Parametric Study
Results from the INSLPE computer program are shown in Figures 5
through 9. These figures attempt to give an indication of the signifi-
cance of the various environmental parameters on the SOFI performance.
The results shown in each of the figures are for a 27 foot diameter
tank containing liquid hydrogen insulated with 1.0 inch of SOF1.
Figure 5 shows the effect of the transverse wind velocity on the
insulation surface temperature for various relative humidity conditions.
The 0% relative humidity line represents conditions where condensation
does not occur. Condensation can occur only when the insulation
surface temperature is below the dew point. For 70 OF air at 50%
relative humidity the dew point is 50 0F, and is illustrated on this
figure '.7y the intersection of the 50% relative humidity line and the
0% relative humidity line. As may be seen, for wind velocities above
approximately 6.5 knots, the 0% relative humidity and the 50% relative
humidity curves are the same. For 70°% relative humidity and 70°F
air, the dew point is approximately 59.5 0F; the apparent intersection
of the 70% relative humidity and the 0% relative humidity lines. Again,
the breaks in the curves occur at the transition from free to forced
convection and are a result of the computational scheme rather than an
indication of actual occurrences.
to
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LH2 Tank Surface Temperature versus Wind Speed for Different
Relative Humidity Values when Insulated with 1.0 Inch of
Spray-on-Foam Insulation
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The influence of the relative humidity on the insulation surface
temperature for various ambient temperature and wind conditions is
shown in Figures 6 and 7. The definite breaks in these curves repre-
sent the separation of the convection and the convection plus conden-
sation regimes. One may note the significant increase in surface temp-
erature with an increase in ambient temperature. The significantly
increased surface temperature when condensation occurs may also be
noted.
The effect of the insulation thickness on the insulation exterior
surface temperature is shown in Figure 8 for a 5 knot wind condition
and 50% relative humidity.For the particular conditions presented,
it may be noted that for a 50°F ambient temperature, the minimum
insulation thickness to prevent frost formation is approximately 1.25
inches. For 70°F the minimum is slightly less than 0.50 inches and
for 90°F it is only about 0.25 inches. These results agree with those
obtained using the Insulation Design Program, INSLDE (see Figure 2.
Figure 9 illustrates the effect of day and night launches and
the value of the surface emissivity on the insulation exterior temper-
ature. For the day launch computations, the surface exchanged radiant
energy with surroundings at a temperature equal to the ambient
—^	 w	
—I	 aI	 OY	 N	 d	 5K1
RELATIVE HUMIDITY I{)
Figure 6	 L112 Tank Surface Temperature versus Relative Humiditv for
Different Ambient Temperatures when Insulated with 1.0 Inch
of Spray-on-Foam Insulation
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LH2 Tank Surface Temperature versus Insulation Thickness for
Different Ambient Temperatures
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	 The Influence of Surface Emissivity on the LH 2 Tank Surface
Temperature for Day and Night Launches
temperature. Direct solar radiation was not included because cloudi-
ness, fog and the time of day will significantly alter the magnitude
of the solar flux on the vehicle. By omitting the solar radiation,
conservative results will be obtained for the ice/frost problem. For
day launches, the value of the insulation emissivity does not appear
to be too important. A change in emissivity from 0.5 to 0. 0 changes
the predicted wall temperature by only 3 0F. Night launches were
simulated by establishing the surroundings at 5 0F (sky radiation
temperature). This radiation temperature may be somewhat low in that
cloudy conditions, nearby structures and other objects would tend to
establish the night launch radiation environment closer to ambient
temperatures. The results of a 5
0
F radiation environment, however,
do show that a significant decrease in insulation surface tempera-
tures may occur as compared to a day launch. A 15°F difference exists
between the predicted insulation surface temperatures for day and night
launches with an emissivity of 0.9. Table II is i-ncluded to demonstrate
that the indicated surface temperature differences in day and night
launches is not simply peculiar to the conditions used Li Figure 9.
This table shows significant surface temperature differences between
day and night launches for other SOFI thickness vr.lues and relative
humidity conditions. These results indicate that night launches may
necessitate the use of radiation shields, heaters, or some other
devices to maintain the insulation above 320F.
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The Influence of Surface Emissivity on the LH2 Tank Surface
e
Temperature for Day and Night Launches
b ^
temperature.	 Direct solar radiation was not included because cloudi-
ness, fog and the time,of day will significantly alter the magnitude
of the solar flux on the vehicle. 	 By omitting the solar radiation,'
conservative results will be obtained for the ice/frost problem.	 For ry
day launches, the value of the insulation emissivity does notappear
to be too important.	 A change in emissivity from 0.5 to -0.° changes
the predicted wall temperature by only 3 0F.	 Night launches were
simulated by establishing,the surroundings at 5 0F (sky radiation
temperature).	 This radiation temperature may be somewhat low in that
cloudy conditions, nearby structures and other objects would tend to
establish the night launch radiation environment closer to ambient
temperatures.	 The results of a 50  radiation environment,, however, j
do show that a significant decrease in insulation surface <tempera-
tures may occur as compared to a day launch. 	 A 15 0F difference exists
between the predicted insulation surface temperatures fclr day and night
launches with an	 of 0.9.	 Table II is included', to demonstrate_emissivity
that the indicated surface temperature differences in day and night
' launches is not simply peculiar to the conditions used ia Figure 9.
i This table shows significant surface, temperature differences between z
day and night launches for -other SOFI thickness v&lues and relative
humidity conditions.	 These results indicate that night launches may
necessitate the use of radiation shields, heaters, or some other
devices to maintain the insulation above 320F...
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LAUNCH
CONDITION	 .
SOFI EXTERNAL SURFACE TEMPERATURE'
(OF)
1.0 INCH SOFT 1.0 INCH SOFI 0.5 INCH SOFI 0.5 INCH SOF
50% REL. HUM. 90% REL. HUM. 50% REL. HUM. 90% REL. HUM.
Day
(E = 0.9) 58.3 68.5 46.5 58.0
Night
(E 
_ 0.9) 43.6 56.2 Below 32 44.2
TABLE II. A COMPARISON OF SOFI SURFACE TEMPERATURES FOR DAY
AND NIGHT LAUNCHES(80 0F AMBIENT TEMPERATURE)
1}
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APPENDIX A - POLYNOMIAL PROPERTY CURVES r
e
f Polynomial,curve fits were made for the property terms used ivv the
computer codes using a least squares technique, 	 The degree,of polylW-
a
mial selected for use was based on the accuracy of the computed property fr
values.	 The following sections give details ofithe equations used..
Rayleigh Number
The Rayleigh ,u«<bar (prbuuot of the' Grashof and Prandtl Numbers)
3 is defined as:
2
x
_	 e
r &	 ,P	
Cp	
3L	 d fiRa '= GrPr	 _ ;	 µ.k	 J
As maybe noted the bracketed term is dependent only on the properties
of the fluid of interest:	 In order to avoid curve fitting each of the -
properties; the entire term was fitted. 	 'An acceptable polynomial fnL
this'tcrm over temperature'range of 10 0F to 206OF was found to be:` r
r
a i^ /3 P2 Cp
1 -4= (3.24 - 3.80 x	 + 2.86 _x 1U-4T210"2T F
s
J	 1.2$ x ' 10-6' T3  + 2.35 x 10- 9 T4) x 106
Temperature is measured in degrees Fahrenheit and .the polynomial
has units - of (°F) - 1 ( ft)-3.	 A'.comparison of the input 'values to-the
computed values is shown~below. asi
2g`	 p CP x 10-6
C	 k	 —
g R^ P. x 10 6
r	 ]TEMPERATURE
1
L3ACTUAL	
1	 3	 PUTED
coM- F
i (OF ) __	o (F-	 FT- j	 (0F"	 Ffi" )
j 10	 2.90	 2.8825	 2.42	 2.44 -
43	 2.03	 2.03.
62	 1.73	 1.70
80	 1.48	 1.46
97	 1.27	 1._27
115	 1.10	 1,10
133
	
0,.95	 0.95
152	 0.82	 0.82
170	 0.72	 0.70
206	 0;57	 0.57
i E
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Reynolds Number
.;
The Reynolds Number (VD/ v ) contains only the kinematic viscosity
as a property term.	 The kinematic viscosity was fitted over a tempera-
ture range of O°F to 300OF by the polynomial:
v = 0.130 x 10- 3 + 4.57 x 10- 7T + 4.28 x 10-10T2
n
Temperature is measured in degrees and v has the units _of square feet
per second.	 A.comparison of the input values and the computed values ;, a
is shown below.
TEMPERATURE '	 (v x 103) ACTUAL	 (v x 103) COMPUTED
(OF):	(FT2/SEC)	 (FT2/SEC)
0	 .130	 .130
30	 .145	 .144
100	 .180	 .180
200	 .239	 .238
300	 .306	 .306
Nusselt Number
The.Nusselt Number (hL/k or hD/k) contains the thermal conductivity
as a property term which must be curve fitted.	 The thermal conductivity
was curve fitted over a temperature range of OoF to 300OF by the polyno-
_
mia l:
	
_5
k	 0.01333 + 1.99x10
	
T
where temperature is measured in degrees Fahrenheit and the conductivity
is measured in BTU/ HR-FT-°F. 	 A comparison of the input values with
the computed values is shop=n. below.
TEMPERATURE	 kACTUAL	 kCOMPUTED
(OF)
	
BTU/HR-FT-OF	 BTU/HR-FT-OF
0	 .0133	 .0133
30	 .01401	 .0139
100	 .0154	 .0153
200	 .0174	 .0173
300	 .0193	 .0193
f,
w
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Condensation Heat Transfer
._.In grder to compute the condensation heat transfer-it-was
necessary to curve fit the latent heat of vaporization '(hfg) for ,water,
and the specific humidity of saturated air, W.
The latent heat of vaporization was fitted over a temperature
range , 320F to . 12.0oF by. the polynomial:
h g - 1093	 0 .5	 -	 555T - 7.330 x`10" 5 T2f
where temperature is measured in degrees Fahrenheit and the latent heat
of vaporization is measured in BTU's per pound, . ,, ,A comparison, of the a
input values to computed values is shown below.
_ a
TEMPERATURE	 h fg	 ACTUAL 	 h fg	 COMPUTED
(OF)
	 (BTU/LB)	 (BTU/LB)
32	 1075.16	 1075.14'
40	 1070.64	 1070.66
60	 1059.43	 1059.40
80	 1048.07	 1048.08
100	 1036.72	 1036.71'
120	 1025.-28	 1025.28
The specific humidity of saturated air, W, was fitted over a temp-
erature range of 32 0F to 120OF by the polynomial:
W = (-0.136 + 0.139T - 2.39x10"3 T2 +7.23x10 -5T3 - 5.86x10-7T4'
+5.86x10"9T5
 --3":03x10 -11T6 + 1.13x10-13T7) x 10-3
where temperature is measured in degrees Fahrenheit and the specific
humidity is measured in pounds of water per pound of dry air.
	
A
comparison of the input values to computed values is shown below.
TEMPERATURE	 (W x `10 3 ) ACTUAL	 (W x 103) COMPUTED
(OF)	 (LBg2O /LBAIR)	 (LBH20/LBAIR)
32-	 3.788	 3.785
40	 5.213	 5.218
50 	 7.658	 7.656
60	 1-1.08	 11.07 -.
70'	 15.82	 15.82
80	 22.33	 22.32
90	 31.18	 31.18
100	 43.19 =	 43.`18
110'	 59.44 -	 59.44
I	 120'	 81.49	 81,48
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ANALYSIS OF FINE GUIDANCE POINTING STABILITY
FOR SPACECRAFT
BY
Walter G. Hopkins, III
ABSTRACT
The purpose of this project was to perform research and theoretical invest-
igations to determine the capability for fine pointing stability considering the 	 a
effects of noise_ propagation and perturbation effects. It was also desired to
develop analytic models and simulations for the fine pointing control system
that were capable of assessing the effects of sensor noise, both position and
rate, as well as actuator characteristics.
This study was begun by assuming a certain configuration of gyroscopic
mount for a remote sensing platform (RSP) to be mounted on the Atmospheric,
Magnetospheric, and Plasma in Space (AMPS) payload intended for shuttle.
A deterministic model was developed and a suitable control law for pointing
towards targets which are specified in earth based coordinates has been
implemented. A stochastic representation was then developed and the theory
of 6ptimal -estimation was reviewed to determine applicable concepts. Two
alternatives are presented, one traditional Kalman filter and the other ap
"moving horizon" optimizer.; It is suggested that these concepts be applied
to payloads such as AMPS for maximum pointing accuracy due to optimum
estimation of pointing related state variables.
Y
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I. INTRODUCTION
The objective of this study is to investigate the accuracy of a fine pointing
control system in the presence of random disturbances such as man motion,
external torque such as reaction jet firing and corrupted measurements such
as those due to sensor noise.	 The approach taken is to model the system
under consideration and to investigate classical Kalman filter techniques and
also to investigate other techniques which may seem more applicable to this
particular physical configuration. 	 In order to illustrate the results, a
proposed shuttle mission carrying the Atmospheric, Magnetospheric, and
Plasmas in Space (AMPS) Sortie Payload was chosen to analyze. 	 The purpose
of this Sortie Mission is to observe and artificially perturb the near space
environment	 (magnetosphere); - The current mission model identifies 34
f Sortie flights of the AMPS ,	-g	payload.
,
s, One of the experiment requirements of the AMPS payload is that a group i
f( of experiments be precisely pointed at targets specified in a rotating earth
coordinate system.	 For example, it maybe necessary to point at the horizon
{ or to a point at a specified altitude above a prescribed location on the Earth's
surface.'
These experiments are to be packaged on a gimballed platform designated
as the Remote Sensing Platform (RSP).	 It is necessary, then, to examine
the control strategy required to point this RSP in the correct direction with
adequate stability and to examine the pointing accuracy which can therefrom
F be expected.	
-
'x II. AMPS FINE POINTING CONTROL
A. REMOTE SENSING PLATFORM F
,
g Platform (RSP) is shown in figuA candidate Remote Sensin 	 	 re 1.	 The
gimbal arrangement is such that pointing is normally implemented by using,.. f
only two rotations (so called elevation over azimuth). 	 A third degree of
freedom, orthogonal to the other two, is available with a few degrees max-
imum capability in order to avoid singular conditions.
	 This study does not
consider the singularity problem, and all maneuvers in pointing are made
using only the two main rotation capabilities.
	 Although full coverage is
possible by allowing only +900 rotation in the outer degree of freedom, -1800
3 capability is assumed since this will not increase the package size and will
? probably preclude some discontinuous conditions in tracking. s
d i,
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iB. COORDINATE SYSTEMS
In order to develop, control; equations, it is first necessary to establish a
set of coordinate systems to be used. Figure 2 illustrates two sets of
coordinate systems. The RSP system associated with the platform is such
that the Z axis is in the pointing direction, the Y axis is the axis of rotation
of the inner gimbal, and the_X axis forms a right-hand system. At zero
deflection on both gimbals, the X axis in the RSP system is parallel to the
X axis in the body coordinate system (R._system), which is pointed toward the
tail of the orbiter. The Z axis in the R system paints up and the Y axis forma
a right hand set. Figure 3 shows several more coordinate systems, the G,
E, 0, and P reference frames. All are right handed coordinate systems.
The geocentric inertial coordinate system (G) is defined so that the X and
Y axes are in the equatorial plane, X pointing to Aries and the Z axis pointing
north. The earth equatorial coordinate system (E) can be formed by rotating
the G system ab out its Z axis until the X axis is aligned with the ascending
line of nodes. This angle,Q , is called the precession angle of the line of
nodes. An orbit reference frame (0) can be established by a rotation about
	 ^	 ,$
the°XE axis equal to the orbit inclination angle, i 	 Hence, the orbit X-Y
axis lies in the orbit plane with the X axis along the intersection of the orbit
and equatorial planes.' A local vertical reference frame (P) can be establish
ed by rotating about Z o the angle Oo which defines the Shuttle orbital position
relative to the line of nodes.	 a
In addition to the above coordinate frames, an earth-fixed frame (L) is
required for locating targets. The L frame is defined such that XL is the
earth radial through the Greenwichmeridian and the equator, YL is in the
equatorial plane and ZL points north. The L frame is located with respect
to the G inertial frame via a rotation OG, about the Z G ,_ Z L axis, where
9G = ^.. o (t --to)
and jo is the earth rotation rate , and to is a reference time.
Coordinate Vransformation matrices have been derived and are shown in
Figure 4. The complete transformation from RSP to R .
 coordinates is shown,
but in subsequent discussion, Y is always assumed as Oq.
C. TARGET POINTING
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It is assumed that the target is initially specified in L (earth fixed) co-
ordinates.	 This can easily be obtained from latitude, longitude, and altitude,
as indicated in Figure 5.	 The current location of the Shuttle may be deter-
mined in either local vertical (P) coordinates or directly in inertial (G)
coordinates.	 There are two basic methods for obtaining this data.	 In the
first method, ground radar measurements are input to a ground based orbit
determination computation in which a ` convenient set of orbital elements are 	 }
derived.	 These elements could be orbit inclination angle, i, line of nodes
precession angle,
	
and geometric and timing data necessary. to tecon-
struct a precise orbit equation.	 With this data,, the radius vector, in local
vertical (P) coordinates,_ can be reconstructed. 	 Knowledge of B o, i, and
permits transformation of this position vector to the G frame. 	 The
second technique for obtaining Shuttle position is to obtain it directly from
the Shuttle nav computer.	 In this case, ` the data would probably be in
inertial coordinates. 	 Very, brief investigation indicates, at this point, that
both methods are of equal accuracy since the  Shuttle derived data is updated
via the ground based measurements.
The tracking problem is illustrated in Figure 6. 	 Here, it is assumed
that Shuttle position, rR ' is first in P coordinates and the target, rT, is
specified in L coordinates. 	 They are both transformed to G coordinates by,
the indicated transformations (Figure 4).	 Next, a command vector, r- point,
is obtained by
^r point	
= fr TrRGG	 G
This command vector can be transformed to RSP coordinates by the
relation:
rc1l	 1
r point=
1	 RSp ,L
ARSP, G] r' poin3 =	 rc2G
rc3
Figure 7 shows the relationship between these coordinates and the pointing
31 direction.	 Since it is desired that the '` r point RSP vector' be (in normalized
form) equal to
	
[ O O 13 T , the components of 	 r point	 RSP can be used to.
provide error .detection.	 The desired pointing direction can be obtained by
nulling xc1 and r 2 .	 The derivation of an error signal to do this is facilitated
by referring to Figure 7 and assuming that the required correction angles
are fairly small (so that small angle approximations are valid).
	 It is assumed
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that the center of the RSP system and the center of the R system are
coincident, even though this is not usually true. 	 The error introduced is less
than 1 e under the mission profile studied,
rc1 _ -'r pointl cos	 4Ot	 sin
-	
^r pointl sin	 Q	 sin Qrc2
	
d	 a }
rc3	 ' ^r point) cos ' Q^ i
So that for small errors,
rc2^rc3
...	
rcl/rc3
r	 a
3
are the commands that the gimbals must be given to bring the RSP pointing
axis (ZRSP) in line with the desired pointing direction.	 The ;above calculations r
must be performed repeatedly to maintain the pointing direction while both
the target and shuttle are moving. 	 An illustration of this pointing law applied
to an example problem is shown in Figure 8. 	 In this figure,'' ideal actuator
characteristics are assumed,_ but fairly large initial offset angles are used
and the scheme still converges even though the small angle approximations are K
known to be inapplicable.	 Further experimentation would be necessary to see
whether this fortunate situation would apply in a global sense.
	 During this
study, no conflicting case was found, however.
III. OPTIMAL LINEAR FILTERING
The problem of optimal linear filtering in the continuous case, using state
space formulation, was first solved by Kalman and Bucy in their classic
paper [1] .	 This filter is well known as the Kalman-Bucy filter [2, 3] . 	 The
extension to include the cross correlation was also done by Kalman [4].
More recently, an optimal f  cer whose implementation is more straight for-
ward than that of Kalman has been presented[5].-
This filter requires a-priori knowledge of a limited number of coefficients
which can be determined by physical arguments. The stationary version of
this filter has a gain given by the solution of a linear Lyapunov equation.
	 In
order to illustrate both methods, a simple example is worked from each
standpoint and the resulting filters are compared.
E
'
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A. KALMAN FILTER
Consider the system represented in Figure 9. 	 The equations are
X (t) = F (T) X (t) + G (t) W (t) + B (t) U (t), 	 +^to, T,
X (to) 
_ Xo	 - =,
Z (t) = Y_(t) + V (t) = H (t) X (t) + V (t)
where X(t) represents the true state (an	 n-vector), F (t) is the system dy-
namics matrix (n X n), 	 G(t) is an input distribution matrix (n X k), 	 W (t)
is a white	 noise input (a k-vector), B ( t ) is the control distribution matrix
(nxm), U (t) is the control (an m-vectoij Xo is the initial state vector, Z (t)
is the observation (a p-vector), Y (t) is the system output (a p-vector), V (t) is t
the output noise ( a p-vector),` and H (t) is the observation matrix (p X n ). ,
In addition, we define e (t), the optimal estimation error (an n-vector); P (t),
the covariance of e (t) represented cov Ge (t), e (t)]
	 ; Q (t), a k X k
symmetric_nonnegative definite matrix associated with W (t); R (t), a p X p
symmetric positive definite matrix associated with the covariance of V (t);
and S (t), a k Xp matrix associated wi th the cross covariance of W (t) and
V (t).
	
The optimal linear filter in,this case has been shown to be, as
represented in Figure 10, characterized by the solution to a matrix Ricatti
equation P(t) = F(t)p(t) + P(t)F T(t) + G(t)Q(t) GT(t)y
r T	 -1 T	 T+CP(t) H (t) + G(t)S(t] R	 (t) [P(t) H (t}+ Glt)S(t]
P(to) = Po
r
where Po is the initial state covariance matrix and a superscript T represents
a	 _;
transposition.	 From the solution to this equation, the optimal gain matrix
is obtained as
K (t) = LP (t) HT (t) + G (t) S (tl R-1 (t).
An analytic solution is not feasible for the multivariate case, but a simple one
dimensional example illustrates the technique. -'
1.	 A Scalar Example
(
Consider the system described by
N
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f1	 '
,s
X(t)=-X(t)+W(t)+U(t)
X (o) = Xo
Z (t) = X (t) + V (t) ;	 V (t) = 1/2 W (t).
Q =
 4	 R- 1In the usual notation F = L-11 , G = [11, B = [11 , H = [1	 [	 ,S = t21,	 The solution for P is now a scalar solution to P (t) _ -P -P + 4 +
(P +2) .	 Separation of variables and integration can be used to :solve this
differential equation.	 The result is e
-6t6 Poe
I'(t)-6+Po(1-e-(t).
The optimal gain equation is therefore
6-Poe-6t t
K (t) _ 6+Po(1
	
+2
r
It is of interest to consider the steady state solution for K (t) obtained when
(t) = 0.	 This could easily have been obtained directly by solving for the .t #
nonnegative solution of
0.=-P-P+4+(P+2)2
x
and can be obtained also by taking
a
lim K (t) = 2.
t
i	 2.	 A Vector Example:
In the second order case, a steady state solution is the only analytic one
1	 which is feasible to consider. 	 Take the following second order example:
X1= X2;	 X1 (0) = 1
X2 =	 3X1 - 4 X2 + U;	 X2 (0) = 0
Z =C1 O]  X+V
0 -.So that F (t) = 141	 r,	 G(t) _ B (t) _ P11 , Xo = 0 H (t)
J
C1 ' O j, ' R = 1/21t Q =[0], S _ [0] . uh`a	 ,:s
t
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The steady state solution is obtained by solving for for P in the following
V
x(P set equal to Too ). r
8
O O_
O	 14	P+ P O	 _p 0 L 2^L1
 O] P-	 -
A numerical method yields the following steady state solution (chosen to be r
the nonnegative definite solution). Y
0.01	 100. 24Pgs = 00.24	 2436.8 3 i
So that K (t) in steady state is k
I 	
.
Kss = 20.02 ^
200.48
k
Figure 11 shows t e implementation of this filter in block diagram form F	 z
where(t) _ (t) and X2 (t) are the optimal estimates of Xl and X2.
B. ALTERNATE OPTIMAL FILTER
x
i	 4
Consider a system of the same form as before (Figure 9).
	 In addition, let;
Z (t)
	 D x (t) s
where D is an m x n matrix (unknown) which associates a measurement at
time t with the state of the system, X (t). 	 Now define Z (r, C) as the value
of Z (t) when X (t) is equal to some arbitrary value, C. 	 Then the difference
r. between the process output and the model output can be written as 	 (1' , C), a
i. e.
.
E(Y, C)=Y_('r')-Z('C,'C)=Y(?')`-DX(Y). 1
f
If there exists a C such that	 is (1', C) vanishes on ^{^, t^, it is of necessity 1
the true state of the system. 	 Generally there is no such 'C because of 1
disturbances, measurement errors, and differences between the true equations
of the process and those of the model, j
i
In order to optimize our estimation, it is necessary to have a criterion of
E goodness.	 Consider
r
x^
b	 - 10—,18
a
CONTROL INPUT	 PI
U(t)	 I	 wl DYNA
0
NOISE V (t)
ll--t-L-^^
FIGURE U. KALMAN FILTER FOR SECOND ORDER EXAMPLE
ur'
t
J (t, C) — 1/2
	 t	 II^( 	 C)II 
2	 e lk (Y- t) d^
o
t, A is a symmetric positive definite weighting matrix (n x4
and K is a`sor tably chosen positive scalar number.
	 The state-estimation
s	
- problem involved is then to find	 It(t) (the optimal present state estimation) ti
such "that
J (t,
	 R (t)) _ min 	 J (t, C).
Itewritin	 aR g	 a single quadratic we have
	 -
t
J (t ,	 X (t )) = 1/2	 f	 uE (t, C ) e k (	 - t)I 
2	 d^
to	 a s
In other words, the deviation em, C) is time exponentially weighted.
	 The
estimation therefore deals mainly with the most recent values of Y (t).
	 The
effect is to minimize over about the last three time-constants.
	 Thus the
function of K is to provide a control over the "moving horizon" from which,
to the present time t, the criterion is based.	 Details of the solution may be ^y
found in detail [5], but the main result is stated below._ The structure of eu
the filter is determined	 by solving
X (t) = F x(t) + B U (t) + P (t) DTA	 r Y (t) - D X (tj;k(to) _ ^o (an
_ initial choice)
and
P(t)_(F'_+ M)P(t)+P(t)(r 	 +M) T -P(t)DT Q DP(t)
P (to) 
-V A (matrix which depicts the confidence that we have in the initial
choice	 Xo.
or setting P (t) P'	 (t) = z
P *(t) _ -P* (t)_ (F + U) - (F + M)T P* + DT, Q D
This is a linear system and can be solved by simpler techniques than those
z
used.. in the Kalman filter. 4
' 1.	 A scalar Example:
i
LL
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The same system examined earlier is used to compare the results with
Kalman filter. Recall
x(t)=-X(t)+W(t)+U(t)
X(0)=  o
Z (t) = X (t) + V (t) ; V (t) 1,/2 W (t)
In this case, we must solve ^(A _ (4] , D [11 ') P * _ -P* (-1,+ k)
(-1+k)P +4=-(k-1)_P +4.
The solution is
2
P*(t) ` (Po + 4)e -(k - 1) t
and therefore
_	 1 (k - 1)2
 tP (t)	 Po + 4e	l G
from which k is chosen less than one so that
lim P (t)_= O.
t ---s ao
The filter equations are now
X (t) - X (t) + U (t) +	
4	
e (k - 1)2t	 ^"Z (t) X (t^Po+4	 E	 _
X(to) = E ^X(to,
and the realization approaches a Kalman filter as t-^ oo .
IV. APPLICATION OF OPTIMAL ESTIMATION TO AMPS
The application of the theory discussed in the previous section is applied
L in this section to a system such as the AMPS pointing control system. For
simplicity, only one gimbal servo system is analyzed numerically, however
only complexity of presentation and computation precludes application to all
gimbals including cross coupling if desired'.
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A. RSP GIMBAL DYNAMICS
Assume that the state equations of the gimbal servo loops is available in
the form
X (t) = F (t) x (t) + G(t) W (t) + B (t) U (t)
X (to) = Xo
Z (t) = H (t) x (t) + V (t)
Where V (t) represents measurement noise (all contributions lumped) and
W(t) represents perturbation to the system dynamics (again lumped together
and resulting primarily from man motion and thruster firings). Then the
solution for the Kalman filter is simply that shown in figure 10 with K (t)
obtained in the manner outlined in the previous section. The total implemen
tation would be similar to that shown in Figure 12.
B. NUMERICAL EXAMPLE
Assume that one of the gimbals is adequately described by the transfer
function s 	+ 1
	
Then defino the angle of that gimbal to be 0.(	 )
Let	 X 1= 9
X2 A = X1
Xg=9 = X2
3
Or
X1 = X2
X2 = X3
X3 - + 40 U_ X3
Adding noise processes, we obtain
x
X (t) - F (t) x (t) + G (t) W (t). + B (t) U (t)
X (to),= Xo
Z (t)	 H (t) x (t) + V (t)
f	 ^0-22
ti
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FIGURE 12. IMPLEMENTATION OF AN AMPS CONTROL SCHEME
SHOWING THE LOCATION OF OPTIMAL ESTIALIMON FILTERS
dWhere
O	 1	 O
pO	 1 B(t)
rollO	 0	 -1
H (t) 1	 0,; OO]CO	 1
Assume further that
'	 C* (t) -
1
Li,/2
(Q (t) - [all R {t) -
6202 ^62
 /4
Then
O	 1	 O	 PP11	 P12	 P13 Vii	 P 21 31P
n
pP (t) - O O 21	 22	 23 12	 22 32
O	 O	 -1 P31
	
P32	 P33 P13	 P23 P33 (
O	 O	 O P11	 P12
	
P13 1	 O O
F
1	 O	 O
0	 1	 -1
- P21	 P 22	 P23
P31	 P32	 P33
O	 10	 0
[11622
0 '	 1/ 62
2
_
0 0] P11	 P21	 P31P12
	
P22	 P32
	 +
1	 ('	 ("1/2	 L61 2^ [1	 1/2 1/4]
k
O	 O P13	 P23 _	 P33 14
P11	 p12	 1.13 P21	 P22	 P 23 P21	 P31 -P31
P21	 -27P23 - Pg	 32	 P 33 P32PP22 P32
- , 31 '	 32	 33 1	
P
32	 3 23	 3.3 -P33
61 2	 1/2 61 2 1/4 612
1/2 PTH^HP + 1/2l^12	 1/4 612 1/8 ^t121/4/8 21/1861 q
Pll = 2P12 - (p112 + P 122)/6 22	 +612
2 = P22 + P13 - (P11 P12 + 'P.1P1	 2P22)/622,+ 1/261 2 = P21
1'13 = P23 - p13 - (Pll P 13+ P12P23),/622 + 1/4 61 2 = P31
i
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P 22 	 2P23 - W122 + P222.^ 	
Q22	 1/4:612
P23
	 P,337 . P23 - ( P12 P13 + P22 P23) /622 +-1/.8 61 2 ='P32
P33 = -2P33 - ( P2	 + P23^/ 622 +1/16 61 2
a
For 61 2 - . 5,	 6 2 2 = . 2, numerical results are
PSS 372621	 .-166039	 .045086166039	 .083996	 .024061
y .045086	 .024061	 „009096
3 and
F
.372621	 .166039
KSS = .166039	 .083996
[50s
,p .045086	 .024061 _
x 1.863103	 . 830195
_ .830195	 .419980
.22-3430	 . 12030 {
L
f
V. RESULTS AND SUGGESTIONS
^
}
Either of the two optimal ;estimation schemes described in the previous
section should be applicable to AMPS.	 Due to the late stage iii the research
that the paper [ 5] was obtained. the results presented therein have notbeen completely digested in order' to know the  full posBibilities, as applied
to a vehicle such as AMPS.	 The halman filter as presented in the previous
section is, However, completely applicable. 	 The only drawback is the
difficulty of solving multiple variable non-liner equations, a drawback
eliminated in the alter ate scheme: 	 For this reason it is suggested that
further wort be done to completely evaluate the contribution made in this
recent study C51
Either method of estimation could then be simulated and the effect-=on
noisy measurements be evaluated.	 For this purpose an analog simulation
would be useful but lacks the capability to simulate an on board computer in
the feedback loop.	 For this overall evaluation, a hybrid computation would,
be desirable. ii
.,
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I. INTRODUCTION
Recently, laser holographic nondestructive testing (HNDT) technique
has been proved to be very sensitive and effective in the detection of debonds in
ceramic-epoxy-fiberglass composite structures [1]. The debonds would appear
as surface deformation after the structure was loaded by an appropriate external
stress. Either double-exposure or real-time interference fringe patterns would
be able to reveal the existence of any surface deformation on the order of a
quarter of the radiation wavelength of the laser. Small displacements on the
surface would cause nonuniformity or irregularity in the interference patterns [2].
To understand the experimental results, it is important to interpret the
fringe patterns. Haines and Hildebrand have presented a detailed theory for the
interpretation of the interference phenomenon. Sollid [3] has discussed how
either a single hologram or multiple holograms could be used in the measure-
ment of small static displacements on a diffusely reflecting surface. However,
in any practical situation these theories are found to be difficult, if not impossible,
to apply.
7
V ery lately, Bellani and Sona [41 have reported the method of scanning a
double-exposure hologram and counting the number of fringes on the real image
of the object. The method worked well with simple motions of the object, but
it ,was not applied to any complex displacements,
_FAll the above work is based on the principle of the small displacement
of the object from one Point to another only, but no explicit explanation between
fringe contrast and the displacement of the object was given. Many workers'
have attempted to use the term "fringe localization" in the consideration of the
relationship between fringes and object displacement. The application of the
concept of fringe localization is in practice often very confusing since inter-
ference is a three-dimensional phenomenon; and, therefore, it is extremely
difficult, if not impossible, to catch the localized position of the fringes
The purpose of the present report is to show that the theory of Haines
and Hildebrand can be extended such that a direct interpretation of the relation-
ship between the fringe contrast and surface displacement can be accomplished.
The results interpret experimental findings due to simple translation of the
object quite satisfactorily. It can be seen that this kind of interpretation gives
good insight into the fringe variations when a more complicated object such as
	
r
a shuttle engine is under test in a holographic nondestructive test system. The
HNDT system and the research results of Haines and Hildebrand and Sollid are
briefly described in Section II. The extension of this theory is given in Section
	
x
u
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III,	 Section IV presents the experimental data and their interpretation by the
application of the present theorem. 	 And, finally, Section V provides the con-
clusion.
II.	 THEORETICAL REVIEVC'
The Composite Mobile HNDT System
The composite mobile HNDT system is a variable sensitivity system.
The main advantage of this kind of system is that all methods of HNDT can be
accommodated with basically the same holographic arrangement. The system
can be illustrated by Figure i. 	 Configuration No, 1 of Figure 1 may be des-
cribed below.	 Laser light is incident on the field mirror assembly which con-
tains a spatial filter and a beam splitter. 	 This assembly or unit is translatable
to the left along the path Sb.	 The reflected portion of the radiation is made
incident on the micrometer translatable object in such a direction as to make
an angle e = 0 with the perpendicular bisector of this object. 	 This radiation is w
then turned antiparallel to itself where it passes onto the film recorder. 	 The
film recorder is itself translatable to the right along the path Af. 	 The radiation
transmitted through the field mirror assembly is incident on mirror M, which -
. is itself translatable to the right along path Dm,	 From 'here it is turned. to be
incident on the film recorder and interferes with the object beam. -
Configuration No. 2 may be traced in a similar fashion, except that the
object beam makes some angle 0 > 0 with the perpendicular bisector of the
object. r	 i
The system is composite because one needs to only slightly manipulate
three components (field mirror assembly, mirror M, and film recorder) to l
x change from one method of HNDT to another. 	 It is not necessary to establish
a new, geometry in order to perform the various HNDT methods. 	 The system
is mobile because all of the optical components are mounted on a precalibrated
t rigid table and may be locked in any position along their- translatable paths,
! The system has variable sensitivity (which affords the composite structure) byr;
virtue of the control over the angle e which the object beam makes with the
3 perpendicular bisector of the object.
The principle, of the double-exposure technique has shown that zeros a
€
indicating the presence of fringes occur for the movement of the object for a
distance .
r
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On - 1)	 (1)2 (cos_0. + cos 0 )'
i	 S.
where n is the number of fringes.
Consider the case of 8 0 = 0, and X 6328 A for a He-Ne laser;
1	 2
then Equation (1) becomes
M = On - 1)	 (2n .- 1) 6328A _ (2n - 1) 0. 1582µm4	 4
which says that in order to obtain one fringe on the object, the movement of the
object (in the same direction) must be as great as 0. 6112 gm. While both of
these movements are small, their relative values differ by about one-half order
of magnitude. , This provides an indication of the variation of sensitivity of this
system by the minute adjustment of three single-components on a precalibrated
I'	mobile table. The table is precalibrated in terms of the desired sensitivity.
Fringe Formation in the HNDT System
In the application of holography to the field of nondestructive testing,
it is generally agreed that there are three kinds of techniques: real-time,
double-exposure, and time-averaged. Nevertheless, the basic principle with
regard to the interference fringe formation is the same for all three techniques.
This principle can be illustrated by the real-time testing case as discussed
below. The application of this principle to the other, two cases will follow.
As mentioned in the last section, the present holographic nondestructive
testing system is based on the principle that extremely small displacements on
the surface of an object, on the order. of ,15 µm (if a He-Ne laser is used) , can
be detected by the difference of the interference fringe patterns as viewed
through the hclogram on a real-time basis. The fringe patterns will vary
according to the small displacement on the surface because there is a phase
difference between the two path lengths, one is the light from a point of the
virtual image of the object and the other is from the same corresponding point
f
	
	 on the real displaced object.. The phase difference can be simply analyzed with
the help of Figure 2 [ 2, 31.
Where in Figure- 2, _ S_represents the laser light source, p and p'
represent, respectively, the same spot, on the'virtual image of the object and
the displaced object. if is a point on L'he hologram. It can be easily seen that
the path length .L 1 and L2 may be written , in ter ns of the various- distance vectors
as follows:
-	
1T-8 ,a
^	 ,_
_	 ._	
_	
_ __
i	 _	
__	
,
L1 = IpS) + JlHI
_ (	 pS)z + (PH. PH) 2 	 (2)
and
L., = (p'S • p'S)z + (p1H p'H)	 (3);
The phase difference 0 is defined as
0 = (27r/X) X (Li - LZ)	 (4)
wh ere k is the wavelength of the light.
Through some arithmetic manipulations and an assumption that the
displacement pp' is always much smaller than either pS or;pH, we obtain a
simplified expression[2] for As:
O0 = (2^r/^) X [pS/(I S . ps)a + pH/ (pH . pH ) 2 ]	 pp±	 (5)
The above equation represents a general and basic relation necessary for the
analysis of the small displacements in any holographic interferogram of a
diffusely reflecting surface.
In the application of this principle to explain the double-exposure tech-p	 l
nique, all we have to do is to consider the interference between two virtual
images displaced from each other;
If we apply Equation (5) 'to the threr3-dimensional case just as in our
nondestructive testing system where we have no a priori knowledge of the dis-
placement vector, theoretically speaking, Imo methods are available for the
determination of the displacement vector pp' based on the observed fringe
patterns. If zeroth-order fringes are identifiable, a multiple hologram method
[3] may be used. If, on the other hand, the zeroth-order fringes cannot be
	
localized, 'a single hologram technique must be employed. Very recently, 	 j
Bellani and Sona [ 41 reported that they have applied a new scanning method
which was able to count the number of fringes from the real image of a double
exposure hologram. The method was not tested for the case of any compli-
cated motion of the object or any object with irregular or curved surfaces as
in realistic testing situations. 	 a
E
I j
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III. THEORY
The present theory is based on the result of Equation (5) in the last
section; and, therefore, all the assumptions in the derivation of Equation (5)
will still be valid.
	
For simplicity, we shall use ki , k2 and d to represent,
respectively, the unit vectors along rS,; Hp and the displacement vector pp', g
Equation (5) then can be rewritten as
H
O8 = (2v/X) X ( ki - kz) - d	 (6)
If a point P i translates to a new position Q i through a displacement
vector d i and another point Pz translates to a new position Q2 through a dis-
placement vector d2 , the fringe contrast as viewed from the hologram position
H is controlled by the difference of the phase differences 06 1 of Pi and A0 2 of
P2 , which will be denoted as A6.	 That is,
OS =	 06 1 - 09 2 	 (7)
In the above equation
Ao1=	 (2 ?T/X) (kii - k12 )	 d	 (8)
and
A62 = (2v/X	 (C21
 - kzz) ' d	 (9)
where the k vectors in Equations (8) and (9) are defined in a similar fashion i
as those in Equation ('6) .
When A6 = 7r, the contrast between the two points, P i and P2, should be
the greatest.
	
With this interpretation of the fringes in mind, it is clear that we i,
'	 do not have to localize the fringes in the process of their interpretation with
i	 regard to surface displacement. 	 For the purpose of the illustration of the
principle just derived, a simple experiment is discussed below,.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL DATA AND THEIR" INTERPRETATION
The double-exposure holographic technique was applied to a flat object of
approximately 8.i, 6 cm X 8. 6 cm in the HNDT system.	 Small displacement was
controlled by-amicrometer with an accuracy of 2. 54µm for the finest scale.
Between the two exposures, a translation of the object along the direction
parallel to the surface was made.
	 Representative results are shown in Figure
3.	 These photographs are taken from the real images of the double-exposure
holograms.
	 Figure 3(a) has had a lateral displacement of (4.5 t 0.5) µm and} Figure 3(b) has had a (16.,5 t 0. 5) µm translation between the two exposures,
respectively.	 The errors recorded are attributed to either the mechanical
inaccuracies of the micrometer or to the human error in the reading of the
1	 micrometer dial.
I
I
The above results can be interpreted by the application of Equation (7)
{	 with the assistance of Figure 4 as follows.	 In Figure 4, ABCD and A'B'C'DI
represent, respectively, the original and displaced flat surfaces of an object.
The displacement vector is denoted by d.
	 If the surface is rigid, then the four
representative points on the surface, P11, P12, P21 and P22, will translate t0
Qii, Q 12, Q21 and Qz2 by the same amount, d. 	 Notice that Pi i and P12 were t
chosen on one vertical line, and P21 and P22 were chosen on another vertical
1	 line
 for the purpose of the present consideration.
According to Equations (8) and (9) , the phase differences of the four
points are
A6 11 = (27T/X)d '	 (k111 - k i12 ) 	 (10)
Aezl = ('27r/X) d	 (k211 - k212 ) 	 (11)
Ae iz = (27r/X) d	 (k	 k	 ) ',121 _	 izz	 (12)
De22 = (?v A. )-d '	 ' (k221 - k222)	 ,	 ( 13)
where the k vectors are illustrated in Figure 4. 	 From Equation (7), the fringe
contrast between P 11 and P21 and P12 and P22 is then determined by ASii2l and
A6 1222, respectively, as defined below:
AA
(a) Translation to the right,
d= (4. 5 ± 0. 5) pi m
ti
4.
(b) Translation to the right,
d ::: (1G. 5 ± 0. 6', 4m
t $,
FIGURE 3. IMAGES OF DOUBLE-EXPOSURE HOLOGRAMS
SHOWING TRANSLATIONS.
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A61121	 O011 - Ae21	 (14)
and
A Sizzz = 08 12 -/922(15),
The fringe intensity at Pi is the same as that at P2; this is because of
the fact that
A6ii - A9iz
	
(27r/X d	 (kiii' k 112)	 (k121 - k122)
(27r/X) d kill 	 12 1) - (k112 k122)^	 (16)
- o
Equation (16) is true because of the geometrical consideration that each indiv	 g	 id-
ual k vector involved has no component along the d direction whatsoever.
Therefore, we conclude that the line PiA2 will have the salve fringe intensity.
Similarly, the line P21P22 will also have a uniform fringe intensity. Hence, all
the lines perpendicular to d should have the same intensity, and the phenomenon
that the fringes are parallel to the direction of motion as shown in Figure 3 is
expected.
Next we shall quantitatively explain the spacings between the fringes.
We shall let i, j, and k be three orthonormal vectors. Then we may write
_ 	 3
d =di	 (17) ;^	 a
Consider the case shown in Figure 3(a). Choose a point on the object in the
center of one dark fringe and another point ` in the center of the next dark fringe
such that theircomponents are zero with respect to the origin. The origin is
set at the point of observation on the hologram. The k vectors for this point are
then measured' in the HNDT system, and a calculation shows that
kill = 0.'9886 f + 0.;1544 {
k2ii = 0 9806° + 0. 1959 1
i
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k112	 -0. 9429 A + 0.3331 i'
k212 -0. 9603 k +0.2791 i
The component as well as the 1 component, if any, is immaterial in this case,
since 'i . t = 0 and i • '3=0  in the calculation of the phase differences. Substi-
tute these k vectors into Equation (f4); we have
A
A61121 = (27r/X di (Kill - k112 - Z211 - k212
27r (d/k (0. 1543 0.3331 - 0. 1959 +0.2791) 	 (18)
= 2 7r(d/X) (-0. 956)
The hologram of Figure'3(a) was taken with an Argon laser which has a
wavelength X = 0. 5145 µm. The magnitude of the distance d = (4.5 t 0.5) µm.
Upon substitution of these values into Equation (18), we have O61121
27r (0.8361 f 0. 0929) This result is within 20 percent of the expected value of
A6 = 27r for such a fringe separation.
T Figuret f i	 b can likewise b	 i	 whe resul  o	 re 3 ( ) a 1 ke e  explained,ned or a mayb 	p 	 ^	 Y ustJ
simply examine the ratio of d and the ratio of fringe spacings (or, equivalently
speaking, the number of dark fringes across the surface of the object). The
calculations are shown below:
d of Fig. 3 (a) 
_ 
(4.5 t 0.5) Am
d of Fig. 3(b)	 (16.5 t 0.5) µm	 (19)
I 0.27
No. of dark fringes in Fig. 3 (a) - 5
No. of dark fringes in Fig. 3 (b) -. 16
(20)
0.31
3
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Consider the possible error in Equation (19); the result of Equation (18) is
really extremely close to the result of Equation (19).
	 Double-exposure holo-
grams of other displacement; vectors of magnitudes 2. 5 pm and 9 µm have been
taken; fringe separations proportional to those shown in Figure 3 resulted.
r
V. CONCLUSION
It has been demonstrated that the theory proposed in the present work
interprets the relationship between fringe contrast and small surface displace-
ment rather well in the case of translational experiment.
	 The viewpoint sug-
gested here has given an insight for a more realistic HNDT result. Quantitative
Cexplanation of such a result is under way.
	 The work here may be used as a'
cornerstone for the future effort on fringe interpretation.
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ATMOSPHERIC WIND AND STRESS PROFILES
IN A TWO-DIMENSIONAL INTERNAL BOUNDARY LAYER
by
Earl Logan, Jr.
ABSTRACT
^-	 Aeronautical systems and aeronautical-like space vehicles are
buffeted by random forces produced by atmospheric motion.	 Adequate
prediction of fluid motion close to the surface of the earth, particu-
larly in the vicinity of landing strips, is important to the safe
operation and design of such vehicles;
I.
The purpose of this research is to develop a model for low-level
atmospheric flowover terrains ofabruptly changing roughness, such as
1	 those occurring near the windward end of a`landing strip, and to use
the model to derive functions which define the extent of the region q
affected by the roughnesschange and allow adequate prediction of wind 3
and shear stress profiles at all points within the region.
A model consisting of two bounding logarithmic layers and an inter-
mediate velocity defect layer is assumed, and dimensionless velocity
and stress distribution functions which meet all boundary and matching
conditions are hypothesized`.	 The functions are used in an asymptotic
form of the equation of motion to derive a relation which governs the
j	 growth of the internal boundary layer. 	 The growth relation is used to
predict variation of surface shear stress.
Adequate prediction of wind and stress profiles was achieved for
that portion of the internal boundary layer inside the logarithmic
portion of the undisturbed Ekman layer.
1. 4
1
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NOMENCIATURE
b	 _ dimensionless ratio X/So
c	 = dimensionless constant
erf	 _ error function
f	 = fluctuating component of force vector
F	 _ velocity defect function for IBL
FX velocity defect function for outer Ekman layer
G	 _ shear stress difference function
h	
_
height of Ekman layer,	 a
IBL	 _` internal boundary layer
k	 _ von Karman constant	 0.4
M logarithm of ratio 7v1 /zo
r	 =
3
dimensionless ratio $,/zo
1
T	 _ matrix of transfer functions
U fluctuating component of wind vector
u	 = horizontal componentof mean wind fi
U	 = horizontal component of;geostrophic wind
g
uo mean wind velocity at z'= 60
U.	 = mean wind velocity at z'= b,
^r 1 -	 1
ub	 = mean wind velocity at z = 	 'a
r
u,	 _ surface friction velocity upwind of discontinuity
U surface friction velocity downwind of discontinuity
X	 _ horizontal coordinate, X = O at discontinuity
r:
f` z	 = vertical coordinate, z =,O at surface of earth
is
r,
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of _	 roughness length upwind of discontinuity
zo =	 roughness length downwind of discontinuity
=	 dimensionless ratio 8i16o
thickness of IBL
60, _	 thickness of outer layer of IBL
r is
_	 dimensionless ratio z/g
o
thickness of sublayer of IBL
A _	 dimensionless coefficient
_	 argument of error function
T =	 shear stress
To =	 surface shear stress upwind of discontinuity
i
To _	 surface shear stress downwind of discontinuity
ay
i
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INTRODUCTION
j
i
	
	
Aeronautical systems and aeronautical-like space vehicles, i.e.,
Space Shuttle, are buffeted by random external forces occurring on the
n	 various surfaces during the vehicle s operation in ascent, descent, or
horizontal flight. These fuLrces are random functions of time dependent
on pressure fluctuations in the enveloping fluid. Because fluid pressure
is related to fluid velocity through the governing momentum equations,
force fluctuations, represented by a vector f, may be written in equation
form as a function of the velocity fluctuations, represented by the
vector u, in the following way
:i	 e
7=T" cl>
where T is a matrix of transfer functions and is defined by the vehicle's
configuration and the governing equations of fluid motion.
To provide the required knowledge of average wind profiles and veloc-
ity fluctuations occurring in the atmosphere in the vehicle's flight path
one must first find suitable physical models of the various layers of
the atmosphere pertinent to low-level flight operation. The physical
model should characterize the flow field in a manner which provides
reasonable agreement with prior experimental observation. A model so
defined can be described mathematically in terms of boundary conditions
at the earth's surface and at the upper extent of the Ekman layer (about
I kilometer), as well as in terms of matching conditions in regions inter
mediate between the various layers of the model.
The mathematical conditions required by the assumed model are used
to test candidate functions employed to specifythe steady-state distri-
butions of mean, velocity.(wind) and Reynolds shear stress. Functions
whicb satisfy boundary and matching_ conditions can be utilized to predict
distributions of turbulent energy, spectra and scale,
OBJECTIVES
`	 The purpose ofthis research is to develop a model of a low- level
x
atmospheric flow for use in the simulation of random external forces
experienced by aerospace and aeronautical' vehicles operating at altitudes>
below 1 km in the vicinity of landing strips.- The study treats the
atmospheric flow field over a terrain of 'changing height of surface pro-
trusions, i.e., changing roughness length. Specifically,`the flow is
found at the windward end of a handing strip as the wind blows onto the
E	 relatively smooth surface of the strip from the relatively rough surface
-of the surrounding terrain. The objective of the work is to develop a 	 1
model; for this flow and to use the model to derive functions which define
12-7
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the extent of the region and allow the calculation of wind and shear
stress profiles at all points within the region.
The technique of asymptotic matching in conjunction with assumed
scaling laws shall be used to extract as much information as possible
from the equations of motions about the flow of concern.	 The motivation
for this is to avoid lengthy and complicated numerical solution methods
which tend to mask the physics of the problems.	 The technique of asym-
ptotic matching permits one to capture the physics of the problem, ex-
tract basic needed information, and avoids the negative aspects of numeri-
cal methods noted above.
BASIC IDEALIZATIONS
This investigation deals with the transition region occurring in a
turbulent Ekman layer downwind of an abrupt change in surface roughness,
the line of the discontinuity being normal co the direction of the wind.
It is assumed that the surfaces are covered with uniformly distributed
roughness elements, i.e., small obstacles or protrusions,, the height of
which may be characterized by the scale zo known as roughness length.
The flow is assumed to be steady, two-dimensional, and incompressible
with neutral hydrostatic stability prevailing throughout the entire
Ekman layer. a
PREVIOUS INVESTIGATIONS
s
Elliott [Ref. '1] was one of the first to study the change of terrain,
problem.	 He predicted that the thickness g i of the region affected by
the change in roughness length increases with the 4/5 - power of distance
j	 X from the discontinuity, i.e., with ,fatch. 	 Elliott refers to the region
of the flow disturbed by the discontinuity as the internal boundary layer
-(IBL),	 Other investigators have pursued the problem using various models
for the internal boundary layer, e.g., Panofsky and Townsend [Ref. 2],
Townsend [Ref. 3 -51, Taylor [Ref. 6], Peterson [Ref. 7], and Rao, Wyngard,
and Cote [Ref. 8],.
	
Plate [Ref.	 9] has reviewed work done prior_ to 1971
on the internal boundary layer problem.	 The most recent studies utilize
computer methods to solve the governing equations together with a suit-
able turbulence closure model.
A few investigators have studied the problem experimentally in wind
`	 tunnels.	 The earliest experimenter was Jacobs [Ref. 10] and the latest
was Antonia and Luxton [Ref. 111. 	 The latest field data was reported by
Bradley (Ref: 121.	 Fair agreement has-been obtained between experimental
data and theoretical predictions.
PROPOSED MODEL
j	 It is proposed to attack the problem without the use of computer or
of unnecessary assumptions about distributions of wind and shear stress
4
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Qin the internal boundary layer. The approach is similar to that taken 	 }
by Clauser [Refs 13] in his study of the turbulent boundary layer and by
Csanady [Ref, 14] and by Blackadar and Tennekes [Ref. 15] in their
investigations of turbulent Ekman-layers,
Blackadar and Tennekes [Ref. 151 have shown that the wind profile in
the equilibrium surface layer (upwind of the discontinuity) is given by
u	 (2)	 z
and that the outer Ekman layer is governed by a velocity defect law
of the form	 1
r
Fx (3)
u^
z
-- — — —	
— 
Top of Surface Layer
20,u,gv,hh
	
	
b
^IBL
a
rraino
	
x	 5
FIGURE 1. DEVELOPMENT OF AN INTERNAL BOUNDARY LAYER ROUGH-TO-SMOOTH
	
x
TRANSITION
This equilibrium wind profile is represented schematically in Fig. 1,
Panofsky [Ref. 16] states that the thickness of this surface, or loga-
rithmic, layer of the atmosphere is of the order of 30 meters and that	 j
=	 the Coriolis forces may be neglected in this layer.
Previous investigators have assumed that an internal boundary layer	 f
is formed above the smooth surface (roughness length of zo) and that it
s
ti
}
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grows with increasing distance from the discontinuity at X = 0. 	 In
i
Fig. 1 two regions are defined by a curve emanating from the origin,
which forms a surface _above which the wind profile is described by '.
equation (2) and below which the wind profile is defined by a non-
equilibrium profile which approaches a new equilibrium condition with a
logarithmic profile given by
a
olio
.3
 '^.	
^e
The fetch X corresponding to the achievement of this condition is repre-
sented mathematically as X-im. 	 At this .fetch the wind profile of equation
(5) merges into that given by
(6)
g
Up a
Equations (5) and (6) are of the same form as equations (2) and (3) and
differ only in	 .:ngth and velocity scales, z o and u*o , respectively.
It was assumed by early investigators that the entire internal
boundary layer for O<X<m is described by the logarithmic wind profile_'
equation (5) and that the surface stress experiences a step change from
T01 to To and thus remains constant for X>O. 	 Experimental measurements
of surface stress ( g ee Ref. 12) indicate that an undershooting of sur-
face stress occurs at the discontinuity and that To	 (To = t4) approaches
its higher equilibrium value asymptotically. 	 However, measa4ed wind -
profiles do confirm the logarithmic nature of their distributions, i.e.,
equation (5) is the correct form for the profiles in the layer closest
to the smooth surface.
	
The slopes of these ,profiles 'and the surface 1
friction velocities u, inferred from them agree with direct measurement
of surface stress;, agao n offering experimental confirmation of a definite
undershoot of u,,, at the discontinuity,
„o
A deficiency of the model of the flow as depicted in Fig. l is that
it does not provide for a gradual change of slope of the wind profile
across the surface g.(X).	 One can easily verify that the velocity grad-
e	 ient aZ obtained from differentiating.equation (2) is not equal to that
obtaAed from differentiation of equation(5)._- Thus, although wind may
be specified as continuous at boundary of the two regions, viz.,
(7)	
-
-.^
at z = s	 the derivatives are not continuous across this boundary.
i
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To circumvent this difficulty it is proposed that the IBL be modelled
as before, but that an intermediate or matching region be-inserted be-
tween the two logarithmic regions as indicated in Fig. 2.	 The layer de-
noted as region I is the logarithmic layer in contact with the smooth
z
u
i
i
Logarithmic Region
r g oRegion II
T
T
Re^.	 gion I
-pzo 1	 0	 x
FIGURE 2.
	 SUBLAYERS OF THE INTERNAL BOUNDARY LAYER OF PROPOSED
MODEL
surface.	 In region I the profile conforms to equation (5) with u,e
	
a
function of X.	 The thickness of this layer is denoted by X with ^8..
Region II is the new intermediate layer of thickness 60 -	 in which 1
a. gradual transition from one logarithmic wind profile to the other is
accomplished.	 A velocity defect law is hypothesized for this region
defined by X<z<go .	 Along the surface defined by z = go, it is assumed
that complete matching to the external flow, governed by equation (2),
has been accomplished, including wind, stress, and their derivatives.
The thichness g, of the internal boundary layer as previously defined
and as depicted in Pig. .l is intermediate between the outer layer defined
by the surface z = sc (X) and the sub-layer-defined by the surface z = ^(X),
Along the surface the wind velocity u is given by
( 8)
This means that g, defines thesurface below which the flow has accele-
rated relative toIthe original equilibrium profile given by equation (2).
Continuity requires that the region defined by 8.<z<8, contain a flow
which has decelerated relative to the original` equilibrium profile,
- 12-11
Thus the proposed model includes three length scales, viz.,
and goand three velocity scales, viz., uu.,,, and u* .	 These scales
R
`o o
will be utilized in the next section to
.
 de6 lop suitable similarity
functions for wind and shear stress.
PROPOSED SIMIIARITY FUNCTIONS
Townsend FRef. 3] found that similarity is possible in disturbed
boundary layers, if the disturbed layer is thin compared with the thick-
ness of the boundary layer and if the roughness length is small compared 	 r
with the thickness of the disturbed layer. 	 Similarity may be assumed in
F the present problem, if it is required that E , <<h and zo<^g i , which are
the relationships one would expect -in the practical problem as posed 	 a
previously.	 p
t;
Two functions are defined: 	 the velocity defect function F(7), which
u
applies only to the intermediate layer (region II in Fig. 2), and the
shear stress function G( ,n) which; applies to the lower logarithmic layer' 	 a
(region I) as well as the intermediate laver.	 The velocity defect func-
tion is defined as	 g
FN
w
^' 
u^	 (9>
u
with the dimensionless height 'above the surface defined as
(10)
aw e
p The velocity u; is the velocity on the surface defined by 'z = b.(X) and
is calculated Irom equation (8).	 Friction velocity u.,, in equation (9)
x- is not the value at the surface but is a variable function of height'z
and fetch X.	 It is dependent on surface stress u,^ , a function of fetch a
only, and the shear stress function G(71), which iso define.d as
9
,
Lot
11^L '^ `01Q
An alternative form of the definition of shear stress function is
a
q G(vj ^ L< "' 
LAM I
	 (12)
which clearly indicates the relationship between u^ and G(TI).
	 ;s
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The nature of the similarity functions defined in equations (9)
and (11) can be determined from a consideration of the boundary and
matching conditions to which they must conform. The most obvious of
these conditions are written first, viz., those for which the function
is zero or unity.
The function F(T)) is zero when the velocity u equals the velocity
u, on the surface defined by z 8 (x). The height of this surface is
expressed non-dimensionally as	
i
(13)
Thus the condition at this surface can be writtenas
F
F(p)=o (14)
functionThe 	 is zero	 t	 portion
 
of II where
the shear stress must a	 roachathehu stream value 	
which
pp	 p	 Tol which is the value
of shear stress found at all heights in the equilibrium layer upstream
of the discontinuity. 	 This condition occurs at the height z	 6.
	
and
is written as
Ci^t=	 O (15)
The derivative of G(Ip) with respect to 	 i.e., G also approaches
= zero at the outer portion of region II. 	 This can be shown by differentiat-
ing T with respect to height; using T from equation (11) we obtain
az 
=0 0 4.'rAV (7)a^a
In the region above region II the shear -stress -is constant; therefore
az o> p
 a
r
The resulting condition for the shear stress function is
(16)
In the lower part of the internal boundary layer a similar constant
shear stress layer exists, so that in region I
12-13
7The resulting condition for the function G(11) is
a
wGO o	 fib (17)
a
where
_b _ C (18)00
Conditions at the extremities of region I may be written as
G O = O (19)
and 
(20)
In region I the stress function is unity since T	 To throughout the
layer.	 Thus
744 (21)
I or, at two specific points of interest,
//ll (22)
and
Gt,O^ = f (23)
I.
Thus, all the boundary and matching conditions on the stress function
are included in equations (15) through (23). 	 Additional conditions on
the velocity defect function F(11) will be sought next.
At the outer limit of region II where ^-+l the following equations
may be written;
F	 u_-=^=-
a
x Thus
M
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jwhere is defined in equation (13) 	 The value of velocity substituted
for u. was obtained from equation (8) and that for u from the following:1	 0
t
o	 !	 ^o	 (25)
col R	 ^e^
In order that the flow be self-preserving, i.e., that the function FQ)
not depend on fetch X, it is required that
a
F(1) = constant
a
Equation (24) implies that
p	 constant	 (26)
The constant will be determined later, permitting F(1) to be equated
to a numerical constant. A condition on the derivative F'(1) may be
obtained by matching derivatives at the juncture of region II and the
upper logarithmic region. Two forms of velocity gradient at this inter -
face are
C 	 K*'01
	 (27
a	 A C^n
which is the derivative as z-,8, from above the interface, and
	 1
04101 FO)	 FO
^ 	a #	 (28)
which is the derivative as z-+8 0 from below the interface. Differentiation 	 a
of equation (12) and substitution of equation (16) show that in the
limit
o (29)
a a^
Since
^--^	 (30)
equating of (27) and (28) and using results (29) and (30) yields
Next the interfacial conditions as z-X (J-+b) are considered. Again
the derivatives are matched with the following result:
1
3=
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Thus the appropriate matching condition is
F(b) 	 (32)
Similarity requires that
b = constant
and the value of b is to be derived later.
At this point,a tentative velocity defect function is constructed
which satisfies all of the necessary conditions for matching at the upper
and lower bounds of region II; these conditions were given previously
as equations	 (14), (24),	 (31), and (32).	 A suitable function for the
region of velocity defect is
(33)
and this function can be utilized to determine velocity distribution
in region II after the growth law governing b i and the constant	 are
determined.
Equation (33) may be utilized to derive a relationship between
surface friction and internal boundary layer thickness. 	 At the outer
interface of region I equation (33) becomes
(34)
From the definition of the defect function (equation 9)
FN^ u;b 	 (35)
WIt0
where ub is evaluated from equation (5) as
I
ub	 r ^^^fJ _^ /^u*0 ^.	 vrLo	 (36)
Equation (36) written in a modified form becomes
(41	 +I'	 mot
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x'	
where
o^	 (38)M ; A4 --
^e
Substitution of equations (8), (34), and (37) into (35) yields
b . M
u
which provides a useful relationship. Equation (39) was used to calcu-
late surface friction as a' function of fetch, and the results are dis-
cussed later in this report.
1	 '
- -
b- --- -----	
--
o
0	 1
G(n) a
FIGURE 3. STRESS FUNCTION
The required stress function must satisfy the matching conditions
given by equations (15), (16), (19)_,_(20), (22), and (23). Figure - 3
depicts the shape of the required function as determined from the con-
ditions listed above. An error function satisfies all matching con-
ditions and is used to construct the stress function asis described
below, The general form of the function is taken to be
G'^) n
	 1;+G	 (40)
where the argument
	
is a function of '1,	 {^
k	 Let	 be chosen to be the point of inflection, i.e., the maxi-
mum absolute value of slope G' (^) This choice follows from a con-
sideration of the terms of the equation of motion which governs flow
in region II, i.e.
u;LK	 a (	 az	 (41)
ax	 .ate a .
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aAs was shown previously the _stress gradient is proportional to
Equation (41) shows a direct dependence of stress gradient upon convec-
tive acceleration.	 Since thesurface`'z = 8 (X) separates regions of,
net positive and negative , acceleration, it is plausible that fluid in
the vicinity of that surface experiences the largest accelerations, and
hence the largest stress gradients.	 Since maximum stress gradient implies
maximum absolute value of G'(11), then n =	 corresponds to the maximum
value of the derivative of the'error function, i.e., 	 0 at n= S•
Substitution into equation (40) yields
G	 (42)
To construct the argument ^ cognizance is taken of the requirements
stated in equations (16) and (19). 	 The derivative of the errr_^r function
is approximately zero when Ifl >2, where the error function itself is
approximately unity.	 Choosing
	
4 fort= b and	 = 1, the following
equations can be written:
(43)G<6 = r = A	 + c'C12 1Y
G(1) 0 ^
	
^+rm(A)
	
(44)
Simultaneous solution of equations (43) and (44) yields s
(45)
GO)
(46)1' 7.* 
To satisfy the conditions	 = 4 at Tj _ b and	 0 at 11 = S the
argument
M-•	 (47)
y
is selected.	 Substituting	 _ -4 at	 = 1-into equation (47) gives the
`	 relation between p and b, viz.,
Q	 Z	 ^ .}• 1,	 (48)
Substituting equations (42),	 (45), (46),	 (47), and (48) into (40) results
in the following expression for theshear stress function:
12=18
40+ 
b+Z-1,,J	 L	 (49)b
The constant b remains undetermined and experimental data must be
utilized in the determination of this constant.	 Only one point of data
is required as will be demonstrated in the next section.
PREDICTED GROWTH OF THE INTERNAL BOUNDARY LAYER
In this section a relationship between the thickness s, of the IBL
and the fetch X, i.e., the IBL growth law, is derived.	 This is obtained
by integrating an asymptotic form of equation (41), the equation of
motion.	 The terms are simplified by letting 	 =	 and X.-,O.	 This results
in an easily integrated differential equation', since F(0), F'(0) and u,,r
are known fot these limits.	 The value of F(S) is zero as was stated ino
equation (14).
	
The derivative is obtained from equation (33) by diffe-
rentiation; thus
Ap
The surface friction velocity approaches zero in the limit as Y.X , which
is consistent with equation (39).	 In view of this it is plausible that
u
*
	at	 _	 will approach zero as the discontinuity is approached; how-
ever, equation (12) indicates a minimum value of u, but does not predict
a zero value.
	 In reducing the equation of motion it is assumed that
u -'O as X-'0.	 A physical justification for this assumption is that the
.c
velocity gradient given by {
(51)
is expected to be 'small in the vicinity of T = s, i.e., in the vicinity
of the juncture of the new and old velocity profiles.	 This is expected
because of; tj,.e acceleration of the fluid inside the IBL relative to that
above the TEL.	 It is further expected that the velocity gradient would
increase with distance from the discontinuity until the equilibrium
condition is achieved;
Other variables appearing in equation (41) reduce to the following
for the assumptions set forth above:
12-19
a u	 Ko/ S (53 )
a x	 ^^f
and 
a ^	 So
(54)
Substitution of equations (52), (53), and (54) into equation (41)
the differential equation
yields
(55)
Integration of equation (55) results in the growth law,
r[At	 4-M	 x (56)
where (57)
Equation	 36) ca-7 be used to predict the growth of theinternal
boundary layer, a,f the constant 00'($) is determined from experimental
data,	 From Bradley's data (Ref. 12) as plotted in Fig. 12 of Ref. 8
the following data are taken:
ooz Cpn	 eel ' 0. 25^.rrr.
Noting that M - 4.83 is obtained from equation (38) and substituting
the above data into equation (56);
I^
is obtained.
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d 0.5
t
0,4
R
0.3
TO1	 0.2
0.
1
it
0
-	 r
si
f; ,, 1	 ^5^	 } 1 (6 3)
The same substitution in equation (33) results in the final form for
the velocity defect similarity function, viz,,
J
Finally, the values of 6 , calculated from equation (56) can be utilized	 }
with equation (39) to determine surface stress as a function of fetch.
The curve shown in Fig, 5 shows the comparison of predicted surface
` stresses with experimental data from Ref. 12 and numerical predictions	
f
from Ref, 8.
	
The agreement is reasonably good.
j
X(meters)
FIGURE 5. SURFACE SHEAR STRESS VARIATION WITH FETCH
F
t	 The equations derived above will be applied to the prediction of
i	 wind and stress profiles in the next-section.
I	 PREDICTED WIND AND SHEAR STRESS PROFILES
The prediction of wind and shear-profiles in the internal boundary
layer following a discontinuity in surface roughness can be achieved
through the use of the equations developed in previous sections. To
illustrate the use of these equations the wind profile at X = 6.1m will
b	 be.predicted in this section using Bradley's starting' profile [Ref. 12]
and roughness lengths. One pair of coordinates of the starting profile
'-	 is needed to start the calculation. This information is extracted from
12-22
Fig. 9 of Ref. 12 and is used to calculate u+ by means of equation (2)
0
where the plus (+) superscript indicates that the friction velocity is
non-dimensionalized with the reference wind velocity u 	 observed at
112,5
z = 112.5 cm. The result is u* = 0.0656. Other needed data are zo l =
0.25 cm, % = 0.002 cm and M = 4183.
The next step in the procedure is to calculate 8.	 from equation (56).
This results i+ ,rg i 	45 cm for X = 6.1 m.	 is then utilized+Eq ,uation(19)
to determine u 	 the resulting value is u 	 0.034.	 In addition 8 i may
00 	 +
be used to calculate u. from equation (52); this value is u. _ 0.852.
Finally, equations (13^ and (18) areused to determine 	 and X; these
are 72 cm and 18 cm, respectively.
u:
i
With all of the values calculated as indicated above, a set of values
f, is calculated at each height z; for region II this procedure is carried
out as follows:	 i) 11 is calculated from equation (10)-; ii) G(J) is
r calculated from equation (63); iii) u2 (u2 = T) is calculated from equation
(12); iv) F(T) is calculated from equation (64); v) u is-calculated ;from
equation (9).	 This completes the method of calculating wind and shear
stress profiles in region II, i.e., -u - z and T - z profiles, respectively.
Outside of region ,II`the wind profile is determined from equation (2)
for z>8 and from-equation (5) for z<X. 	 The results of this calculation
are shown graphically in Fig. 6 and are compared with the experimental 	 a
data of Bradley [Ref. 12].	 The profile predicted by the above method
agrees reasonably well with the profile measured by Bradley.
It is evident from the preceding example that the calculation method
based on the proposed model is capable of producing reasonable predictions'
of wind profiles in that part of the internal boundary layer having a
thickness less than that of the logarithmic part of the Ekman layer, i.e.,
the surface layer. 	 Since the calculation of wind profile requires use 	 `;	 a
of the shear stress profile, the model is assumed to be valid for stress 	 t
prediction as well.
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
i
The proposed model for the internal boundary layer formed over a
smoother surface in an Erman layer initially at equilibrium with a rougher
surface is suitable for prediction of wind and'shear -stress profiles, IBL
thickness as a function of _X and surface stress as a function of X in
that portion of the IBL inside of the undisturbed logarithmic layer.
Further work is required to extend this analysis to include that 	 !'.
fl portion of the IBL bounded by the surface of the earth beneath and the
undistrubed velocity defect layer above. 	 The required functions for
this region of the IBL must match the asymptotic form developedin this
1	 N 12-23'
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LIST OF FIGURES
1. Holographic recording and reconstruction.
i
INTRODUCTION
Nondestructive testing of all types of mechanical structures is
of great practical interest. Although the quantitative interpretations of
the results from the holographic techniques, developed for this purpose,
have not been established conclusively, the results have given very
favorable indications of successful performance during feasibility
tests [1].
A hologram is a photographic recording of the interference
pattern created in the photographic emulsion by two beams of light, one
of which is a"reference beam and the other is reflected from a given
subject. When a hologram storing a pair of such interference patterns
is illuminated with coherent light, the reconstructed wave fronts inter-
fere with each other. This multiple wave front comparison is called
holographic interferometry, and one application is called holographic
nondestructive testing (HNDT). HNDT is concerned with the formation
and interpretation of the fringe patterns 'which appear when a wave
front generated at some earlier time and stored- in a hologram is later
reconstructed and caused to interfere with a comparison wave. It is ;
this storage or time delay aspect which gives the holographic method
a unique advantage over conventional optical interferometry. Holography
permits diffusely reflecting or scattering surfaces which are subjected
to stress to be interferometrically compared with their non'-stressed
state.
The purpose of thi' s report is to describe the application of HNDT
	
techniques to Shuttle engine samples."
	 loading techniques
include heating, cooling, positive pressure, negative pressure and
vibration; but only positive pressure shall be considered in this report.
THEORY
I. Holograms are made by using coherent monochromatic electro-
magnetic radiation sources. The best sources presently available are
lasers The basic holographic image recording (construction) and
A description of these samples is given in Section III.
t
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aretrieving (reconstruction) processes are illustrated in Figure 1. If
the amplitude of the reference beam is R and the scene beam is S, then
jWtR (x , y, z, t) = r (x , y , z ) e
4 and
scotS(x, y, z, t)	 s (x, y, z) e
r
F
During the recording process the photographic emulsion responds to the xintensity of light reaching it from all sources where r
I=1R +Sj'
_ rr* + ss^ + rs ;. + r;;: S )
Since this is not a function of time but of position, only the energyfir
density received by the plate is the product of I X to where t o
 is the
exposure time: r
a As shown in Figure 1, the image is reconstructed by illumi-
nating the developed film with light from a laser at approximately the
same angle as that made by the reference beam with the hologram
h during the recording phase. 	 The fraction of light transmitted through
the hologram is given by
.. a
T = To - kE
is
^,
a
where T o is the transmittance of the unexposed plate.
	 It is the spatially
r varying portion of this term which is of interest here. _If we multiply ;E
that term of the transmittance by the amplitude of the reconstructing
(reference) wave, we have
a
-
,l WtRkE -	 ''` + rss'' + rrs''` + rrs)
,
This last term can be identified as the amplitude of the reconstructed
image whose intensity is given by [2]
Io = kZ r4 sZ
xi
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IThere are three basic types of HNDT; namely, time-average,
real-time, and double-exposure interferometry. Each of these will be
described briefly and the double-exposure process will be discussed in
detail.
1. Time-average interferometry. When a hologram is made of
an object that is moving during an exposure time, light will be reflected
from the object in each position it assumed.- If the motion is nearly
simple harmonic, the strongest images will correspond to the object at
the extremities of its harmonic motion and the resulting interference
pattern is called time-average interferometry,
2. Real-time interferometry. Real-time interferometry uses
a hologram to store an image of an object and then the image is recon-
structed and compared with the object under stress or some form of
loading. The interference pattern resulting from the comparison is
called real-time interferometry. Extreme care must be taken to
replace the hologram in its precise original location.
3. Double-exposure interferometry. After one holographic
exposure is made, the object is displaced a small distance and another
exposure taken. - The two scene beams interfere with one another just
as the object beam interfered with the image beam in real-time inter-
ferometry. The resulting hologram will exhibit interference patterns
which are called double-exposure interferometry.
Illumination of the doubly exposed hologram not only effects the
simultaneous reconstruction of two waves which had been scattered from
the subject at different times but causes them to interfere under ideal
conditions. The waves can share the diffraction efficiency of the
hologram equally, Thus, their intensities are equal and the interference
fringes they produce have high _contrast. For purposes of analysis, the
two virtual images of the subject surface generated by the reconstructed
waves may be considered to be slightly different physical surfaces. One
can imagine these initial state and final state surfaces to be simultane-
ously illuminated with the coherent light originally illuminating the
subject.
Suppose a hologram were made of an object having a scene beam
amplitude S I . If the object is strained and a, second exposure made with
corresponding scene beam amplitude S Z on the same hologram, upon
13-7
reconstruction, two virtual images will be seen when viewing through
the hologram.	 Their composite amplitude is given by
A = -krr'" (s l
 +	 Z)
Where these two scene. beams interfere constructively, bright regions
appear; and =where they interfere destructively, dark areas (fringes)
appear.
In order to understand the occurrence of these fringes, con-
sider the following general derivation (see Figure 2).
	
Light with propa-
gation vector k is incident on a point P-located by position vector r
from an arbitrary origin O (located at the pinhole of the spatial filter
illuminating the object).	 The light is scattered with propagation vector
kZ and detected at S, which is located by R. 	 The point P translates to
point P	 In its new location light with propagation vector k 3 is incident
and is scattered into kg, which is also detected at S. 	 Because the path
length OPS is different from OP'S, these two waves have a phase dif-
ference given by 2,r/X multiplied by the path length differences. 	 Let
OP'S - OPS = AL; if AL = nX/2 (n = 1, 3, 5, 	 . ), we get destructive
interference (dark bands), and if AL =_nl./2 (n = 0 ' 2, 4,	 .. ), we get
constructive interference (white bands). 	 The expression for the change
in phase for a giver, displacement is [3]
?^ AL = (k	- kZ )	 (r1 - r3)
This is the basic relation necessary for the analysis of the static dis-
placements involved in HNDT.
.XPERIMENT
The first sample investigated is a one-tenth thrust model of one
of the Shuttle engines. 	 A picture of the sample is found in Figure 3a.
Only a part of the sample was investigated holographically because of
its large size.
	
The illuminated region included the throat up to and
including' part of the cylindrical surface and down to and including part
of the conical surface.	 Thus all the different shapes of surfaces were
investigated; and it is logical to assume that, given a ,sufficiently power-
i
ful object beam, illumination of the entire object can be accomplished.
f
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(a)
(b)
Figure 3. Holographic Systems Test Samples,
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One of the most effective and easily accomplished loading tech-
nique s is positive pressure loading, which was applied to this sample.
The first few real .,time interferograms revealed a system vibration
manifesting itself in a vibration of the real-time fringes. This oscil-
lation appeared to be of the order of X/8, which is not large enough to
prevent obtaining a hologram, but, nevertheless, it seemed desirable
to eliminate this vibration. The source of the vibration was manyfold,
and for all practical purposes it was eliminated.
It was known from the beginning of th(. testing that the sample
had a pressure leak that was larger than desirable. The leaking was
initiated by an improper. setting in the machining process which inad-
vertently cut all the way through the sample. In repairing this with
solder, further complications were introduced and will be discussed
As can be seen in Figure 3a, the sample was placed on a
milling head to accomplish rotating it. The first series of double
exposures was taken to investigate how much of an angular range was
useful in a given hologram.. As the setting of the milling head was
varied between 315 deg and 36 deg a number of double exposures were
taken. A few of these are shown in Figures 4 and 5. (These are photo -
graphic recordings of the projected real images from the double-
exposure holograms. ) From these pictures it was determined : that the
useful portion covers an angular range of approximately 90 deg. This
useful range begins not too far from the edge of the illumination on the
left and extends not as near the edge of illumination on the right where
a large surface area of the sample is crowded onto a small area on the
photograph. As a consequence of these investigations, double exposures
were taken at 45-deg intervals in order to give a reasonable overlap
from one exposure to the next.
The next question to be answered was "Can the fringe pattern
be tracked or followed with these rotations? 11 Referring again to
Figures 4 and 5, this question can be answered affirmatively. At this
point, however, it is useful to point out that the fringe patterns are
highly complex and rather lacking in symmetry. This complexity of
fringes will most probably make searching for a flaw to be programmed
on later most difficult if not impossible#
Another question to be answered was "Do we get the same fringe
patterns for a given AP at different reference pressures? 11 This
question is answered by referring to Figure 6. Both of the photographs
7
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are from double exposures with AP = 3 psi (the one on the left was
t '- taken at a reference pressure of 0 psi, while the one on the right was
! taken at a reference of 9 psi).	 These are but two of many such double
exposures taken, ail of which indicate an increasing degree of complexity
as the reference pressure was increased.- 	 This is contrary to previous
experience ` [1].	 The conclusion drawn from this is that the repairing of
the aforementioned leaks had fatigued the sample in such a way as to
cause portions of the surface to be more stiff than others.
The second sample tested is pictured together with its associated
holographic_ system in Figure 3b. 	 The sample was to be representative
in structure of the body of the cpreviously described Shuttle engine. 	 The
sample, however, was a',flat copper plate with grooves cut on it similar
to the grooves cut in the Shuttle engine for cooling purposes.	 In order
to form again a closed system, the plate was bonded to a solid copper
block through which a tube was inserted to pressurize the sample,;	 This
entire sample was placed in a holder to more rigidly confine its outer
extremities so that the plate bowed out as it was pressurized.
	
The
holographic system is a variable sensitivity system designed by Robert
L. Kurtz [4].
G This sample was supposedly a replica of one tested earlier in
this laboratory, and it was desired to reproduce the earlier results and
toadd a few new tests.
	
Unfortunately, the first few double exposures
taken revealed a fringe pattern which was not characteristic of the pre-
vious sample.	 The fringe pattern as shown in Figure 7 exhibited a
double center formation.	 These fringes,, being phase contours, seem
to indicate the shape of the surface is like' a`pair of mountains with the
R two centers representing` the peaks of these mountains, and a'valley
s -falling in between these.	 Figure 8:shows the practically circular single 	
"f
center fringe pattern that was characteristic of the earlier tests
Numerous tests were performed in an attempt to determine the
origin of this strange double center , fringe pattern.	 The-tests at least"	 a
indicated for certain that the orientation of the double center was fixed
with respect to the plate anddid not depend on how the plate was oriented
in the holder nor how tight the screws were tightened.
	 Theimost
believable explanation, presently, .is; that the sample has been4atigued
i and that thereis a stiff region located between the'two centers at approxi-
mately the lateral geometric center of the plate. 	 It is quite conceivable
that the sample was'pressure tested beyond its elastic limit by the
machinist.
	
The group responsible for the machining is unable to
„a 13-15
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4P = . 1 PSI	 AP=.25 PSI
Figure 7. DOUBLE EXPOSURES WITH DIFFERENT AP
wV
Ref. P = 1. 00 PSI	 Ref. P = 15. 00 PSI
FIGURE 8. nOUR; E EXPOSURES WITH SAME AP .
r1
confirm or deny the performance of a pressure check. It was also
learned that in the process of cutting the grooves the samples curled
up from the heat and/or mechanical stress and had to be flattened out
again. 'This, again, is further evidence of the existence of fatigue in
the sample. Because this problem did not result in much more complex
fringe patterns, it is believed that the sample is still useful for flaw
probing by HNDT. With this in mind, further tests were run on the
sample.
In this feasibility test for HNDT it was first necessary to learn
what OP will produce a desirable fringe density (i. e., fringe density
is a direct function of AP). Figure 7 indicates that a AP = 0. 1 psi does
not produce a dense enough fringe pattern and AP = 0. 25 psi is just
about the right fringe density. Consequently, a.. complete series of
double exposures was taken from reference pressure 1. 0 to 20.0 psi
and with AP 0.25 psi. This investigation revealed a transition period
from double center pattern to single center oval pattern at about 7. 75
psi. ' This is illustrated in Figure 9. It appears that at the transition
point the rigid line between the centers gave way to the higher reference
pressure. Figure 10 shows the same sample without the holder and,
as demonstrated, the oval, noncircular pattern is characteristic of its
fringe patterns. As had been 'discovered earlier, the holder tends to
emphasize the weakness, which is highly desirable for discovering
I' unknown flaws.
Briefly, loading techniques of heating and cooling were tried.`
The results of the tests as shown in Figure 11 indicate, among other'
things, a need for a technique of heating and cooling more uniformly.
The technique applied for cooling was placinga -chunk of dry ice on the
sample between exposures. The technique of heating was done with :a
heat gun.
CONCLUSION
In summary, it was the intent of the work here to obtain good
"clean" reference fringes on the unperturbed sa'nples and to compare
later HNDT results' after certain types of flaws were programmed on
the samples. What was accomplished for both samples, however, was
more than this. The perturbations already applied to the samples inad-
vertently are definitely exposed in these double-exposure interferograms.
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TEMPERATURE REQUIREMENTS FOR THE FLOATING ZONE CRYSTAL
GROWING TECHNIQUE IN A SPACE ENVIRONMENT
by
John R. McDonald
ABSTRACT
A numerical solution to the two-dimensional heat conduction	 ?
equation will be presented suitable for determining the temperature
variation in a finite cylindrical rod through which a floating
liquid zone is being passed. The two-dimensional transient analysis
result will be determined by specifying boundary conditions which are
valid within a space environment and applying them to the heat con-
duction equation in cylindrical coordinates, with the angular coor-
dinate constant. Since the crystals are to be grown in a space
environment, the convective mixing terms in the liquid can be
neglected with seem to be a valid assumption based on preliminary
	 l
Skylab results from growing crystals in a zero gravity environment.
A finite difference technique will be applied to the governing
differential equation with latent heat effects considered across the
solid'-liquid interface. The resulting temperatures within a material
can then be determined by solving the simultaneous, finite difference
equations, with particular interest being the shape of the isotherm
located at the solid-liquid interface.°
a
I
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INTRODUCTION
r
t
i.
Material processing in a space environment offers an opportunity
x
for growing single crystals in the absence of gravity, which has many
uses in the semiconductor field. 	 Industry has expressed interest in
single crystals of large diameters.	 :techniques of zone melting with-
out a container have been devised to handle ,certain `materials, when
melted, are so reactive or effective as solvents that they cannot be
zone-refined to high purity in any known container. 	 These techniques f
have limitations, however, they have resulted in some of the purest
materials ever produced;
Most commonly used is the floating-zone technique where a molten
R
zone is held in place by its own surface tension between two vertical
colinear solid rods.	 Much research has been conducted to determine
y
d	
,
possible sizes and shapes of molted zones under the influences of
surface tension and gravity, induction and electron-beam hea.'ting
techniques, which are the two most widely used, solar heating, and
other heating techniques.
The stability, of molten zones has been analyzed mathematically
and the results have received experimental verification. 	 Heywang and
Ziegler,	 and later Heywang, showed, for round rods, that the max-
imum length(height) of zone that can be supported by its 	 own surface
tension increases linearly with rod radius for small radii and ap-
proaches a limit at large radii.	 Carruthers and Grassbl questions
f that the generally accepted Heywang criterion for the stability of
I
i
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cylindrical liquid zones, and feel it is no longer valid under reduced
gravitational conditions. 	 The maximum stable length of a vertically
m
Yz,
	
-
suspended liquid zone depends on the quantity (o^P^l 	 where Q' is
the surface tension, 	 D the liquid density, and	 is the gravitational
acceleration.	 Therefore,' materials with low cr and highP are difficult
to grow with a floating zone.	 Another difficulty arises with larger
diameters and low thermal conductivities because of the adverse
solid-liquid interface curvatures.	 In order to melt a zone completely x
through, the external molten _zone length can easily exceed the limit
where surface tension will contain it,.
Additional flexibility in-floating-zone crystal growth is
"provided by the pedestal technique where the solid end members are j:x
{	
,
unequal in diameter. 'Greater control of the radial temperature -
r
 liquid column heigradients is possible with this geometry. 	 Also' l	 ghtsg	 P	 g	 y	 q	 ;
in excess of that allowed by the smaller diameter alone are allowed. t
Powle'and Haggerty	 has conducted work to maximize the potential
benefits of creating pure, stress-free silicon crystals in the space
environment by the float-zone process. 	 By incorporating relative
rotation of the crystal and feed stock one induces forced convective
currents in the, melt which may possibly result in a more desireable
radial distribution of heat flux at the freezing interface referred
to above is one that 'leads to no radial temperature gradient and,
^i
hence, essentially stress-free crystal growth at,the freezing inter-
face. at
1
,a
1.4-5
_j
y
They consider reducing thermal gradients in the melt zone by virtue
of the forced secondary flow circulation to be of primary interest.
However, forced circulation is of real 'value only if it reduces the
thermal gradients by,a:significant amount relative to the case of
no circulation.	 The.author is not convinced that forced circulation
is necessary, and it is hoped the results of this study will verify
this opinion.
The problem facing ,crystal growers in the past is a lack of
knowledge concerning the shape of the solid-liquid interface, or
y
more specifically the curvature of the isotherm,at'this ••interface.
it is the desire of the author to write the. governing differential i
equations applicable to the heat flow process in a crystal growing
specimen.	 The solution to these differential equations will be
presented in the form of finite difference equations which can be
solved by the use of computers.
In this paper, attention is focused on the use of solar energy
as, the most attractive heat source for a space process because of
3
its avilability and its system size, weight and life characteristics
are considered to be superior.	 As a first approximation to the sol-
ution of this problem,.the only requirements of the heating system
will be a capability to provide energy such that the incident ,light
rays are normal to the centerline of the specimen and maintain a
constant magnitude around the circumference of the specimen.	 The
type of heating system should be able to satisfy such requirements
4
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4i whether it be a solar furnace or resistance heater.
	
This require-
ment forces radial heat flow and allows removal of the circular
rs dimension enabling a two-dimensional approach to the problem.
:r
Much work has been conducted in the interest of crystal
r+
growing, however, the state of the art is at the present relatively
fr
untouched.	 In order to control the growth rate and diameter of the
single crystal, the isotherm located at the solid-liquid interface
-5 must be perpendicular to the centerline of the cylindrical rod
z
through which the thermal gradient is being passed.
	 Many investigators
have. devoted much effort into designing a solar furnace to transmit
b a particular energy profile to the circumferential surface of the
crystal growing specimen.	 It is the opinion of the author that
first one should ask; the question, what are the energy requirements
y
necessary to produce a planar solid-liquid interface at the melting
$ end of the moltenzone?	 Some satisfy this requirement by rotating
each end of the specimen, either in the same direction or counter-
,
t
rotation which induces the non-existant convective mixing of the
G zero gravity environment.	 From the results of Skylab, it is
3
clearly seen that no convective mixing in the liquid tool, place and
this is why the convective terms in the energy equation was not t=
considered in this report.`
The approach to this problem seems evident, what must be the
shape of the thermal "gradient at the surface of the cylindrical1
specimen in order to 'ensure a flat isotherm at the melting boundary
a
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of the floating zone?
	 The author attempts to offer an insight to
this problem by solving the transient heat conduction equation
subject to the boundary conditionb one would "expect when conducting
the float zone crystal growing process in a zero gravity environment.
The problem at hand is among a most important group of problems
in which a substance has a transformation point at which it changes
from one phase to another with emission or 'absorption of heat.
	 The
s,
first published discussion of such problems seems to be that by
Stefan in a study of the thickness of polar ice, and for this reason
the problem of freezing is frequently referred to as the "problem
:
of Stefan".
Before considering a specific solution' it is desirable to
indicate what exact solutions have been obtained and the methods
available.	 The most-important exact solution is that of Neumann
for the semi-infinite region x> 0 initially at a constant temperature.
There are no closed solutions for other important boundary conditions
at x = 0 such as constant flux or radiation, though there are some
for various perscribed values of the surface temperature which are
of no great physical importance.	 An approximation which is frequently
made consists of neglecting the heat capacity of the 'material between
x = 0 and the surface of separation, that is, ofassuming that the a
flow, through this region is of steady type.
Exact solutions are also available for a number of problems a
on the infinite region in which x<0 is initially solid at constant
14-8
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cu	 temperature and x>0 iS initially liquid at constant temperature.
u
These solutions can also be generalized to the case of several 	 <
transformation temperatures and to the case of a melting range ins
place of a fixed melting point.
No exact solutions are available of other regions such as the
slab a<xca with its surface maintained at zero, or for the region
a<x<a initially liquid and lxl> a initially solid.
For problems on radial flow in cylindrical or spherical co-
ordinates the position' is even worse.	 The only simple exact
solution in cylindrical coordinates corresponds to addition or
z removal of heat by a continuous line source. 	 For the region bounded
internally or externally by a circular cylinder with constant sur-
face temperature,' only an approximate solution is available.
,r
Apart from the few exact solutions, all problems have to be
attacked by numerical methods: digital, methods, the differential'y ;}
analyser, and an electrical analogue method called the thermal
analyser have all been used,` The exact solutions mentioned' above
R are frequently useful as starting` solutions in these cases. 	 The
`	 systematic use of numerical methods has the advantage that the
variation in the thermal properties with temperature, which is
4F
usually considerable over the ranges of temperature involved in
4
problems on melting and solidification, can be taken into account. 	 R
STATEMENT OF PROBLEM
The transient solution to the heat conduction equation in
cylindrical coordinates will be presented in terms of finite
difference equations in order to calculate the temperature of a
given point at some future time in terms of its existing temperature
driven by prescribed boundary conditions. The difference equations
will be written for a semi-infinite cylindrical rod in which a
constant temperature heat source is being impressed on a portion
on its circumference, as shown in Figure 1.
a = diameter of specimen
d	 d	
d = distance between specimen and
inside diameter of quartz tube
h = length of heat source
I
Figure 1. Float Zone Technique for Growing Crystals.
It is proposed the specimen will be a cylinder of diameter
a and length L which is placed inside a quartz tube of inside
diameter a + 2d and length L such that their centerlines coincide.
This alignment is critical, but is expected to be incorporated in
the basic design.
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In a sense, the quartz tube will provide a window for allowing
energy from an external source to reach the specimen. 	 The inside
4 surface, excluding the windows, will be coated with a thin film
possessing the properties of a perfect reflector, that is its
absorptivity and transmissivity is negligible compared to its
r
reflectivity, such that any incident energy is reflected back to
3
the specimen.	 This allows a ,finite difference approach to the _y
r	 problem where the nodes along the circumference of the specimen
are subjected to a radiation boundary condition.
General assumptions pertinent to this problem is that of
constant thermal properties which is consistent with the idea of
considering the phases separately.	 No internal heat generation
1 terms will be considered as the latent heat terms will be entered
4
j	 as boundary conditions across the solid-liquid interface.
From the first law of thermodynamics, the general two-'
dimensional heat conduction equation in cylindrical coordinates
with radial symmetry becomes:
DT	 1	 dT	 3-T	 r a T
-ar= r 	 ,.;t
,
Considering the two ,phases independently the governing equations
can be written for each phase as follows:
T^-)T'+ 8Z T'	 ► 	 -T^
_— .}
	 — .__
	 (2)
s r	 r'	 ar
rar e 	 r Dr	 o	 L	 ^Z ^){ ti
r
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where, T„= T(r,z,t) = temperature in the melt
T`= T(r,z,t) = temperature in the solid
`^i ^ a^ = thermal diffusivities in the melt and solid, respectively.
Initially the entire solid is at some T = T o ,	 for t<0,
T(r,z,-t) = Tv
3
T(r,z,-t) does not exist(no melt present)
At t = 0, a constant line heat flux is applied along the outside
circumference of the solid cylindrical rod.W(r)is the magnitude
of the heat source.
In order to write finite difference equations, the cylindrical
rod must first be subdivided.	 The simple and obvious method for sub-
dividing the system is in equal increments of the radius, this will
be used here, and the accuracy is quite satisfactory.
	 There are
two other possibilities for subdividing the system.
	
Subdivision
in equal increments of the logarithm of the radius, which is not
applicable to the present case of a solid cylinder.
	
It has some
advantages for a hollow cylinder, especially if the interest is in i
the thermal gradients near the inner surface. 	 A subdivision in
z
equal increments of cross-sectional area is applicable to solid
or hollow cylinders and is useful for a close subdivision near the
'	 surface.
i	 The system is laid out as in Figure 2. 	 For convenience an
_	 arc of 1 radian is used, since the A coordinate is constant, and
the depth in the"axial direction is taken as az, which is made
equal to ox, the radial increment.
E	 ;;
I	
a
r
4
,r
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M#.i Centr al
Point
`4
dia
Figure 2. Subdivision o f System
_- The system is divided as shown in Figure 2, with the radial
increment	 ax, the axial increment,4z, and a constant angular
r arc of l radian.	 For a particular volume, the nodal points m,m - 1,
are located in the center of that volume on a radial line at equal
radial increments, where ar = L.x_.
The area to be used in the h( ,at conduction equation for heat
flow in the radial direction between the nodal points, m and m - l
is taken to be the area of the surface located, at the mid ,point
x between the two nodal points. 	 This area changes for each node,,
and must be calculatedat each node.
The finite difference equations are written interms of the
^
_ x
thermal conductance, which is defined as the thermal conductivity
d
s multiplied by the area divided by length of heat flow path.	 So,
it becomes necessary, to write an equation for the central point
j
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(located at the centerline of the rod), for heat flow in the
radial direction for points m and m - 1, and m and m + 1, and a
node located on the outside surface.
For validity, the finite difference equation will be written
for a general intermediate point, and shown that in the limit
results in the general heat conduction equ^:tion in cylindrical
coordinates'.	 Nodal points are numbered m-in the radial direction
r^
and n in the axial direction.
General Intermediate Point
Thermal Conductance between points m and m - 1,
'fry,
z	 ^r
Thermal Conductance between points m and m + 1.
/Zmf/^2
Thermal Conductance in the axial direction,
'fir, ox
n^
Finite Difference Equation.
T )2
rm Ex	 _ T
	 + 4 Z-7 C7-	 3
r ^f rr+!	 rn 	 m n-/	 /r1^ h	 ^-
m AX Lim	 _	 (4)
^^m n M. r7
i
,,
f
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,
T,,,,,,
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y
C	 az	 o^ T,n 	 (5)
a	 « at ur
f taking the limit as	 x--+- 0
z —► 0 p
t ---►
 0
m
E
a T	 i ar f	 T r i aT (6)
ar	 a^^	 «	 at
The finite difference equation for a general intermediate point
R
results.in the form of the differential equation in cylindrical
i
coordinates for the case of radial symmetry. This minimizes the
descrepancy of the numerical solution.
The finite diffei^ence equation for a general intermediate
point will be the same as equation (4). 	 This equation willbe
s
solved for the nodal temperature at a future time in terms of
i	 1
the existing temperature.	 Therefore,
-./,M)^mn	 ^' -err	 \2ir13i^	 in,r,r^ (M, ^^^,nfr
T
f
where the prime denotes time at t-+ pt.
M = ax g
t
x
F^
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ta Finite Difference Equation for a Point on the Center Line
For convenience the ,nodal points will be numbered such that the
node located on the center line is designated by m 2 in the
axial direction.
Radial Thermal Conductance.
Z	
p
Axial Thermal Conductance.
80^	
r
Finite Difference .Equation.
2
	
^^X	
l
d /	 I
2.	 fir+-/,rt	 i^n-2,rJ) + 8^	 ( fin'-^ n - /	 /^n ,r^ T	 ;
2	 aZ	 pox o^l	
TM-Z, n)
	Solving for the temperature at t + 46t,	 -	 k
T	
-- (8)
z n	 /VJ r^iir-z -/ /r+-2,nfl^+/yj iyi^/.n + Al
	Finite Difference Equation for a Point Located on the Surface 	 X
of the Cylinder
Again for convenience, the nodal points will be numbered such that
a
the node located on the outside surface is designated by m + r in
the radial direction.
Radial Thermal Conductance.
+rJ-^^ Q^
Axial Thermal Conductance.
2
o^	 8
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Finite Difference Equation. l _2[4^r^t^^-^1QX	
^+Cz(m	 (7,-
	^T	 1+ 	 /r_1, n	 mt n/	 P.87	 To  /It/	 m^r,n)
74 n8a ^
L	 9,6 t	 /ntr /) 	 Ttl; rl
r.
Rearranging and defining two new terms,
M	
_	 c	 [z( rA fh)- 1]	
A(1')
	
5?
M [4(m +r)- 1 3	 M [4-(i.jih)-/]
yin+ti n	 M 'rnir-/, r^ +/H l /mfl,n f /	 Z-4,,)	 +- A(r) 1T
I 	 r	 -^l	 /;	 (9)M l
	
fn
Finite Difference Equation for Calculating the Temperatures
Located Adjacent to the Solid-Liquid Interface
)
In order to write the finite difference equation for a point
a
Located adjacent to the solid-liquid interface, a heat balance
must first be made,
	 If L is the latent heat of fusion of the
specimen and Tm
 is its melting point, and if the surface of
separation between the solid and liquid phases is at X(t), one
boundary condition to be satisfied at this surface is
=	 2 
= TM	 when , x	 X(t)	 (10)Tl	T 1
A second boundary condition concerns the absorption or liberation
of latent heat at this surface:
	 Suppose that the region x.> X(t)
contains liquid at temperature Tl(r,z,t), and that x< X(t) contains
solid at temperature T 2 (r,z,t).
	 Then, when the surface of separa-
tion moves a distance dX, a quantity of heat LPdX per unit area
ri
,
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is liberated and must be removed by conduction. This requires
	
'LT 
,00	 dr	 y	 01
	 (11)
Equation (11) may be put into an alternative form by considering
the curves of constant temperature T 1 (r,z,t) = Tm = T2(r,z,t).
0
	
1	 Z
	
aT	 ar' aT'	 dT` aT	 aT`ar dr 
a^ ^
1^ 'a{ dt - D 
^r 
dr tai o'^' ^t f
Letting dr = dz = dX,
i	 I
aT	 i
 
(12)
ar a^
Using this definition, the finite difference equation becomes:
^	
2	 _
7^'Z(/^^r 'mfr -I) n)	 Ii2 ^ ^M  	 774r,^
	
AX	 AX
	
_	 r	 ^' _
1
_ 
l	
^	 r
^f	 Q^
L 'T 7m Ar, n
(13)
	
/M
	 1 (7m 70+ r,;7^^
a r	 'T°	 Q
When applying this equation care must be taken to choose the
approiate distances each time when writting the heat balance.
Since the position of the solid-liquid interface is unknown,
the distances in equation (13),is the distance from the interface
to the nearest nodal point, and care'nust be taken when program-
ming these equations. For example, pr andQz should be takeni
as the distance from a point m + r,n to the melt front in the
r and 'z direction.
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r In order to investigate the expected error between the anal-
PR
i
ytical solution of the heat conduction equation and numerical x
solution, one must Look at what the author defines asthe stability
criterion.	 Stability is determined by equating to zero the coeffic-
ient of the existing node 'temperature in the finite difference
equation	 for that	 for thewritten	 node and solved	 temperature at
some future time.
is t
For any intermediate point, the coefficient is from eq. (7),
' M ¢ k`
r Dit s
orM
fFor any point located on the centerline of the cylinder,
	
the
coefficient which must be zero is from
	 eq.	 (8).
111;k
F therefore M	 6 defines the stability criterion, or
^zdX
^ ThisY;is means the dimensional increment 'si	 not independent of the
time increment.
s' CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
A-set of finite difference equations has been written which
will allow one to determine the temperature history for afloat-
zone crystal growing process in a zero-gravity environment. 	 It
x
was shown that these equations result to the creneral heat conduction,
equation in 'cylindrical coordinates with radial symmetry. 	 To further j {
this work the algebratic equations should be solved by.use`of
14-19
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SYMBOLS AND CONSTANTS
In these calculations I have used the following constants.
Electron charge	 Q	 /. (b x 10 1 Q ceA
Electron mass = /Wl s	 10-3+ {•
Plank's constant = .h s Cs.^^ tic 
D*3^F - SLC.
!
Boltzmann's Constant =, s i.38 x to-2-1 aley
Electron Density	 Jc d~ C^Ccte^a^S/3
IINTRODUCTION
If a spacecraft with an on-board electron or ion accelerator
existed in a complete vacuum, and emitted a beam on the order of an
ampere, the potential of the spacecraft would become so great that the
beam would be cut off in s time which is short in comparison with the
proposed length for beam pulses.
Fortunately, the spacecraft does not exist in a vacuum, but is in
the ionosphere. Because of the charge carriers in this medium, aP	 g
current will flow in the region around the spacecraft and this current
will help to neutralize the craft. The ionosphere is a complex medium
made up of free electrons, positive ions, - negative ions, and neutral
atoms and molecules. Each of the charged particles has a trajectory
which is determined by its thermal velocity and the local electric and
magnetic fields.
The simplest interesting question one can ask about this situation
is If our spacecraft emits pulses of electron current of about 1. 0
amperes for a time of about 10 milliseconds, will the current which
Iflows to the spacecraft be sufficient to neutralize it? If the current to
the spacecraft is not sufficient to 'neutralize i-t, it may be necessary to
15-5
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attach some sort of collector to the spacecraft but these are expensive,
cumbersome, and may be quite unnecessary.
3
L	 Spacecraft in a Vacuum
It is easy to show that neutralization of the spacecraft is necessary
a
for the success of the experiment. A spherical craft made of conducting
material has a capacitance of YOO.a 83P in a vacuum. If we use a
spherical craft with a radius of 3 meters we have a capacitance
j
The current from the accelerator will continue to flow for a time
i
equal to the time required for the charge on the spacecraft t R.) reach the
accelerator potential. If the electron beam has an average current of
1. 0 ampere it will raise the potential of the spacecraft to 15 kilovolts
(the design potential for the electron accelerator) in a time, t, given by
a C V• i x 
10 -^o f) C	 X is 3 veils).
I. o_ ^ ►,^PereS
ae
	
.r	 r-	
s l•7 X 0 ^ 
- sec	 ^. ^ ' v►^ic^e crc
It is necessary to multiply this time by more than five thousand
before a reasonable pulse time is attained (10 milliseconds). It is
clear that the spacecraft must be neutralized before the experiment
will be suc=cessful.
u	 h
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II.	 Neutralization of Spacecraft Due to Thermal Current
Now we return to the question posed in the Introduction: What
natural neutralization current will flow to a spacecraft in the iono-
sphere which emits an electron current of 1. 0 ampere y
Consider a spacecraft in an isotropic distribution of plasma
We shall assume here that the electrons and ions are in thermal equi-
r
librium at 2500 0K. (Reference 2) We shall further assume that the
neutralization current is entirely, due to the electrons because the
ions, have much smaller thermal Velocities. Collection of electrons
near the surface will be aided by electric fields in the plasma sheath.
It will be assumed that all the electrons which reach the surface are
collected.
The average speed of a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution of
electrons is easy to calculate'. (Reference 4)
r s sY4,, ^L1' ^•v.
• ^ ^y i
JAT
lip L U•
e
This results in an average speed of approximately 3 X 10 5 m/sec. i
Since the typical spacecraft velocities are only 3% of the average
i
a
,1,5_ 7 E
Sthermal velocity of the electrons, it seems safe to neglect the space-
craft's orbital motion as a first approximation. For this part of the
calculation the effects of the earth's magnetic field will be neglected.
Consider an element of the plasma at a distance, R, from the
spacecraft. If N is the electron density, and Rp the radius of the
spacecraft, d JV is the amount of charge in a spherical shell of
charge centered on the spacecraft,
Q
We shall assume that all the electrons have the average speed i
calculated above, and that collisions are infrequent enough to be
neglected. The solid angle subtended by the craft, 4WA& , is just the
ratio of its area to the total area of a sphere of radius R. Now, the
total charge, dq, collected by the craft from the element of charge
at a distance R is
	
j
d	 d G^ 4(-IL=" .^ N., y^i1 di?, 7rkpg
a
a
a
1
ir
f
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If we are to determine the currents it will be necessary to
realize that the radial distance of the charge element from thespace-
for the effective radius of the craft. What is really important, however,
is not the radius, Rp, but the collection area. These conclusions
would apply to any simple shape with an area of:
iT
It is important to note that this current does not violate the
neutrality of the plasma. Because we are removing electrons at one
point (the surface of the spacecraft) they will flow in toward the surface
from the surrounding plasma. Violation of neutrality would require
	 Y	 q
large fields and large amounts of energy.
III. Influence of Electroptatic Field Near the Spacecraft on the
Neutralization Current
I It appears that, in the case of a spacecraft with a collector area
of 220 m 2 or larger, the emission of an ampere of electron current
would not build up an appreciable potential- on the spacecraft. If,
however, the craft has a smaller area than this, a potential will
R.	 build up on it.
W e might suppose that the electric fields set up by this charging
would be an important factor in increasing the neutralization current,
but this does not seem to be the case. The reason is not :hard to find.
The ionosphere is a. tenuous medium and we have to depend on current.
r.
i
r
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from a large volume for neutralization.	 Throughout most of this
volume the electric fields are not influential because the plasma
sheath forms an electrostatic shield around the spacecraft. 	 Electro-
static effects of the craft are shielded out in oneDeBye Length. 	 The
DeBye scattering length is one of the quantities which determines the
properties of a plasma.	 It is given by:
kT C g rd 	 s)
.'or a plasma in thermal equilibrium at 2500 0K we find that:
r
The only charges collected by the charged spacecraft which would j
not be collected if the craft were not charged, are those whose thermal
velocity would carry them within one centimeter of its surface.
	
This
si
small change in the effective area of the spacecraft makes a negligible
change in the thermal current. {
IV. Neutralization of a, Spacecraft During Emission of an Ion Beam
If our spacecraft emits a positive beam 'natural neutralization due
to	 the motion of the ions will not be 'possible. 	 An estimate of the
current due to thermal motion and the current due to the orbital motion
15-11
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of the spacecraft yields only .04 amperes. Basically, this is because
of the lower mobility of the massive ions. (Reference 2)
It appears that this will not eliminate the possibility of thermal
neutralization because the photoelectric effect can provide conduction
electrons at the surface of the craft. If the surface of the craft is a
metal with a reasonable work function (4 electron volts) we can
estimate that all solar electrons with a frequency above 1. 0 X 1015 h
can produce photoelectrons, and if one-third of the total solar radiation
is absorbed at altitudes above our spacecraft, we are left with
t:
1.0 X 103 watts /m ?- (Reference 61 of radiation on the spacecraft.
Approximately one-third of this is above the photoelectric threshold
so 3. 3 X 10 2 watts /m may produce photoelectrons. Assume that
3
the average frequency of the active radiation be 5 X 10 15 hz and that
the photoelectric yield is 10" 3 (Reference 6).
The current produced by an area of 220 m2 may be calculated
with the formula:
a
	
	 ;
The result is: I = 3. 5 amperes. This is a sufficient' supply of charge
carriers for neutralization.
V.	 Neutralization in the Earth's Magnetic Field
Let us consider a spacecraft in the earth's magnetic field. If
the field does not vary greatly over the dimensions of the collection
sphere, we may calculate the electron current to a positively charged
craft in a manner similar to that of Part II.
What is important for this case is not the total speed of the
electron but the component along the magnetic field line. If we use
the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution and let N'- represent the average
b
of the velocities along the positive a • axis
.-^	 + d ►sT
_,	 J 4 _ _ 2 A^.T ^^
1^	 !`• S X ^ ^ ,yy^ yv
In a similar way we can calculate the average along the negative
axis and obtain
^.	 4Z	 i f^
Ae e gym+
The reason the component of the speed along the magnetic field'
is the important one is that the spacecraft will now collect electrons;
that spiral along the magnetic field lines toward the craft from the
direction and the negative	 •direction. The #.-axis is chosen
F
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to be along the direction of the field. Mobility of electrons normal to
the field is greatly reduced.
Now, we can calculate the charge dq transferred to the craft due
to elements of charge from the positive -direction and the negative
direction.
NCO r i (7.5' X /l^ Y ""wc., Gf L^
{	 If the current, dq/dt, is to be an ampere, then we calculate an area
i
of 830m Z Now there is a further_ requirement only the component
of area normal to the field collects current. A rough approximation
d
indicates that when the Shuttle orbiter is oriented to have its largest
collecting area normal to the field, its area is about 5OOm2 on the top
i	 x	 and 500m 2 on the bottom for a total area of 1000m 2 which is clearly
I,
	 r
sufficient to collecta neutralization current. In other orientations
f
with respect to the field the collection area might be insufficient.
s
CONCLUSION
This is a rough calculation, but it does seem fair to conclude
that in the most favorable orientation the Shuttle will collect enough
current to neutralize itself when an on -board accelerator emits a
1. 0-ampere beam of electrons or positive ions. In the case of the
a
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COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR
PRELIMINARY DESIGN OF CRYOGENIC PROPELLANT
PRESSURIZATION SYSTEMS FOR SPACE VEHICLES
BY
1
James O. Nichols
ABSTRACT
A procedure has been devised for the preliminary design of pressur-
ization systems for space vehicles using cryogenic propellants on multiburn
missions. The method is not expected to yield final design requirements
but to provide a method for rapid evaluation of proposed systems and for
feasibility studies.
Transient conditions are not considered. It is assumed that each
coast phase of the mission will be of sufficient duration that equilibrium
saturation conditions will be established. Each engine burn period will
be short compared to the total mission time, and the pressurant required
for expulsion is determined by a semiempirical equation developed by
Epstein and Anderson. Stratification of the propellant is neglected because
of the absence of gravitational effects during coast periods and the short
duration of burn periods.	 s
The design procedure allows pressurization with propellant vapor
or by some inert gas such as helium or nitrogen.
A computer program has been written in basic FORTRAN language
which greatly facilitates the design procedure. A small digital computer
(SDS 930) has sufficient capability to perform the necessary computations.
	
µ
Equations for thermodynamic properties are formulated for saturated
liquids and vapors and for gases. These equations are used in subroutines
of the program.
rt
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NOMENC LARTURE
Computer Code
Symbol Def inition
A l B Functions of tank pressure used to calculate density in
SUBROUTINE PRESS,
AC Acceleration of	 vehicle (ft/sect),
AL Length of propellant line (ft).
ALAM Heat of vaporization (Btu/lbm).
Al, -B1 Functions of tank pressure used to calculate thermal
conductivity in SUBROUTINE PRESS,
BARMP Molecular weight.
BETA Coefficient of thermal expansion (1/6R).
C, S, Q, DENOM Factors in equation for pressurant mass ratio.
CP Specific heat at constant pressure (Btu/lbm-OR).
CPG Specific heat at constant pressure based on mean
temperature TM (Btu/lbm-OR).
D Diameter of propellant lines (ft).
DELM Propellant mass evaporated (lbm).
DELPA Pressure increase due to acceleration (psi).
DELPF Pressure drop due to line friction (psi).
DELPV Change in-vapor pressure (psi).
DELVU	 - Change in ullage volume (ft3).	 j
DT Equivalent cylindrical tank diameter (ft).
ETL Equivalent length to diameter ratio of propellant line.
F Engine thrust (lb).
FR Friction factor.
GAMMA Ratio of specific heats,
GK Thermal conductivity (Btu/sec-ft-OR).
HC Heat transfer coefficient (Btu/sec-ftt-oR)
HI Distance from liquid-gas interface	 to engine pump inlet
(ft). 	 i
I Integer used to indicate type of propellant. (1=oxygen,
2=hydrogen, 4=nitrogen, 5=fluorine.)
	 i
IPRS Integer used to indicate type of pressurant. (1=oxygen,
2=hydrogen, 3=helium, 4=nitrogen, 5=fluorine. )
K, M, N Integers used as counters.
MT Integer used to indicate type of propellant tank material.
P Partial pressure of propellant vapor (psia).
PG Partial pressure of pressurant gas (psia).
PT- Tank pressure required for expulsion (psia).
E	 -
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PTC Tank pressure after pressurant collapse (psia).
PT1 Tank pressure after coast period (psia).
PTIN Initial tank pressure (psia).
PV Saturated vapor pressure (psia).
PV1 Saturated vapor pressure at TS=TS+. 1 (psia).
PVENT Vent pressure '(psia)
QDOT Heat flux into propellant tank (Btu/ft2-hr).
j	 QT Heat transferred from pressurant to propellant (Btu).
Q1 Heat input from surroundings (Btu).
Q2 Heat absorbed by propellant (Btu).
RATIO Ratio of pressurant mass required for expulsion to 'ideal
I pressurant mass required.
RHO Density of saturated liquid propellant (lbm/ft3).
RHOC Product of propellant tank-density and specific heat at
'
Vinlet temperature (Btu/ft3-oR)
RHOG Density of pressurant gas at mean temperature TM (lbm/
	
ti
ft3).
RHOP Density of pressurant gas (lbm/ft3).
RHOl Density of pressurant gas used as a reference (lbm /0).
RN Reynolds number
111, R2, R3	 Factors in equation for pressurant mass ratio.
S'UMBO Mass of propellant lost due to boiloff (lbm):
SUMDM Mass of propellant vaporized (lbm).
SUMZM Mass of pressurant required (lbm).
TC Coast phase duration (hr).
TF Engine burn duration (sec).
TI Inlet pressurant temperature (°R)
TS Saturation temperature of propellant (°R).
TW Thickness of propellant tank wall (ft).
U Internal energy of liquid propellant (Btu/lbm).
UP Internal energy of pressurant gas (Btu/lbm).
Ul Internal energy of liquid propellant used as a reference
(Btu/lbm).
U.2 Internal energy of pressurant gas used as a reference
	 a
(Btu/lbm).
VLP Velocity of liquid propellant in line (ft/sec).
VMASS Total mass of vehicle (lbm).
VT Volume of propellant tank (ft).
VU Propellant tank ullage volume in fraction of total tank
volume.
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W Mass of propellant used during engine burn (lbm).
WD Oxidizer of fuel flow rate (lbm/see).
WI Mass of propellant in tank (lbm).
WDOT Propellant flow rate (lbm/sec).
XISP Specific impulse (sec).
XM Oxidizer to fuel ratio.
XMU Propellant viscosity (lbm/ft-sec).
r XMUG Pressurant gas viscosty'(lbm/ft-sec).
XNPSP Net position suction pressure (psia).
YMI Mass of'pressurant required for each prepress (lbm).
ZMI Ideal mass of pressura.nt required for expulsion (lbm).
ZM- Mass of pressurant required for expulsion (lbm).
' ZP Pressurant compressibility factor.
r ,
r
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INTRODUCTION
A procedure has been devised for the preliminary design of pressur-
ization systems for space vehicles using cryogenic propellants on multi-
burn missions (Ref. 1). The procedure, which allows pressurization
with propellant vapor or by some inert gas such as helium or nitrogen,
is not expected to yield final design requirements but to provide a method
for rapid evaluation of proposed systems and for feasibility studies.
Because of numerous iterations use of a digital computer is required
to reduce the computation time. A computer program has been written in
basic FORTRAN language which greatly facilitates the design procedure.
A small digital computer such as the one used in the development of this
program, the SDS 930, has sufficient capability to perform the necessary
computations. Equations for thermodynamic properties of saturated
liquids and vapors and for gases have been formulated by curve fit of
graphical and tabulated data where formulae were not available.
Transient conditions are not considered in the analysis. It is assumed
that each coast period of the mission will be of sufficient duration that
equilibrium saturation conditions will be established. Stratification of
the propellant is also neglected because of the absence of gravitational
effects during coast periods and because of short duration of burn periods.
The procedure in general applies to any cryogenic propellant; ;however,
the expulsion equation (Ref. 2) was obtained by  curve fit of over 125 points
calculated using a generalized pressurization computer program (Ref. 3).
The pressurants and propellants for which the equation, is valid are listed
in Table 1. The range of variables used in the calculations are listed in
Table 2.
Caution should be exercised when using the procedure for conditions
other than those listed in Tables 1 and
TABLE 1
APPLICABLE FLUIDS
Press urant	 Propellant
H2 He
	 2'
NZ) He He
	
H22' e
	 2F2,; He
	 2
{
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TABLE 2
RANGE OF VARIABLES
Variable	 Range
Spherical Tank Diameter 	 5-30 ft
Ellipsoidal Tank Diameter	 5-30 ft
Cylindrical Tank Diameter	 4-35 ft
Wall Thickness	 0. 1-1 in.
Ratio of Pressurant Inlet Temperature	 2-15
to Propellant Saturation Temperature
Total Outflow Time	 200-500 sec.
Ambient Heat Flow	 0-10, 000 Btu/ft2-Hr.
PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
The main computer program contains all the necessary computations to -
determine the mass of pressurant required for prepress and expulsion of the
propellant.
	 The amount of propellant vaporized or condensed during coast
periods and the amount of propellant boiled off due to heat addition are also
calculated.	 The term "boiloff" is used herein to refer to propellant vented
overboard.	 Vaporized propellant remains in the tanks, 	 It is assumed that
when venting takes place only propellant vapor is vented.	 No pressurant nor a
= liquid propellant is lost.	 This tends to overestimate the loss of propellant,
if some means can be provided to prevent loss of liquid propellant, , since
- some pressurant would be included in the vent gas.
All thermodynamic properties, heat transfer coefficients, and transport
properties are computed in subroutines.
	
This facilitates updating the program
to include additional fluids and improving the equations as new data becomes
available.	 A-typical subroutine flow chart is shown in Figure2.	 At present
only oxygen, hydrogen and helium properties have been programmed.
u Properties of nitrogen and fluorine will be added later,
The main program can be broken down into seven principal divisions. 1
Output is provided at the end of each division 2 through 7.
	 A detailed a
discussion of each division follows and the flow chart is shown in Figure 1.
` 1.	 Input Data.
Input data is grouped into four catagories:
a.	 Vehicle data which contains pertinent dimensions such as tank 4is
F. diameter, tank wall thickness, etc.
b.	 Propellant and pressurant data.
c.	 Engine data such as thrust, specific impulse, etc.
. d.	 Mission data such as burn 	 heat input, and coast time.
Table 3 describes the input data in detail.
'_. 16-10
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2. Initial Coast.
During an initial coast period heat input to the propellant tanks will
cause an increase in saturation temperature and a corresponding rise in
vapor pressure. If the vapor pressure exceeds the vent pressure propellant
will boil off. This part of the program assumes that the heat input is
absorbed in vaporizing part of the propellant and by increasing the internal
energy of the liquid propellant. If the vapor pressure reaches vent pressure
before all of the heat is absorbed the remaining heat boils off propellant at
a constant pressure and at constant saturation conditions.
3. Tank Pressure Required for Expulsion.
The tank pressure required for expulsion is calculated. It is a
function of NPSP, vapor pressure, acceleration head and pipe friction losses.
There is also the option to specify tank _pressure and/or vent pressure in the
input data. If the calculated tank pressure is less than the specified tank
pressure, the pressure used for expulsion will be the specified tank pressure.
If the calculated pressure exceeds the vent pressure boil off of the propellant will
occur to reduce the saturation conditions to the point that the calculated
pressure will be below the vent pressure.
4. Prepress Pressurant Required.
If the initial pressure in the propellant tank is less than the pressure
used for expulsion, pressurant will be used to raise the pressure, This
calculation is based on an adiabatic compression of the pressurant gas and
then ,corrected by emperical constants based on' experimental data (Ref. 4).
For ullage volumes less than 20 percent the pressurant mass requirement was
increased by 50 percent, for volumes less than 40 percent but greater than
20 percent the pressurant increase was 20 percent, and 10 percent increase
for ullage volumes over 40 percent.
5. Expulsion Pressurant Required.
The equation used to calculate the mass` of pressurant required for
expulsion has already been discussed in the Introduction.
6. Pressurant Collapse After Engine Cut-Off.
At engine cut-off the propellant tanks will be closed with a mass of
high temperature pressurant gas above a cold propellant. As heat flows from
the gas to the propellant the pressure will drop; however, since the propellant'.
is at its saturation condition, the heat flow. into the propellant will vaporize
some of the propellant, tending to increase the pressure, As the vapor
pressure increases the saturation temperature increases allowing the
propellant to absorb some of the heat. An iteration scheme is used which
16-13
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allows the difference in the heat given up by the gas and that absorbed by the
propellant to be used in evaporating part of the propellant. The pressure is
calculated and compared with the vapor pressure corresponding to the
temperature. The iteration is continued until the pressure agrees with the
vapor pressure. Since a gas other than the propellant vapor may be used
'
	
	 as the pressurant, the partial pressure of the propellant vapor is the pressure
calculated and required to match the vapor pressure. Condensation of
J
	
	 propellant vapor may occur in order to establish equilibrium saturation
conditions
7. Pressure Rise Due to Heat Addition During Coast.
Even though the pressurant collapse and pressure rise due to heat
addition are occurin a at the same time they are separated here in order to
keep the computations tractable.
The procedure is the same as for the initial coast period except
that partial pressures are used to account for pressurant gases other than
propellant vapor. This computation also sets the initial pressure to be
used in steps 3 and 4. If the tank pressure rises above the vent pressure
boil off will occur.
TABLE 3
INPUT DATA CARDS
C omputer
Symbol	 Definition
Vehicle, propellant, and pressurant data.
Card l
HI (1)	 Distance from liquid-gas interface of oxidizer to engine
pump inlet (ft). May be entered as '0. 0; if not known.
This will cause acceleration pressure to be zero.
D (1)	 Diameter of oxidizer line (ft). May be entered as 0. 0
if not known. This will cause pressure drop due to
friction to be zero.
AL (1)	 Length of oxidizer line (ft). Maybe entered as 0. 0 if
D (1) 0. 0.
r
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TABLE 3 (CONTINUED)
3
Computer
Symbol
ETL (1)
TW (1)
DT (1)
Definition
Equivalent length- to diameter ratio of oxidizer line for
losses due to bends (=10. ) , valves ( =2. 5), and disconnects
(=20. ). May be entered as 0. 0 if D (1) = 0. 0.
Thickness of oxidizer tank wall (ft).
Diameter of equivalent cylindrical oxidizer tank (ft).
DT is equal to 2/3 the actual diameter for a spherical
tank.
XIT (1) Control to designate type of oxidizer tank material. 	 Use
1 for steel or 2 for aluminum. 	 Use 0 for other material
and input RHOC.	 fu
Card 2 j
I (1) Control to designate type of oxidizer. 	 Use 1 for oxygen,
5 for fluorine.	 ry
IPRS (1) Control to designate type of pressuraht. 	 Use 1 for oxygen,
3 for helium, 4 for nitrogen, 5 for fluorine.
TS (1) Saturation temperature of liquid oxidizer (OR).
VU (1) Oxidizer tank ullage volume in fraction. of total tank
volume,
TI (1) Oxidizer tank inlet pressurant temperature (OR),
VT (1) Oxidizer tank volume (ft3).
RBI (1) 'lass of oxidizer in tank (lbm).
PT (1) Oxidizer tank pressure required for expulsion (psia).
Enter as 0. 0 if tank pressure is to be determined.
RHOC (1) Product of oxidizer tank density and specific heat at inlet'
temperature TI (Btu/ft'-OR).
16-15
PVENT (1) Oxidizer tank vent pressure (psia). 	 Enter a high value
if no venting is to occur or if PT is to be determined.
Use a value slightly higher than PT if PT is specified.
Card 4, 5, and 6
Cards 4, 5, and 6 contain the same variables as cards 1, 2, and 3,
respectively. Only the subscript changes; a 2 is used to indicate reference
to the fuel system where z, 1 indicated the oxidizer system on cards 1, 2, and
'.3,
Engine and Mission Data
Card 7
XNPSP (1) Net positive suction pressure required at the engine
pump oxidizer inlet (psia). 	 g
XNPSP (2) Net positive suction pressure required at the engine 	
R
pump fuel inlet (psia).
	
3
F Engine thrust (lb).
XISP Specific impulse (sec).
XM Oxidizer to fuel mixture ratio.
VMASS Total mass of vehicle (Ibm).
Card 8, 9 etc.
TP Engine burn duration (sec). 	 Enter 0. 0 if there is an
initial coast period.
QDOT (1) Heat flux into 'oxidizer (Btu/ft2=hr).
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PROGRAM LIMITATIONS
Some limitations on the design procedure have been mentioned and
are listed in Tables 1 and 2. Further limitations on the computer program
are brought about by the method in which thermodynamic properties are
calculated in the subroutines
Five subroutines have been used because different properties are
needed in different segments of the program. Calculating only those
properties needed at a particular point in the program reduces the
computational time. Two of the subroutines, PROP and PROP 1, are for
calculating properties of the saturated liquid propellant. Two, PRESS and
PRESS 1, are for calculatin g
 properties of the pressurant gas at inlet
temperature, and one, PRESS 2, calculates properties of the pressurant
gas at the saturation temperature of the propellant.
Both oxygen and hydrogen vapor are considered to be real gases
with the compressibility factor of the saturated vapor being calculated
in subroutine PRESS 2. Helium, however, is not used near its saturation
temperature and is assumed to be a perfect gas. This introduces an
error of less than 5 percent in calculating pressurant, density except
near the hydrogen saturated vapor temperature (40 0 - 60 0R) where the
error is about 7 percent based on data from Reference 5.
The properties of oxygen were obtained from Reference 6 and were
the ories most completely documented. The properties of hydrogen and
helium were obtained from several sources (Refs. 7, 8, 9, 10 and 11)
and were generally presented in graphical form which has less accuracy
than the tabulated data of Reference 6 for oxygen, The internal energy
of hydrogen and helium were no t found in any of the references; however,
the enthalpy of hydrogen (Ref. 8) was used to calculate its internal
energy. The internal energy of helium was calculated by multiplying the
specific heat at constant volume (Ref. 9) by the temperature.
Equations for the properties of saturated 1 1.4alds and vapors were
obtained by a nonlinear curve fit program based on Article 169 of
Reference 12. The properties were expressed as functions of saturation
temperature. For gases the properties are functions, of both pressure and
temperature. In some cases the dependence on pressure i.s very weak such
as the viscosity of oxygen. In these cases the pressure dependence is
neglected and a curve fit at a pressure of 30 psia was used. The pressure
range over which the equations are valid is generally 14. 7 to 50 psia.
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uFor cases where the pressure dependence could not be neglected
the isobaric curves were assumed to be linear on a log-log plot.
This lead to an expression of the form
B
P=(TA )
where P represents a fluid property, A and B are functions of pressure,
and T is absolute temperature. A and B are assumed to be linear
functions of pressure. B is the slope of log P vs log T. Once B is
measured, A can be determined for given P and T. A plot of B vs
pressure and A vs pressure can be fitted by a straight line giving A and
B as linear functions of pressure.
Table 4 is a summary of the equations that were obtained by using
the nonlinear curve iit program. Included in the Table are the data
source reference, root mean square deviation, maximum percentage
error, the subroutine in which the equation is used, and the range of
pressure and temperature for which the equation is used, and the range
of pressure and temperature for which the equation is valid. Table 5
presents the same information; except for the root mean square
deviation, for the equations which were based on the linear assumption.'
Equations for the volumetric heat capacity of stainless steel and
aluminum tanks were also obtained by the nonlinear curve fit program with
data from Reference 13. The ratio of specific heats, GAMMA, was
consided constant for allgases. Equations for the coefficient of thermal
expansion, 0 (BETA), were derived for gaseous hydrogen and helium }used
on the defintion
P
where p is the gas density, T is temperature and sub P indicates the
derivative is taken at constant pressure.
Equations were found which were valid between the triple point and
critical point for the followings
1) Heat of vaporization for hydrogen (Ref. 9)
2) Vapor pressure for hydrogen (Ref. 10)
3) Density of saturated liquid hydrogen (Ref. 10)
4) Vapor pressure for oxygen (Ref. 6).,
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Root Mean Square % Pressure Temperature
Equation	 Reference Deviation Error Subroutine Range - psi Ran e - ()R'
1. Saturated Liquid H2	 7 .238 E-02 9% PROP Saturated Vapor 250 to 600
r	 V iscos it,r-XYU Pressure
2. Saturated LOX	 G ,778 E-03 01% PROP l0 to 50	 __ 1560 to 1870
Viscosity-LOX
3. Saturated LOX G .1429 E-02 004% PROP 10 to 50 1560 to 187o
a, Density-RHO
F	 o	 4. Saturated LOX 6 .14824 E-02 .02% 'PROP 1 10 to 50
Internal Energy-U
5. Gaseous 02 Coefficient 6 .1916 E-04 .6% PRESS 30
of Thermal Expans-
ion - Beta
6. Gaseous 02 Thermal 6 .2004 E-03 3.5% PRESS 30
Conductivity - GK
7. Gaseous H 2 Coefficients 7 A1;.549797 E-06 0% PRESS Both: 14. 7 to
to the Thermal B1:.36014 E-10 0%a 60
Conductivity - GK
8. Gaseous 0 2 Internal 6 .5555 1.6% PRESS 1 30
Energ -UPy
9. Saturated Vapor H 2	9
	
.24699E-01	 PRESS 2 Saturated Vapor200 to 600
Density-RHOP	 Pressure
10.Saturated: Vapor 02	 6	 .3801 E-03	 .001%	 PRESS 2 10 to 50	 1550 to 1900Internal Energy-UP ia
1560 to 1870
1750 to 600°
1750 to 6000
Both: 500 to
1000
1750 to 6000
TABLE 4 (Continued)
Root Mean Square % Pressure Temperature
Equation	 Reference Deviation Error Subroutine Range - psi Range - OR
11. Saturated Vapor 02 6 .38401 E-03 .001% PRESS 2 10 to 50 1550 to 1900
Internal Energy-UP
` 12. Saturated Vapor 02 6 46731 E-1.0 0%; PRESS 2 Saturated Vapor 1800 to 2700
i Compressibility Pressure
Factor - Z P
.13. Saturated Vapor H 2 8 .3756 E-06 0% PRESS 2 14. 7 to 130 350 to 55e
Internal Energy-UP
14. Helium Thermal ` 9 2522E-03 .9% PRESS 14.7 * 00 to 5000
Conductivity-GIB
15. Helium Viscosity- 9 .26126 E-01 1.3% PRESS 14. 7 * 00 to 5000r
XMUG
-N'	 16. Stainless Steel . 13 .48 (T<2000) _ 8% T 5 2000
' Volumetric Heat 81 (r >2000)_ 4% T 7 2000p. Capacity - RHOC
17. Aluminum 13 .2 (T:^- 2000) 7% T:5 2000
Volumetric Heat .16 (T.,-2000) 2. 6% T > 200°
Capacity - RHOC
18. Saturated LOX 6 .9482 4% PROP 1 Saturation Vapor 1600 to 2750
Heat or Vaporiza- Pressure
tion - ALAM
19. Gaseous 02 6 .3645 E-3 .07% PRESS 30	 * 1750 to 600°Viscosity - XMUG
20. Saturated Vapor H
,ZP
11 .35078E-02 .8% PRESS 2 Saturated Vapor 28. 80 to 540
Comer. Factor = Pressure
*Weak Function of Pressure
S(	
E
TABLE S.
SUMMARY OF EQUATIONS USING LINEAR LOG-LOG CURVE
FIT PROCEDURE
F
Max
Temperature Pressure Percent
Equation Reference Range-OR Range ps_i Error Subroutine	 Remarks
r Saturated Liquid H2 8 36. 5 0 to 450 14.7 -45 PROP 1	 Linear with TS
Internal Energy-U ?
k N	 Gaseous 0 2 6 Saturation 14.7 - 50 -4.2% PRESS
Density-RHOP to 5000 r
,a
i.	 F
Gaseous 02 6 Saturation 14.7 -50 1.7% PRESS
Specific Heat at to 600° iConst. Press - CP 1
Gaseous I1 2 7 Saturation 14.7 - 60 7% PRESSk Density- RHOP to 1000
Gaseous H 2 Specific 7 Saturation 14.7 - 60 8.5%
i
PRESS
Heat at Const. Press - to 1000
CP
Gaseous H 2 7 Saturation 14.7 -60 -2.8% PRESS
Viscosity - XMUG 0to 100
t1
I
TABLE 5 (Continued)
{
a
Max
Temperature Pressure Percent -
Equation	 Reference Range-oR Ran a si Error Subroutine	 Remarks
r i
Gaseous H2	 7 Saturation 14.7 -60 3.4 PRESS	 In this case coefficients
Thermal Conductivity to 1000 were assumed non-
- Gx linear.	 See Table 4
Gaseous H2	8 Saturation 20 - 60 PRESS 1	 Derived from Enthalpy
Internal, Energy-UP to 700
R
6
N
a
y
_I
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HOLOGRAPHIC TECHNIQUES FOR CLOUD
CHAMBER STUDIES
by
Ralph E. Oberly
Abstract
An on-board holographic system has been propos,;;d for the Space
Shuttle /Spacelab program that will be used in cloud. microphysical
research under zero-g conditions. The holographic system is to be
used to record particle size and particle position as droplets form in
a cloud chamber. This report describes work done toward mating a
holographic system to a cloud chamber as an anticipatory step toward	 j
the on -board system. Holograms have been recorded and viewed for
a static particle field inside a cloud chamber in order to determine
the effect of the chamber windows on the quality of the holographic
image. The real images from the hologram are viewed on a video
monitor after being magnified by a lens system. The overall system
magnification is determined to be about 350. Recommendations are
included for further investigations of the one- laborato ry system
_
g	 	 Y Y
using dynamic object fields. 1
I,
1
r
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INTRODUCTION
(Holography has recently received a great deal of attention in
terms of its application to physical measurement problems. Three
primary characteristics of this technique make it ideally suited for
physical measurements. The holographic technique uses coherent light
to record and reconstruct a three-dimensional image of an object field.
The three-dimensional nature of the recorded images allows the investi-
gator to record information over an extended depth of field that would be
lost using conventional optical image processing. The image formation
technique is extremely sensitive to motion in the object field. Object
motion on the order of a few tenths of a wavelength for the Light used
can be easily detected in double-exposure holographic images. Using
visible radiation, the technique can detect object motions of a few
ten-millions of a meter. In addition, holography is a nondestructive
testing technique. For moderate light power levels, the object field is
undisturbed during the image formation state. The investigator then
has the freedom to perform a series of tests on a given object field, or
to perform a single test and record a sequence of images that show how
the obiect field chances with time.
In view of the above characteristics, it has been proposed {l] 	 1,
1that the holographic technique be used to investigate particle size dis-
tribution in an atmospheric simulation cloud chamber. Specifically, it
is desirable to study the particle growth rate within the cloud chamber.
A sequence of holographic images can nondestructively record the
growth rate for a particle field of extended depth and simultaneously
record the particle motion. The information stored in this sequence of
images allows the investigator to measure, particle size,- particle size
distribution, particle growth rate, particle trajectories, particle de-
formation, and particle velocity distribution.
The cloud chamber and holographic system are proposed for
onboard use in the Space Shuttle/Spacelab program. Particle growth
can then be observed under zero-g conditions. This will. eliminate the
net vertical force component on the particles and the motion resulting
from this force. The reduced motion will allow longer observation
times for individual particles. Given a sufficiently long observation
time, experiments involving collisions, changes of state, and diffusional
growth can be performed with individual droplets Ultimately, the
information derived from these experiments should help meteorologists
to better understand atmospheric cloud ` formation.
a 17-4
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The purpose of this work is to perform investigations concerning
the mating of a holographic system to a cloud chamber and to record
particle data with this combination. The mating operation is an antici-
patory step to predict what problems could arise with the onboard flight
system. The holograms recorded in this work are to demonstrate the
capability of the system to detect and measure the size of test particles.
DESCRIPTION OF HOLOGRAPHIC PROCESS
Holography is basically a two-step process in which a three-
dimensional object field can be recorded. In the recording step of the
process two cohere:`ct wave fronts are superimposed in the same region
or space and the resulting interference pattern is recorded on a suitable
rriedium such as a photographic plate. The recorded interference
pattern contains sufficient phase and amplitude information for a com-
plete three-dimensional description of the original wave fronts, within
a limited perspective determined by the size and position of the
recording medium.
Figure 1 shows the recording arrangement for an in-line holo-
gram of an object field, For this case a single collimated beam passes
through the object field. If the p4.r•tile density in the object field is not
too dense, a portion of the incident beam traverses the object field
without scattering or attenuatirm and travels on to the photographic
plate. This part of the incident beam is called the reference beam and,
in the example shown, has a planar wave front. Some of the incident
'beam is scattered by points in the object field, as Figure 1 shows for
a'single point object. Th- light_ scattered by the point object is called
the object beam and approaches the photographic plate as -a spherical
wave front. For a rnorc. complex object field, each point that scatters
light generates its o-wn set of spherical wave fronts. The resultant
bbiect beam is then the superposition of the spherical wave fronts
arising from all scattering' points.
The theoretical treatment of the holographic process is well
y	 developed in the literature [1-4];, consequently Y only a very brief
; t:mmary will be given here. As a convenient frame of reference
j	 consider the holographic plate to be 'in the x-y plane of a coordinate
1	
system. The two beams of light approaching the holographic plate can
C	 be described by their electric field components ,E as
i
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Figure 1. In-line geometry for recording a hologram.
Y) -wt]E	 = a(x Y) ekEa(x,r	 (1)
^i ^x, Y) - wt]E	 _ b(x, Y) e l[2)o
where a(x, y) and b(x, y) are position-dependent amplitude functions,
a(x, y) and P (x, y) are position-dependent phase functions, w is the
angular frequency of the light source, and t is the time. 	 r and o refer t
to the reference and object beams', respectively.	 At each point on the
holographic plate the two vectors above would be superimposed, giving
a resultant amplitudeequal to their vector sum. 	 The intensity I in the
x-y plane is proportional to the square of the resultant amplitude (
^ I = rn(E r + Eo) (Er,,, + E o 	(3) gx
where m is the proportionality constant and the asterisk denotes a
complex conjugate operation.
	
Upon expansion and substitution, the S
-'intensity_ can be shown to have the form
i + az	 a)) + abe	 + abe-i(P	 a),I = m L(b (4) jf
where, a, b, ce, and ^3 are assumed to be real functions of x and y.	 The
photographic plate is exposed to this position-dependent intensity fora ;#
time T , giving an exposure i$
Idt	 1 7-
0
The exposure is assumed to be in the linear region of the density r;
versus log (exposure) curve for the film.
Retrieval of the holographic image constitutes the useful and
interesting step of the process. 	 The exposed plate is developed by
standard photographic procedures and replaced in the light path with
" the object field removed. 	 The intensity and distribution of the light a
transmitted by the developed photographic plate is needed for the inter- {	 x
p petation of the holographic images.' Reference 1 gives an expression
for the transmitted light when the reference beam during `
 construction 3	 s,
is virtually identical to the reconstruction beam.
	 The result is w
,w
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rf Figure 2 illustrates the side band geometry for recording the
holograms.	 The reference and object beams are separated before the
object field and travel along different paths before recombination to
r form the interference pattern at the plate. 	 In principle ':he holographic
image is recorded and reconstructed as in the in-line geometry.; The
side band geometry has the advantage of a cleaner reference beam
which would be easier to reproduce during the reconstruction step.	 In	 s
addition, the side band` geometry permits individual control over the
3Y reference and object beam intensities; 'which is important for good
contrast holographic images.	 However, the image resolution is
generally worse for the side band geometry because the object field is
sj often- located farther from'the holographic'plate. 	 The resolution is
further degraded by large angles between the reference' and object beams
as they approach the plate.	 This effectresults from the limited ability
of the photographic emulsion to resolve interference fringes of high
spatial frequency. - It is desirable to maintain a, minimum angle between
the two beams during the construction step.
Two additional theoretical concepts need to be mentioned,
although reference is again made t6 the` literature. 	 First, the droplets
suspended in a cloud chamber' will experience some motion even in a
zero-g	 environment.	 Fortunately, the velocities for large droplets
are very small compared to those for atomic and molecular particles'
r composing the atmosphere of the chamber. 	 Also, for small particle
sizes it will be necessary to magnify the particles during recording
5 and/or reconstructing the holographic image. 	 This can be done with
holographic techniques, conventional optical techniques, or a combi-
u nation of the two techniques,	 i
Object motion considerations have been reported in references
5 and 6.	 The primary concern in a cloud chamber study is that the
u interference pattern at the holographic plate not change' significantly t'during the exposure timer .
	 The interference pattern is determined
for each point on the plate by the difference in optical path lengths for	 i
° the reference and object beams.
	 If this difference is zero or a whole
number of wavelengths maximum intensity occurs at the point.
	 If the	 If
q difference is an odd integer multiple of a half wavelength minimum
-	 ..e intensity occurs.
	 If these conditions change during the exposure time
the emulsion will effectively record the average intensity.
	
A small
k , change in optical path difference would result in a slight blurring of
the holographic image.
	 This blurring increases as the change increases
until the change becomes a half wavelength for all points on the plate.
Then, a uniformly exposed plate will result with no recorded informa-
	 3?
tion' and no holographic image.
	 Consequently, it is desirable to
	 {
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fchoose the exposure time so that the maximum change in optical path
difference for all emulsion points is much less than a half wavelength.
If this change results from a droplet moving a distance d with speed
v, the condition for selecting the exposure time becomes
d = vTG< /2	 (10)
Therefore, a light source is needed that will properly expose the
photographic emulsion in a time' obtained from equation (10).
Holographic microscopy considerations have been reported in
references 3, 7, and 8. The holographic magnification has been
reported as CR,ef. 3, eq. (4-20^
R 1  	 z	
1
_	 1 1
M	 R1+ z 1 	22	 (11)
Where R 1 and >1 are the wave front ,radius and wavelength for the
reference beam, R 2 and X 2 are the corresponding values for the
s
reconstruction beam, and z l is the object plane to hologram plane
distance. The simplest -case is for reference'and reconstructionn
	
	 beams both having planar wave fronts. For this case, the radii go 	 r
to infinite values and the limiting value of equation (11) is unity,
regardless of the values for the wavelengths. and z 1 . ,Planar-wave
I fronts are used in this study as no recording,- .magnification is neces-
sary for the results reported here;
SYSTEM .DESCRIPTION
Y 9
The cloud chamber used in this study, shown in figure- 3, is a
	 t
cylinder of height 1. 1 cm and diameter 7. 5 cm, Two rectangularB	
windows are located across from each other °so that a collimated
`
	
	 light beam can enter the chamber, pass through the droplets: along ,a 	 {
diameter, and exit on the other side,; The windows are 0. 6 cm. high
and 1.3 cm wide. The cloud chamber was positioned at the object
field location when holograms were recorded.
As this siudy`was to investigate the problem of mating the
cloud chamber to the holographic system a static particle field was es
t	 established as a control situation. The static particle field consisted
r
	
	 of wires erected in a. roughly vertical orientation. The wires had a
known precision diameter of 63,. 5 microns (0. 0025 inches). Holograms
17-11
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Figure 3. A. Photograph of cloud chamber with top removed.
B. Photograph of cloud chamber and holographic
system,
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were recorded with the wires on a rigid stand without the cloud cham-
ber, and inside the chamber to demonstrate the effect of the chamber
windows and the restricted object beam size.
The holographic images are displayed on a video monitor as
shown schematically in figure 4.	 The hologram is mounted vertically
on an optical bench so that it can be rotated about a vertical axis_ 	 In
order to observe the real image from the hologram the reconstruction
beam direction is reversed relative to the reference beam direction
during the recording step.	 In this study collimated reference and
reconstructionbeams are used to provide unity, magnification for the
holographic image. 	 The lens L is used to form a magnified real
image of the real holographic imag-e.	 The second real image (formedi^ by the lens rather than directly from the hologram)` is projected onto
the face of a lensless vidicon tube which feeds the resulting signal to
a video monitor.
The two reconstruction beam directions are to accomodate
both in-line r and side band holograms.	 Rotation of the holographic plate
about a vertical axis allows for selection of the proper angle between
the reconstruction beam and the plane of the hologram. 	 This angle is
of extreme importance if optimum display of microscopic particle
is to be achieved (See ref. 9).
The holographic image is displayed with only a single thin
slice of the image field appearing in focus on the video monitor. 	 The
lens to vidicon tube distance is fixed for the formation of the second a
real image.	 Therefore, only one thin plane through the first image
field is in focus through the magnifying lens L. 	 The total holographic
image field can be scanned by sliding the holographic plate along the
optical bench, thus positioning different slices of the first image
field at the correct object point for the lens.
In order to accomodate a large depth of field in the video
display system for the side band geometry it is necessary to construct
a mounting system for a mirror to be attached to the carriage holding s °
the hologram.	 As the hologram travels along the optical bench this
mirror must maintain a constant angle between the recontruction
beam and the plane of the hologram. and it must direct the beam onto wz-
a single fixed point on the plate. 	 Figure 5 shows the optical arrange- .,
ment for this mirror.	 The double-header: arrows indicate the s;
directions of travel for the mirror and bracket that al.?ow 	 this device
5
r
z
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Figure 4. Schematic diagram of the video display system. A - in-line reconstruction beam
direction, B - side band reconstruction beam direction, P - plane of image field
satisfying condition. for lens L to forma sharp focused image on the vidicon tube
face Q, F - focal pof.nts of lens L.
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Figure 5. Optical arrangement for directing side band reconstruction
beam onto hologram.
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to accomodate different incident angles for the reconstruction beam.
The hologram travels along the optical bench in a direction that is
parallel to the light beard approaching the mirror.
DISCUSSION
The work completed is an initial investigation of the holographic
recording and display systems needed for the cloud chamber studies.
Figures 6 and '7 show holographic images of static 63. 5 micron
diameter wires that are displayed on the video monitor.;
G Figure 6 contains images of two wires that demonstrate the
depth of field effect.	 The right hand wire is in focus while the left
hand wire is out of focus as seen by the extended diffraction pattern 	 y
r around it.	 The two wires were initially separated by about one-
centimeter in the direction perpendicular to the film plane. 	 A ruler
rt pverlays the video screen and allois the system magnification to be 	 :
calculated.	 For this case the overall system magnification is about
350.	 (The lens magnification in the reconstruction system is about
r 15.) The wires in figure 6'were mounted on an open stand without the{
cloud chamber present,
a
Figure 7, shows an image for a wire located inside the cloud 	 t
chamber.
	
The point of sharp focus for this case was somewhat harder
to achieve than for the wires in figure 6.	 A possible explanation for
this difference is that light diffracted by the window apertures and
imperfections and dust on the windows contributes noise to the real
image wavefront (eq. 9). 	 This noise reduces the contrast and makes
the diffraction pattern near the wire .image harder to detect.
	
This
indicates that in the cloud chamber studies of droplets it will be
necessary to maintain the exit window in the cleanest possible condition
without condensation on its inner surface.
s
i
Figure 8 illustrates another noise component that degrades
image quality.	 This component arises during image reconstruction-
r and is 'especially prominent for in-line holograms. 	 When a wave
front of coherent light enters the thin glas's plate on the front of the
vidicon tube multiple reflections can occur within the glass plate.
The multiple reflections establish an interference pattern that is
displayed on the video screen.	 In this case the wave front is nearly
planar and the interference pattern consists of a set of concentric
rings.	 This noise component can be `reduced by placing a "dc-stop"',
or small opaque dot, at the secondary focal point of the magnifying<
t
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Figure 6. Video display of holographic images of two wires.
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Figure 7. Video display of holographic image of a wire inside
the cloud chamber.
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tFigure 8. Video display of thin film interference fringes formed
on the face of the vidicon tube.
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lens. The function of the do-stop is to absorb the strong reconstruc-
tion wave front -(eq. 8) while allowing the real image wave front to
reach the vidicon tube. The size of the do-stop is chosen with regard
to the wavelength of light and the focusing properties of the magnifying
lens.
This work has been a first step toward the development of a flight
system for cloud microphysical research. This firststep has focused
attention on several steps that should follow.
The static object field used in this study was located from 12 to 15
centimeters from the holographic plate. This distance should be
varied using objects with a wide range of sizes to establish definite
resolution capabilities for the holographic system in both the in-line
and side band geometries with the cloud chamber in place.
I . The static object field should then be replaced by a dynamic par-
ticle field consisting of the droplets forming in the chamber under
_one-g conditions. Several investigators X10 —> 153 have previously
reported work ,of this nature. Some experimentation will be necessary
to determine the optimum particle density for the droplets. If the
density becomes too large the object beam will become so diffuse that
tho image contrast and the depth of field will be degraded.
Variations in the cloud chamber geometry cr-Uld also be tried in an
attempt to minimize diffraction effects from the chamber itself, es-
pecially the chamber window apertures. Chamber windows with a
larger vertical height would reduce the scattering, but, at the same
time, ` increasing the height of the chamber increases the internal
convection currents under a one-g environment which is undesirable.
A rectangular chamber with wider windows would increase the angle
over which viewing could take place. In any chamber the exit` window
should be of good optical quality and free from condensation and other
foreign matter. The best compromise between low diffraction losses
1	 and a. wide angle of viewing at one extreme,. and minimum convection
currents at the other must be determined.
The maximum useful depth of field for the ,object field is highly'
	 y
desirable. This should be 6Ftudied as the object field to hologram
	 ^!
plane distance is varied, and as the object field density is varied.
The coherence length of the light source also needs to be considered.
The results of these studies need to be fedback for design considera-
tions on the cloud chamber size.
f
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iINTRODUCTION
The lithium bromide-water absorption refrigeration cycle has
long been viewed as a promising means of providing cooling from solar
energy [ 1 -3 ]	 It is we*ii known that this absorbent and refrigerant
combination offers the-advantages of a low absorbent volatility, which
eliminates the need for a rectifier, and a high refrigerant enthalpy
of vaporization, which reduces the amount of refrigerant require& to
produce a given; amount of cooling. In addition, this cycle offers
the important advantage for solar cooling applications of being able
to operate efficiently from the low-temperature thermal energy
provided by a flat-plate solar collector. Attendant with this
advantage, however, is the disadvantage of low absorber and condenser
temperatures, which usually necessitates the use of a; cooling tower.
Because of its appeal as a'solar cooling cycle and because of
a lack of published information'on,its performance characteristics, the
lithium bromide-water absorption process was investigated theoretically.
Both continuous and intermittent cycles were examined and will ',be
discussed separately. The primary concern was to determine the effects
of operating temperatures on the cycle performance. Also, in the case
of the continuous cycle, the effects of introducing heat exchangers
into thebasic cycle were investigated. It was intended that the
results obtained would permit a determination of the optimum operating 	 i
conditions for the lithium bromide-water refrigeration process as
a solar cooling 'cycle:
ANALYSIS OF THE CONTINUOUS ABSORPTION CYCLE
The continuous absorption system considered is shown in figure ,l
and includes the usual basic components of absorber', generator,
condenser, evaporator', pump, throttling valves, and associated piping.
In addition to these were included a'liquid heat exchanger and a
refrigerant precooler.
During operation of the system, a lithium bromide-water mixture
rich in water 'content is pumped from the absorber to the generator
where water vapor is driven off by :heat, which for a solar cooling__
cycle is provided by a flat-plate solar collector. This vapor is
subsequently condensed and expanded through a throttling valve,
resulting in a decrease in the pressure and temperature. In the
evaporator the condensed liquid vaporizes by absorbing heat from the
surroundings and, thereby, produces the desired refrigerating effect.
Meanwhile the liquid loft behind in the generator returns to the
absorber and reabsorbs the water vapor coming from the evaporator.'
The liquid heat exchanger and refrigerant'precooler are not essential
to the op6rat ion of the system but, as will be '.seen, improve its
performance.
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To simplify the analysis, it was assumed that the pump power is
negligible,	 that no heat transfer and pressure losses occur
	 in the
interconnecting piping, and that thermodynamic equilibrium is maintained
whenever two phases coexist.	 The energy and mass balance equations
appropriate for the thermodynamic analysis have been discussed else-
where [4, 53 ,	 but will	 be-repeated here for the sake of completeness.
Applying the First Law to a control volume surrounding each component
of the system and assuming steady-state steady-fl-ow conditions with
a refrigerant mass flow rate of unity,
	 the following equations
result, where the numerical subscripts refer to the state locations
shown	 in figure It
qE	 =	 h3 - h4	(l)
qA 	=	 mP h6 '- h5 -	 (mp -1,)	 h12	 (2)
qG	 h9 + (mp	 1)	 hlp - mph8	 (3) 1
q C	 -	 h	 h9	 (4)
h2	 =	 h3	 (5) s
hil	 h12	 (6) 3
h2 - h l 	=	 h4 - h5	 (7)
j
(mp	-	 l) ( h I 1. '	 h 1;0)	 mp	 (h7 `-	 h$)	 ($)
Similarly,	 a mass balance requires
	 the following:
X10
m	
_P 	
(9)
X8 - Xlp i
Finally,	 using the usual
	 definition for heat exchanger effective-
ness,	 the following equations result: -'
i
E	 T5_TE
PC	 r
(10)f TC _ TE
=	 TG	 T11
HE
TG	 TA
It should be noted that equations
	 (10) and	 (11) were formulated assuming
the heat capacity flow rates of the streams leaving the absorber;'and
i condenser are greater than those leaving the generator and evap..%rator,
respectively,.
a i
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From the above equations., a complete thermodynamic analysis can be
obtained for a given set of operating temperatures and heat exchanser.
efficiencies, provided the required enthalpy and concentration val ues
are available. For hand calculations such values have been provided
by Ellington et a]. [4] and Keenan et al [ 6 J. However, to avoid
the time consuming process inherent in such calculations, the
present thermodynamic analyses were performed using a digital computer
supplied with polynomials ,fitted to the thermodynamic data mentioned
above along with that provided by Pennington [7].
l	 EFFECTS OF OPERATING TEMPERATURES
As discussed earlier, one of the primary purposes of the analysis
was to determine the effects of varying the absorber, generator, con-
denser, and evaporator temperatures. A typical set of results is
shown in figure 2 where the coefficient of performance, or more simply
the C.O.P., defined as q E/q G ,	 is given as a function, of generator
temperature for an evaporator temperature of 40 0F., an absorber
temperature of 90O F., and condenser temperatures ranging from 80O F to
'	 1100F. For each case the e-ffectiveness -of the liquid heat exchanger
1
was 0.9 and that of the refrigerant-precooler was tak k n to be zero,
which is equivalent to having no precooler present.
Several	 important characteristics of the cycle are apparent	 in
figure 2.	 First,	 for given absorber, condenser,	 and evaporator
temperatures no refrigeration occurs unless the generator 	 is operated
above some "cut-off" temperature. 	 40wever, for generator temperatures
above that value,	 the coefficient of performance rapidly	 increases
to a maximum value and then slowly decreases with increasing generator
temperature.	 Physically, the cut-off temperature corresponds to
the saturation temperature of the mixture entering the generator.
Unless the generator temperature is above this value, no refrigerant
vapor	 is driven from the solution and, 	 thus, no refrigeration can occur.
A second characteristic observed 	 is that the cut-off temperature
increases with	 increasing condenser	 temperature.	 This	 is easily
explained when	 it	 is recalled that the saturation temperature of the
solution entering the generator depends on the concentration of the
solution and the vapor pressure above it. , Since the latter	 is
determined by the condenser temperature, 	 the higher this value
u the higher the cut-off temperature. 	 An	 interesting feature of the
x variation of the cut-off temperature with condenser temperature is
the fact that the variation 	 is almost linear with a'given change	 in
the condenser temperature resulting in an almost 	 identical 	 change
in the cut-off temperature.
A third characteristic apparent from figure 2 is that the higher
the condenser temperature the lower the coefficient of performance
for a particular generator temperature.	 This effect is presumably
due to the fact that the greater the temperature difference between
the condenser and evaporator, the greater the energy required to "pump"
i heat from the region surrounding the eva orator to that surroundingg	 g	 p	 9
the condenser.
These three characteristics are not unique to the lithium
bromide-water continuous absorption cycle for a nearly	 identical
we behavior has been reported for the water-ammonia continuous absorption
cycle C8,. 9 1
Similar results are shown 	 in figure 3 for absorber temperatures
rang,i,ng from 700 F. ,to 1000 F.	 An	 increase in the absorber temperature
is seen to result	 in an	 increase	 in,the generator cut-off temperature
and a decrease in the coefficient of performance. 	 The first effect
occurs because asthe absorber temperature rises, so does the con-
centration of the ,solution entering the generator and the saturation
temperature of that solution.	 The second effect is best explained by
viewing the absorption cycle as a heat engine driving a compression
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Effects of Generator and Absorber Temperatures.
A
on the Coefficient of Performance
refrigerator' as discussed by	 Ellington-et al. E4 1 .	 in such a
representation the absorber temperature is the temperature at which
the heat engine rejects energy.. 	 Thus, the higher the absorber
temperature,, the.lower the efficiency of the engine and the lower
the coefficient of performance of the cycle as a whole.
Finally, from figure 4 we find that an	 increase in the evaporator
temperature results	 in a decrease in the cut-off-temperature and an
increase in the coefficient of performance. 	 The first effect	 is
due to the fact that a low evaporator temperature produces a low vapor l
pressure above the solution	 in the absorber which, 	 in ,turn,	 requires °g
a low concentration of lithium bromide to maintain equilibrium. 	 The
second effect occurs for the same reason as the condenser temperatures
effect on the performance. i
LFFECTS OF HEAT EXCHANGER AND PRECOOLER EFFICIENCIES
Within the liquid heat exchanger there is a_concurrent heating of
the stream entering the generator and cooling of that entering the
absorber.
	
Consequently,	 the addition of a I` iquid heat exchanger to the
t
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basic cycle reduces the heat required by the generator and that which
must be removed from the absorber. 	 Both effects are beneficial, but
the former	 i5 of prime concern since it implies an increase in the
coefficient of performance.
The influence of the liquid heat exchanger is shown	 in figure
wKere the coefficient of performance is pio ted as a function of
generator temperature for effectiveness v« fiues ranging from zero
to unity, corresponding to no heat exchanger whatsoever and an ideal
exchanger,	 respectively.	 Three: effects are immediately evident
from the figure.	 First,	 the higher the effectiveness the higher the
coefficient of performance. 	 This	 is to be expected since it is the
very reason for including the heat exchanger. 	 Second, the generator
cut-off temperature is independent of the heat exchanger effectiveness.
This, too,	 is to be expected since the cut-off temperature depends
onily'on the concentration of the solution entering the generator and
the vapor pressure above that solution, and neither of these factors
depends on the heat exchanger.	 Third, the more effective the heat
exchanger, the faster the coefficient of performance. rises to its
maximum value.	 Stated another way, the more effective the heat
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Effectiveness on the Coeffi c ient of Performance
exchanger the closer the generator can operate to its cut-off -
temperature and still maintain satisfactory cycle performance. 3
Within the precooler the warm liquid refrigerant leaving the
condenser is cooled by the vapor leaving the evaporator.
	 Consequently,
less refrigerant must evaporate adiabatically to cool	 the remaining
li quid p 	 p	 y	 tur n, 	 implies	 that
moreiquid hrefri erantr`iseavaiIable.toTabsorbn heatq	 g	 from the surround-
ings.	 However, since only a small
	 frac t ion of the refrigerant "flashes"
' upon expanding through the throttling value in any case, 	 the addition
of a precooler should not result
	 in a dramatic -increase	 in the coefficient
Ar of performance.'	 That such an increase does not	 indeed occur
	
is shown
in figure 6 where two extreme cases for the precooler are considered..
t The upper curve represents an -ideal precooler,,while the lower curve
representsa cycle with no precooler-present.
	 There is clearly so i
'i little difference between the two that it	 is doubtful whether a pre-
<. cooler could ever be justified economically even for a solar cooling
system where every improvement in the coefficient of performance means
a reduction
.
in the size of the relatively expensive solar collector.
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COMBINED EFFECTS
Certainly more important than any of the individual 	 effects
discussed above are the combined effects of low absorber and condenser
temperatures',	 high evaporator temperature,
	 and a highly effective
heat exchanger.	 An example of these combined effects is provided by
figure 7 where ',two sets of operating conditions are represented. 	 The
advantages of the case represented by the upper curve are at least
threefold for solar cooling applications.	 First,	 the maximum
coefficient of performance is over 10 percent higher.
	
Second, the
solar collector supplying the energy to the generator could
operate approximately 50 degrees cooler, resulting in an
	 improvement
on the order of 20 percent
	 in	 its collection efficiency. 	 Third,
by operating at this	 lower temperature, 	 the collector could supply
useful energy for a longer period each day.
	 Combined,	 these effects
could result	 in a significant decrease in the size of the collector
and hence in the overall cost of-the solar cooling system.
i
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DESCRIPTION OF THE INTERMITTENT ABSORPTION CYCLE
Because of the intermittent nature of solar energy, intermittent 	 i
absorption cycles have long been considered as logical approaches
to solar-cooling systems [10 	 15 ]. In figure 8, the two phases
of an intermittent absorption cycle are shown. During regeneration
heat added to the absorbent-refrigerant solution contained in the gen
erator:drives off refrigerant vapor which is subsequently condensed
in the condenser. During the refrigeration phase, the condenser
becomes an evaporator, and the condensate vaporizes by absorbing
heat from the region to be cooled and is reabsorbed by the original
solution in the generator, which becomes the absorber.
Absorbent-refrigerant combinations which have been examined
for solar cooling applications include water-ammonia 10 - 14
glycol ether Freon 21 [11,  12 ] 	 lithium  nitrate ammonia [ 13]-, and
sodium thiocyanate-ammonia [15]. The combination of lithium bromide
and water, although used L extensively for continuous absorption cycles,
appears to have been ignored as an intermittent cycle possibility.
,^	 a
,^	
I1
s1
t
fi
INTERMITTENT CYCLE ANALYSES
The thermodynamic cycle considered is represented by the solid
r line in figure 9 where the generator temperature is plotted versus
the lithium bromide weight percent. 	 Regeneration begins at 1 as heat
is added to the generator contents. 	 At 2, sufficient heating has
occurred;to make the vapor pressure of the ,solution equal	 to the
saturation pressure of water at the condenser temperature. 	 Consequently, l
water vapor begins leaving the generator and continues to do so
until	 the heating stops at 3. 	 The generator, which now becomes
the absorber,	 begins to cool,	 thereby	 initiating the refrigeration
phase.	 A small portion of the condensate vaporizes by absorbing ,
heat from the remaining water which cools the latter to the desired
evaporation temperature.	 The absorber contents, now at 4, continue
to cool while - the water in the evaporator vaporizes and is reabsorbed. s
` As the last of the condensate disappears, 	 the evaporator temperature
rises to the	 i'in	 c:^;	 condenser temperature and the solution	 in the t
Y generator-absorber returns to`.1 	 to 'begin the cycle anew. 	 From 3
figure 9 we see that if the generator temperature gets too high,
crystal	 formation will occur during the cooling from 3-to 4.	 This
ocourseundesirable.condition.	 i s	 f a
The coefficient of performance for the intermittent cycle is 1
defined as the ratio of the energy absorbed from the surroundings
by the refrigerant during refrigeration, to that absorbed by the
generator contents during regeneration.; Sargent and Beckman [15] have
bshown that this ratio is approximately given 	 y'
3
3
r +	 h9 dmg)	 (12)C.O.P.	 =	 W4 h fg /	 (
 m3 hml hl k3J
where the numerical subscripts refer to the states designated in
figure 9.	 In terms of solution concentration, 	 this may` - be rewritten-as
(l - x /x4) h f
r g
C.O.P.	 =	 xlh	 3	 03)
.^	
3	
dx zhl	 ml	 hgx	 x23
Equation	 (13) was evaluated for a number of operating temperatures
1 using a digital computer and the polynom..ial approximations discussed
earlier for the thermodynamic properties.
EFFECTS OF OPERATING TEMPERATURES
The effects of operating temperatures are shown in figures 10 - 12
t'
where the coefficient of performance is plotted as a function of the
ij
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x
final, or highest,	 generator temperature for various condenser,
evaporator,.and	 initial	 generator temperatures,,.respectively.	 The
curves obviously show strong resemblances to those discussed earlier
for the continuous cycle.	 This, of course, should not be
surprising since the physical 	 processes occurring	 in the continuous ?
and	 intermittent cycles are	 identical.
The most obvious	 feature	 in figures	 10 -	 12; is that for given
condenser, evaporator,	 and	 initial	 generator temperatures there
is a minimum final	 generator temperaturewhich results 	 in some cooling.
Physically,	 this temperatureis the temperature at which the vapor
pressure of the original	 solution equals the saturation pressure
' of water at the condenser temperature. 	 Thus, unless the final
generator temperature exceeds this value, no vapor 	 is driven from	 i
the solution and no refrigeration occurs.
Also,
	 from figures	 10 - 12 we find that increases 	 in the condenser
and	 initial
	
generator temperatures and decreases	 in the evaporator
t; temperature lead to increases 	 in this minimum final 	 generator temper-
; ature and to decreases 	 in the coefficient of performance.
	 Thus, for
i
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solar cooling applications desirable features include low condenser
and initial generator temperatures and a high evaporator temperature.
The advantages of such operating temperatures are the same as
those discussed for the^continuous cycle.
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Both the continuous and the intermittent lithium bromide-water
absorption refrigeration cycles ap'pear well suited for solar cooling
systems. For both cycles the coefficient of performance is higher
and the generator temperature lower than for other absorbent-
refrigerant combinations considered in the past for solar applications.
Operating temperatures have a strong effect on the size of the
solar collector.required for ei'ther cycle. The lower the condenser,
absorber, and initial generator temperatures and the higher the
evaporator temperature, the smaller the collector area,
For , the continuous cycle, a liquid ,, heat-exchanger can enhance
the performance considerably, but little is to be gained by including
a refrigerant precooler.
Comparing the two cycles one finds that the continuous cycle
offers , a higher coefficient of performance in general while the
intermittent cycle offers a lower average generator temperature,^	 jI
Thus, for solar applications it is not immediately apparent which
of the two offers the greater cooling capacity for a given solar
collector area. For this reason, it is recommended that an analysis
be performed for an entire solar cooling system to determine the
relative merits of the continuous and intermittent cycles. In addition
to.the refrigeration cycle, the analysis should include the solar
collector and possibly energy storage devices.
Finally, experiments should be undertaken to determine the
validity of the theoretical analyses.performed in the present study.
18-18
INOMENCLATURE
h	 = enthalpy
h enthalpy of vaporization of refrigerant
fg
m	 _ mass of saturated refrigerant vapor leaving
=	 9 generator during regeneration
m- ratio of pump mass flow rate to evaporator mass
P flow rate
q	 = heat transfer per unit mass of refrigerant
Q	 _ total	 heat transfer
T	 _ temperature
W	 _ ;refrigerant mass
x weight fraction of lithium bromide
l
E	 _" effectiveness
Subscri pts :
A	 = absorber
s
C	 _ condenser
E.	 = evaporator
9	 _ saturated vapor
s	 ^
G	 = generator
i
Gi	 = initial	 generator condition
1
HE	 _ liquid heat exchanger
PC	 = refrigerant precooler
^ 3
rt
{
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ABSTRACT
NUMERICAL ANALYSIS OF A TWO-DIMENSIONAL
THERMAL CAPACITOR ELEMENT
by
D.	 R.	 Pitts
The present study is a continuation of a parametric numerical study
of the transient thermal 	 response of a single cell of a phase change
material	 (PCM) -	 type thermal	 capacitor.	 The model	 for the basic
study consists of abase plate, 	 two vertical walls, and a cap plate
forming a-two-dimensional 	 cavity filled with phase change material.
Approximately 300 different combinations of capacitor cell physical
dimensions and heat fluxes are	 included	 in the two-dimensional	 study.
Major results of this	 numerical	 investigation	 include:	 (1)	 the
transient overall	 temperature difference required to maintain a con-
stant heat flux, and 	 (2)	 the value of this	 temperature difference at
the point in time when all 	 phase change material 	 has just melted.
Several	 other factors of interest, 	 including the melt fraction as a
function of time and the transient location of the phase change
front, are readily obtainable with the computer progre,n used.
A significant contribution of the current effort	 is the comparison
of a one-dimensional model, with properties modified to simulate a
two-dimensional 	 design, with the results of the two-dimensional	 study.
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NOMENCLATURE
A area perpendicular to 'heat flux
C nodal	 thermal	 capacitance, dimensionless
C nodal	 thermal	 capacitance, dimensional
cp specific heat
thermal conductance, dimensional
_	 GH horizontal conductance,, dimensionless
GH- horizontal conductance,, dimensional
' GV vertical	 conductance, dimensionless
H cell	 PCM or	 fin	 height
h f latent heat of fusion
h
TR latent heat of so lid-to-solid transition
nodal
	 designation
	 integer, figure 4
J nodal
	 designation integer,
	 Figure 4
a
k thermal	 conductivity of metal
kW thermal	 conductivity of phase change material
M number of horizontal nodes of PCM,
	 Figure 4
N number of vertical	 nodes of PCM,
	 Figure 4
PCM phase change material
Rl R2 R3	 dimensionless ratios defined in text
R4 R5 R6	 dimensionless	 ratios defined	 in text
R7 R8 dimensionless	 ratios defined	 in	 text,
. Sl base plate thickenss, 	 top plate thickness
{
S2 fin thickness
5
1
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NOMENCLATURE
Cont inued)
T temperature
T' future temperature (after) time 'step)
L
T1 present temperature
T2- future temperature (after time step)
t time
ti
W I_ cell	 PCM half-width
aq
x spatial coordinate
y spatial	 coordinate
aj thermal
	
diffusivity of metal' 3
otw thermal diffusivity of PCM
P' density of metal
i	 a
i
Pw density of PCM
Subscripts x
a,	 b,	 c,	 d, a	 nodal designations,	 Figure 3
n denotes a general node f
w denotes PCM (or wax) property
tx r 	 _.
1
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x
5
t
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c
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y
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INTRODUCTION r
The ability of a phase change material	 to absorb or liberate a :.
large quantity of thermal energy without significant temperature change
is a very	 important principle in the design of thermal control
	 and.
protection devices for spacecraft. 	 The study of devices and systems
_utilizing the phase change phenomenon has been ongoing at Marshall
Space Flight Center for several years, originating with the need for
passive thermal control and protection of several devices associated
with the Apollo program.
	 The need for design knowledge was further
accentuated by the usage of a large number of phase change material
(PCM)_ capacitors on Skylab.
Successful applications of PCM capacitors on the Apollo program
included the use of paraffin-type units
	 for	 the wheel
	 drive control
electronics	 (DCE) and	 the navigational
	 signal
	 processing unit
	 (SPU)
	 of
the ,Lunar Roving Vehicle
	 (LRV)	 of Apollo flights	 15,	 16,	 and	 17.	 These -
capacitors were used to 'absorb waste energy and thereby -keep
temperature excursions below allowable maximum levels during_LRV
sorties.	 Following each sortie,	 thermal
	 radiators were deployed to
allow dissipation of the thermal energy
	 in the capacitors and con-
sequent
	 resolidification of the paraffin material.
	 This,	 of course,
readied	 the capacitor for the next sortie-. 4
i
Sixteen PCM thermal
	 capacitors were
	 included	 in various systems
aboard Skylab	 I.	 Five of these were incorporated
	 in the two
environmental	 control
	 cooling systems and were intended for thermal 1g
control of liquid temperatures.
	 The remainder of the units aboard
Skylab	 I were directly mounted to metallic trays which were used to
store samples of human waste while being transported back to earth.
A cross-sectional
	 view of a	 typical	 thermal
	 capacitor used
	 in
manned space
	 flight vehicles	 is shown
	
in figure
	 1.	 This consists of
a metallic container
	 filled with a phase change material.
	 Most suitable,
PCM's	 have very low thermal	 conductivity,	 and hence,	 it	 is usually
-necessary to provide a "filler'' to 'enhance the heat transfer rate
	 into
the capacitor.
	 Common designs -include straight parallel `
 metallic fins
and honeycomb material.	 The case of parallel
	 fins	 results	 in a
transient two-dimensional
	 thermal
	 analysis problem,
	 whereas	 the honey-
comb design
	 requires a	 three-dimensional
	 analysis.	 (This	 latter design
could_ perhaps be modeled,	 although not exactly,	 by 'a two-dimensional,
cylindrical
	
cell	 approximation.)
u The overall	 design problem: for a given PCM application	 involves
(i)	 selection of suitable material(s)
	 for	 the container and
filler:
(ii)	 selection of an appropriate PCM
T- 19-5
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Figure 1. Cross--Section of a Typical PCM Thermal Capacitor
{
(iii)	 determination of the filler material 	 (fin,	 honeycomb,
etc.)	 des ign,
	
and
(iv)	 sizing the device to accomplish 	 its	 intended purpose,
Hale,	 et al.,	 [ ]	 and Humphries [2)	 ,	 consider the first two of
the above, with emphasis upon properties of the phase change material. i
Reference	 l	 considers the use of aluminum,	 titanium,	 and stainless
steel	 for	 the container and 	 filler material. 	 Reference 2'summarizes
the properties of approximately twenty paraffins that could be used
in thermal	 capacitors for space applications. 	 References	 1	 and .6
consider the problem of volume change accompanying phase change; the
latter of these references considers; the resulting stress problem,
The overall size of a capacitor 	 is easily determined for a specific 1
service	 following completion	 of	 items	 (i),	 (ii),	 and	 (iii).
The most difficult part of . the :des ign	 is	 item	 (iii)	 With_
reference : to figure 1	 it	 is quite obvious 	 that the rate of energy
absorption,	 for example,	 is closely related to fin spacing, 	 fin '{
thickness,	 etc,,	 for a given temperature potential	 for heat transfer.
.	 The fin-(or filler material) design can only be based upon an accurate
transient thermal	 analysis, or experimental	 data.
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OBJECTIVES
The present study is a continuation of a long range effort to
provide parametric results using numerical analyses which, in turn,
will permit expeditious filler element design of two-dimensional PCM-
type capacitors. To accomplish this, the primary objective was to
obtain results for 300 specific cases; these were defined prior to
the beginning of the present summer program by the NASA research
counterpart.
A secondary objective was to investigate  the suitability of _a
one-dimensional, analysis for predicting the performance of a two-
dimensional capacitor element,.
LITERATURE REVIEW
1
	
	 Efforts directed toward analysis of phase change thermal control
devices include, among others, the general study by Hale, Hoover, and
O'Neill	 [1]	 the extensive work of Humphries [2] , the numerical
studies pertaining to a single cell by Griggs [3] and Pitts [4]
the further experimental and numerical investigation of Griggs [51
the continuing analytical efforts of Bailey and his co-workers [6)
and the experimental and numerical investigation of Abhat and Groll [7]
The analysis of reference 1' assumes a linear temperature gradient and	 a
a-one-dimensional` model within the capacitor to carry out a parametric
study resulting in estimates of fin thickness-to-PCM material thickness,
etc.-, for application purposes. The two-dimensional analysis of
reference 2 utilizes experimental fin temperature gradients, as
does that of reference 3. The numerical `
 study of reference 5 includes
determination of the fin temperature distribution as a part of a
two-dimensional analysis, while reference 4 outlines the non-
dimensionalization of the-two-dimensional cell and begins the parametric
study. Reference ,6 reports an analytical technique for predicting,
outlet fluid temperatures for a coolant-PCM thermal capacitor heat`
exchanger, Reference 7 employs the Chrysler-Sinda lumped capacity
network and a semi-one-dimensional approach in a numerical study
which predicts the thermal performance of a PCM device. In this
last work, results were obtained for three configurations, i.e., no
y
	
	 filler, aluminum fins, and aluminum honeycomb; and these are compared
with experimental results.
i,
The ;present study is part of an,effort to furnish a wide range
of parametric results for a two-dimensional capacitor utilizing
straight rectangular aluminum fins extending from the base plate
to the top or cap plate. This design was chosen for geometric
simplicity and because it represents some of the designs used in
NASA" programs. A secondary objective of the current work is the
1
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the dominant heat transfer mode within the cell 	 is pure conduction.
The appropriate differential equations and their non-d imensionalization
are presented	 in reference 4.	 For the class of problem with a constant
heat transfer rate into the capacitors the dimensionless ratios
obtained are
Geometric:	 RI	 _	 H/W
R2	 H/Sl
R3 	 W/S2
Material Properties; 	 R4	 =	 k/kw
R5	 =	 a/aw
R6	 =	 h f/cpwTmel t
R7 	 'hf/hTR
Thermal.'Load.ing:
	 R8
	 q"H/kwTmelt
Here the ratio R7 	is	 included since some paraffin materials' undergo
transition prior to regular fusion or melting.	 An example	 is n-eicosane.
Finite Difference>Formulation	 -
The transient, two-dimensional conduction equation appropriate
for the ,present problem is
k	
—y2 -	pax= 	aat
The numerical	 formulation	 is obtained by replacing the derivatives 	 in
equation	 (l)	 with finite-difference approximations. 	 In	 the present
work,,	 the implicit	 (backward)	 representation of the time derivative
is used.	 For	 the general	 nodal	 model of figure 3, a Taylor's series
expansion approach to obtain finite difference express-ions for each F
derivative	 iin equation (1)	 results	 in	 (see,	 for example,	 Chapman [87
	 ) ti
^Te- 2TatT,^
	
r
.2Ta +T,^^CD	 Y)z ( Td A
at t.
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General Node
i
This expression relates the future temperature at point a, 	 Ta',
to the present temperature at point a 	 Ta,_and the future temperatures
of the four surrounding nodal points. 	 Since the future temperatures
of the surrounding nodal points are unknown at-the start of a time
step,	 it	 is necessary to perform a simultaneous solution of a set of
equations,	 containing one like equat.ion 	 (2)	 for each _nodal _point _in'
the temperature field,	 for each time step.	 Common mathematical
methods	 for accomplishing this are matrix	 inversion or Gaussian j
elimination.	 The	 latter	 is usually preferable for thermal 	 analyses
according to Bayley,	 et al.,,	 [9]	 ;'and	 is	 the method employed herein.
Grid Designation
a
The numerical	 analyses	 require	 .an appropropriate'sub-division
of the region of interest	 into a clearly defined grid network embodying
nodal	 point identification.	 The scheme for nodal 	 designation used	 in
thepresent work	 is presented	 in 'figure 4. "'Since the accuracy of any
numerical	 analysis depends somewhat upon the grid size,	 the present l
scheme was selected to permit flexibility for 	 increasing or decreasing
the number of nodes 	 in accordance with the dictates of shape. 	 Briefly
summarizing,	 there are M x N PCM nodes; al l , J = t nodes are	 in the 1
base plate,	 all	 J = N +2 nodes are	 in the cap plate,	 and all	 I =	 1 -'
nodes,	 for J greater than 	 ]-and	 less	 than N + 2,	 are in the fin.	 The
numbers of nodes	 in the base, cap, and fin are directly related to the
PCM sub-division.
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Figure 4. Nodal Grid Designation Scheme
Returning to equation (2), this can be rewritten as
kA. ,, r b	 d 1 
+ 
kAac ^T^ - T; , .t. kAed^ T'- TTox	 T-' 1	 [^x	 o	 dY
(3)
+ kQAae (Te - T.) = C.( T ,-t:--)
where, for example, Al b is the area for conduction normal to a line
connecting nodes a an^ b; thus, Aab = Ay (1) for unit depth. Ca is
the product of mass associated with node a and its specific heat,
so r, = pY,L"	 cp^ .
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More generally for nodal point 'a surrounded by n other nodal
points,	 the
	
implicit formulation 	 is according to reference 8.
T,;	 Ta	 + At	 Gin (-1-^^ - Ta )
n	 Gi
-—
a
(4)
where
	
Gan _ kAan	 (5)0 an
an being &x or Ay as appropriate, and
9
C al
 - 
V 4 CO 	 (6)
The	 Gan used here is the conductance, which is merelythe reciprocal
of the conductive resistance used	 in reference 8.	 The term	 qa	 is
the rate of thermal energy
	
input to nodal point a by means other
x than conduction from adjacent nodes,	 e.g.,	 this could be the input
heat flux for a node along a boundary having heat transfer, or
	 it
could represent internal conversion of matter or energy to thermal
energy (heat) .
	
For the present problem, qa anises only at the base
i plate nodes where there 	 is a thermal	 energy flux	 (input).	 i
To implement a parametric study, 	 it	 is convenient to formulate
the set of nodal 	 equationsin non-dimensional	 form.	 Consequently,
equation (4)	 is	 written	 in non-dimensional 	 form for each nodal	 point
of figure 4.	 To effect this, all
	
temperatures
	 are	 non-dimensional ized
by dividing by the PCM melt temperature, Tmelt•	 The time	 increment
i5	 non-dimensionalized by multiplying by W /at 	 ,	 the conductances
are formulated_ in terms	 of the previously listed dimensionless ratios,
and the capacitances are non-dimensionalized by division by the
capacitance of a PCM node.	 In this manner,
	
a typical	 nodal
i, equation becomes	 rt
`T'2 
(1, ^) = T1(1, ) — , DT	 GH (I J)[T2(i-1,i) --rzo,i)C(I,J)
' + GN (1+1,J) (Tzo+1,J) --T2(I,J) 	 (7)
+ GV 0 J) 1T2(11J -1)- T2_0,J)]
+ GV(IJt1)[T2(I,J+1) — T2^I,J)]
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where qa has been omitted since
	 it	 is zero for all	 but
the base plate nodes, (This	 is, of course,	 included	 in the base
plate nodalequations used-in the numerical
	 program.)	 Here
T2(I,J)	 = future dimensionless temperature of node (I,J)
Tl(1,J)	 = present dimensionless temperature of node (1,J)
DT	 = dimensionless time increment,	 ( At)H2/at
GH(I,J) dimensionless conductance between nodes
(1-1,J)`and	 (I,J),	 see	 figure 5
GV(1,J) dimensionless conductance between nodes
(1,J-1)	 and	 (I,J),	 see	 figure
>a
k
i
a
i
d
(1. J+l)
GV(1+1, J)
(I-1. J) 0+1	 J)
w GH(I, J) GH(1+1, J)
GV(I, J)
(1 , J-1)
t ,:
r
Figure 5. Conductance Designations
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As a specific example of a dimensionless conductance, consider
the horizontal conductance between the fin and the lower left-hand
corner PCM node.	 With reference to f igures 4 and 5, application of
Fourier's law yields a dimensional	 conductance
G I-^ (2 ,2)	 = 4 k BS	 2 k B^ (8)l	 w
where B is the depth 	 Ord dimension).	 Non-dimensionalizing by
dividing by a wax node-to-wax node conductance,	 kwBS/S,	 this can be
expressed as
G H (2, 2)	 -	 2	 (9)
1 + M/2 R3 R4
Similarly,	 a typical	 vertical	 conductance,	 say that from a base
plate node to an adjacent PCM node, 	 is
IM/ z a
As an example of a capacitance, consider a base plate node for
2, say node	 (2,1) .	 Then by use of the dimensionless 	 ratios
Cr v l2 ' 1)
(?W
	 MRi R4 	 ( 1 1)	 icpW 5 B
P 	 /	 RZ Rs
which after non-dimensionalization 	 (i.e.,	 division by a PCM nodal
capacitance)
	
is simply
C (2, 1)	 =	 M R^ R 4,R2 RS	 ( 1 2)
x
In like manner, all conductances and capacitances were formed and non-
dimensionalized,,and these are given
	 in the computer program listing
of Appendix A.
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The computer program in simplified flow diagram form is shown
in figure 6.	 The program constructs -a square matrix of nodal equations,
one for each rode.	 The set of simultaneous,	 linear algebraic equations
is then solved by the Gauss-Doolittle elimination technique using the
BANSOL algorithm.
	 For details of the method, see, for example,
Segui
	 [10] a
PARAMETRIC STUDY
The numerical
	
model
	 iscapable of considering a wide combination
of materials and run conditions,
	 so long as	 (i)	 the problem
	
is 8
two-dimensional and	 (ii)	 the energy
	
input
	
is a-constant heat flux
at the base.
	 Under these two general conditions, one may employ a
wide combination of geometric design ratios
	 (R1, R2,	 and 113)
	 and
various combinations of material
	 property ratios
	 (R4 ,	 R5 ,	 R6, and 117)
for suitably selected values of thermal
	 loading	 (Rg).	 Clearly,
however, with this number of variables the total number- of run condition
combinations	 is extremely large.
	 It was decided to consider
only those conditions of possible future use
	 in space flight applica-
tions.	 Further,- the following conditions were to be employed for all
runs. i
•	 All	 runs begin at the melting temperature of the phase
change material,
	 but with latent'energy of the PCM a
at zero.
•	 A typical
	 aluminum material with
k = 93 Btu/hr-ft-OF.
P = 169 lbm/'ft3
Cp = 0.21
	 Btu/1bm-OF.
is used for the base and top plates, as well as for the
fins.
a
•	 A typical	 paraffin material with
kw	 =	 0.087 Btu/hr-ft-OR
Pw	 =	 50.0' l bm/ft'
CPw =	 0.50 Btu/1b-OR
h f
	=	 100 Btu/lb m 1
Tmelt = 5250R
4
is used as the PCM.
•	 As a consequence of beginning runs at Tmelt,	 R7	is not
used	 in the program.
_s
1
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iSTART
INPUT DIMENSIONLESS
RATIOS, MATRIX SIZE, IS TIME	 NO
TIME STEP, ETC. EQUAL TO SETPRINT TIME?
YES
INITIALIZE
VARIABLES WRITE TIME, TRISE,
ENERGIES, RATIO, ETC.
CALC CAPACITANCES,
HORIZONTAL AHD
VERTICAL CONDUCTANCES NO IS ALL PCM
MELTED?
YES
CALCULATE ALL NODAL
TEMPERATURES;
(SUBROUTINE BAHSOL)
WRITE TIME, TRISE,
ENERGIES, RATIO, ETC.
CALCULATE FRACTION
SOLID FOR ALL PCM NODES
END
Figure 6.	 Computer Program Flow Diagram	 # '.
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1This	 leaves the fin thickness, wax width,	 cell	 height,	 base and cap
thicknesses, and heat flux at the base as variable run parameters.
t was dec ided to f;x the base th i ckness 	 (one va 1 ue) and to use
five	 (5)	 wax widths,	 five	 (5)	 cell	 heights,	 three	 (3)	 'fin
thicknesses, and four 	 (4)	 heat	 input rates.
The values used are
•	 base th i ckness,	 Sl	
_	
0.025	 in.
•	 wax width,	 2W	 _	 0.1,	 0.2,	 0.4,	 0.8,	 1.6	 in.
•	 cell	 height,	 H_	 _	 0.5,	 1 .0,	 20.,, 4.0,	 8.0 'in.
•	 fin	 thickness	 S2	 =	 0,005,	 0.02, 0.05	 in.
•	 heat flux rate,	 q"	 _	 100, 200, 400, 600 watt/ft2
Run Matrix
The procedure followed was with the fin thickness S2 fixed, 	 the
wax width 2W was varied over the five specified values. 	 For each
value of 2W,
•	 runs were made for each of five values of H
a	 for each combination of H and.2W,	 runs were made with
each of the three values of S2, a
•	 for each combination of H, 2W, and S2, 	 runs were made for
each of the four specified .valuesues <of q":
Thus,	 the total number of planned runs was
No.
	
of runs	 =	 , (5) (5) (3) (4)	 _	 300
Of these, '
 more than 200 have been completed at ,MSFC during the current
summer NASA-AS'EE Program.	 The remainder are being completed by co-
workers at Tennessee Technological
	 University,; Cookeville,	 Tennessee.
A sizeable' number of overlapping runs have been undertaken here and
at Tennessee Tech with excellent agreement between results.
RESULTS
Typical	 results obtained during the current program are presented
in figures 7 and 8.	 In these, TRISE is the temperature of the base
plate above the melting temperature of the wax `non-dimens-ionalized` by
Fx
_	 ;
<,
G
a
s
u	 s	 ;
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Figure B. , Typical TRISE vs Thermal Load for a Short Cell (Small RI)
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TRISE	 =	 TBase -'Tmelt
...	 (13)
Tmelt
where all	 temperatures are in absolute units. 	 The values plotted	 in
these figures are at the point in time when all wax has just finished
melting.	 In effect,	 each of these figures presents the effects of
varying R3 	(wax-to-fin base area ratio) and of varying R8 (thermal
loading),
	
holding all	 other parameters	 fixed. __These two figures
were selected because they represent some noteworthy results.'
In figure 7,	 the value of TRISE quickly becomes very large with 6
increasing	 thermal	 loading.	 In	 fact,	 for R3	 10,	 it	 is	 evident
that the higher R8 values used 	 in this stidy would result 	 in some
vaporization (boiling) within	 the cell	 -	 this condition certainly
was not suspected prior to this study-, although the investigators
were somewhat concerned over the total range of conditions to be
evaluated.	 In reality,	 TRISE values above approximately 0.1 	 to.0.2- t
are of questionable use, and	 it is also 'recognized that the use of
constant thermal properties 	 in the analysis	 is alsoquestionable for f
large TRISE.
in figure 8, we have the rather unusual	 condition of R3 not strong-
ly	 influencing the _overall performance, at least not in the range of
TRISE of	 interest.
The complete results of this parametric study will 	 be presented
in a forthcoming report.
G
ONE-DIMENSIONAL MODEL'
For several	 reasons,	 it appears to be desirable to evaluatethe
feasibility of using a one-dimensional model 	 to represent a two- or
three-dimensional	 capacitor.	 Clearly the computational	 time would
- be greatly, reduced by the use of a one-dimensional model which.would
'require division of the cell	 into a number of horizontal	 layer-type
nodes.	 The resulting number of simultaneous algebraic equations
would be considerably smaller
	
for the same nodal
	
dimension	 (vertically),
and consequently, computer storage requirements and computational
t
time would be reduced accordingly,
A second major reason is evident for the case of honeycomb-type -
k filler materials.	 The resulting PCM cell	 in	 this case	 is	 clearly
three-dimensional	 (which could be approximated reasonably well 	 by a 3
two-dimensional	 cylindrical	 model), and this could require even
more 'computer storage and time than the two-dimensional model used l
for plate-type filler material	 in the present work.
k:
a
bbpGt
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Clearly,	 if a one-dimensional	 model	 is desired,	 a completely
different formulation than that for the two-dimensional 	 problem
should be used..	 However,	 for the purpose of determining the suitabili ty
of a one-dimensional approach, a plausible attack is to simply compare
one-dimensional	 results with those obtained with the two-dimensional
model.	 This can be directly accomplished by modification of the two-
-	 dimensional	 computer program to render	 it one-dimensional;	 this	 is
accomplished by the elimination of all	 heat transfer in the horizontal
direction between adjacent nodes, 	 i.e.,	 by _setting all	 GH(I,J)	 = 0.0.
Also, appropriate modification of material	 properties	 is required.
This approach permits direct comparison of the one-dimensional
approximation with the more accurate two-dimensional approach under
otherwise	 identical	 conditions•.
With reference again to figure 2,	 it	 is clear that the two- r
dimensionality of the present model	 is a result of the filler
material	 (fins) which are present only to enhance the energy transfer
rate from the base into the phase change 'Material.	 A logical approach
to one-dimensionalization 	 is	 then to consider the filler material as
an "additive" which alters the thermal 	 properties of thePCM.	 One
such approach is to use volume-averaged thermal 	 properties.	 But
for a cell of constant height H and'constand depth B, a volume-
averaged property is the same as a base area-averaged property which
is
2R3q)w#
^av - (t 4)2Rs+ 1
where	 4)	 -represents any thermal property.	 Here the unsubscripted
value	 is that of	 the filler material	 (fin),	 while ` 0is	 that of the
phase change material. j
The computer program was modified to result	 in one dimensionality,
and this	 involved the following:
1.	 Average values of thermal	 conductivi ty, 	density, spacific
heat,	 enthalpy of fusion,	 and thermal	 diffusivity are calculated.
2.	 R4,	 R 	 and R8 are modified to use average properties.
3.	 The dimensi-onless time step, 	 (DT),	 is modified	 in agreement
with the average thermal 	 diffusivi ty.
4.	 All	 horizontal conductances are set equal 	 to zero.
5.
	
All-capacitances
	
in the base- and cap are modified because
of changes	 in R4 and R5 . $
19-21
6.	 All vertical	 conductances	 involving material	 in the base
and cap are modified because of changes to R4 and R5.
7.	 In the "fraction solid" and temperature calculations,
the "fin" nodes	 (1 _ 1) are allowed to melt	 in the same fashion
as all PCM nodes.
8.	 The write statement and format were modified to include
printout of an equivalent two-dimensional 	 time,	 TIME21).
A	 listing of the one-dimensional program is available from the author.
ONE-DIMENSIONAL RESULTS
A number of runs were undertaken with the one-dimensional model.'
Typical	 results are shown	 in figures 9,	 10,	 and	 11.	 Each of these
figures contains the transient plots of TRISE obtained under like
conditions with both the two-dimensional	 and the one-dimensional
models.	 The only difference between the three figures 	 is the value
of R3,	 the ratio of phase change material .base area to filler material
base area.	 Figure g_is	 for R3	 80, and the.1-D and 2-D models are
	 r
in very good agreement.
	 This agreement degenerates with decreasing
R3 as seen	 in figures	 10 and 11 which were obtained with R3 values of
2.0'and 8,_ respectively.
-9
Efforts are continuing to evaluate the range of suitability of
the one-dimensional	 model, but	 it	 is not expected to be appropriate
for values of R3 less than 20.
u_
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
i
As a result of the current study,	 the -following conclusions
were reached,	 y
1.	 The total	 range of conditions used
	 in the two-dimensional
	 -
study _results	 in sufficient parametric data to permit
	 initial	 design
of a thermal. capacitor for most space mission a
	 ,p	 p	 pplications.
2.	 A one-dimensional model can be used to predict the
performance of a two-dimensional
	 design so 'long as the ratio of
phase change material	 volume.to	 filler material
	 volume	 is _large,	 i.e.,	 z
approximately 20 or greater.
It is recommended that the present parametric study be concluded
Y with a presentation of the total set of results in graphical	 form, and
that the range of applicability of the one-dimensional model
	 be further
K
investigated. 
5
I,
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TWO-DIMENSIONAL COMPUTER PROGRAM
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NOMENCLATURE
K = stress concentration factor computed from maximum normal
stress	 in y direction
K o= stress concentration factor computed from maximum principal
stress
A It _ stress	 intensity	 factor	 (psi'-,in.)
ax:0yy o y	 = Cartesian stresses	 (psi)
z
u	 v displacements	 in the	 x, y direction
T, Ty = components of the stress vector in x, y direction
El 
E
= modulus of elasticity 	 in the
	
two	 inplane principal	 material
directions	 (psi)
G1:
	
=shear modulus	 (psi)
1V^^ Poisson's  'ratio giving strain	 in j-direction caused by aa stress	 in	 i-direction	 (i,	 j	 =	 1-,	 2)
N
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u
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INTRODUCTION
The introduction of defects into a material has long been recog-
nized as a significant factor in reducing the useful life of the
material. These defects in a material may be introduced during the
production of the material, during the machining of the material, or
during a fabrication process. Examples of the machining process are
sharp notches left by milling_ machines or lathes while butt-welding can
give rise to defects caused by fabrication. Depending on the design
criteria adopted, the useful life of the material could be the fatigue
life, the onset of _plastic deformation, or fracture for brittle mater-
ial. The defect contributes to a shortening of the useful life by in-
creasing the magnitude of the stress_ distribution in a local neighbor-
hood of the defect. Two different constants can be used to describe
the effect of the defect in the material. One of the constants is a
stress concentration factor while the other is the stress intensity
factor. A stress concentration factor, K, is defined as K 	 Amax/
Onom where Qmax is the _stress at the tip of the defect and 	 nom ,is
the nominal stress in the material away from the defect. Relations
which exist between the stress concentration factor and the stress in-
tensity factor, as shown in (1), allow calculation of one from knowledge
of the other.	 In this paper, the stress concentration factor willbe
computed using the finite' element method (f EM) 	 These results will be
compared to experimental results (2), (3) as well as analytic results
(2)
The specific problem considered` here is that of a late in uni-P	 P	 P
axial tension with either a rectangular or elliptical shaped hole.
Isotropic as well as certain anisotropic materials are considered.	 In
all of the problems` considered, the material is assumed to remain in
the linear elastic range.
OBJECTIVES
The purpose of this work is to demonstrate the feasibility of
using the finite element analysis method to calculate stress concen-
tration factors. In many problems, the calculation' presents massive
analytic work or relatively difficult experiments. The FEM is rela-
tively inexpensive and requires' minimal analytic work. i
PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
The problem to be considered here is that of a' thin plate under	 i
uniaxial tension with a hole symmetrically located inthe plate (fig- 	 -
ure 1). Physically the problem is considered to be one of plane stress.
The shape of the hole is taken as either a rectangle or an ellipse and
has one dimension which is small compared to the dimensions of the plate.'
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The size of the holes 	 is changed while the width of the plate remains
constant.	 This allows comparison of the finite element method results
with both experimental and analytical	 results.	 As can be seen,	 the
plate
	
is symmetric so that only one-quarter of the plate needs to be
used.	 Figure 2 shows a model	 of the plate that is used for the finite
element method.	 The value of b was fixed and a and c were changed to
examine different size holes. -Also,	 the rectangular corner	 in a cer-
tain set of models was	 rounded to represent a fillet 	 in the hole.	 With
the	 inclusion of the fillet, 	 one has	 an elliptical hole with a	 large
major axis compared to its minor axis.	 The plate was subjected to a
uniformly distributed axial 	 load	 in the y direction and the maximum
normal
	
stress	 in the y direction as well	 as	 the maximum principalstress
are used to compute the stress concentration factor. 	 Because of the
type of	 loading and geometry,	 the normal	 stress	 in the y direction and
the maximum principal 	 stress were close to each other	 in value.	 If the
hole
	
is	 considered small	 enough to behave	 like a crack,	 then	 it	 is pos-
sible to find the stress 	 intensity factor from the stress concentration l
'. factor.
	
The stress distribution about the crack tip can be computed
t
using the stress	 intensity factor from the formulas	 given	 in	 (1) .
Even though only centrally located holes are considered here, 	 it
can be easily seen	 that	 it	 is possible to consider holes	 in any arbi-
trary orientation and position and of any shape.	 Only two-dimensional
problems are considered here,	 but three-dimensional	 problems_ can also
be handled	 in a similar manner.
The finite, element method	 is discussed extensively	 in	 (4)	 and many
other books which will	 not be referenced here. 	 The program used for
these calculations	 is a modified version of the program found 	 in	 (4).
The elements	 used are either constant strain triangles or constant
strain quadralaterals.	 A	 linear strain	 rectangle was also	 incorporated
- into the program and 	 results from these runs are compared with the
constant strain case.
To ensure a proper and for the finite element model,	 the data
were machine plotted and checked before theprogram was run. 	 An ex-
l
ample of a model	 is shown	 in figure 3.	 The finite element program 	 is
capable of handling	 isotropic as well	 as anisotropic materials,and
r stress concentration factors are given for examples of both types of
t
materials.
The physical	 dimensions	 of the plate_ considered 	 in the paper are
z 3.2-in.	 long and	 2-in,	 wide with maximum hole length of 	 1°.4	 in.	 and
maximum width of 0.2	 in..	 For	 these dimensions,	 L =	 1.6	 in.,	 b =	 1.0
in., ,0 <	 a < 07
	
i n. ,	 and 0 <	 c < 0.1	 ini	 In order to obtain ° good data
fy near the hole,	 the dimensions of the elements need to be small.	 The
i smallest elements were 0.02 by 0.02 	 in 	 and had a ratio of element area
fr i to hole	 length square in the order of 10-4.	 For conve y-fence sake, (5)
indicates	 this	 to be a reasonable size element, near the hole so that the
solutions	 should be close to the actual 	 solutions.
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The thickness of the plate was taken to be 0.07 in., and the load
P was taken to be 70 lb. which corresponds to a uniaxial stress of 500
psi.	 The effect of the thickness was 	 investigated and was seen not to
L	 influence the stress concentration factors. 	 A problem in plane strain
was also run, and again the results were not changed.
}
The boundary conditions for the quarter; plate shown in figure 2
I	
were as follows;
i
1,	 x = 0, Q x = OYy = O
2.	 y	 1.6,	 Q y = O, Qr r = 500 Psi
3.	 x _ 1.0,	 u = o; Oxy = 0
4.	 y = c, 'l-a < x <	 1, axy = 	y = 0
5.	 x = t-a, 0<'y 4 c, Xx = Qxr = 0
6,	 y = 0, 0 < x<	 1-a,	 v = 0, xr . = 0
Boundary conditions 	 (3) and (6) arise from the symmetry conditions.
ANALYSIS OF RESULTS 8
Isotropic Materials
The finite element method produces a great amount of information
'solution	 `o	 o' d mechanics	 problems. 	 For	 e achr `	 ardin	 the	 _ 	 i	 s	 1ityper eeg g9	 YP 
element,	 the displacements,	 strains, and stresses are known, which give
the complete solution to an elastic problem.
	
The	 important	 information
needed for this particular problem is the maximum normal stress- distri-
bution
	
in they direction,	 the maximum principal	 stress,	 and the stress
distribution sufficiently removed from the hole.
Table 1	 is a'list of different cases considered to obtain the be-
havior of the stress concentration factor as a function of hole size.
To check the effect of thickness on the stress concentration factors,
the thickness	 in cases	 1	 and 2:were changed.	 No difference in the re-
sults can be seen to two decimal	 places accuracy.	 It thus was conclud-
ed that the thickness factor needed in the finite element calculation
does not enter	 in as far as the resulting value of the stress concen-
tration, factor	 is concerned.	 Obviously,	 for the analytic solution,	 the
thicknv5s	 is also not a factor	 in the two-dimensional problems.
To see whether results are	 influenced	 if the problem is considered
'	 one of plane strain rather than plane stress, case 6 was run under both
conditions.	 Again,	 the results	 indicate no significant difference 	 in
the stress concentration factor.
{
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Realizing that the stress gradient in the neighborhood of the de-
fect is quite large, linear strain elements were used to see if the
results were significantly different: Three cases:, numbered 4LS, were
considered,and, again, the stress concentration factor was not signif-
icantly changed.	 In the first case.,, only element 196, which is in the
region of highest stress gradient, was taken to be a linear strain
element. For the second case elements, 195, 196, 198, and 199 were
taken as linear strain elements. For the last case,the elements on
the top of the plate, l through 10, were taken as linear strain ele-
ments. This last case was considered to check the'. un i form stress dis-
tribution  away from the hole. In all these cases, the stress was
evaluated at the centroid of the rectangle. Figure 4 shows the stress
distribution  i n the top two rows of elements for run number 4 for
constant strain elements (top number) and for run number 4 for linear
strain element (bottom number).	 It is seen that the distribution is
nearly uniform in the first row, where the largest deviation is slightly
less than 3 psi. The second_ row is not quite as uniform as the first
row and has a deviation less than 15 psi. One notes that the difference
between the constant strain elements and linear strain elements is
. ,
-again not ,significant.
f
In summary, information regarding stress concentration factors
can be obtained for two-dimensional problems using either plane strain
or plane stress finite element models-with constant strain elements.
The thickness of the model is not a significant factor in computing
	 l
the stress concentration factor by this method.
The analytic solution for infinite plates with holes is given in
2	 Even though we have finite plates, a comparison with these results( )	 9	 P	 P	 '. 	 1
gives an idea of the accuracy of the finite element method. In all the
finite element models considered with a 90° corner, the maximum stress
	 -`
occurs in an element below the corner. The darkened element in figure
5 shows the location of the element with maximumcryy and maximum prin-
cipal stress. The analytical solution (2) predicts the same location	 g
for the maximum stress. The experimental results in (3) also demonstrate
a similar location for the maximum stresses. Comparison of the numeri-
cal val ues of the stress concentration factors from the analytic solu-
tions and the finite element method indicates that agreement is not
good. As as example, for a/c 4 we.have two values of Kp correspond-
i nr to two different values of a/b. These- are Kp	 4.58 for a/b = .4
and Kp = 3.46 for a/b	 .2. The- corresponding va 1 ues quoted in (2)
are Kp- = 6.20 for a/c = 3.2 and Kp , 8.0 for a/c = 5, In both, cases,
the analytical numerical values are high. Since the analytic solutions
are for that of an infinite plate, the a/b ratio has no meaningand,
hence, the effects of the free edges of the plate play no role in the
solution.
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If the hole has.a fillet, then the stress concentration factor for
an ellipse or a circle can be used,.	 Analytically, for a circular hole,
K = 3.0, and for case 8,.which	 is close to a circular hole,	 the FEM
gives K = 3.25.
	
The,stress.concentration factor for an ellipse with
the ratio of semi-minor axis c to semi-major, axis a of .c/a =•2/3
is Kp = 4.0,	 Case 8.with a c/a ratio of 	 .512 gives Kp = 3.25. 	 -Hence,
numerically the prediction of K 
	
is	 in better agreement with analytic
results for the hole without sharp corners._
The latest experimental	 evidence	 is	 given	 in_(3)	 for narrow slits
of width c = 0.004	 in.	 The results of this analysis	 is	 given	 in table-
1, for comparison sake.	 These results are given	 in	 (3)	 as a function of
a/b, and no effect of the width of the.hole .is . considered,	 As can be
seen,	 the FEM predicts Kp's which are again low when compared to those
in	 (3).
	
The best correspondence againcomes when the hole has the
shape of an ellipse or approaches that of a circle.
One possible reason for the disagreement of the FEM results with
the quoted results above is the fact that the stress gradient
	 is quite
steep around the hole, particularly near the 90 0 corners. Jo get an
idea of the stress gradient,_ the stress concentration factor in the
cross -hatched elements and the shaded element of maximum stress shown
in figure 5 are plotted	 in fi.gure.6.
	
It can be seen that by extra-
polating	 to the edge of the hole K= 9.37 and Kp = 9.93 which are in
close agreement with 	 (3) .	 A plot of K and Kp for case la, 4,	 and 7
shown in figure 7 where the extrapolated values for both K and Kp are
shown.	 The values ,shown in figure 7 are within the range of experi-
mental scatter obtained	 in (3).	 For example,
	 from an a/b = 7.2 the 1
.	 range of experimental values of Kp are 9.3 < Kp < 10.7. 	 The maximum
KID 	 a/b = 7 is larger than the value quoted here Pnd comes from the
curve fitted to the experimental 	 value.
An example of'the stress gradient for a hole with a fillet such as
case 6a	 is shown	 in figure 6.	 Here the two extrapolated values are
K = 4.11 and Kp = 4.65. 	 Those are not much different than the calculat-
ed values	 given	 i'n'table I	 and are within	 the 	 range of scatter	 in the
experimental	 data.	 It	 is	 noted that the stress gradient	 is not as
steep for the case of the fillet as with the 900 corners. 	 If the ex-
trapolated values of the stress concentration factors from cases 3,
6a, and 8 are plotted on figure 7,
	 the curve would be similar to those
already on the graph.	 Hence,	 for clarities sake,-this-curve	 is	 left
off.
The stress concentration factor for case 3
	
is seen to be high
compared to other runs.
	
Figure 8 shows the finite element model	 in
the area of the fillet where= the maximum stress occurs	 in the shaded
triangular element..	 The stiffness of the triangular element gives a
€'
i
C
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stress higher than normally would be expected for the material 	 in this
region,	 As a comparison, case 5 used a triangular element and -case _6a
used a,quadralateral 	 in the region of highest stress as shown	 in figure
9.	 The value of K for these two cases is seen to differ by about 12
percent.	 Thus,	 to get _a more realistic stress distribution, the quad-
; ralateral element should be used in areas of high stress.
Finally,	 one of the reasons for calculating the stress concentra-
tion factor is to compute the stress	 intensi ty factor from which the
stress distribution in the neighborhood of a crack or a defect can be
found.
For an el-liptical shaped hole,	 the stress concentration	 is given
by
K	 1	 + .2	 a/p
where a =
 half length of the hole and p= the root radius of the hole.
In the limiting case where the hole approaches a crack,
	 the stress	 in-
tensity factor k is given by
lim	 a
k' p. o	 nom 0+ 2	 a/p)	 ^" v.	 iru
or in termsof the stress concentration factor
	 -
IiM onom
Z
As an approximation to the stress	 intensity factor for small values of
P the above equation becomes
k^a"0^ K	
l
2
As an example,	 the stress	 intensity factor computed by both the above
methods gives	 the following:	 'q
_ 
Psi Vin
	
anom	 n a	 iCase	 a nom K	 .Jp2	 z
6a	 566	 561
8	 433	 391
3	 1038	 741
5	 648	 560
whe re the onom i s taken as 500 psi.
r As can be seen, the agreement in cases 6a and 8 is quite good, but
cases 3 and 5 do not agree quite as well.
	 Both 6a and 8 are more nearly
a crack than 3 and 5 which can help explain the discrepancy.
	
i
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pAnisotrop-ic Materials
The finite element method can easily be'adapted to obtain the
stress distribution in materials which are anisotropic. Again, a plate
with a centrally located hole, under uni" axial tension was chosen as the
model to investigate. The material considered is_,fiberglass whose
i
	
	 material properties are well known.
	 In particular,
_a unipanel fiber-
glass plate and 'a crossply fiberglass plate were considered. The
pertinent material properties of each material are given in table 2
in terms of the principal directions of the material tensor. for the
I
	
	 computer runs, the principai material directions were taken parallel
to the x, y axis shown in figure 2.
Tables 3 and 4 give the resul ts of the finite element method for
unipanel fiberglass where in table 3 the load is applied in the direc-
tion-of the smallest value of the modulus, and in table 4 the load is
C	 applied in the `direction of the largest value of the modulus. Tablesk	 5 and 6 are the result for crossply fiberglass with the load app]ied
j	
= as in tables 3 and 4.
The results of tables 3 - 6 show that when the load is along the
direction of the largest modulus the stress concentration factor is
largest. For the crossply, the values of the moduli are almost equal',
and, hence, the difference in the stress concentration factors between
the two different load conditions is small_. This is not the situation
for the unipanel fiberglass where there is a significant difference
between the two moduli.	 l
II^ The above results indicate that the finite element method is
capable of giving ` stress concentration factors as well as the complete
stress distribution for anisotropic materials. The use of FEM to pre-
dict failure of such materials is beyond the scope of this report, but
i
	
	 is a subject of interest particularly in regard to development of de-
sign criteria for composite materials.-
CONCLUSION
The results of this investigation indicate that the finite element
method can be used to calculate the stress distribution around defects
or holes in isotropic or anisotropic materials. In particular, the
stress concentration factors can be computed and are seen to agree
reasonably well with the experimental and analytical results. In this
analysis, the material was assumed to remain linearly_ elastic but
techniques exist to extend the results into the plastic behavior of
the material. Hence, it is possible to solve elasto-plastic problems.
u
	
	
Even though the loading condition considered here was that of uni-
axial tension, it is possible to consider many other cases of loadings
plus many different possible defect shapes
20-11
i1 3
Further effort should be directed toward analyzing with the FEM
stress distribution	 in the neighborhood of defects with the following
conditions being studied:
1. orientation of the defect with respect to the load
2. different types of loading conditions
3, effect of material properties
4.
shapes	
the defects
if5 interrela t ion between the stress concentration factor,	 the
stress	 i ntensity factor, and the failure criteria used y
for the material.
6. the	 inclusion of nonlinearelastic behavior
7. the dynamic propagation of cracks from the defects
Y
r^
5
1
1
Fi
:	 y
w
F
ti
t; a
is
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TABLE 1
COMPUTER RUNS ON PLATE WITH 'HOLES ISOTROPIC MATERIAL 'E = 30 x 10
6
 psi	 V = 1/3
t' RUN a/b a/c TYPE OF THICK- RADIUS K = maxQjy K	
-max 0,
P REF 3.F
NO. PROBLEM NESS OF FILLET 500 500 Kp
,r.
1a 0.7 7.0 P1. Stress .07 7.75 8.11
lb 0.7 7.0 P1.	 Stress' .25 7.75 8.11
2 0.7 14.0 PI.,Stress.. .07 8.61 8.98 11.1
0.7 14.0 P1. Stress .10 8.61 8,98
3 0.7 14.0 Pl.	 Stress _ 07 0.05 10:48 11.75
4 0.4 4.0 P1. Stress .07 4.35 4.58
S 0.4 4.0 P1. Stress .07 .1 4.63 5.07
,v 6a 0.4 4.0` -P1. Stress .07 .099 4.06 4.38 6.8
° 6b 0.4 4.0 P1.	 Strain .07 .099 4.06 4.36
7; 0:2 2.0 P1. Stress .07
._ 2.93 3.05 4.7
8 -0.195 1.95 P1. Stress .07 .095 3.17 3.25 3.8
E 9 0.4 8.0 P1. Stress .07 4.91 5.13 6.8
10 0.2 4.0, P1. Stress .07, 3.34 3.46 4.7
r" Linear Strain Elements 1
4LS 0.4 4.0 Pl. Stress(196) .07 4.37 4.58
4LS 0.4 4.0 Pl. Stress
(195, _ 196, .07 6.8
198,
	
199) 4.37 4.59
4LS 0.4 4.0 P. Stress {(1	 -	 10) .07 4.35 4.58
_	 a
r	
_
;
TABLE -2
MATERIAL PROPERTIES
Orthotrop c Elx 106 E2 x	 106	G12 x 106	 &'12	 '021Plate psi psi	 psi
Fiberglass(unipanel) 4.61 1.15	 0.45	 0.275
	
0.068
Fiberglass(crossply) 3.17 3.00	 0.45	 0.`080	 0.076
1
}
t
i
)
m
r r:_
20.15
ITABLE
FIBERGLASS (UNIPANEL)	 jx axis	 1	 axis, y axis	 2 axis
ORTHOTROPIC MATERIAL - PLANE STRESS THICKNESS = 0.07 IN
Ex = 4.61 x	 107 psi	 E	 =	 1.15 x	 106psi
6.068
Gxy = 4.5 x 105 psi
uxY = 0.275 PYx =
RUN NO, a/b a/c	 RADIUS Or	 K ^°o ^ rr
max OKp	 ^-=
FILLET
	
nom
1 0.7 7.0	 7.135 7.50
x: 2 0.7 14.0	 7.98 8.37
3 0.7 14.0	 0.05	 9.46 10.63
4 o.4 ` 4.9	 4.11 4.35
r
5
0.4 4.o	 0.1	 4.28 4.69
6 0.4 4.o	 0.099	 3.83 4.12
7 0.2 2.0	 2.82 2.9:5
t 8 0.195 1.95	 0.095	 3.01 3.09
9 0.4 8.0	 4.67 4.92
o
n^
t
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TABLE 4
FIBERGLASS ,(UNIPANEL)	 Ix axis -- 2 axis, y axis ^k-,	 i	 axis}
ORTHOTROPIC MATERIAL - PLANE STRESS	 THICKNESS = 0.07 1N.
Ex =	 1.15 x 106 psi	 E	 = 4.61 x 106 psi
Gxy = 4.5
yXY
x 105 psi
	
= 0.068	 Vyx = 0.275
RUN NO.	 a/b a/c	 RADIUS OF	 !	 x0" Kp ma O,
FILLET
	
nom Onom
1 0.7 7.0	 9.22 9.33
2 0.7 14.o	 9.82 9.83
3 0.7 14.0	 0.05
	
13.2 13.96
4 0.4 4.0 	 4.83. 4.85
5 o.4 4.o	 0.1	 5.99 6.24
{
6 0.4 4.o	 .099	 4.75 5.02
7 0.2 2.0	 3.38 3.42
8 0.1 95 1.95
	
0. 095	 4.23 4.27
	
t
9 0.4 8.0	 6.10
3
6.16
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TABLE
FIBERGLASS (CROSSPLY)	 f x axis t 1 axis; y-axis :t6	 2	 axis}
ORTHOTROPIC gATERIAL -. PLANE STRESg	 - THICKNESS 0.07 IN.
Ex = 3,17 x 10	 psi	 E	 = 3.00 x	 10 ; psi Gxy = 4.$ x 105 psi
vxy = 0.076 vyx	 0,08
K 
max a,
RUN NO.	 a/b a/c.	 RADIUS OF PO
O'nomFILLET nom
1 0-.7 7.0	 8.00 8.16
2 0,7 14.0	 9.00 9.15,
3 0.7 14.o	 0.05	 -_11.22 12.07
4 0.4 4.0	 4.74 4.84
5 o.4 4.o	 0.1	 5.1.6 5.46
6 0.4 4.o	 0.099	 4.34	 1 4.62
7 0.2 2.0 	 3.13 3.19
8' 0.195 1.95	 0.095	 3.71 3.76
9 o.4 8.o	 5.38 5.48
}
K
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TABLE 6
FIBERGLASS (CORSSPLY)	 x axis 2 axis; y axis	 1	 axis
ORTHOTROPI MATERIAL - PLANE STRESS	 THICKNESS = 0. 07 IN.	 ,
E	 3.0 x 10x = p	 = 3.17 xsi	 E 106 ps i Gxy	 4.5 x 105 ps i
vxy- 
_ 0.08 vyx ^` 0.076
RUN NO.	 a/b a/c	 RADIUS OF max 0.K
nom
Kp max 0 r
nomFILLET
1, 0.7 7.0 8.08 8.23
2 07 ;14.0 9.09 9.24 s
3 0.7	 _ 14.o	 0.05 11.35 12.19
4 -0.4 4,0 4.79 4.88
5 0.4 4. o 	 0.1 5.23 5.52
6 o.4 4.o	 0.099 4.38 4.65
9
7 0.2 2.0 3.16 3.21
8
.195 1.95	 0.095 3.76 3.82
9 004 8.0 . 5°.44 : 5.53
1
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STABILITY AND DISPERSION OF
HIGH OHMIC VALUE THICK FILM
RESISTORS
by
Jerry E. Sergent, Ph. D.
ABSTRACT
This report considers the short and long-term stability and the
dispersion of values of high ohmic value thick film resistors as a
function of the design and fabrication procedure.
Thick film resistors of various geometries are fabricated under
a wide range of the critical, firing parameters and statistically anal-
yzed to determine the standard deviation. Certain of these resistors
are then trimmed to a high ohmic value and all are subjected to elec-
trical load and to temperature cycling to determine the effects of these
factors on the nominal ohmic value, the temperature coefficient of A
resistance (TCR), and the noise factor.
From the results 'obtained,, a procedure for the design and fabri-
cation of high ohmic value resistors is determined.
4
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I. INTRODUCTION
Thick film resistors of high ohmic value have been a major con-
cern in the microelectronics industry since the very beginning of the
hybrid industry.	 A number of resistors designed to be the same value
are .likely to have a very wide range of values resulting in increased
cost due to rejections and excessive trimming-time.
	 Further, the
resistors tend to increase in value with time, the nominal value tends
` to change permanently after a temperature cycle, the TCR may even
change from positive to negative, and an applied voltage of sufficient
I	 magnitude may change the nominal value. -
All the above mentioned properties of the resistors are strong
functions of the processing steps.
	 This program is a study of the
degree to which each processing step affects the resistor properties
and the establishment of an optimum design and fabrication procedure.
IL BACKGROUND THEORY
A thick film resistor consists of a metal or metal oxide powder
mixed with a low melting point glass powder.
	 An organic binder holds
the two together during the pre-firing steps.
	 This mixture is called z
resistor "paste" or "ink". ' The paste is rated in ohms/ square/mil, 1
the rating being primarily determined by the percentage of metal or
metal oxide powder in the mixture.
	 The fundamental formula for re-
sistance is
R -	 Wt	 ^1)
where
R = resistance in ohms
P = resistivity in ohm-mils
L = Length of resistor in mils
W = width of resistor in mils
t	 = thickness of resistor in mils
For a given material, the. ratio,
	 /t is a constant and is called the
JI/E3/mil rating.	 For L=W, or, where the resistor geometry is a
square, the total resistance is equal to the PI [1/mil rating, no matter
what the dimensions of the square.
	 Frequently, the thickness of the
resistor is assumed to be one mil and the rating is given simply'; as the
21-3
_(1/13rating. Thick film resistors are basically designed by manipula-
ting squares in series and in parallel. The ratio of L to W is called
the "aspect ratio" of the resistor and the ohmic value of the resistor
is equal tothe product of the_a/O rating and the aspect ratio, as
shown in Figure 1.
The paste is placed on the ceramic substrate by forcing it through
openings in a stainless steel screen which have been formed by photo-
resistive techniques. The resistors thus formed are dried to remove
the more volatile organic materials and fired in a moving belt furnace.
The purpose of firing is ,fourfold;
1. To remove the organic materials from the resistor materials.
2. To form a bond between the glass and the substrate for
adherence.
3. To allow the metal or metal oxide materials to distribute
themselves in the glass, 	 3
4. To allow chemical changes (if necessary) to take place.
It is apparent that both physical and chemical changes may take
place, the physical changes being due to the migration of the metal
or metal oxide particles in the glass matrix, and the chemical changes
being due to the reaction of the components at high temperatures. Both
the physical and chemical changes are both functions of temperature
and time.
There are three significant variables under the control of the
experimenter.
_1. Total time of the firing cycle (controlled by the belt speed).
Z. Peak temperature (controlled by the temperature control
unit)'.
-3. Time at peak temperature (controlled by the relative settings
of the temperature control units).
i The conduction mechanisms in a thick film resistor are not yet
well understood. The glass i5 an insulator in large thicknesses and
21.4
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a semiconductor in small thicknesses. .Therefore, three basic modes
of conduction are present.
Material	 V-I Relationshi	 TCR
Metal	 I = K 1 V
Semiconductor	 I K2 E q°k 	 -
Insulator	 I K3
 V 2 	0
In normal operation, the conduction process is a combination of all
three, with the metal predominating in most thick film resistors.
In higher value resistors, the semiconductor and insulator
mechanisms can be significant to the extent that the resistor has a
negative TCR (temperature coefficient of resistance).- Subsequent
sections of this report characterize the effects of geometry and pro-
cess variables on high value resistors.
a
III. EFFECT OF PEAK TEMPERATURE
The viscosity of the glass binder increases considerably with 	 1
temperature consequently, the metal or metal oxide particles tend to
migrate closer to each other and the resistor takes on metallic pro-
perties: the ohmic value of the resistor decreases, the TCR changes
sign from negative to positive, and the VCR decreases
For certain resistor materials, particularly those containing PdO,
more drastic changes take place since Pd0 reduces to Pd and 0 2 at
higher temperatures .. A plot of the normalized average-n-/r3 value vs*
normalized peak temperature is shown in Figure 2. The temperatures
are normalized with respect to 850 0 C, the recommended firing temp-
erature by the manufacturer and the resistance values are :;normalized
to 818. 4 K n /L7, the value obtained when the resistor test pattern was
fired at 8500 C. It is apparent from Figure 2-that the rate of change
decreases somewhat at higher temperatures, indicating that a limit
point exists where the active particles cease to migrate.
21-6
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IV. EFFECT OF TIME AT PEAK TEMPERATURE
When the resistor is subjected, to high temperatures for longer
periods of time, the particles have more time in which to migrate and
accumulate together. Hence, an effect similar to that of high tempera-
ture is observed. This effect is shown in Figure 3. The peak tempera-
ture is defined as T(max)- 2. 0 0C, and the time at peak temperature is
defined as the length of time during which the resistor is subjected to
a tem-perature of T(Peak) + 2. 0°C. The normalized values in Figure 3
are T(Peak) 8500 C, time = 12 min. , and resistivity = 818. 4n
The effect of time is, not surprisingly, linear, since it is to be ex-
pected that the number of particles which tend to accumulate in a glass
of constant viscosity would be 'linear.
V. EFFECT OF LENGTH OF FARING CYCLE
This parameter has almost negligible effect on the resistivity.
The length of the firing cycle is significant at the beginning of the
I
	
	
cycle since all the organics must be burned out and is significant at
the end since stresses occur between the resistor and the substrate if
cooling occurs too, rapidly. beyond these points, the length of the cycle
is not significant if the time at peak, temperature is held constant.
VI. EFFECT OF GEOME"iRY
The value of a thick film resistor is not determined quite as readily
as depicted in Figure 1. The length and width of the resistor play
important parts for two reasons..-
1. The thickness of the print is a function of resistor length due
to the nature of the screen printing process.
2. A number- of the metal particles in the resistor termination
diffuse into the resistor during the firing process. This effect is felt
more in short resistors than in long resistors and manifests itself
even more in high ohmic value resistors due to the relative dearth of
particles ordinarily present. This effect is shown it Figure 4. The
wider resistor is clearly less affected,by the aspect ratio.
VII. CONCLUSIONS	 r
k
From the above data a set of design andprocessing steps may be
21-8-
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determined which will yield resistors which are somewhat more pre-
dictable.
VII-A. GEOMETRY
It is recommended that the width of the resistor be at least 	 r
40 mils and. that the aspect ratio be at least 1. 0. From Figure 4, this
will result in the smallest deviation.
VII-B. PEAK FIRING TEMPERATURE
It is recommended that the peak firing temperature be lowered
to 8250C. As evidenced by Figure 4, the slope of the resistivity- vs.--
peak temperature curve is somewhat less steep than at 850 0 C, the
manufacturer's recommended value. This will make the resistors
less sensitive to any random change in the ambient temperature.
z
VII-C. TIME AT PEAK TEMPERATURE
g
i
It is recommended that this parameter remain at the manu-
facturer's recommended value, 12 minutes. As noted from Figure 3,,
the resistivity vs. - time curve is somewhat linear. This represents
an excellent technique for varying the resistivity of the material to
achieve the desired value. 	 "	 9
VIII SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY
t
This report represents approximately half of the author's 	 f
-effort. A number of areas were studied, some which show promise 	 -1
of fruition and some which do not. It is planned to continue the effort
at the author's home institution with the immediate goal of obtaining
accurate TCR VCR (voltage coefficient of resistance) and noise
measurements as a function of temperature. As a follow-on study,
these results will be utilized to investigate the conduction mechanisms
of thick film resistors, an area still not yet well-understood.
!:	 a
i
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ELECTRICAL AND SUPERCONDUCTING PROPERTIES OF
LEAD-ZINC COMPOSITE MATERIALS j
By
Jeffrey F. Trahan	 _ }
ABSTRACT
The electrical and superconducting properties of lead-zinc com- i
posite materials. have been investigated. 	 The resistivity of samples
;- x prepared by quick freezing methods containing 50 weight percent lead
was measured as a function of temperature.	 At 2°K these samples are
thought to be superconducting although the lead was finely dispersed in
a zinc matrix.	 Extreme variability in the magnitudes of the resistiv- g
ities and characteristics of the superconducting transition were
a observed and found to be dependent on sample preparation techniques. 4
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INTRODUCTION
An experiment to process lead-zinc composite materials in a
gravity-free environment during the Apollo/Soyuez Test Program (ASTP)
in 1975 has been proposed.	 It is hoped that these materials will have
interesting and unique properties.	 In-order to 'anticipate the results
of this experiment and to provide a basis on which the results of data
taken on the space processed samples can be analyzed and compared, it
is necessary to fully characterize ground processed samples.	 The pur-
pose of this investigation is to determine the electrical properties
of ground processed lead-zinc composite materials.
The phase diagram of the lead-zinc system[l] shows that lead and
zinc are immiscible over most of the compositional range. 	 One method
of producing, composite materials is to mix two immiscible liquids and
freeze, them.	 Two liquids are immiscible at a given temperature and
pressure if they do not readily mix or react with each other to form
compounds or solutions, a common example being oil and water.	 A fine
dispersion of one immiscible liquid in another can be obtained by
suitable mixing techniques. 	 The dispersed liquid will form small
-globules in a matrix of the second liquid'.	 If the densities of the
two substances are different, the two liquids will separate quickly
because of the buoyancy of one liquid in the other. 	 This density
` segregation can be reduced by maintaining a small volume ratio of the
dispersed phase to the matrix such that the average distance between
dispersed particles will be very large.	 In addition,, if the size of j
the d	 p	 P	 g , Browniani	 d particles is reduced to the submicron range,	 s ease	
motion willregent settling.P
In the absence of gravity two immiscible liquids can remain mixed
for very long periods`, of time, since the density differential in the
two materials is now unimportant.	 A demonstration experiment (TV102)
performed on the Skylab 4 mission illustrated the behavior of immis-
cible liquids in the absence of gravity. 	 Krytox 143 AZ oil and water
were finely dispersed by shaking. 	 After 10 hrs,;no detectable
coalescence was observed, whereas ground control samples completely
separated in 10 secs.[2]
It is expected that conductivity of very finely dispersed com
posite materials may be different than either of the component
materials for the followingreasons:` If the radii of the dispersed
particles are less than about 1 micron, then the dispersed phase might
assume the properties of thin films;• when the size of the dispersed
particles is comparable to the mean free path of the electrons, the
effects of particle size might be seen; effects of electron-interface
scattering should be enhanced as the amount of surface area of the
dispersant becomes large. It can be shown that the surface area of the
dispersant is inversely proportional to the radius of the dispersed
t
,j
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particles[2], thus a small particle size implies a large electron
interface scattering.
SAMPLE PREPARATION AND EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS
Solid dispersions of two immiscible liquids can sometimes be
obtained without mechanical mixing by taking advantage of the mis-
cibility gap in the liquid state which occurs in many binary systems.
In a system with a miscibility gap, at a given composition, there is
a temperature range in which the two liquids are immiscible. 	 Above
this range, they mix; below this range, one or both substances
solidify.	 The lead-zinc system has a miscibility gap.	 If the
temperature of a lead-zinc mixture is raised to the temperature range
in which they are miscible and thenfrozen in a zero-gravity environ-
ment, segregation of the two metals will not occur in the temperature 	 i
range in which the metals are immiscible, and an extremely fine dis-
persion of one metal in the other can be made. 	 A second method of
making the solid dispersion is	 ,o quick freeze the mixture from the
temperature at which miscibility occurs to the solid phase.	 If the
freezing rate is great enough, segregation will not have time to occur.
Three lead-zinc composite samples were obtained[3] which had been
processed by the quick freezing method..
	 T<-o of the samples were pre'-
pared by heating the lead-zinc mixtur4 to a temperature above the
immiscibility gap after which the mixture was forced through a quartz	 j
capillary.	 These samples solidified while in flight. 	 The samples
labeled Free Flight I and Free Flight U, were about 2 inches long and
.010 inch in diameter.	 Free Flight I'was beaded as if the liquid had
begun to form drops before freezing, while Free Flight II was relatively
uniform.	 The third sample was a ribbon, about .0006 inch thick, pre-
pared by ejecting the liquid mixture on a rotating drum.[4]	 All three
samples were of the same composition: 50 percent lead by weight. 	 Photo-
micrographs of these specimens are shown in Figs. 1-5. 	 The etchant used
to enhance the contrast and clean the sample surface after polishingP	 P	 g
was made from 106 ml of water, 20 g Cr03 and 1.5 g Na2SO4.	 In all	 x
cases zinc is the matrix and lead the dispersant; the dark spots being
lead.	 The "ribbon has an extremely fine submicron dispersal of lead in
the zinc matrix.	 Filaments visible in the photomicrographs are also
thought to be lead. 	 Free Flight II also has a fine dispersion of lead
F in the zinc matrix, but it is apparently not as fine as in the ribbon.'
Resolution in the photomicrographs of these two samples is not suffi-
cient to determine the particle sizes.	 The dispersion of lead in
Free Flight I.is composed of relatively large particles ranging in size
from .5 to 15 um.
r
Samples were also obtained which had been processed in the Mars.iall
Space Flight Center (MSFC) drop tower.[5]	 These were solidified fram.a
temperature above the immiscibility gap ,while falling in the earth's
x
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gravitational field.	 This should be a good, simulation of conditions
which will be available aboard the Apollo/Soyuez flight. 	 Photomicro-
graphs of three samples processed in this manner show that dispersions'
of 1 um or less were present in all samples.[7]	 In this case, the
matrix was found to be lead and the dispersant, zinc.
	 All samples were
50 percent atomic lead.	 The sample labeled #14,was chosen as the can-
didate for resistivity measurements because of the apparent uniformity
and fine dispersion of zinc in the lead matrix.
	 Microstructural
differences in samples were attributed to different cooling rates.
The resistivity of Free Flight T, Free Flight II, and the ribbon
was measured from 2 to 300°K.	 The drop tower sample was measured from
2 to 20°K.	 A conventional four-probe technique was employed with a con-
stant current of 100, ma.
	 Contacts were made of copper wire attached
to the specimens with silver conductive paint.	 The sample temperature
below 77°K was measured with a calibrated germanium resistance thermo-
meter.	 Above this temperature, a calibrated platinum resistance
thermometer was used.
RESULTS
The results of the resistivity measurements on Free Flight I,
Free Flight II, and the ribbon are shown in Figs. 6 and 7.
	 Data points
in Fig. 7 have been omitted for clarity.
	 The resistivities of pure
lead and zinc are also shown in Fig. 6. 	 Errors introduced by electronic
equipment and measurements of sample dimensions were taken into
account when calculating the magnitudes of the error bars at high
J
temperatures. =,
The temperature dependence of the resistivity is that which would
be expected of a classical metal, however, the variability of the
resistivities of the samples is very large considering that all three
samples are of the same composition.
	 The resistivity of Free Flight I R
is very near that of zinc, but higher.
	 This might be expected, since
the lead particles seem to have congregated near 'the center of the
sample leaving the volumenear the surface predominantly zinc.
	 Since
zinc is a better conductor than lead at high temperatures, most of the
current 'would be carried in the zinc sheath causing the resistivity to
be similar to that of zinc.,
It is not clearly understood 'why the resistivity of Free Flight II
is very near that of learn..
	 At high temperatures, the resistivity, p(T),
is linear in temperature and has a positive slope, characteristic of
metals.	 This result is expected,` because both lead and zinc have x
linear resistivities at high temperatures.
All samples exhibit a superconducting transition at about 7.2°K.
This is the superconducting transition temperature of lead.
	 At 2° all
a
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three samples showed resistivities of less than 5 x 10- 5 jiQcm which
was the _limit of the sensitivity of the equipment. The samples may be
superconducting at this temperature. This is an unexpected result,
because the photomicrographs do not show a continuous superconducting
lead path in the samples and the residual resistivity of the zinc
matrix should be seen. The breadth of the superconducting transition
varies markedly in the three samples. The transition of Free Flight II
is sharp, about .2°K wide, and that of Free Flight II very broad, on
the order of 4,.5°K. The ribbon initially has a very sharp transition
which doesnot drop immediately to zero, but tapers off slowly over a
range of 4°. Transition broadening might be due to the small lead
particles exhibiting thin film characteristics, the transition tempera-
ture of the particles being ,a function of the particle radius. This
explanation, however, does not explain why the transition of Free
Flight II, which has a dispersion of very large particles, has a very
broad transition. Broadening might also be due to strain in the
samples.
TABLE I
CONSTANTS IN THE EQUATIONS p + AT  FOR THE LOW
TEMPERATURE RESISTIVITY OF THE QUICK-FROZEN LEAD-ZINC SAMPLES
^	
a
A(pQcm/°K)	 _po(IIQCM)	 n	 Range(°K)
9
Free Flight I	 .00057	 .03570	 3.52	 7,2-24
Free Flight II	 .011	 .026	 3.15	 7.2-14
Ribbon	 .034	 .513	 1..6	 7.2-•14
At low temperatures, but above the superconducting transition,
the resistivity, p(T), should follow Matthiessen's rule[6]0
p(T) Po + ATn
where po is the residual resistivity and T, the absolute temperature.
A and n are constants to be evaluated and are characteristic of a
particular sample. For simple, classical metals like lead and zinc_,
`
	
	
n usually has a value of 5.[7] A fit , of the low temperature datawas
made to this equation. Because of the superconducting transition, po
could not be measured directly but was chosen by finding a value which
gave the best straight line on a plot In(p - po) vs 1nT. The slope
z
	
	
of this plot yields n while the intercept is A The results of this
fit are given in Table I. The column labeled "Range" indicates the
8
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temperature range over which the plot is linear.	 Alexandrov[7] has
shown that both purity and sample size will affect the nature and
temperature dependence of the electrical resistance in metals. 	 Low
purity and small sample size will lower the measured values of n from
a normal value of 5. 	 In addition, he has shown that a decrease in
metal purity will increase the magnitude of the coefficient A. 	 The
T5 dependence -at -low temperatures is due to electron-phonon inter-
actions and is preset in these samples, but is apparently smothered
by scattering of electrons from impurities and defects, which also have
a temperature dependence, although it is small.[8]	 The ribbon has a
very high. residual resistivity, probably caused by the extremely high
electron-interf«ce scattering. 	 In this sample, the surface area of
the lead is extremely large due to the very small particle size. 	 A
low n and high A are consiste,it with a large •impurity and defect
scattering of electrons. 	 Frce Flight. I would be expected to have a low
residual resistivity, because it has relatively large lead particles.
It is not understood why the residual resistivity of Free Flight II,
which has a submicron dispersion of lead in the zinc matrix, should be
dower than that of Free Flight I. 	 The ribbon which._has the finest
dispersion, has the highest value of po as expected.
Sample #14, prepared in the MSFC drop tower- had been cut into
j
severa
	
pieces.	 The resistivity of two of these pieces was measured.,l P	 Y	 P
The results of these measurements are shown in Fig. 8. 	 No sharp	 -
^
superconducting transition was observed.	 This is an unusual result
considering that the main bulk of'the sample is lead. 	 In one sample
the resistivity drops to zero at 2°K,' but in the other, a high resi-
dual resistivity is observed. 	 This probably indicates that a portion`
of this sample is zinc which has not been bridged by lead. 	 A super-
conducting transition hasbeen observed in these samples utilizing
inductance methods.[5] 	 More work must be done on these samples before
conclusive results can be drawn.
5
4
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_	 CONCLUSIONS
Lead-zinc composite materials are indeed interesting, and many
aspects of the data are not understood: broadening of the superconduc-
ting transition cannot be explained on the basis of particle size of
the dispersed lead; the large variability of the high temperature
resistivity in different samples is not clearly understood; and finally
the residual resistivities of Free Flights I and II and the ribbon at
_'2°K_are extremely low, and the samples might be considered to be-super-
conducting even though the matrix is zinc.	 To determine if the
samples are actually superconducting, I'propose that an experiment to
measure the-decay time of electrical currents in the samples be under-
taken.	 In order to better characterize the dispersions of Free Flight
II and the ribbon, a finer resolution is necessary than is available
in photomicrographs.	 Some of the unusual effects seen in these
samples might be attributed to structures not seen in the photomicro
graphs.	 For example, ,maybe there is some mixing of these two metals
on an atomic -scale, particularly in the samples with very fine dis,-
persions.	 Perhaps quantum effects are being observed in the
e all,' `	 bov	 1scattering. of electrons from very small lead  p articles . 	 A 	 it
is evident that the properties of these samples are very sensitive to
sample preparation techniques.
I
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INVESTIGATION OF OPTIMAL PROJECT SCHEDULING
UNDER RESOURCE CONSTRAINTS WITH RESOURCE LEVELING i
By
Alfred E. Traver
ABSTRACT
An extensive survey of the existing literature was undertaken.
The current state of the art is that, while certain small and generally
well structured academic problems have been solved, no general
optimal solution technique exists in spite of a considerable expenditure
of effort in the attempt.
Constrained and unconstrained scheduling problems were formulated'
using a zero-one programming approach. 	 Computational experience with
a program based on the Balas algorighm indicated the solution of practical
scheduling problems was infeasible. _ Additional experience with a much
more efficient algorithm involving identification of the most severe com-
binations of constraints and their use early in the algorithm produced
dramatic reductions in the computation time.
	
The computation time was
found to be extremely	 ensitive to the program formulation.Y	 	 g
While small to medium-sized scheduling problems may be tractable
using the zero-one programming approach followed, large problems of
the kind to be encountered in the forthcoming Shuttle project will most
likely rely on approximate heuristic scheduling algorithms rather than
a true optimization algorithm. 	 Experiments are now underway in the
development of sucha heuristic program based on a stochastic assign-
ment of priorities to activities based on the inverse of their slack time.
An outline of the heuristic algorithm is presented.
Y
s
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INTRODUCTION
Techniques for the management of resources in project planning
and scheduling are of obvious interest to NASA or any other organization
faced with responsibility for carrying out a large-scale program involving
the interdependence of many complex and long lead-time tasks. 	 Early
resource management techniques such as PERT and CPM have proven to
be of less utility th_n had been generally believed at the time of their
introduction.	 The purpose of this study was to examine the practicality
of truly optimal scheduling of flights and ground support activities having
constrained resources. 	 There is a need for such an automatic scheduling
routine capable of reflecting resource constraints, resource captial and
incremental costs, task precedences, etc.	 The program could serve as
- a tool to minimize total project resource utilization, smooth the rate of
resource use, and to establish minimum resource requirements.
There currently exist a number of automatic event scheduling pro-
grams which product good feasible schedules.	 These programs involve
use of someg le of thumb
	
y	procedure in determiningheuristic
	 roce
sources.
t
priorities among	 for a
	
These methodsovailable rej bs competingJ
are in contrast to a second major group of procedures which aim at
producing the best possible or optimal schedule.
	 Such optimal pro-
` cedures are often termed exact or analytical and generally involve Cae
,y
use of some form of analytical programming or other rigorous analytical
'j procedure.
SUMMARY {
The first action taken was a survey of the existing literature on
this and related subjects.
	 The survey was aot very encouraging. While
certain small, generally academic, problers have been solved, no
general optimal solution technique exists for large problems though
there has been a considerable expenditure ofeffort in the attempt,
To gain experience and explore some of the practical problems to 9
be encountered, a zero-one formulation of several typical scheduling
problems was'made.	 The solution, of any scheduling problem of
practical interest will require machine computation.
	 An algorithm.	 -
developed by Balas to solve zero-one optimization problems was coded
for experimentation.	 The Balas al-gorithm is based on an implicit
s enumeration of the feasible solutions among the 2 n combinations of all
possible solutions for a problem of n variables.
	 The computational
experience suggested that the times required to solvi- _realistic problems
would be excessive.
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}An algorithm which places the most severe constraints, or some
. combination of them, early in the program so as to produce the maximum
reduction in the number of feasible branches to be investigated would
work much faster. 	 Such an approach was adopted and produced a satis-
factory solution of the test problems in a reasonable time. 	 Unfortunately,
modification of the objective function to achieve a multi-purpose objective
increased the computer run time dramatically. 	 This served to emphasize
the sensitivity of computation time to program formulation. {
Consideration of the size and complexity of the scheduling problems
to be encountered in the forthcoming Space Shuttle program lead to the
conclusion that both the computation time and the computer memory re-
quirements will exceed practical limits if a true optimum solution is
attempted.
The development of a heuristic scheduling program was undertaken.
A heuristic algorithm will not necessarily produce an optimum schedule
but, it will produce a "good" feasible schedule_ with a reasonable expend-
iture of computer time and a reasonable memory requirement.
LITERATURE REVIEW
The development of optimal procedures has progressed relatively
slowly with most of the progress in the area occurring within the last
ten years. Researchers in the area in the mid- 1960's arrived at
pessimistic conclusions and went on to develop heuristic procedures.
"In view of the difficulties involved there does_ not appear to be
any direct, (i. e. , exact) approach to formulating and solving the
resource loading problem. " 	 Kelly (1)
"Linear programming, dynamic programming, self-correcting
and combinational approaches, were investigated and discarded
because of the complexity of the problem. " Anonymous - I. E.
du Pont de Nemours and Co. (2)
_ y
"No formal mathematical model, can. be utilized at the present
time for scheduling projects under limited resources. 	 Rather,
only heuristic methods can be employed. " 	 Brand, et. al. (3) )
These pessimistic conclusions were due, at least in part, to the
fact that at that time, the major alternatives to heuristic procedures were
various' ordinary linear programming formulations; an approach which,
K in general, has proven to be computationally impractical for even very
y  '
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small problems.	 More recently research interest has focused on
integer programming formulations and combinatorial solution methods
such as implicit enumeration:
The first published integer programming formulation of the re-
source- constrained, duration-minimization, scheduling problem was
presented by Wiest (4). 	 Wiest made no attempt to implement his
formulation and it is interesting primarily as a demonstration that
integer programming can be applied to the problem. 	 For even a small
problem the number of variables and equations is prohibitive. 	 A
hypothetical project schedule involving 55 activities and 4 resources
involved 1650 variables and 6870 constraints, although some are
redundant.
Hadley (5) also presented an integer linear programming formulation
with no implementation.
	 The objective function used was total project
cost including resource use at regular and overtime rates and the cost
of changing resource levels.	 In evaluating his own formulation Hudley
concluded, "For any realistic problem the number of constraints would
be huge and the solution is at present quite impossible. " A number of
small problems were formulated and, solved by various authors but the
methods used were not extendable to .larger practical sized problem 's,	 F
(6 through 10).
In 1969, Pritsker, Watters, and Wolf (11), developed a new integer
linear programming approach to scheduling under multiple constraints.
Their formulation reduces the redundancy inherent in the earlier zero=
one programming formulations^of the problem by Bowman (52).
	 For
example, 'a simple 3-project, 8-job problem involving 3 resource types,
requiring 72 variables and 1.25 constraints using the Bowman zero-one
formulation can be reduced to a problem requiring 33 variables and 37
constraints.	 The formulation uses binary, zero-one, variables to
indicate, for select periods, whether or not -a job is completed in those
periods.	 This formulation is quite flexible and can accommodate, a
wide range of real-word situations.	 Like all of the mathematical
programming techniques, it still requires a relatively large nunxber of
variables and constraints to formulate a practical sized problem, but
'. at present this appears to be the most succinct and useful method being
y an extension of an earlier zero-one approach by Watters {12).
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The most recent major work in the area seems to have been done
by Fisher (13). Thus far, linear programming based optimal pro-
cedures have not developed to the point where they are capable of
solving problems of the type and size easily handled by heuristic
procedures, ''They are today primarily an interesting research topic
for academicians, " Davis (14).
There are two principal approaches of current interest in finding
optimal solutions to an integer programming problem. Several variants
of each approach are available as the result of different researchers.
No one algorithm is successful in all cases. The first principal cate-
gory of techniques are the cutting plane algorithms most closely
associated with the work of Gomory'(15, 16, 17), Glover (18, 19), and
others (20 through 24).
-i
The second' principal category of techniques are the various versions
of the backtrack algorithms. The most useful variations' are the so
called branch and bound algorithms. Modifications of the branch and
bound techniques are numerous. An excellent review of the develop-
ment of these techniques was given by Lawler and Wood (25). The
first application of these techniques to the constrained resourcePp	 	 r
scheduling problem was by Mueller-Merbach (26), who concluded that
branch and bound enumeration was not reliable for solving large pro-
blems but might be useful on portions of large networks. Johnson (27)
developed a new branch and bound technique and carried out extensive
computational experiments as a result of which he concluded that his
method was not practical for scheduling single resource projects with
more than 50 activities.
Davis (28) developed an algorithm he termed bounded enumeration.
The computation time is reduced by beginning with a heuristically
generated starting solution which is used as a reference in seeking
improved solutions. A optimum solution was found in about 74 percent
of his 65 experiments and an improved solution is the remainder of cases.
Davis and Heidorn (29) eventually expanded the procedure until it was
capable of handling projects of 220 duration units and up. to 5 resource
types.
A number of other recent developments have been subject to com-
parative study by Bennington and McGinnis (30). They concluded that
relatively little progress has been made in the development of optimal
1 scheduling techniques suitable for real practical sized problems.
t
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Special mention is made to a class of implicit enumeration algorithms
which are used only with zero-one problem formulations because they de-
pend on the special structure of such a problem.
	 The original algorithm
	 i
due to Balas (31, 32) has been the subject of considerable experirllent-a1
	
;I
., computation (33), and has been the starting point for improved techniques
	 L
by other researchers, generally in combination with other programming
	 T
methods (6, 12, 34, 35, 36, 37, 39).
While considerable progress has been made in recent years in the
development of optimal procedures for small, to medium sized problems,
	 -.
there is still no coniputationally feasible technique for handling the large
complex projects which occur in practice, (38).
	 Optimal schemes capable
of handling 50 jobs having 1 resource or perhaps 20 jobs having 5 resource
types seem to be about the state-of-'the-art. 	 Heuristic programs` capable
of handling several tens of thousand jobs and several hundred resource
types have been developed.
Heuristic-based procedures for scheduling activities under n-lultiple
resource constraints were reported by Kelly (1) shortly after the general
introduction of PERT and CPM. techniques. - More than 25 heuristic
scheduling routines are known to have been developed in the United States
alone.
	 The details of these programs are not generally available as each
is a computer program of some complexity representing a considerable
development, effort.	 Some of these programs are 'offered on a commercial
basis.	 Ulzfortulzately, there is little basis for meaningful colxlparison
among these heuristic programs Since in ma11y cases not even the inost
general operating principles have been disclosed.
	 Two descriptive con-1-
parisons were worked by Jenette (4), and Phillips (42). , Several researchers
have docun-iented conlpara:Live-computational' experience such as Fendly (43),
and Brand,
	 et. al.
	
(1).
Two particularly widely documented heuristics are RAMPS, described
by Wiest '(44), and the SPAR I, SPAR 11, SPARTAN series developed by
Wiest (4, 44, 46).
	
A large .number of other programs have been described
very briefly by other's, but not so completely that the development of a
similar program is all unal'nbiguous or trivial exercise; references (14,
38, and 47 through 51) contain such descriptions. 	 G
Over two-hundred likely bibliographic references were folind and
no doubt this list is far fioni complete. 	 Limited time and limited
i' library resources have made a comprehensive search of Lbe related 	 h
literature incomplete, but based on a limited sampling, certain con-
clusions can be safely made.
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a1. A great deal of research has been done in the area and a large
body of literature exists in both the area of optimal scheduling and
of heuristic scheduling under resource constraints with and without
leveling.
2. The literature regarding optimal scheduling has, in general,
attracted academic investigators whose findingshave been openly
reported.
As a result, we can assume that the present state of optimal
scheduling does not allow the generation of large schedules involving
the required number of tasks and resources.
3. The literature regarding heuristic scheduling has been much more
guarded. Thc>, objective often seems to have been to disclose the
existence of a program and to ''puff'' its virtues, while hiding its operation
and rationale. The development of heuristic procedures is sufficiently
advanced to allow the development of a program to do the scheduling of
verylarge projects'. All the automated scheduling of large projects is
currently being done with heuristic programs:
4. No one heuristic program gives the best results in all cases. The
effectiveness of a given scheme being highly problem specific. Experi-
mentation and development is required to tailor existing well-known 	 s
principles to a specific problem. 	 -
_a
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ZERO-ONE PROGRAMMING FORMULATION
It is common practice, in formulating large-scale models aimed
toward planning decisions, to rely on integer programming. In particular
situations requiring an "either.-or" or a "go-no go" decision, are amenable
to binary or zero-one programming which is a special case of the more
general integer programming.
Of the integer programming techniques discussed in the literature,
she approach of Pritsker, Watters and Wolfe (11), in formulating the
multi-project, job shop scheduling problem, seemed to have the most
potential for accommodation of the wide range of real world situations. 	 -
Provisions can be made for including multiple-resource constraints, due
dates, job splitting, resource substitutability, precedence, concurrancy
or non-concurrancy of activity performance, etc. The method is also more
succinct than other earlier formulations.
An efficie'nt formulation of a scheduling problem will depend upon a
judicious choice of definition for the variables. In this formulation zero z	 a
one variables are used to indicate, for select periods, whether or not an
event has been scheduled to occur in that time period. The beginning,
end, or some mid-point of an activity, such as a launch time, can be
selected as the denotement. Define the variable Xij to be one if event i
occurs in time period j, making i an index of events ` or activities and j
A
an index of time periods.
Activities or events are to be scheduled in a manner that optimizes
some performance index or objective function.' The choice of an approp-
riate,performance criterion is dependent on the nature of the project. Two
objective functions which might have some utility to NASA in the mission
operations activity were considered,_ but they are by no means the only
-ones possible. In one case, hereafter called the constrained problem, it
is assumed that a number of activities or events (jobs, flights, etc. ) are
to be performed so as to complete all of them by the earliest time subject
to limitations or*-
 constraints placed upon the resources available at any -:
given time. It is further assurned that certain of the activities must be
performed before, others can begin. An appropriate objective function
might be,
Minimize J = E E j Xij
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E	 ti The second, 	 considered is called the unconstrained problem.
In this case the resources are considered as being available in any
amount but, a capital cost is associated with each unit of resource
demand, i. e. , . each unit required to meet the peak requirement.- Such
a formulation would result in a schedule that minimized the peak levels
t	 ,
of resource use and then working with these self generated constraints
minimize the time to complete all the required activities; that is, tot	 produce the earliest project completion time. Such a formulation would
j be useful in sizing facilities or fleet sizing, etc. , where the cost
associated with each additional demand unit of resource represents a
substantial cost increment. A natural extension of such a formulation
j
	
	
would be to define one of the resources as the operating expense
associated with the various resources and include it in the objective
function so as to achieve a minimization _ of the sum of the operating
and capital expenditures. The objective function for the unconstrained
case would` be,
N	 ^;	 if
Minimize f =
	
j Xij + E
	
Wk . Max (Rkt)k
i	 1	 j= l	 k = 1'
Where k is the resource index or identifier, and Rk t
 is the amount of
resource k required during time period t. W k is the
,
 weighing or cost
of a demand unit of resource k.''
Note that for the constrained case, Rkt would be a predetermined limi-
tation on the amount of resource k being used on all jobs i during a time
period must be determined from,
	
	 2
N
Rkt = max E
	
rik Xil
^	 z	 -
where rill is the amount of resource k used to perform job i.
Each problem involves sequencing constraints or precedences and
could involve requirements for concurrence or nonconcurrence of events.
For a case where event i = A must precede job i = B, -these take the form,
E j' XA^ - E j Xgj S di
1
	
	
where di is the duration (in time periods) required to perform
activity` i.
1
I:°	 a
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3The requirement that each job in the project be completed is
easily formulated as,
-	 E Xij < N,
i
r
s	 and
G z (Xij) i	1
where N is the number of jobs or activities to be performed in
completing the project.
This formulation is directly adaptable to a multi-project situation
by the use of an additional subscript and multi-project completion con
N
- straint similar to the project completion constraints above.
Resource constraints for the constrained case are specified as
N	 t
rik Xij
	 Rkt	 A	 1
i - l	 j	 1
The substitutability of resources, for example, the ability of a
large facility to do a_'small job, can be handled by definin g a set of ,5
mutually exclusive jobs, only one of which must be performed:
x	 ;
e	
a
Noncurrency of two jobs, A and B, can be assured by the. constraint,
3
E XAj + E XBj .^ 1
1	 1
While eoncurrency of two jobs A and B, can be assured by specifing,
a
XAj XBj	 for all j.
3
l	 h
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Job splitting can be allowed by considering each job as a number
of subjobs with sequencing constraints.	 Concurrency and contiguous
scheduling can also be required by use of one superjob replacing two
or more jobs and the resources combined.
The unconstrained problem requires the use of the zero-one
variables Xij and constraints of the form just discussed. 	 In addition,
we also define a set, of variables Ykl which are zero if a demand unit
of resource k is unused and one if the demand unit of resource -k is used.
The index 1 may be thought of as the serial number of the resource
` demand unit or facility being used.	 Naturally, the demand unit can be
scaled where appropriate to reduce the number of variables involved
at the expense of introducing some granularity into the problem. Alter-
nately, the Ykl ,variables could be defined as zero if resource k is used
to a set level corresponding to index 1.
As an example ofthe application of a zero-one formulation to a
scheduling problem, consider a project consisting of nine events re-
quiring three resources. 	 Events I through 4 . each require only resource
S for two time periods, one period before and one after the event.
Events 5 through 7 each require resource S for two time periods, also
centered about the event, and resource T for three time periods, the
one preceding the event, and the two periods following the event. Events
8 and 9 each require resource .S for two time periods, the one preceding
and the one following the event.	 Resource 'T is required for three time
periods, the two preceding and the one following the event.	 Resource
L is required for four time periods,_ the two preceding and the two
following the `event.
We will adopt as precedence constraints the requirements that
x event l must precede event 2, event 3 must precede event 4, event 5
must precede event 6, event 6 must precede event 7, and event 8 must
precede: event 9.	 The scheduling interval, or horizon, contains ten
time periods.	 The resources available are two units of S,- one unit of
r T and one unit of L for all time periods.
u,
The problem formulation takes the form,
G;
Minimize	 Cj X,
a
j	
J
subject to,
Aij	 Xj	 Fii for i = 1, 2,
	 ... , M
t j '
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rXj =
	
0 or l	 for j = 1', 2,..., N
Here the variables Xj are the Xij binary variables denoting the
occurence of event i in time period j. 	 The indices i and j now are
redefined, changed so that the j index denotes the event-time variables
and the i index numbers the constraints. 	 For the unconstrained problem
Xj also includes the resource use variables Ykl.
The constrained version of the example problem requires ninety
a variables, one for each of the nine events in each of the timeperiods,
and forty-five constraints, nine event constraints, the project com-
pletion constraint, five precedence constraints,, and thirty resource
constraints, one for each resource in each time period.
	 The X- vector
contains ninety elements and a corresponding ninety coefficients Cj
are required for the objective function.
	
The constraint coefficient
matrix Aij contains forty-five rows and ninety columns or 4050 elements.
The-. Bi vector requires forty-five elements.	 The values of these co-
efficients are presented in Table A for the constrained problem. 	 Be-
cause the Aij matrix is sparse and quite highly structured, a shorthand
notation of the form UxV has been adopted to indicate that the value V
is replicated U times in writing the elements of the i row.
_a
Formulation of the unconstrained problem is similar, except
that if up to	 two -units of each resource are allowed for each of the
three resources, the nine Ykl resource variables are added to the
ninety Xij event-time variables to arrive at ninety-nine Xj variables
' in the minimization problem.	 Six additional constraints' are required
so the Cj array contains ninety-nine elements, the Bi array, fifty-one
elements, and the Aij array 5049 elements. 	 These ,values are presented
in Table B, using the same abbreviated notation used for the constrained
} case.
x
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TABLE A. CONS MAINED PROBLEM
i
Objective Function Coefficients
Cj = 9 x ( 1 , 2, 3, 4, 5 , 6 , 7, 8, 9, 10)
Right-Hand Side of Constrairits'
Bi = 9, x' 1,
	
-9, 2, 2, 3, 3, 4, 	 1 0 x (2, 1, 1)
Event Constraint Coefficients
A1j=10x1, 80x0
A2j= 10x0, 10x1, 70x0
A33 = 20 x 0, 10 x 1, 60 x 0
A4j=30x0, 10x1, 50x0
A5j=40x0, 10x1, 40x0
A6j=50x0, 10x1, 30x0
A7 j = 60 x 0, 10 x 1, 20 x 0
A8j=70x0, 10x1,-10x0
A9 j = 80 x 0, 10 x 1
Project Completion Constraint Coefficients
A1.Oj =_90 x (-1)
Sequence Constraint Coefficients
Allj= -10,= 9, -8,-?,-6,-5', -4,-3, -2,-1,10,9,8,'7, 6,5, 4,3,2,1 ►
70x0
Al2j = 20 x 0, -10, -9, -'8, -7, -6, -5, -4, -3, -2, -1, 10, 9, 8, 7, 6, 5 , 4,
- 3, -2, -1, 50 x 0
Al 3j=40x0,
	 -10,- 9, -8,-7,-6,-5,-4,-3,=2,-1, 10, 9, 8,7,6,5,4,
3, 2, 1,	 30 x 0
A14j =' 50 x 0,-10, 
-9, -8, -7, -6, -5, -4, -'3, -2, =1	 10, 9, 8, 7, 6, 5, 4,	 A
3, 2, 1, 20 x 0
A15j = 70 x 0,	 -10,- 9, -8,-7,-6,-5,-4,-3,-Z,-1,	 10, 9, 8, 7, 6, 5, 4,
3, 2,1}
i.
tt
A
{F
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TABLE A. CONSTRAINED PROBLEM (CONTINUED)
3
Resource Constraint Coefficients	
x
4
Ai6j= 9x(2x1, 8x10)	 z
A17j_= 40x0, 3x(2x1, 8x0), 20xO	 r
A18j =70x..0, 2x(3x1, 7x0)
A19j =9x(0, 2x1, 7x0)
A20* = 40 x 0, 3x (3 x 1, 7 x 0), 20 x 0
A21j =70x0, 2x(4x1, 6x0)
A22j =9x(2x0, 2x1, 6x0)
t A2 3j ='40 x 0, 3-x ( 0 , 3 x 1,6 x 0), 20 x 0
A24j = 70 x 0, 2 x (0, 4x 1, 5 x 0)
A2 5j =.9 x (3 x 0, 2'x 1, 5 x 0)
A26j= 40x0,,3x(2x0, 3x1, 5x0)20 x-0
A27i =70x0	 2x(2x0	 4x1	 4x0)
r A28j =;9 x (4 x 0, 2'x 1, 4 x 0)
h A29j= '40x0, 3x(3x0, 3x1, 4x0), 20x0
A30j =70x0, 2x(3x0, 4x1, 3x0)
A31j =9x(5 x0, 2x1, 3x0)
A32j = 40 x 0, (4 x 0, 3 x 1, 3 x 0), 20 x 0	 -
A33j =70x0, 2x(4x0, 4x1, 2x0 )
rA34j
A35'
=9x(6x0, 2x1, 2x0>
3x 5x0, 3x1	 2x0
A36j = 70 x 0, 2 x (5 x 0, 4 x 1, 0)	 y
A37j, = 9 x (7 x 0, 2 x 1, 0.)-
A38j =40x0, 3x(6x0, 3x1, 0), 20x0
A39j = 70 x 0, 2 x (6 x 0, 4 x 1)
A40j = 9 x (8x0,.2 x l)
A41 j= 40 x 0, 3 x (7 x 0,
	 3-x 1), 320 x 0
A42j ='70x0, 2x(7x0,I 3x1)
A43j =9x(9x0,	 1)
A44j =40x0, 3x(8x0,'2x1), 20x0;.
A45j_70x0, 2x(8x0,,2x1)
Objective Function Coefficients
Cj = 9 x (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10), 3 x W1, 3 x W2, 3 x W3
.r
Right-Hand Side of Constraints
s Bi _ 9 x 1,	 -9,	 -2, -2, -3, -3, -4, 36 x 0
} Event Constraint Coefficients
Ali =. 10 x 1, 89 x 0
z A2j= 10x0, 10x1, 79 x0
z A3j=20x0, 10x1, 69x0
A4j=30x0, 10x 1, 59x0
A4j=40x0, 10x 1, 49x0
A6j=50x0, 10x1, 39x0 t
A7j=60x0, 10x1, 29x 0
A8j=70x0, 10x1, 19x0
A9 j = 80 x 0,	 10 x 1, 9 x 0'
i
Project Completion Constraint Coefficients
A10j=90x1, 9x0	 3
Sequence Constraint Coefficients
x _	 a
Al,lj = -10, -9,-8, -7, -6, -5, -4, -3, -2, -1, 10, 9, 8, 7,6, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1,
79 x 0
Al2j = 20 x 0,	 -10, -9,-8, -7,, -6,
 -
.5, -4, -3, -2, -1, 10, 9, 8, 7, 6, 5 , 4,r 3, 2, 1	 59 x 0
A13j = 40 x 0,	 -10, 
-9, -8, -7; -6, -5, -4,-3, -2	 -1, 10, 9, 8, 7, 6, 5, 4,
x 3, 2, 1, '39 x 0
A14j = 50 x 0,	 -10, -9, -8, -7, -6, -5, -4, -3, -2, -1,
	 10, 9, 8, 7, 6, 5, 4,
3, 2, 1,
	 29 x 0
A15j = 70 x 0,	 -10, -9, -8, -7, -6, -5, -4, -3, -2, -1,	 10, 9,"8, 7, 6, 5, 4,
3,2, 1,	 9x0
A16j,=9x (2x1, 8x0),
	 3x-1, 6x0
I	 C A17j=40x0, 3x (2x 1, 8x0), 20x0, 	 3x0, 3x-1, 3x0
I A18j=70x0, 2x(3x1,'7x0), 6x0, 3x-1
_A19j=9x(0,
	 2x1, 7x0),	 3x-1, 6x0-
,d
A20j-=40 x0,'3x(3x1, 7x0), 20x0, 3x0, 3x-- 1, 3x0
k
i^
r^
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TABLE B.	 UNCONSTRAINED PROBLEM. (CONTINUED)
Sequence Constraint Coefficients
	 (Continued)
A21j=70x0, 2x(4x1, 61x0), 6x0, 3x-1
A22j=9x(2 x0, 2x1, 6x0), 3x-1, 6x0
A23j=40x0, 3x(0, 3x1, 6'x0), 20x0, 3x0, 3x-1, 3x0
A24j=70x0, 2x(0, 4x1, 5x0), 6x0, 3x-1
A25j=9x(3.;.0, 2x1, 5x0), 3x-1, 6x0
A26j=40x0, 3x(2x0, 3x1, 5x0), 20x0, 3x0, 3x-1,	 3x0
A27j=70x0, 2x(2x0, 4x1, 4x0), 6x0, 3x-1
A28j=9x(4 x0, 2x1, 4x0), 3x -1, 6x0
A29j =40x0,	 3x(3x0,; 3',x1, 4x0), 20x0, 3x0, 3x-1, 3x0
A30j=70x0, 2x(3x0, 4'x 1, '3x0), 6x0,	 3'x-1	 f
A31j=9'x(5 x0, 2x1, 3x0), 3x-1, 6x0
A32j=40x0, 3x(4x0, 3x1, 3x0), 20x0,
	 3x0, 3x-1,	 3x0
A33j=70x0, 2x(4x0, 4x1, 2x0), 6x0, 3x-1
A34j=9x(6 x0, 2x1, 2x0), 3x-1, 6x0
A35j=40x0, 3x(5x0, 3x1, 2_x0),	 3x0,	 3x-1, 3x0
A36j=70x0, 2x(5x0, 4x1,;0), 6x0, 3x-1
A37j=. ,9x(7x0, 2x1, 0),	 3x -1	 6 -x0
A38j=40x0, 3x(6 x0, 3x1, 0), 20x0, 3x0, 3x-1, 3x0
A39j=70x0, 2x(6 x0, 4x 1),,6x0, 3x-1
A40j=9x(8 x0, 2x1), 3x-1, 6x0
A41j = 40 x 0, 3 x (7 x 0, 3 x 1), 20 x0, 3 x 0, 3 x -1, 3 x 0
A42j=70x0, 2x(7 x0, 3x1), 6x0, 3x-1
A43j=9x(9 x0,	 1),	 3x-1, 6x0'	 i
A44j=40x0, 3x(8x0, 2-x 1), 20x0, 3x0, 3x-1, 3x0
	
i
A45j	 70x,0, 2x(8x0, 2x1), 6x0, 3x-1
Resource Level Constraint Coefficients
A46j=90x0, -1, 1, 7x0
A47j=91x0, -1,
	
1, 6x0
A48j =93x0,	 -1,	 1,,4x0
A49j,= 94 x 0, -1, 1, 3 x 0
A50j = 96 x 0, -1
	 1, 0
A51j=97x0, -1, 1
i = 51
j=99
W 1 = 300
W2 = 150t	 W3=90
x	
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SOLUTION OF THE'ZERO-ONE FORMULATION
The number of possible 'solutions to the zero-one combination
optimization is 2'n where n is the number 'of binary variables. Such
problems are typically quite 'large, involving many variables and con-
straints. As we have seen, a relatively 'simple scheduling problem may
involve on the order of a hundred variables and be a small problem. Yet
2100	 1. 27 x 10 30 , obviously a very large number of possible solutions
exist. A bit of reflection le-ads to the conclusion that an exhaustive
search of the possible solutions is not a fruitful approach. Assuming a
time of 10- 6 seconds to evaluate bne 'solution, the time required is on
the order of 4 x 10 16 years. 'It is apparent that any method or algorithm
to be used in solving medium to large "scale zero-one programming pro-
blems must avoid explicitly enumerating all the possibilities. What is
needed are techniques for partially enumerating a manageable number
of possibilities and implicitly enum.eratirig all of the rest. The well-
known simplex method for solving ordinary linear programming problerns
	
j
is such a system, it systematically examines only a small number of all
the basic solutions. Dynamic programming recursions exploit Bellman's
principle of optimality to circumvent enumerating all feasible solutions.
i At present, no general purpose technique exists which is satisfactory for	 a
the general integer programming problem in a manner analogous to the
simplex method for solution of the general ordinary linear programming
problem.
Currently, there are two principal approaches for finding a truly
optimal solution to an integer programming problem.; Several variants
of each approach are available' as the result of the work of various re-
searchers, no one algorithm is successful in all cases.
"I
	
	 The first principal category of approaches are the cutting-plane
algorithms. In general, one starts with an optimal linear programming
solution. At each iteration an additional linear constraint is added that
is satisfiedby any integer solution to the problem, but that rules out the
current iteration's non-integer .solution. Convergence is guaranteed in
a finite, though sometimes very large, number of iterations. The speed
of such methods is very sensitive to the specific way in which the problem
is formulated, for example, the addition of redundant; constraints will
often substantially improve the convergence.
P	 _
i F
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The second principal category of approaches are the various
backtrack algorithms.	 The most useful variations are the so called
branch and bound algorithms which, like the cutting-plane techniques,
start with an optimal linear programming solutions 	 A family of related
but separate linear programming problems is solved, which bound the
actual solution.	 This method works well for mixed as well as pure
integer problems.	 Numerous modifications of the branch and bound
techniques exist such as the methods of excluded subtours, designated
routes, partial tours, etc.
If the number of variables is large, the general cutting-plane and
branch and bound algorithms require an excessive number of iterations.
As a consequence of the special structure of the scheduling problem
formulated as a zero-one integer programming problem, one can use
a partial enumeration algorithm such as the Balas algorithm. 	 The
classical zero-one integer programming problem. can be characterized
as,
'. n
Maximize	 ,^	 Cj X.j
n
E	 A j X i <_ Bi	 for i - 1, 2, ... , M
j	 1
X . = 0 or 1	 for j - 1 , 2, ... N.
This is the dual of the minimization problem formulated for the
scheduling problems.
Assume that each Cj is an integer, -.a condition ,that 'can be met by
$ appropriate scaling.
The Balas additive algorithm exploits the zero-one conditions to
limit the arithmetic to additions and subtractions.
	
The usual integer
{ programming methods require the solution of a sequence of ordinary
linear programming problems which require multiplication and/or
division.	 A digital computer normally performs addition in a fraction
of the time required for multiplication, so this in itself will result in
a significant saving in computation times if the number of computations
is at all comprable. ar	 ^
Although there are 2n possible assignments of the variables Xl }
X2, .. Xn, many of the assignments do not satisfy the constraints and
' relatively" few will be optimal.	 A subset of the X • is called a partial
-	 t 23.19
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solution and the Xj not included in the partial solution are free variables.
Any particular assignment of values to free variables is called a com-
pletion of the related partial solution. A partial solution having s varibles
has 2n-s completions. The Balas algorithm involves a list of problems
each one of which corresponds to a partial solution which may or may
not be feasible and each of the associated partial solutions gives rise to
a"branch. The history of the algorithm's attempt at a solution can be
displayed by means of a diagram resembling a tree. Once a feasible
g;	 solution is found, the resultant value of the objective function becomes
a lower bound. Given a partial solution no further branching is required
if it can be shown that there is no feasible completion which yields a
value of the objective function greater than the current lower bound. At
this point the partial solution is said to be fathomed. When a partial
solution of s variables is fathomed, Z n-s possible assignments have been{	 implicitly_ enumerated.
There is a close connection between the basis of this implicit
enumeration and the Bellman's principle of optimality in dynamic pro-
gramming. Given a partial solution, the remaining variables must be
optimized in order for a completion to be optimal. If there are no
values- of the remaining variables that yield a feasible solution, or if
the resultant optimal value of the objective function is better than a
previously found solution, the set of optimal solutions does not contain j
the given partial solution. j
At any iteration I designate the lowerbound of the objective function
as Xo .	 On the first iteration XI ca n be the value of any feasible solution
that is known, or if no feasible solution is known, Xo can be equal to - a0
On the first iteration the list specifying the different partial solutions
has two problems, ,which are found by selecting a particular variable {"
Xj and letting one partial solution be Xj = 1, and the other Xj = 0. Given
a partial solution, the linear constraints,-can be expressed as, 3
;y
.z
^
n
a EAij Xj <Bi	 -	 Aij Xj	 for i = 0, 1, 2.... M
x all free	 partial
variables	 solution variables
where each Xj in the partial solution has its assigned value in the
summations on the right-hand side in the above equation and for i =, 0,
' the coefficients are Aoj = Cj and Bo =--X I - 1`.	 This implies that there
is no feasible solution having an objective function value greater than
the lower bound if
{, 1
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_ Minimum (Aij, 0) > Bi -	 E	 Aij Xj for any i.
all free	 partial
variables	 _solution variables -
The first summation is 'simply the sum of all the negative coefficients
of the free variables.	 If this sum is larger than the second summation,
then even if all the free variables have a value of 1 where Aij 	 0, it
is not sufficient to satisfy, the i th constraint in the previous equation.
r Given a partial solution, a particular value must be assigned to
a. free variable for any feasible completion with an objective function
value greater than the current lower bound. 	 This suggests a com-
putation similar to the preceeding, namely, if
Minimum (Aij, O) +) Aij	 Bi - E Aij' Xj for any i ,
all free	 partial
I
variables	 solution variables
,
then X*	 0	 if Aij > 0 and Xj	 = 1- if Aij < 0.
The implicit,°enumeration algorithm then becomes:
1.	 Terminate the computation if the problem list is empty.
Otherwise, select aproblem -and. remove it from the list.
Z.	 If free variables can be found that must have a particular
solution for any feasible completion with an objective
function value greater than Xo , augment the chosen partial
solution accordingly. . It if is determined that there is no
feasible completion having an objective value greater than
XI , then let Xo+1 = XI 	 and return to 1.
3.	 If the augmented partial solution is complete record it,
let Xo	be the associated value of the objective function,
and return to 1.
4.	 Select any, free variable Xj not in the augmented partial
solution and add two problems to the problem list,' one
with Xj set equal to zero, the other with Xj set equal to
one.	 "Return to the step 1.
Termination occurs when the problem list is empty.
	
If a feasible	 i
solution has been recorded, it is optimal though not necessarily unique.
The method must terminate in a finite number of iterations.
1
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A, number of improvements and modifications of the basic Balas
algorithm have been suggested in recent research papers.
	 The Balas
algorithm tests given can be applied not only to the formulated problem
constraints, but also the composite constraints formed by adding positive
combinations of the constraints.
,r	 ( E	 Yi Aij)	 Xj	 E	 Yi Bi
J	 1	 i
where .Yi > 0.	 Such additional constraints are called composite
or surrogate- constraints and can be useful in reducing the number of
branches to be considered.	 A: number of variations on the basic Balas
algorithm were investigated and considerable research into
	 -
various past investigations performed.	 The addition of an ordinary
linear programming roa;tine co generate the most severe possible
surrogate constraints which are then used in an implicit enumeration
algorithm to reduce the computation time seemed very promising.
COMPUTATIONAL EXPERIENCE
A program: based on the simple, Balas additive algorithm was unable
to obtain a solution to either the constrained or the unconstrained pro-
blem in a reasonable length of time.
	 The constrained problem which
requires the search of fewer feasible solutions, ran for over 35, 000
iterations without terminating.	 The time required was over ninety
minutes on a CDC 3200 computer. 	 The program was checked using
several trivial problems involving nine variables and eight constraints
and operated correctly.	 The conclusion was reached that a more power-
ful algorithm was needed.	 If the most severe constraints could be used
early in the computation, so as to eliminate the largest number of feasible
solutions, the job could be performed much more quickly.	 Geoffrion (37)
had suggested a method which uses an imbedded linear program to com-
plete surrogate constraints which are as strong as possible.
	 The use a
of the imbedded linear program had produced dramatic reductions in the
computation times experienced by Geoffrion. s-
°While Glover (39) and others have experimented with a similar
approach,' the limited computational experience available suggests that
the Geoffrion approach is the most advanced technique available for the
solution of this type problem.
a
^.	
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iA program using the Geoff rion algorithm was successful in obtaining
solutions for both the constrained and the unconstrained example problems.
The constrained problem required 52 seconds using a UNIVAC 1108
computer for a complete implicit enumeration requiring 827 iterations.
The unconstrained problem is more difficult to solve because it contains
a larger number of feasible solutions. The solution time on the UNIVAC
1108 was 603 seconds and involved 4917 iterations. The solution time is
seen to be very sensitive to the problem formulation.
Consider that approximately one minute and ten minutes were re--
quired'for the solution of a relatively simple problem involving only
nine events to be scheduled in one of ten time periods and involving only
three resources. The task facing the Mission Operations group will re-
quire the scheduling of between 50 and 100 activities involving perhaps
50 resources to within one day during a one-year period. Even allowing
for some sophisticated data compression, taking advantage of the fact
that the Aij array is sparse, a limitation imposed by the memory avail-
able in most large computers is encountered. The large number of
coefficients required would require the development of some automated
translator to convert the problem into a zero-one formulation. If the
computation time is nearly linear with problem size as claimed by
Geoffrion (37), solution times on the order of at least several hours are s	 a
expected for the constrained problem and perhaps ten times that for the
unconstrained problem. Experience_ with these problems suggested that
computation time is not linear for these problems, but some higher order
polynomial function of the number of variables suggesting an even more
pessimestic conclusion as to the practicality of optimal scheduling.
The program for the algorithm used successfully is not reproduced
here _because it would require too much space as it involves 869 Fortran
statements, excluding the data which required 264 cards for the uncon-
strained problem. The author will provide a listing to anyone wishing
to experiment with the problem.
23-23
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The zero-one formulation presented here, together with the
Geoff rion, imbedded linear 'Optimization, implicit enumeration, algorithm
used are representative of the best available techniques for optimum
scheduling. A projection of the result
's achieved to application of these
techniques to problems of interest in the mission operations planning
and scheduling activity is not encouraging.
1. The current state-of-the-art of integer program formulation
requires a rather cumbersome formulation involving large numbers of
variables and large numbers of constraining equations to represent
scheduling problems.
2. The current state-of-the-art of solution techniques does not
allow solution of the required size problem with sufficient speed to
make the solution of realistic scheduling^ problems practical.
3. , The feasibility of any: optimal scheduling problems of real
interest would ! require the development of a program translator : to
generate the coefficients'for an integer formulation of the problem
together with data compression techniques for handling the data within
a computer. The computer storage requirements would, however,
still be very great.
4. The optimal scheduling technique discussed here may be of
interest in special problems of limited size.
5. The scheduling problems of interest are within the capacity of
heuristic scheduling algorithrns. While the results achieved.will not
9necessarily be optimal, they will most likely be good enou h. Many of
these heuristic algorithms employ a Monte-Carlo approach which allows
some trade-off of increased accuracy versus increased computation time.
6a The results obtained using heuristic algorithms are very
sensitive to the problem formulation and it is extremely difficult to
anticipate the result of using a given heuristic. It would be advantageous
for anyone pI erforming automated scheduling to obtain experience with as
wide a. range of heuristic programs as possible.
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